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Although the M20 uses our new 
20-bit ADAT Type II recording 

»rmat, it's completely compatible 
with more than 110,000 ADATs 

in use around the world. 
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An all new remote/autolocator, the 
- CAM', provides control of up to 
:eight M20s from hundreds of yank 

,ligka..14 Remote metering in the control 
is made possible by the new 
RAID- meter display 

In commercial recording and post production, there's no room for compromise and 
no time for excuses. 
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Amt. 

While you're up and running 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, your recording equipment 
has to set the pace for your facility. So the 

Alesis M20" was designed to handle all the 
business you take on. With features like a direct-drive, 

servo-controlled tape transport that offers the fastest lock 
times of any MDM ever made. Comprehensive built-in 

synchronization. And many more features we added 
off the professional ADAT users' wish list. 

Let's not forget audio quality The M20 features ADAT 
Type II, the only MDM recording format that writes 
20 bits to tape. State-of-the-art 24-bit A/D converters 
that yield an astonishing 115dB of dynamic range. 
Whether you're mixing a jazz combo or posting 
a feature film, you'll hear the difference. 

So if you've been waiting for an MDM that works as hard 
as you do, its here. Take care of business with the M20. 
Available today at a select range of Authorized Alesis 

Professional Audio and Broadcast dealers. 

CIRCLE *001 ON PRODUC1 INFO CARO 

The M20's comprehensive feature set 
includes built-in SMPTE/EBU sync, 
MIDI Machine Control. provision far 
9-pin edit control, a true jog/shuttle 
wheel that scrubs forward and back-
ward, and dedicated aux and time 
code tracks. Everything you ever 

wished for in an ADAT. And more. 

For a romplete list of Alesis M20 retailers- in the us. uit us at ninet at inricalesis.rom/m2Odealt—s. la otherparts 4111e 
world. rontart your Alesis distributor E. lifesis and e‘• OAT are registered trademarks: .1120 ( API and HMI) are trademarks of Atesis Corporntion. 

The M20's S-VHS recording media 
is the least expensive, most eftéctive 

storage for digital audio data. 
Over 3.4 gigabytes of data 
gets stored on each tape. 
Cost? About fifteen bucks. 

Alesis Corporation 
1633 26th Street Santa Monica CA 90404 80M-ALESIS alecorpgalesisl.nsa.com www.alesis.corn 



Great Studios 
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4200 W.Magnolia Boulevard, 
Burbank, California 91505. 

Phone: 818 563 4200 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1 RU, England 

Tel: +44 f0)1865 842300 

Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118 

E-mail: sales@soild-state-logic.com 

http://www.solid-state-logic.com SL 9000 

New York 

+1 (1)212 315 11 11 

Los Angeles 
+ • ,213 463 4444 

Tokyo 
+81 (0)3 5474 1144 

Paris 

433 (oil 3460 4666 

Milan 
+" ( 3)2 2622 4456 

Tomato 

+1 ( 1)416 431 9131 

Singapore 

+65 (0)438 2272 



DA-45HR 

The 24-bit Master 

$2,149* 

41.1 

y 

OMNI": 

DA-60M KII 

4-head Tune Code Master 

$6.999. 

DA-30M KII 

The Studio DAT Master 

$1,399* 

DA-20MKII 

Project Studio DAT Master 

$969* 

DA-302 

The Dual DAT Master 

$1.869* 

DA-P I 

Portable DAT Recorder 

$2,059* 

For the facts on the first family of DAT 

and the entire line of TASCAM 

professional audio products osa  

tascam corn 

or call TASCAM FaxBack at 800.827.2268 

FAxisAcx 
TUC *mark. Ire 7713 Tedegrreltd 
Mal.. CuH&40 liii 06-0)03 
TUC Ca Led PM VI.. Scr••• 

Ples•••• Ontare LIZ In c.,» MD51004001 
TUC Mots. SA d•Cy I•nra. Corm • II 

Celorma Cannan. Cap., Mexo 04100 d1.31•31.1.1 

• Planulactuver's Sugested &KM Pm. (us) 

PO,VER 

The World's First 

DAT Recorder 
(No Hype Required) 

TASCAM DA-45HR 

24- BIT l-IGH PESOUITY71"3' 

PHONES lifer IOW 

Now Available At Your TASCAM Dealer 

With digital and analog I/O, word clock, and a menu driven environment, TASC_AM's 

24-bit DA-45HR DAT recorder is brilliantly designed to master from DAWs and other digital 

systems. Plus, its Standard mode provides complete backward compatibility with I6-bit DAT 

Make every mix a master work with the First Family of DAT. See the entire line of TAS 

professional DAT recorders at your dealer now. 

Take advantage of 
CIRCLE #002 ON P 



The unique Tannoy Dual Concentric :point source :echnology offers the 

professional recording engineer a strategic advantage when mixing and creating 

effects for film and music in the 5.1 surround format. 

True surround sound is a virtual 3-dimensional sound stage that demands linear 

phase and amplitude response vertically as well as horizontally to be convincing. 

The smooth, conical dispersion of the Dual Concentric propagates a naturally 

holistic wavefront in all directions into the mixing environment, empowering the 

engineer with accurate 3D spatial imaging for superior results. 

Unlike stereo which only has to create an accurate image between and .0fTlE-

what to the sides of the mix position (usually a small sweet spot), convincing 

5.1 surround mixing and scoring demand much more from your monÉtoring 

system.The environment must be transformed into a totally 3-dimensional 

sound stage to be done effectively.This relies on a linear response fr om the 

loudspeaker both on and off axis in both the horizontal and vertical planes. 

This is simply not possible with conventional multi-driver discrete loudspeakers, 

which pose a plethora of problems with amplitude linearity, especially off-axis 

in the vertical dirnension.While they might work fine in a fixed position for 

stereo music production , they just cannot compete with the Tannoy Dual 

Concentric's ability to reproduce accurate imaging and placement in a 30 stage 

requiring a linear response on all axis. 

If you're interested in superior results wher scoring, producing and mixing 5.1, 

you should know what the best in the business have known for years,Tanney 

Dual Concentric point source constant directivity driver technology can 

accurately steer your next surround project into the big time. 

Please contoct TGI North America for more information. 

Wnether 1 am r eating a pouncing act on cue or a subtle mood 
piece, it is essential that I know how the music truly sound:. 
The detail and 3ccuracy of the ;annoy Dual Concerti-1c gives 
me complete confdence that my scare wié bond secrilessly 
me the scene 3nd the characters and no: clash with the 
dialogue or the sound effects. 

Brad Fieder 
Credits: Terminator 11 • True lies • Striking Distance 
• The Accused • Tom Hanks 'Bah to the Moon" • glue ;teel 

Far my Music, sound Design, &mono!, A Fvey and 5 I 
Surround Film ;v1ixing,Tannoy Dual Conceatric Speakers deliver 
transparent, meticulous quality :hroughout all the stilios. Ths 
cantnbutes to a seamless audit enveonment from room to 
,OCM without the listening fatigue aeociated with cder 
designs. I can trust my results f-om Taniso on all rriii projects 

Frank Serafine 
Credits: Orgazmo • Field of Dreams • Hunt for Red Oclioircr 
• Flight of the Navigator 

FOR THOSE WHO KNOW 
North America • 300 Gage Avenue, Unit 1 

febener, Ontario, • Canada N2M 2C8 
519 745 1158 • Fax: 519 745 2364 
Web site: http:/imited.tannoy.com 

Toll free dealer order hot line: (FAX): l-800-525-7D8 I 
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AUDIO 
20 Fast Lane: One Is the Loneliest Number 

by Stephen St.Croix 

24 Insider Audio: My Favorite Vintages—Good Old Gear 

Doesn't Have to Cost a Fortune by Paul D. Lehrman 

36 New Products From the 105th AES Convention 

by the Mix Editors 

38 1998 TEC Award Winners 

46 The Mix Interview: Metallica's James Hetfield and 

Lars Ulrich by Sarah Jones 

52 Digital Editing for Classical Music: The Virtual 

Razor's Edge by Chris Michie 

62 Get Plugged In: Some of the Hot Products 

That Debuted This Year by Randy Alberts 

74 The Road to Teatro: Engineer Mark Howard on 

Teatro Studios, and Recent Projects by Chris Michie 

94 Firewire Update: Report From the 1394 Developers 

Conference by Michael Clagett 

98 The Project Studio: Jeff Taylor's Madjef Productions 

by Adam Beyda 

114 Maximizing Sound Quality with High-Resolution 

Audio by Bob Katz 
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180 Recording Notes 

• Tony Rich Hits the "Birdseye" by BlairJackson 

• A New Day for Waylon Jennings by Barbara Schultz 

• Herbie Hancock & Friends Celebrate Gershwin 

by Galy Eskow 

• Classic Tracks: Gladys Knight & The Pips' "Midnight 

Train to Georgia" by BlairJackson 

• Cool Spins: The Mix Staff Pick Some of Their 

Favorite CDs 

201 Media & Mastering News by Philip De Lancie 

248 Power Tools: Sonic Solutions Sonic System 

by Tracy Martinson 

SOUND FOR PICTURE 
100 Post Script 

• Sound for Film: The Last Chance by Larry Blake 

• "ANTZ!" by Tom Kenny 

• "Very Bad Things" by Tom Kenny 

• Facility Spotlight: Spank! Music and Sound Design 

by Tom Kenny 
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PRODUCTS 
124 Preview/Hot Off the Shelf 

129 New Software and Hardware for 

Audio Production 

130 Technology Spotlight: Harrison 

digital.engine Analog/Digital/Hybrid 

Mixing Console by George Petersen 

132 Field Test: Yamaha 01V Digital Mixing Console 

by Barry Cleveland 

140 Field Test: Tannoy Reveal Two-Way 

Reference Monitors by Barry Cleveland 

148 Field Test: SADiE 24.96 High-Resolution 

Digital Audio Workstation by Rob James 

154 Field Test: Sonorus STUDI/O Digital Audio Card 

by George Petersen 

156 Field Test: Crest X-Eight HS 8-Bus Sound 

Reinforcement Console by Mark Frink 

160 Field Test: Mackie HUI DAW Interface 

by Michael Denten and Erik Hawkins 

LIVE SOUND 
84 The Montreux Jazz Festival by Sarah Jones 

164 Tips on the Used Console Market by Mark Frink 

165 Tour Profile: Andrea Bocelli and Orchestra at Madison 

Square Garden by Eric Rudolph 

166 All Access: The Brian Setzer Orchestra; Bauhaus 

by Steve Jennings 

DEPARTMENTS 
8 From the Editor 

10 Feedback 

12 Current 

16 Industry Notes 

42 On the Cover: Chicago Trax 

204 Coast to Coast (Includes L.A. Grapevine, NY Metro 

Report, Nashville Skyline, Sessions & Studio News) 

218 Studio Showcase 

224 Ad Index and Product 

Information Card 

229 Marketplace 

235 Classifieds 

Check out Mix Online! 

http::/www.mixonline.com 

On the Cover: The new AMS 
Neve Capricorn room at Chicago 
Tras opened iast month and was 
designed by Doug Jones with 
5.1-channel mixing in mind. 
For more, see page 42. Photo: 
Michael Kardas. Inset: Melanie 
Weiner/Retna. 
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The compressor that forgives, 

Vwde-rangilg gain b-step analog inpit 

control allows or output mete- ing 
+4/-10 operat on 

50 factory presets, 5,7 user 

progrdmmable presets 

Digital input and 

output meters mea-

su-e internal digital 

processing levels 

Dual mono ci 

true stereo 

linked operation   

hybrid display tech nolo-
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Digital riieteri show both 

peak and average levels 
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EGI+G+CmP+DS 

Cornpmar 
Deem, 
9.Chem Et. 
Type IV' 

Ultra wide dynamic nnge 24 - it 

A/D and D/A converters with 

TSET"' Tape Saturate Emulation 

on bord 

(puma' AESIE5LI or 5, PDIF output 

foraisured compatibility and flexi-

Why 48/44 1 kHz out  ut 

TYPE Iv. (ern 

availaboe when 

equipped with 

diaital output 

option 
bu 11 d you- own presei,s 

usmg your favorite 

buiVing bocks 

high resoiutnon gain 

-eduction metering 

Chance programs, 

parameters, and 

bypaes via midi 

control,ers 
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PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 
A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANY 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 
MADE IN USA 
MODEL DDP 
11/41TAL DYNAMICS PROCESSOR 

..ESrEEt. 

  e our 
OUTPUT INPuT SiPDIF 

MIDI --, 

OUT THRO CE 

Gate 

1. id. ratio. attack. 

, r 5CtIng cn the 

Pie gain reduction and audio leve. 

• .r . ids ou ,:ar fin gate 

.1"gatii . ding block and recall it irce any other 

Compressor 

I. T. 18° , 1 
y 1 jii,:.+.-..,,,,i, i . 11144.1.2 3.01 1 1 • .. ........ 

2 2 32in ' 0.0 

Then nove move to :he compressor. The effects of the gate settings are 

still visible on th.e graphic display. sc let :hat kelp you determine 

where to set your comprsor threshold The parameters you change 

here will also effect the curve on thegrapllical &splay in real time. 

Move through al the regular parameters, like threshca. ratio, 

attack. release. .010 output gain. For vocals 05C a :lireshola of about 

-25dB. a ratio ckf about 5.1 or 41, and a slow attack and flea release 

for the most frati.ral sounding effect. Your comprhssor setzings cat 

also be saved off as a building block to be called up alto any other setpre 

Limiter 

On to the limiter C -- ito you make to the limiter settings are also 

seen 01 the graphc..1 .tsplay. Adjust the level up ordown to suit your 

needs. The flat top line of the display muses up and down as you 

adjustthe level. You :an also set the speed at which the the link-ter 

ie25 gc of the signal as it goes below thc threshold. This is t-uly 
smooth limiting, with patented din PeakrosTM algorithms, so re.st 

assured that where ever you set your threshold level, your tape will 

yet distort, and your signal will not get butchered 35 it goes aCT055 

the threshold. And likt the other parts of the processor, your limiter 

settings can be named and saved for later real. 

Save The Planet It 1 he fitly NVetwevp Cat 
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•,,:a midi progra-i 

dzflge5. 

All the clasic dbx trader-lark sounds in gathg., 

compression, limiting, de-essing, and sidechain EQ. 

Hi-res uraph shows 

composite output 

vs. input plot of 

audio s:gnal 

Gate controls: triresh-

old, rario,attiic R., hold, 

release 

V 

•COrfire55i0ficontgds. 

thresnold, ratio, gain. 

OverEase, auto, 

attack, hold, and release 

Ultra-smooti, 

oflcifluOts 

Auta moce. 

V 

Variable TrWl5lEf,17. 

Ga ture Mode'". 

Liniting frer, 

60di5 to CO, 

with gun, attack 

and veease. 

GATE 

...id MICK 

DATA 

COMPRU:SOP LMGOG 

BYPASS 

pI 

,roge-' ,:rease 

OOP 
()tonal Dynamics 

Processor 

11. 

• 

Precisior control over 

every parameter 

XS and 1d4" 

balanced ns 

and outs. 

CHANNEL TWO 

De-055 fromiô0OHz to 

&kHz, vary .e amount. 

Sidechain functions 

advanced filtering 

app!ic,ations.5.dechn 

monitor included 

De-e5ser and More 

UTS INPUTS 

Utils: sample- rate, A/D inpe and 

outpt, Midi ¡lift:lions,. Sysex 

func1ons. 

EQ offers 20Hz to 

20kHz, Q, ± 1?.dE, 

5CMonitor. 

CHANNEL ONE 

OUTPUTS .NPUTS 

3•••••• 

Fee., 2.00 

Ir 11 - 'ii;,;;Ii-A, le* 
11 

PC.C55ire works the same way: seethe effects of your settings dis-
played mo the graph. Parameters here are tho commor ones: thresh-

old in frequency, .500Flz to 8kflz. and amount in percent Jther avaP-

able prooessing includes EQ.. both in-path and sidechaio, for special-

effect types of processing. Wben you are editing any of the building 

blocks. its icon is visible on the display, and the pormeters aun 

shown an the graph, so it's always easy to know where you are. 

Parameters are easy to see in this page driven operatmg system. 

When ifs as complex as this. its nice to know somebody was thinking 

when it was put together. 

18 g 
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You can also work in stereo, or et upgicompletetyrdifferentand inde-

pendent processing chain 'or the other channel. M O, naticf thatthe 

audio meters are capable of slhowinghott peak and average levels for 

input and output. Optional digital output with the TYPE 'V' 

Conversion 5- stem with ME'?" ;Tape Saturation Emutr.".ion) oro-

vides up to 24-bit outputin drite-̂AE.5/EDU or 5/PDIF ffirmats with 
the trademam dietal proressingpfTePE. le. The DOI' olko han full 

MIDUAutomeoneapability, wito egoamte mid in ard tern jacks. 

Entire processing setups ve saved into one of 50 user 

defined presets. ci- use one of ;hr 5oXfae.tory setups. 

dbx Professional Products • 8760 South Sandy Parkway 

Sandy UT 84070 • Phone ( 801) 568-7660 - Fax 1801) 568-7662 
email: customer©dbxpro_com • JRL: http:i/www.dbxpro.com 

H A Hanna International Company 
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dbx digital 
IT FORGIVES 
• New dbx technology, the TYPE IV" 
Conversion System with TSE ( tm) (Tape 
Saturation Emulation) gives you the pleasant 
overload characteristics of analog tape without 
the harsh distortion of most digital input sys-
tems. No more dancing around with the input 
levels to protect the integrity of your audio. 

• Ultra-wide dynamic range 24 bit A to D con-
verters with TYPE IVTM make your signal sound 
better than you ever thought possible. 
Capturing the full dynamic range of your analog 
signal and coupling it with the powerful 
dynamic range of this patent-pending dbx 
process, TYPE IV" will make your digital signal 
sound like it came from the quietest high-quali-
ty analog source you could imagine. 

• With the extensive metering of the DDP, you 
can see EXACTLY what is going on with ALL 
parts of your signal: input, internal processing, 
and output, with peak and VU, as well as gain 
reduction for both sides of the stereo image. 

• And speaking of stereo, you can work in 
stereo with dbx's True RMS Power Summing" 
for phase-coherent tracking, or in dual mono 
mode, without the two channels interacting at 
all, making the DDP a great processing value. 

IT NEVER FORGETS 
• The DDP works right out of the box. It comes 
with 50 factory setups that are guaranteed to 
knock your socks off. There are presets for 
every application you can think of, and then 
some. dbx engineers are musicians and record-
ing engineers. We know what a compressor is 
supposed to sound like, and we know it better 
than anyone else. We invented compression. We 
eat, sleep and breath compression. 

• Want to duplicate that perfect compressor 
set-up? Each processor in the chain has all the 
parameters you would expect. After you set the 
parameters the way you want them , save it as 
a processor preset, available to be recalled any 
time. These building blocks allow you to save 
entire setups just for the way you like to work. 
It doesn't matter that you are doing a live gig 
one night, then mixing the tracks in the studio 
the next night, the DDP will be there, just the 
way you left it. 

• When you save a preset, you also save the 
information that makes it work behind the 
scenes, too. Digital output ( optional), sample 
rate performance, MIDI setup, as well as any of 
the other utilities, like sidechain setup and 
monitor, EQ settings, and SysEx functions. 

• When you make changes to any parameter, 
you can see where your adjustments are effect-
ing the signal, simply by looking at the Hi-Res 
graphical display, which shows the processing 
curve in real time as you make your adjust-
ments. 

Check out the DDP at your local pro audio out-
fitter, and experience DIGITAL performance 
you'll never forget. 

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 



PUBLISHER Jeffrey Turner 

FROM THE EDITOR 
THE MISSING PIECES TO THE PUZZLE 

Remember jigsaw puzzles? Ever get to the very end and find that you're two 
pieces short? You'd look on the floor, flip the box over at least 11 times and 
accuse your little brother of hiding them. But at the end of the day, the picture 
still wasn't complete. Checking out last month's AES in San Francisco, I was 

dazzled by the array of cool techno-gadgets (many of which are featured in this 
issue, starting on page 30), but what impressed me most about AES was seeing 
new products that filled in pieces of the puzzle, providing solutions to specific 
needs, rather than simply being "technology for technology's sake." 

For example, I noted a dozen under-$10,000 digital consoles—from Allen & 
Heath, E-mu, GeneralMusic, Mackie, Panasonic, Spirit, Tascam and Yamaha, and 
half of those say they offer 5.1 surround mixing capability. But one thing bothers 
me about such marketing-driven claims: All of these consoles can output six dis-
crete signals, yet none has 5.1 monitoring capability! If a console touts its 5.1 
capability, it should include a way of listening back to those tracks you just cre-

ated, with a master volume control, and mutes and solos for each bus. 
Fortunately, several AES product debuts address this dilemma, including the 
Adgil Director (www.sascom.com), Studio Technologies (www.studio-tech.com) 
Model 68/69, Martinsound's (www.martinsound.com) MultiMAX" and the GML 
Model 9800 (www.gmlinc.com). The latter even skirts the issue of VCA control 
by having servo-controlled motorized faders for volume changes. Slick! 

Digidesign turned heads on the floor with its new Windows NT version of 
Pro Tools124, which not only offers full session exchange with Mac PT files by 

mounting HFS drives, but also ships with software for both formats, allowing 
users to upgrade to either Mac or PC at a later date. Meanwhile, Fairlight signed 
a format exchange agreement with Digidesign; it includes playing PT session 
files directly on Fairlight hardware. One step at a time, the world comes closer 
to universal file exchange... 

Perhaps the most talked about product at AES was Yamaha's D24, a magneto-
optical 8-track MDM with 24-bit capability (or 4 tracks at 96 kHz) in a three-rack-
space package. As with other MDMs, the D24 can be expanded for more tracks 

by simply adding more transports, but at $2,995—not all that much more than a 
DAT machine—this box may be the MDM solution we have all been waiting for. 

At the other end of the price spectrum were useful pocket gizmos. Neutrik's 
MR1 Minirator is a $ 149, VCR remote-sized box that generates sine/square 
waves, and pink/white noise. And TerraSonde's (www.terrasonde.com) The 
Audio Toolbox' is a DSP-powered tester/session assistant packing lots of func-

tions (signal generator, SPL meter, RTA, RT/ETC meter, polarity check, cable 
tester, phase meter, digital metronome, guitar tuner, monitor amp, SMPTE read-
er/generator/reshaper, waveform scope, level/frequency meter, sweep genera-
tor and even video games) into a chassis barely larger than a fuzz box. At $899, 
this is one slick tool that any audio pro could use. 

Concepts, ideas and innovations are what make AES special. It's always nice 
to see that practical solutions are part of the equation. 

George Petersen 
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PUSH IT TO T 
Introducing GP9, Grand Master 

Platinum. The ultimate in analog audio 

mastering media from the global 

master of sound — Quantegy. 

With GP9's increased output 

and lower noise, you can lay down a 

signal hot enough to melt your 

H E PEGS. 
meter. GP9 is also virtually shed-free, 

so you never risk losing a note 

your sterling reputation. 

It took Quantegy 40 years to 

produce a tape this good. It'll take 

you about 40 seconds to realize it 

was worth the wait. 

or 

QUANTEGY 
Professional Media 

Phone 800-752-0732 www.quantegy.COM 
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LETTERS TO MIX 

FEEDBACK 
DVD HAS ARRIVED 

The DVDI"Closing in on a Final Spec"] 
and 5.1 surround (Dolby Digital) [Post 
Script: "Constructing a New Audio Sig-
nal Path"] articles in the July Mix were 
superb. I am dedicating my studio ef-
forts these days to generating 5.1 DVD 
(old AC3? heh heh) source where the 

musical intent and presentation are 
geared for surround environments. 
I think that source material generat-

ed specific to this market is so scarce 
that there will be a niche for me as a 
producer. So, I went to a local high-end 
to buy the latest Panasonic DVD player 
with 5.1 Dolby Digital. I thought that I 
would be one of those high-end odd-
balls wanting one. 

Nope. I am on a four-month waiting 
list for it. The consumer has spoken al-
ready. This is gonna be BIG. 

JeffJohnson 
dianeljohnson@worldnetattnet 

HDCD WAS ALREADY HERE 

This is in regards to the information 
from the September issue of Mix 
magazine (Media & Mastering News: 
Mastering Notes). Airshow Studios "an-
nounced" that they are the only facility 
offering the HDCD processor between 
the West Coast and Nashville. However, 
we have had the HDCD processor 
since Oct. 1996. SAE Mastering has 

Here is the correct photo, taken in SSL's Axiom-MT client demonstration studio 

in Oxford, UK. Mix regrets the error.—Eds. 

been providing quality mastering ser-
vices to the music industry here and 
abroad since 1986. 

Our main engineer and owner, 
Roger Seibel, has been mastering since 
1981. He has a few Gold records, 
namely the Veruca Salt American 
Thighs CD and two of Liz Phair's 
releases, Whip Smart and Exile in 
Guyville. Our studio also masters 
releases for Delmark Records, Blind 
Pig Records, Evidence Records, RCA 
Records, Matador Records, Sub Pop 
Ltd., Lookout Records and Thrill Jock-
ey Records, to name a few. We offer 
mastering services for CD and vinyl. 
We also offer NoNOISE processing 
and analog tape restoration. 

Mary Seibel 
SAE Mastering 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

MEA CULPA 
My pleasure at seeing the excellent re-
view by Larry the 0 of our new Axiom-
MT digital multitrack console in your 
October edition (nicely timed to coin-
cide with the U.S. launch at the San 
Francisco AES show of this important 
new console) was marred when I 
looked at the photograph which ac-
companied the text. 

Axiom-MT extends Solid State Log-
ic's A range of digital consoles, which 

already includes the Aysis Air digital 
broadcast console and the Avant digital 
film console, into the multitrack music 
marketplace. Like the other consoles in 
the range, Axiom-MT uses SSL's "knob-
per-function" concept to provide a fa-
miliar, intuitive control surface. 

However, although the control sur-
faces of Aysis Air, Avant and Axiom-MT 
share the same concepts, they are not 
by any means identical, and the photo-
graph you used was of an Avant, not 

the Axiom-MT. Hope you can find 
some room in the next issue to mn the 
correct photo and caption. 

John Andrews 
Marketing Director 
Solid State Logic 

EXCUSE ME 

I enjoyed Peter D'Antonio's article on 
project studio acoustics (June '98 Mix). 
However, he seems to be another person 
who confuses harmonics with overtones. 
In Fig. 1 and in the text, he refers to the 
fundamental and the first harmonic. 

Excuse me, but the fundamental is 
the first harmonic. The second harmon-
ic is the first overtone. 

Captain Analogue 
Missing Link Audio Services 

TIMING IS EVERYTHING 

In September 98 Midc, you put together 
a nice piece on The Village's 30th an-
niversary. However, the top photo 
should read "The Village Studio D circa 
1979-80." Please notice the Dolby A 
units in use! As captioned, a reader 
might think that is how the room is 
equipped today! Also, the photo is 
flipped if one checks the VU meters on 
the A80 24-tracks. 

Keith Hatschek 
Keith Hatschek & Assoc. 
San Francisco 

neck Ouî MIX Wine 
http://www.mixonline.corn 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St. *12, Emetyville, CA 94608; fax 
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Simply the  best 

When it comes to quality, 

digital innovation and true 

client appeal, the facts 

speak for themselves. 

This year's TEC nominee 

studios own: 

18 AIMS NEVE DIGITAL 

CONSOLES 

13 AMS NEVE ANALOG 

CONSOLES 

3 SSL SL9000 1 SERIES 

CONSOLES 

Defining success 

AMS 
NEVE 

VXNXS 
Advanced analog console 

Logic 3 
Digital editing & mixing system 

•  

Libra 

Compact digital music console 

Capricorn 
Large-format digital console 

.1 

, .".". . • ,_  

DFC 
Digital film console 

HEAD OFFICE - AMS Neve plc • Billington Road • Burnley • Lancs BB11 SUB • England Tel: +44 (0) 1282 457011 

Fax: +44 (0) 1282 417282 • LONDON - Tel: 0171 916 2828 • Fax: 0171 916 2827 

GERMANY - Tel: 61 31 942 520 • Fax: 61 31 942 5210 • NEW YORK - Tel: (212) 965 1400 Fax: (212) 965 3719 

HOLLYWOOD Tel: (818) 753 8789 • Fax: (818) 623 4839 • TORONTO - Tel: (416) 365 3363 Fax: (416) 365 1044 

e-mail: enguiry@ams-neve.com - http://wvvw.ams-neve.com 
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WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

CURRENT 
BOB SEIDERMAN, 1947-1998 

Bob Seiclennan, one of the true giants of 
broadcast audio, died October 9 from 
complications relating to cancer. In his 
more than 20 years with CBS, and in his 
recent tenure as senior audio consultant 
with Fox Sports, Seiderman was at the 
forefront of the revolutionary changes 
that have taken place in sports program-

ming. In 1987, he mixed the first Super 
Bowl in surround. According to Fox 

Sports, the 1999 Super Bowl telecast will 
be dedicated to Bob's memory. 

In his three decades in the business, 
Seiderman, with his infectious giggle 
and unflappable style, sat behind the 
board for NCAA Final Fours, World Se-
ries, NBA Finals, Daytona 500s and 

countless other major events. He has 
been the exclusive mixer for the John 
Madden and Pat Summerall NFL Game 
of the Week since their days at CBS, 
and he continued with them in the 
move to Fox. 

Seiderman was laid to rest in a pri-

vate ceremony on October 11, and a 
memorial service was scheduled on 
Long Island for October 19. Longtime 
friend and colleague Jerry Gepner of 
SportVision has set up a Web site for 
those who wish to share remembrances 
(www.sportvision.com/bobs.htm). 

Seiderman is survived by his mother, 
Dorothy, his wife, Andrea, and three 
children—Ashley, 15 months, Troy, 10, 
and Alexander, 13. The family requests 
donations be sent in Bob's memory to 
the American Lung Association, Cancer 

Care or American Cancer Society, all lo-
cated in New York City. 

MPGA NAMES 
NILE RODGERS PRESIDENT 

The Music Producers Guild of the 

Americas met during the AES conven-
tion in San Francisco and announced 

that Nile Rodgers is the organization's 
new president. 

Rodgers formed the legendary band 
Chic in 1976 with Bernard Edwards and 
Tony Thompson, and the band enjoyed 
success with hits "Dance Dance Dance" 

and "Le Freak." Rodgers later gained 
prominence producing David Bowie's 
Let's Dance and has continued to be an 
innovative and successful producer, 

working with artists such as Diana Ross, 

Paula Abdul and Steve Winwood. One 
mission Rodgers is interested in is secur-
ing credit for producers whose work has 
been sampled by other artists. "I don't 
get paid as a writer when 'Let's Dance' 
gets sampled and turned into a Number 
One hit," Rodgers says. "Someone else 
gets paid big-time for what is essentially 
my work. We're no longer in the days 

of 'Moon River,' when copyright credits 
could just be 'words and music by.' If 
someone brings in 'Moon River' nowa-
days, I guarantee you that's not what the 
record is going to be about." 

Departing president and MPGA 
founder Ed Cherney was installed as 
Chairman of the Board. The new board 
of directors is listed at the guild's Web 
site at www.musicproducencom. 

PEAVEY ENTERS 
ALLIANCE WITH CREST 
Peavey Electronics Corp. and Crest 
Audio Inc. announced the formation of 
a strategic alliance. The allied compa-

nies will be able to share resources and 
blend their proprietary technologies. 
Each company will continue with sepa-
rate operations in their existing loca-
tions. "I've stated that 1998 will be the 
year of change for Peavey Electronics," 
says Peavey CEO and chairman Hartley 
Peavey. "This alliance with Crest will 
position both companies for explosive 
growth for the next millennium." 

MAS ACQUIRES DECK 

Berkley Integrated Audio Software Inc., 
manufacturers of audio software prod-
ucts Peak, Peak le and SFX Machine, 

has acquired Deck Audio Software from 
Macromedia Inc. 

Steve Berkley, president of BIAS, 
says, "Now that Deck is part of the BIAS 
family, it's a perfect multitrack compan-
ion to Peak." BIAS also announced that 
active development has commenced on 
Deck 3.0 (ship date IBA). The forth-
coming version will support the ASIO 
industry standard, giving users a wide 

choice of audio hardware and interface 
options. Deck 3.0 will also offer support 
for VST plug-ins. Upgrades to Deck 3.0 
will be free for anyone who purchased 
a new copy of BIAS Deck 2.6 after Oc-
tober 31. 

TVT AND UNITED PRODUCERS 
CREATE NEW LABEL 
'IVT Records entered into a partnership 
with United Producers, a collective made 
up of Brad Wood, Danny Kortchmar, 
Kevin Bacon/Jonathan Quarmby, Ted 
Niceley, Jimmy Douglass, Tim Palmer, 

Peter Denenberg, Roger Greenawalt, Ed 
Tuton and Steve Hitchcock. The mem-
bers have joined forces to sign, develop 
and produce new talent. The label's 
debut release is expected in spring of 
1999. Under the multimillion-dollar 
pact, TVT Records will invest in the 
label and provide a variety of marketing 
functions including promotion, publicity 
and distribution. For further informa-

tion, contact Lisbeth Cassaday at TVT 
Records, 310/289-3800. 

UPCOMING SNOWS 

Lighting Dimensions International's LDI 
98 takes place at the Phoenix Civic 
Plaza this month. As many as 350 inter-
national manufacturers and distributors 

are exhibiting from November 13-15. 
There will be intensive pre-show train-
ing at the LDInstitute from November 9-
12; and workshops, tutorials and 

mini-courses November 12-15. For reg-
istration, call 800/288-8606 or visit 
www.etecnyc.net. 

The World Research Group's Musi-
corn 4 occurs November 9-10 at Loews 
Santa Monica Beach Hotel (Santa Moni-
ca, Calif.). Panel discussions include 
"The State of the Union: Music and the 

Internet—Where are We Now? Where 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 16 
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We'd Like To Thank The Academy... 
We don't actually set out to 

win awards for ourselves. 

Instead, we endeavor to 

build the 

finest 

micro-

phones in 

the world 

Z 

7n YEARS 
I groom Burn 

so that YOU win the 

awards. In fact, many artists 

have already brought home 

the gold for performances 

captured with this incredi-

ble microphone. Combining 

the best of our classic 

designs with the most 

advanced modern 

electronics has resulted 

in a microphone that 

even our most demanding 

customers call " stunning." 

Try the M-149 Tube and 

hear the magic for yourself. 

Neumann...the choice of 

those who can hear the 

difference. 

, 

• - /2: 

Lt;I:P.4e5e e 

HNE'AL EXCELLENCE & CRE.ATIN 111 
Al•:DING TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT 
MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY 

Neumann M149 

• PRESENTED 

MI X 

FOUNDATION 

Neumann USA 
One Enterprise Drve • PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371 TeL 860.434.5220 • FAX: 860.434.31.48 
West Coast: Tel: 818.845.8815 • FAX: 818.845.7140 
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013 • FAX: 514-426-3953 • Mexico: Tel: 52-5-639-0956 • Fax: 52-5-639-9482 
World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.com 
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Panasonic is taking digital further today with the DA7 digital mixer, 

an entirely new standard in quality, flexibility, affordability, ease-of use and 

value. 24-bit converters, 32 inputs, 8 buses, 32-bit processing, moving 

faders, instantaneous recall of all settings, surround sound 

mixing...nothing this fully featured has been this easy to use 

or affordable.., and it's available NOW! Incredible sound 

quality, Internal 32-bit processing and 24-bit A/D 

and D/A converters give this mixer sound worthy 

of consoles costing several times its price. 

Easy-to-use. The DA7 is one powerful mixer. 

If you know how to run a traditional mixer, you 

already know how to run a 

DA7, since it has a smart, user-

friendly design. To access any of 

the 32 channels, just press its 

select button and all parameters for the 

channel-EQ settings, bus and aux assign-

ments, and dynamics and delay settings come up on the 

large backlit LCD screen. To access individual parameters, just touch the 

appropriate knob in the console's master section. This automatically calls 

up the sub-menu on the LCD screen and zooms in on the appropriate 

function. No more digging through menus or getting lost in functions; 

just adjust EQ Pan/Assign, Dynamics/Delay, or Aux... and you're there. 

The power to control. The EQ section offers 4 true overlapping para-

metric bands active on every channel (with the top and bottom bands 

switchable to low or high peak/shelving, or low pass, or high pass filters). 

Each Aux return also provides two bands of fully parametric EQ. The 

dynamics section offers variable attack/release times and levels for 

threshold and ratio on each channel, and delay is adjustable up to a 

maximum of 300ms. 50 Memories each are provided for 

EQ Dynamics and individual channel set-

tings. In addition to full dynamic moving 

fader automation of 32,000 events, 

there are 50 "snapshot" or "scene" 

memories. Plus, a Macintosh and 

windows software package (that greatly expands the capabilities of the 

DA7), will soon be available. 

Surround sound at your command. You'll be mixing surround soon. 

The DA7 is equipped to mix 5.1 channel today. The DA7 has 3 

built-in panning modes, and all modes provide full 

dynamic control of panning, and can be copied, 

stored, and transferred to any other channel. An 

optional MIDI joystick gives you yet a fourth 

method of surround control. 

MIDI and more. The DA7 features 4 

up/down/left/right cursor keys that can be 

switched to output MIDI Machine Control com-

mands to MDMs, sequencers, or workstations. 

Data entry is done through the large parameter dial 

or an alphanumeric keypad. There's also an undo/redo 

button, a solo-mode set, and a built-in Talkback mic. 

Take on the world. The rear panel sports 16 analog mic/line inputs 

(8 XLR with individual software-switched phantom 

power, and 8 with TRS); 16 channel inserts (pre-

A/D); and 6 auxiliary send/return jacks ( 1,2 use 

S/PDIF; the rest use +4dB 1/4inch connectors). 

Along with the 2 digital and 4 analog Aux returns, the 

DA7 has 38 total inputs. Digital I/O, provided via XLR 

connectors switchable between AES/EBU and S/PDIF, 

offer the master out signals and they can be assigned to inputs 15 and 16. 

The DA7 rear panel also offers MIDI In and Out, word clock I/0s, both a 9-

pin RS-422/485 serial port and PC port for Mac or Windows with software 

support for both, a 1/4 inch footswitch jack for controlling Talkback on/off 

or automatic punch in/out and a D-15 subconnector for the optional meter 

bridge. So, take your digital mixing further 

today by going to the nearest 

Panasonic dealer and auditioning the 

DA7 for yourself! 

1.1111111111#118,101111meamàer  

For more information call: 
1-800-777-1146 or visit our website at 

www.panasonic.com/proaudio 





f WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

INDUSTRY NOTES 
Craig Devin was promoted to corpo-

rate vice president of business de-
velopment for both Alesis (Santa 
Monica, CA) Studio Electronics and 
Alesis Semiconductor. Devin is a 
longtime employee of Alesis engi-
neering and manufacturing. Ron 
Wilkerson, a 25-year veteran of the 
music and pro audio industries, was 

appointed to vice president, strate-
gic development.. Piers PlasIdtt was 
named VP, director of sales and 
marketing, at New York City's Post 

Perfect. Plaskitt was president and 

CEO of Solid State Logic from 1983 
to 1997, and prior to joining Post 
Perfect served as VP, worldwide 
sales and marketing for Montage 
Group...Happenings at Panasonic 
(Los Angeles): Fred Jones assumed 

the role of marketing manager, over-
seeing all aspects of the company's 
advertising, public relations and col-
lateral development programs while 
retaining his current responsibilities 
as product manager. Chris Hinson 
was brought onboard as a sales and 
marketing development specialist 
for the Eastern region, and Carl Mari-
noff joined as a technical support 
specialist, providing field reinforce-
ment for Panasonic's digital product 
series. Panasonic Pro Audio an-

nounced that it became a sponsor-
ing member of the MPGA (Music 
Producers Guild of America).. .Op-
code Systems' new address is 365 
East Middlefield Road, Palo Alto, CA 
94043; phone 650/429-2400; fax 
650/429-2401...Petaluma, CA-based 
Furman Sound Inc. announced that 

Plus Four Marketing is its new rep 
for Northern California, and DiModi-
ca and Associates, Furman's rep in 
Florida, will now also cover Geor-

gia, North and South Carolina, Al-
abama, Mississippi and eastern 
Tennessee...Steve Burdick returned 
to Westlake Audio (Hollywood) to 
serve as vice president of recording 
services.. Group One Ltd. (Farming-
dale, NY) brought Tim Bensen on-
board as sales manager, professional 
audio products... BIAS moved to 

new headquarters at 1370 Industrial 
Ave., Ste. A, Petaluma, CA 94952; 

phone 707/782-1866; Andrew Calvo 
was promoted to vice president of 
sales...Knoxville, TN-based Waves 
Ltd. entered into a strategic licens-
ing agreement with Motorola's 
Semiconductor Products Sector. 
Waves' MaxxBass technology will 
be embedded in Motorola's audio 
DSPs, the SDP56362 and the 
DSP56364...Quantegy Inc.'s new 

address is 800 Commerce Dr., 
Peachtree City, GA 30269.. Purple 
Audio Inc. (New York City) opened 
a London office, phone 44 181/960-

3561. lain Roche was appointed di-
rector of sales and marketing...The 
Recording Industry Association of 
America opened a new office in 
Miami and appointed Ricardo Dopi-
co, Esq. as director, Latin music. 
Dopico can be reached at RIAA, 800 
Douglas Road, Ste. 373, Coral Ca-

bles, FL 33134; 305/444-3114; e-mail 
rdopico@riaa.com...The Advanced 
Systems Group has moved to 1226 
Powell St., Emeryville, CA 94608. 
David Tinsley was recently brought 
onboard as DVD Product Special-

ist...Surrey, UK-based Digital Audio 
Research (DAR) appointed Romco 
Trading Company as its distributor 
in Kuwait...London-based HHB 

Communications reached an agree-
ment with Singapore-based Senn-
heiser Electronic Asia PTE Ltd. for 

the latter to distribute all HHB digi-
tal audio equipment and recording 
media products in 14 Asian territo-
ries. For complete information, 
contact S.F. Ho, director/general 

manager, at SF_Ho@sennasia.com. 

sg Federico Serrano was ap-
pointed to the sales staff at Apogee 
Sound (Petaluma, CA) and will 
focus on the Latin American and 
European markets.. JBL Profession-
al (Northridge, CA) announced the 
promotion of Simon Jones to senior 
product manager... Howard Zim-

merman was named VP of sales and 
marketing at Sound Bridge Acoustic 
Labs (Waxahachie, TX). MI 
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are We Headed?" "Licensing on the In-
ternet: Legal Issues and Business Impli-
cations" and much more. There will be a 
post-conference workshop on Novem-
ber 11 on developing and managing the 
infrastructure to netcast a live event. For 
more information call 800/647-7600 or e-
mail infoeworldrg.com. 

NEW WEB SITES 

Although not new, the Audio Guys 

Web site deserves mention (and con-
gratulations on their second anniver-
sary). The free service, located at www. 

audioguys.com, features tons of audio 
links, Tip of the Month and Audio Tools 
on the Net. The Audio Guys will also 
answer recording-related questions, and 

there's an archive of questions and tips 
by category. 

The indieCantina is an e-mail discus-
sion list focused on the Canadian music 
business. Musicians, labels, media, stu-
dios and managers are invited to check 
out www.onelist.com/subscribe.cgi/in-
dieCantina. 

George Massenburg Labs has a new 
site at www.gmlinc.com, which includes 

a comprehensive listing of all GML prod-
ucts with photos, descriptions and ap-
plications, plus manuals in easily 
downloadable PDF formats. 

Videohelper is a group of former 
broadcast promo producers and major 

label artists who banded together to cre-
ate a new music library. By visiting 
www.videohelper.com, users can hear 

up to 10-second samples of every track 
and search for music by genre, style, in-
strument, composer or description. 

Akai's updated Web site features a 
"Spotlight" section, which showcases 
top musicians and facilities using Akai 
products. Also on the way is a User's 
Forum, allowing customers to commu-
nicate directly with the factory. Visit 
www.akai.com/akaipro. 

Bag End Loudspeaker Systems' new 
site, www.bagend.com, offers technical 
information and specs on products, in-

formation on different types of applica-
tions, product reviews and more. 

Studiofinder.com, a service of Disc 
Makers, has a list of over 5,000 record-
ing studios, searchable by name, loca-
tion, equipment, price and/or area of 
expertise. Studios can get a free listing 
and become a StudioFinder member. II 

IF( :K ol \lomus 
0\11\1' 

http://www.mixonline.com 
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APOGEE ELECTRONICS has 
a reputation for producing the 

very best sounding digital conversion 

products available. You might also 
think of us as being quick off the 

mark. But in fact, we think very care-

fully before we release a new product. 

That's how it was when we came to 

design our first 24-bit, 96kHz converter 

system: the PSX-mo. 

Anyone can make 24 bits dance up 

and down 96,000 times a second. The 
question is, does it sound any better? In 

many cases, the answer is no — and to 

our engineers, there was no point if the 

sound wasn't significantly improved. So 

clock circuitry had to be even more rig-

orously designed to minimize jitter. 

Analog components required special 

characteristics to realize the perfor-

mance we specified. And much more. 

We wanted to give our first 96kHz sys-

tem all the features needed to make it 

truly indispensable. AES, S/PDIF, ADAT 

and TDIF I/O for highest flexibility. Bit-
splitting for 24-bit, 96kHz mastering to 

16-bit, 48kHz MDMs. UV22® for flawless 

16- and 2o-bit output. Soft Limit® for 
maximum level without overs. Digital 

copy, confidence and monitoring modes. 

Sync to word clock and optional video. 
The result: a total stereo conversion 

solution. Fully independent AID and 

DIA converters in a single AI package. 
People kept asking us, " Does it do 

96kHz?" and we said, "When we're 

ready, it will." Now, with the PSX-mo, 

we're ready. Are you? 

www.apogeedigltal.com 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 

3145 Donald Douglas Loop South, 
Santa Monica, California 90405, USA. 

Tel: +1 310/915-1000 Fax: +1 310/391-6262. 
Email: info@apogeedigital.com. 

Apogee, UV22 and Soft Limit are registered trademarks of 
Apogee Electronics Corporation. 

Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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ON 
PROTECT 

STANDBy s 

• Power Factor Correction Technology (PFC) 

• Ultra-high power N-channel MOSFET's 

• Constant high damping, 2000 or greater 
(up to lkHz), even dunng clipping 
• Foupstep Class H CurrentCellTM 
MOSFE7' output 

• Uncompromised 20Hz-20kHz full 
bandwidth performance. 

• Distortion- <0.03% THD, 40, 20Hz-2kHz 
@3200 watts 

PowerLighe 9.0PFC Features 

• Massive current capacity 
for huge bass 

• Variable speed fans 

• Lowest AC current draw per output watt 

• Computer Control Data Port 

• Neutrik Speakorim output connectors 

• DC, sub-audio and thermal overload protection 

• Patented Output Averaginem short circuit protection 
• Balanced inputs, Neutrik "Combo" (XLR & 1/4-) 
and Phoenix-type detachable barrier ship 
• Zero-inrush at startup 

• Stereo/Bridging/parallel mode switch 

"PowerLighr. "PowerWave".-Output Averaging :and Hear the Power of Technology' are trademarks of QSC Audio Products, loo QSC end be QSC :ego are registered with the U.S. ratent and hadentark Office. Powerlight Pateots Pending. QSC Audio Products. Inc.:1675 Mactuthur Blvd., Costa Mesa. CA 92626 USA 
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The non-linear current draw of conventional amplifiers severely 

distorts the AC waveform, using less than 70% of the power. 

The smooth current draw of the PowerLight 9.0PFc uses 99% of 

the AC energy — the result is 9000 watts of undistorted music 

with an average current draw of less than 25 amps at 120VAC. 

Power Factor Correction: The Ultimate Power Supply.  

• Model Watts per channel  

P1WERLIGHT 8Q. 4.Q 2Q*. 
9 9P[c 1000 321111 4500 

figfr.201,11z. 0.2', TIM 
11:1»: 1.. 

Elactric Current 

4 .4U 
Pin 

Ill Conventional Current 
gi Power Factor Corrected 

- Sharp AC draw 
with distortion 
constricts usable 
current. 

Smooth AC draw 
results in more 
usable current 

INTRODUCING THE 
POWERLINT 9.0!' 
The new flagship of the PowerLight 
family, the PowerLight 9.0PFC, delivers 
the highest continuous output capacity 
of any audio amplifier. With an unequaled 
4500 watts/ch at 2 ohms, even the most 
power hungry subs will never run out 
of gas again. And because it includes 
our exclusive Single-stage Power Factor 
Corrected (PFC) power supply combined 
with a four tiered DC supply, average 
AC current draw is 30-50% lower than 
conventional amplifiers. 

The 9.0 delivers more than just raw 
power. State-of-the-art high-speed 
components and high-power MOSFEls 
ensure the lowest distortion and noise, 
while its high damping factor maximizes 
speaker control. And because it's a 
PowerLight, you'll have a compact 
3RIJ chassis weighing only 59 lbs, so 
you can drop the name "B Breaker" from 
your amp rack. 

So check out the most powerful amp on 
the planet. Better yet. listen to it. For the 
dealer nearest you call (800) 854-4079 
or visit our website for more infomation. 

inov. ecaudio.com 
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THE FAST LANE 

o NE 
IS THE LONELIEST NUMBER 

1.1-- j) ESERT FLOWER 

L THAT I AM 

  NX licn 1 \\ as 15, circum-
stances in my life changed, and I 
left the Indian reservation in Ari-
zona to move to Baltimore. This 
roughly equates to leaving Earth 
with no notice, and while thinking 
you were going to the moon, find-
ing yourself relocated into an alter-
nate universe within hyperspace. 
Nothing was the same. Nothing 
was as I had grown to trust or un-
derstand. Nobody watched out for 
snakes and scorpions—instead, 
they stressed over what type of 
paint their houses had, or whether 
their car was newer than their 
neighbor's. The people in this new 
galaxy didn't know that the planet 
itself was alive. They wore madras 

on their way to get cosmetic 
surgery to mark their passage out 
of childhood. I wore nothing when 
I set out to spend two weeks alone 
in the deep desert finding my spir-
it guides. 

MONO A MONO 
But not all was alien in my new 
world. I clearly remember that 
during the one year I went to a 
mixed (not all American Indian) 
school in Scottsdale, several of the 
white kids simply disappeared. 
Eventually, we learned that they 
had left school because they had 
mono. I hadn't really paid that 
much attention, as in that same 
year, three of my classmates from 

BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

my own reservation had been 
shot and killed (we were consid-
ered fair game). I did notice, how-
ever, that though my brothers 
never returned, a couple of the 
kids with mono did, and they 
looked pretty had. And so I learned 
that mono was bad, but not as bad 
as death. 
When I came to Maryland, I 

was eventually placed in an elite 
private school, as my reservation 
education did not meet the stan-
dards for a regular school. Palomi-
nos became Alfa-Romeos, and 
peyote became Heineken, hut this 
mono thing persisted. And not 
only was it here, too, but they all 
acted exactly the same about it as 
they did in Arizona. Mono was 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 225 

ILLUSTRATION DAVE EMBER 
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Been 

disappointed 
with digital? 

Maybe its because the new 

digital technology often gets 

shoehorned into an outdated 

concept called "a console:. 

Try Otari's new Advanta 

Digital Production System — 

the Anti-Console. Blasphemy? 

Use it, and listen.You'll believe. 

Call 1-800-877-0577. 

FOR THE WAY DIGITAL 

IS SUPPOSED TO SOUND. 

,..5 n cooperation with Sanyo Kogyo. a member of The Otan Group 
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Everybody makes 
glowing claims about 

their monitor speakers. 

But only Mackie Designs' 

HR824 Active 

Near Field 

Monitors 

have gotten 

this amount 

of acclaim 

from credible 

outside 

sources so 

quickly. 

Here are 

some verba-

tim comments gathered 

by our roving Mackie 

video crew on a recent 

visit to Nashville and 

Los Angeles (call us toll-

free for a copy of the 

finished epic produc-

tion), interspersed with 

recent review excerpts. 

We know you're as 

serious about your 

creative product as 

these folks are. So why 

compromise with less 

than the best near field 

monitors? Visit your 

nearest Mackie dealer 

for a demo or call us 

toll-free for more info. 

"I love the P-IR824's] bottom end 

— it sounds real. You don't have to 
compensate or guess. It's nice to 
FEEL a speaker. Producers also say 
they feel really good.- Stanley Smith. 

feature films soundtrack composer, co-producer of Jordan Hill 

VETERAN ENGle 
GROUNDSWEL1 

"Mackie asserts that the HR824s are smooth 
from 39 to 20kHz ( 1.5d8)- and our tests cor-

roborated the claim. This is no 
mean feat for monitors this size. 
The HR824s performed admira-
bly. allowing us to distinguish 
very fine shades of tonal color 
and to establish subtle timbrai 
and harmonic relationships be 
tween sounds. If you are in the 
market for a pair of compact 
active monitors and you are not 
afraid of the truth, do yourself a 

favor and give the Mackie Designs HR824s a 
critical listen." 

SOUND 
fOR PICTURE 
SUPPLEMENT 

•. All••• 
Wolter M.... 
• fewerd for 
• ,,,,, lyn Snuff." 

Add Surround 
To Arty Console, 

Frontiers at-
Lon7.Distonre 
Audi. 

"Very musical. 
Very accurate. 
We actually 

move them 
between our 

five rooms." 
Glenn Meadows, TEC-nominated mastering 
engineer, Masterfonics 

^ 

OF HR824 

ISM> 

-When I was tracking 

for Robert Redford 's 

The Horse Whisperer, 

I put a lot of low end 
musical instruments 

onto the tape. When it 
came time to mix, no 
way could I have 

thrashed it out without 

the Mackie speakers. 
They really saved my 

life. My next job is in Calgary. 
Canada. 
I'm bring-
ing four 
Mackies." 
Brian Ahern, 
Engineering 
Legend 

"The most balanced pair 

of speakers I've ever had. 
I haven't heard anything 

better. The Mackies bring 
the full spectrum of 
sound into my room. 

They bring the full scope 
of the sound in an area that encompasses me AND 
my clients. You get subsonics — a terrific fullness of 

acoustic guitar. the lowest end of bass drum. When 
you have an upright bass you get low end that I nor-

mally don't get in a room like this.- Stephan Oberhoff. 
independent L.A. producer/ 

engineer/keyboardist 

AUDIO MEDIA 
Werld 

SSL Avant , . 

"Performance, 
features and a cost-
not-barred design at 
a retail price of 
$1500 a pair* make 
this product a very 
good value. In the 

words of one person involved in these 
listening tests. 'I have a feeling that [the 
HR824s] will become the NS-10 of the late 
'90s and beyond' ...ubiquitous." 

g' Nog Ih•mged. All ughts revied Le e‘.• N, I .n ,,. I , 
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EERS AND REVIEWERS CONFRONT REALITY. 
MONITOR RAVES BECOMES A TIDAL WAVE... AND OTHER MIXED METAPHORS. 

Po Mu. WA Au %um MIA MCI lt WO wpm fl 

PleC111111111 
producer 

"HR824s give systems 
costing twice as much 
a run for their money in 
terms of sound quality... 
they deliver a solid low end 
that's surprising for their size 
and a flat transparent response 
across the spectrum." 

"Very clean. 

Spectacular. Very 

impressive. You can 

I,sten to them for a 

long period of time. 

They work in a lot 

of rooms. What we get on these 

speakers comes out when we take 

the tapes other places." Milan Bogdan, 
General Manager, Emerald Studios 
(Billboard Magazine-rated "#1 Country 
Recording Studio-) 

"You can sit 

and listen to 

them all day 

long. You get 

exactly what 

you hear. 

They re to-

tally natural — I can't say the 

enough — NATURAL." Lee Roy 
Parnell, Grammy-nominated 
singer/songwriter/producer 

word 

"On material I've mixed 

using another monitor 

brand. I'm now hearing 

things I missed. Imaging 

is wide and very even. 

The whole spectrum is 

equally represented. 

Great frequency re-

sponse... midrange is 

smooth... no low end 

hypiness." Bill Smith. 
Grammy-nominated 
recording engineer 

"Their treble output is detailed and 
extended 
yet very 

R EVIEW smooth. 
Words like 
'open' and 
'silky' 
come to 
mind.., and 
these ad-
jectives 
apply to a 

very wide sweet situ. The Mackies 
put out the kind of deep, warm 
bass normally considered the sole 
domain of huge drivers and 

subwoofers. I would con-
sider these speakers a 

bargain at twice 
the price, but at 
list they are a 
steal." 

• •• 
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"IHR824s] sound 
incredible — I was 

extremely sur-

prised by the low 

end response. 

Clarity, detail and 

reproduction in 

reverb tails is real good." Pat McMacon, 
Facility Director. Sony/Tree Studios 

"Very 

tight 

bass... 

clean 

rnids... 

crystal 

pristine highs. There's a truth to them 

once you hear you can't go back." 

Frank Serafine, Hollywood motion picture and 
television sound designer 

1:3 
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MADE BY TIE 
MACKIE N 
WOODINYLE, USA 

800t898-3211 
www.mackie.com 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

MY FAVORITE VINTAGES 
GOOD OLD GEAR DOESN'T HAVE TO COST A FORTUNE 

W
hile the rest of the world is 
standing on its collective 
head and in line for the 

privilege of doling out a week's 
worth of billings for a matched pair 
of 12ALT7s, made by slave labor in 
China out of parts from dead Soviet 
nuclear plants, I look around at my 
surroundings and think about what 
"vintage" means to me. Here's some 

of the stuff I've had in my studio for 
years that nobody makes any more 
and that I couldn't do without. And 
no, none of it's for sale. 

)VC XL-2335 CD player. I didn't 
make that up, that's really its name. 
It's a pretty ordinary consumer 
model and doesn't even have mul-
tiple trays. It's eight or so years old, 
and I bought it from the Crutchfield 
catalog on a sell-off for about $250. 

• 

ILLUSTRATION. JACK DESFOCHER 

It has the usual array of cueing op-
tions, remote control, fast play, etc., 
etc., plus one amazing feature: an 
S/PDIF out. Now, I think the CD-
audio-extraction routine built into 
Apple's QuickTime is incredibly 
cool, and there are some very slick 
audio CD-copying programs out 
there. But for speed and flexibility, 
when you are trying to find some-
thing on a CD to load into the 
computer, nothing beats an ordi-
nary consumer CD player's trans-
port controls. With this puppy, I 
can go right into my Pro Tools' dig-
ital input without skipping a bit. 
And with the remote control, I 
don't even have to move from my 
keyboard. I can't imagine getting 

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

sound effects or stealing licks off a 
CD any other way. 

Rectilinear XI speakers. I bought 
these hulking things my first week 
of college, and I've never been 
without them. Built like trucks, they 

were considered very hip back 
when there was a controversy rag-
ing in hi-fi circles between the 
"New England" sound and the 
"California" sound. These were East 
Coast with a vengeance: Their 
sound is so reserved they make 
Advents sound harsh. Terrific for 
playing in the background while 
I'm trying to write, they also make 
great secondary (or in nay case, ter-
tiary) monitors: If I can get a mix to 
sparkle on these, it'll sound good 
on damn near anything. 
TOA 280 ME speakers. The op-

24 MIX, NOVEMBER 1998 



PMC and Bryston The Final Mix 

II I am completely blown away with our PMC/Bryston surround system." 

James C. Hodson, Advantage Audio, Bu i bank, CA 

The fusion of PMC loudspeakers and Bryston amplifiers distortion or compression; PMC/Bryston surround systems 

de;ivers unprecedented accuracy in professional soura excel in translating with exactness, what is actuaily 

systems. Designed to offer exceptional low-frequency happening at the microphone and in the mix. For more 

exiension, low coloration, neutral yet dynamic information on the PMC/Bryston professional sound systems 

performance, balance at all levels and high SPLs without contact us today. 1-800-632-8217 or www.bryston.ca 

FjelV1C 
and   

The fusion of art and science. 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

posite side of the coin. No bottom, real-
ly beamy top, lots o' midrange. When a 
symphonic mix sounds smooth on 
these babies, I know I've got it. I mixed 
my first electronic album, The Celtic 
Macintosh, on them over a dozen years 
ago, and the mix still holds up (the 
album's not had either). One of the dri-
vers went out last year, and guess what? 
TOA still makes parts! So maybe this 
doesn't quite qualify as vintage... 

Auratone 5Cs. I would never have 
bought these, but the company that 
made them called me up after they saw 
an article I had written, in which I quot-
ed a remote engineer as saying that the 
only speakers he really needed for a 
certain high-visibility gig were Aura-
tones. They offered me a pair of these 
little post-industrial suckers in exchange 
for permission to use the quote in an 
ad. Of course, they didn't really need 
my permission (it was just a sentence, 
and that's usually considered "fair use" 
under copyright law), but I appreciated 
the gesture, and certainly didn't want to 
disappoint them, so I took the bribe. 
The ones I got are the "portable" ver-
sion: plastic grilles that look like drive-

FCS-966 

Constant Q 

Graphic 

Equalizer 

Also in the Opal Series 

DPR-422 
Dual Compressor/De-Esser 

DPR-522 
Advanced Dual Noise Gate 

gl 

DPR-944 
2+2 Parametric Compressor/ 
Gate 

in speakers, tough vinyl covers, a metal 
latch to lock them together, and a 
leather handle so you can tote the 
things around. The latch rattles, the 
grille buzzes, and the hardware makes 
it impossible for them to sit flat on a 

Last year I had to do 

a cartoon for a medical 

technology company, 

which featured the 

life and death of a 

red corpuscle, and I used 

the Yamaha TX7s for 

90% of the sounds. 

surface. Glorious. Today, most televi-
sion speakers (and certainly most car 
stereos) sound better than these, but 
they're still great for that final check be-
fore you send off the master. 
TOA D4 and D4E mixers. Little rack-

mount mixers that I pull out of the clos-
et for live gigs, extra tracks for mix-
down when I'm using multitrack tape, 
or location recording, since they've got 
a couple of great mic preamps in them. 
Clean, straightforward, built like a Sher-
man tank and just ridiculously useful. 
AKG ADR68K reverb. When the old 

Ursa Major company was bought in the 
mid-'80s by AKG, this is what they were 
working on: a multi-effects unit way 
back before anyone else thought of the 
idea. Besides being a true double-stereo 
processor, sounding great (although a 
bit noisy) and having the best MIDI im-
plementation of any studio processing 
gear before or since, it had a brilliant 
user interface—none of this "one-para-
meter-at-a-time-because-that's-all-
there's-room-for-on-the-stupid-LCD" 
nonsense; you can see six parameters 
at once, and quickly look at and adjust 
up to 40 more without going through 
menus, directories or other horrors. This 
came at a cost—the original price tag 
on this baby would today get you three 
digital multitracks—but it was worth it, 
and it's still the most-used processor in 
both my home and school studios. 
(Disclosure department: I wrote the 
manual for the thing and helped (level-

So, what's different about 
this low-cost graphic EQ?„. 

°Pal 
constant Q 
graphic 
equaliser 

• 
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Center-detent 
filter bypass for 
maximum 
performance? 

Custom 
finger-fit 
knobs? 

±15dB of 
gain on 
every fader? 



op the MIDI side. So shoot me if I real-
ly liked what we came out with!) 

dbx 166 comp/limiter. Set for very 
light limiting and peak elimination at 
+10, with stereo channels linked. I just 
leave it there at the end of the signal 
chain and tweak it ever so slightly when 
the meters on my DAT deck object. 
Silent and totally deadly. Yes, I know 
the "Peakstop Level" isn't brick-wall, but 
that's what the "over" light is for. And 
right underneath it: a pair of the amaz-
ing dbx 163x half-rack thingies. One 
easy-to-adjust slider, one hard-to-adjust 
level knob and a stereo-linking jack in 
the back. Just nudge the thing back and 
forth until the bass and the kick sit in 
the mix right where you want them. 

UREI Platform. (Disclosure again: I 
did the manual here, too. How do you 
think I end up with some of this stuff, 
anyway?) An ill-fated series of brilliant 
processors, developed in conjunction 
with a Danish company. Vertical half-
rack modules including mic preamps, 
parametric EQs, mixers, compressors, 
limiters and gates—sort of like the 
SCAMP or dbx 900 racks of old, all of 
which could be under MIDI control. 
The fastest, most versatile and most 
downright astonishing dynamics proces-

sors I have ever come across. Control-
voltage linking means that up to 11 units 
can be slaved in series with each other, 
making for ridiculously complex limit-
ing/ducking/gating/de-essing/EQ-ing 

When you crank if up 

all the way, the Bogen 

MX-6A mixer makes a 

fabulous distortion box, 

complete with the 

microphonics and 

compression that cause 

digital designers weeks 

of sleepless nights. 

schemes. For cleaning up problem ma-
terial, these babies are unparalleled. 

Yamaha TX7 synth modules. Re-
member these? The venerable DX7 
without a keyboard. Better functionali-

Constant Q 
filters with high 
efficiency? 

LED input/output 
metering with 
CLIP indication? 

ty and quieter output than its older 
brother. Made to stack on each other in 
a weird but very cool way—I have 
three of them. FM is supposedly com-
pletely passé, but you'd never know it 
among the academic community, and 
they have a point: When it comes to 
real-time control over sound, nothing 
that's appeared since—with the excep-
tion of physical modeling and maybe 
granular synthesis, both of which make 
FM programming look like third-grade 
arithmetic—comes close. And nothing 
does clangs, bells and nasty metallic 
noise better. Last year I had to do a car-
toon for a medical technology compa-
ny, which featured the life and death of 
a red corpuscle, and I used the TX7s 
for 90% of the sounds. They wanted to 
know where I got all the cool samples. 

Mark of the Unicorn Video Time 
Piece. I've already written about this a 
lot, but it's always worth mentioning. 
The new Digital Time Piece can do 
most of what this thing did, but it's a far 
more complex piece of gear, so there-
fore there's a lot more you can do to 
screw it up. The VTP does SMPTE-to-
MIDI, VITC, jam synching, punches and 
streamers, graphic overlays onto video, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 216 

Shelving Contour 
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LF Contour HF 

BSS Audio 

...It comes from BSS Audio 
BSS Audio USA 

A Division of Harman International Industries Ltd. 
Linkside House, Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts, England EN6 3JB England 
Tel: +44 (0)1707 660667 Fax: +44 (0)1707 660755 e-mail: info@bss.co.uk 

Harman Pro North America, Inc, 1449 Donelson Pike, 
Nashville, TN 37217 USA 
Telephone: + 1 (615) 360 0277 Fax: + 1 (615) 360 0480 

You know that the 

BSS Audio name means 

probably the ultimate in 

audio performance, so 

when it appears on a 

graphic EQ with all these 

features at such an 

affordable price, the 

choice, like the sound, 

becomes crystal clear. 

Call us to get more 

information on your next 

graphic EQ 

World Wide Web: www.bss.co.uk CIRCLE #013 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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FROM THE PRODUCERS OF THE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED... 

Cs" 

C52000 

- C' ' 

Recording and Mixing Consoles. Best known for: 

Superior Sound Quality Precision Surround Panning 

Total Automation Instant SnapShot Recall 

Hi- performance Dynamics 

Powerful Machine Control 

High Reliability 

Modular Expandability 

Headquarters ( Palo Atto, West US) Tel:(650)855 0400 • Los Angeles (West US & Intl) Tel:(818)766 1666 

New York ( East US) Tel:(212)889 6869 • Nashville ( Central US) Tel:(615)327 2933 • London (Europe) Tel:(171)602 4575 • Tokyo (Japan) Tel:(03)3288 4423 



EUPHONIX INTRODUCES THE NEXT INNOVATION... 

Coming soon to a studio near you 

Highest Souna Quality 

24-bit, premium converte-s, 

40- bit OSP 

Mod 
Exp 

: 

Open Thcturr senpors future 

I/O op âfriple rates, 

machine craric-expansion, 

editing and net;vel-ing 

Reel Feel 

Familiar tape-st-- 1e remote and 

transport 'eel 

Non-Destructive 
Recording 

No fear o: erasing tracks, 

multiple -.akes per track, records 

hundreds of tracks, plays any 

combination of 24 tracks 

MULTI•TRACK 
RECORDER 

Solid Reliability 

Rugged construction, premium 

components, fault tolerant design 

Non- Degrading 
Storage 

No head wear or media 

degradation during repeated Je, 

long shelf- life meoia 

Recording and Editing 

24-track punch in/punch out, no 

need to transfe7-to an, editar for 

basic edits 

Random Access 

No waiting for locates, uttia-fast 

hoping 

fugtiuribr Web site: http://www.euphonix.com 
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HOT PRODUCTS FROM 

SAN FRANCISCO 

By the Mix Staff 

In September, thousands of audio professionals headed out to 
San Francisco for the Audio Engineering Society's 105th con-
vention. Here are some highlights of the hot new products and 
technologies, direct from the show floor. 

RECORDERS 
Making a big splash in the digital recorder market was Yama-
ha's (www. yamaha.com) D24, a magneto-optical multitrack 
unit offering 8-track simultaneous record and play at 16/20/24-
bit audio, 44.1 and 48kHz sampling rates, and 4-track 
record/play at 96 kHz, for $3,000. The three-rackspace, stand-
alone device, profiled in last month's Mix, stores data on re-
movable, 640MB MO discs, with a capacity of one hour (2-
channel. 16-bit/44.1kHz), or more than four minutes at 8-track, 
24-bit/961cHz. 

Studer (www.studer.ch) is shipping its V-Twenty4, a 24-
track system with three ADAT Type II, 20-bit V-Eight MDM 
modules in one package, with an autolocator, studio rack and 
remote metering. Retail is about $30,000. 

New analog tape formulations were introduced for the first 
time in four years: Quantegy's (www.quantegy.com) 
GP9 Grand Master Platinum is formulated to sound like 
3M's 996. The UK's Zonal (http://ourworld.com-
puserve.com/homepages/zonalco) introduced 999, a 

new high-output, low-noise tape, and in the MDM scene, Emtec 
introduced Formatted ADAT Master, a pre-formatted tape for 16-
bit ADATs. 

The Sonosax (www.sonosax.com) Stelladat II portable 
timecode recorder offers 4-channel recording to DAT, weighs 
only 8.8 pounds (including battery) and offers recording at 
rates up to 96 kHz. 

The Euphonix (www.euphonix.com) R-1 is a stand-alone, 
random-access digital recorder with 24-track, 24/96 capability, 

featuring 24-bit conversion and 40-bit floating-point internal 
DSP (four Analog Devices SHARC processors). The system has 
a raclanount CPU and storage/backup units, plus a remote con-
trol interface (with MADI interface), and is designed to emulate 
traditional analog tape recorder interfaces. 

Designed as a direct replacement for mag film dubbers, 
Sony's (www.sony.com) DADR System 5000 is a 16-channel 
disk recorder with selectable 16/20/24-bit resolution in a four-
rackspace box. Recording is to Jaz drives. Units have so far 
been installed at Sony Pictures, with a "global commitment" 
from Todd-AO. Features include jog/shuttle wheel control, 
chase lock at all frame rates and reverse play. Base price is 
$15,860, less sync card. 

BLUE. I} 
Cactus 



Arboretum 

Harmony 

vocal 

processo.-

Yamaha 024 

optical recorder 

HARDWARE/SOF1W RE NEVIS 
A big buzz at the show was Digidesign's ( 
corn) long-awaited announcement of a Windows NT version of 
Pro Tools, and the introduction of the Pro Tools124 M1X card, 
offering three times the DSP power of Pro Tools124 and up to 
64 tracks on a single PCI card. For more details, see last 
month's Mix. 
On the VST front, Cycling '74's (www.cycling74.com) 

Plug,go lets Mac signal processing applications created with 
MSP audio objects (DSP algorithms for the MAX graphical pro-
gramming environment) work as a VST plug-in. Steinberg 
(wvvw.steinberg.de) showed Quadra Fuzz, a multiband distor-
tion plug-in conceived by Craig Anderton (the "faceplate" even 
bears his signature—could this be the first designer plug-in?) 
and designed by Spectral Design for VST, WaveLab or Direct-X-
compatible applications. In other Steinberg news, the compa-
ny's Nuendo is now Windows-compatible. 

Arboretum Technology's (www.arboretum.com) Har-
mony is a formant-based vocal processor that—in addition to 
providing eight-part harmony generation, pitch co tion and 

Euphomx R-1 

controller 

—can im 
onto another. 

se e soniC characteristics o one voice 

MICS, MICS, MUSH! 
New mics (AKG C3000 Pro, Audio-Technica AT-4060, Audix 
CX-101, BPM CR-95/T13-95, CAD VX2, Earthworks SR71, etc.) 
were the rage at summer NAMM. At fall AES, the trend contin-
ued with more than 35 new microphones. Distributed by G 
Prime (www.gprime. corn), the MicrotechGefellKEM 970 is 
a cardioid plane mic with 30'x120' coverage from eight phase-
matched condenser capsules in a line array. Retail? About 
$7,500. Beyer's (www.beyerdynamic.com) MCD 101 is an 
omni version of its MCD 100 digital studio microphone, which 
places the condenser electronics and A/D converter with 
AFS/EBU output within the mic body_ 

Bring on the surround mics! The 5.1 Surround Sound Proces-
sor from SoundField (wvvw.proandio.coulcisndfield. hum) uses 
its existing SoundField MKV or ST250 4-capsule mics to create 
stereo, LCRS, 5.1 or (optionally) 7.1 surround, with control of 
front/rear width and rear focus. SPL's (wwvv.proaudio. de/spl) 
ATMOS 5.1 surround mixer (with five mic pre's, surround pan-
ning and subwoofer output) works with Dirk Brauner's 
(www.dirk-braunencom) ASM5 Adjustable Surround Mic for 5.1 

recording. Based on a classic Decca Tree, the 
ASM5's three (LCR) rotatable capsules are spread 



EAW KF 750 

Neutrik MR-

signal generator 

TOP 10 LIVE SOUND PICKS FROM AES 
Congratulations to manufacturers that demo'd products with live audio at the 
San Francisco AES. Tuck & Patti could be heard in Meyer's booth, while CAD 
introduced its VSM-1 tube mic with Roger Hodgson singing selections from Su-
pertramp's Breakfast In America in a hotel room! Eastern Acoustic Works used 
its newest speaker in the acoustically challenging Fillmore club with a live con-
cert by Edwin McCain and a no-soundcheck support act. That said, here are 
my ten live sound highlights from the AES: 

1. EAW (www.eaw.com) celebrated its 20th anniversary by introducing the 
KF 750, a compact three-way horn-loaded 
tour speaker. The rear of the cabinet has a 10-
inch cone driver with an elaborate phase plug, 
and a nearly square horn mouth is the entire 
front of the trapezoidal cabinet. Directly in 
front is a compression driver on its own horn, 
and sharing the mid-horn on its top and bot-
tom walls are two 12s. The KF 750 is tri-
amped with a CyberLogic amp module at-
tached to the cabinet's backside, or tradition-
al amp racks can be used with EAW's MX 
8600 processor. At 31 inches high, three cab-
inets stack in most trucks. 

2. Acoustic (realacoustic@earthlink.net) 
debuted the SubTeq 2.6 subwoofer along with the rest of its revamped speak-
er line. It employs a 13-ply Baltic birch cabinet and piston motor (no belts or 
chains) to impart three-inches (!) of excursion to a 26-inch cone with a s 
cially designed spider. 

3. Crane Song (www.cranesong.corn) unveiled the Trakker, a discrete Clas. 
A single-channel compressor, which, like its STC-8 (used by TEC Award win-
ner Dave Kob), offer.; a wide palette, from clean to vintage. Engineers seeking 
an insert for the "money channel" should take a listen. 

4. Crown's (www.crownintl.com) new USP PIP-2 card does more, sounds 
better and costs less. This $600 remote-control-and-monitoring IQ card puts a 
dedicated full-featured 24-bit digital signal processor into your Crown amp. 

5. Eventide's (www.eventicie.com) UltraShifter software for the 4000 Series 
Ultra-Harmonizer provides an incredibly natural-
sounding vocal pitch shifter. 

6. Neutrik (neutriketotal.net) introduced the 
MR- 1, a small handheld. multifunction signal gen-
erator that looks like a Star Trek tricorder. It has 
both XLR and RCA jack outputs, produces white 
( w pink noise, sine or square waves (which can be 
swept), and runs on IWO AA batteries. Very cool. 

7. Pure Sound (wwvv.puresound.net) intro-
duced the next generation of the optical proxim-
ity switch for vocal nrics, the MM-3 Mic Mute. 
which now runs on, and. passes, phantom power. 

8. Radial Engineering (Www.radialeng.com), 
the Canadians with the Class A JDV DI, intro-
duced the Stage Slug, a snake system sub-box with its 12 XLR connectors i 
row on one side to loWer its. profile on stage and make it impervious to being 
stepped on. 

9. Sabine (www.sabineinc.com) unveiled the Graphi-Q, a 24-bit digital proces-
sor that looks like a graphic. but offers 31 bands of EQ, up to a second of delay, 
12 anti-feedback filters :and compression. It's available in single- and dual-chan-
nel models, plus blank front-panel slaves, all controllable from Windows software. 

10. UltraSound's Don Pearson showed his Analyzer Interface System. which 
controls BSS VariCurve EQs directly from _Mrs TEC Award-winning Smaart Pro 
(www.siasoft.com) software. It provides the bridge between +4 dB XLR signals 
and a computer's - 10.dB. 4-inch stereo jack without loading down, causing 
ground loops or unbalancing the signal. Precision-stepped attenuators allow 
accurate, repeatable ineastirements. — Mark Fri 

in an equilateral triangle, with two 
spaced-pair (surround) capsules at the 
back of the tree. And Josephson Engi-
neering's (www.josephson.com) C7000S 
is a stereo version of the Josephson stu-
dio mic, with three capsules allowing 
users to derive stereo or surround sound 
from a single microphone. 

Sixty years in the (re)making: Audio 
Engineering Associates' (www.wesdoo-
ley.com) $2,000 R44C is a painstakingly 
accurate re-creation of the classic 1938 
RCA 44BX. And Royer Labs (www.roy-
erlabs.com) showed two ribbon studio 
mics: The $995 R-121 combines old and 
new, placing a 2.5 micron-thick ribbon 
within a neodymium magnet assembly. 
And the Speiden coincident stereo rib-
bon mic (a cult favorite) is now the 
$1,950 Royer/Speiden SF-12. 

Affordable large-diaphragm con-
densers were big. Shure's (www.shure. 
corn) KSM32 is a studio cardioid with 
transformerless Class-A electronics. Retail 
is $1,029 with case and shockmount, or 
$959 sans accessories. The Soundelux 
(www. soundelux.com) U97 is a $599 
mic with transformerless FET electronics 
and four polar patterns. B.L.U.E.—Baltic 
Latvian Universal Electronics (www. 
bluemic.com)—launched several mics in 
cool new shapes/colors and with discrete, 
Class A electronics with transformer outs. 
Blueberry ($ 1,200) is an entry-level car-
dioid model; Cranberry ($1,400) adds in-
terchangeable capsules; and Kiwi ($2,200) 
is a 3-pattern version. Color-coordinated 
mic cables are optional. Marshall Elec-
tronics' (www.mars-cam.com) MXL 2001 
has a 1-inch, gold-sputtered cardioid cap-
sule, transformer out, bass-cut switch, 
shockmount and roadcase; retail is $399. 
CAD's (www.cadmics.opm) Equitek E-350 
($898, with shockmount) combines a 
1.10-inch capsule with servo design elec-
tronics and a choice of three patterns. 

Under-$1,000 tube mics? AES deliv-
ered! RODE's NTV (www.eventl.com) 
combines a new 1-inch capsule in a car-
dioid design with Jensen output trans-
former, flight case, power supply and 
shockmount. Alesis (www.alesis.com) an-
nounced the formation of its GT Elec-
tronics division to market vacuum tube 
technology, based on the mic, amp and 
outboard designs of Groove Tubes 
founder Aspen Pittman. The first products 
are the AM51 ($549) and AM52 ($699) 
cardioid and 3-pattern FET mics, and the 
AM61 ($999) and AM62 ($1,299) cardioid 
and 4-pattern tube mics. All Alesis GT 
mics indude hard case and shodunounts. 
Pittman will independently operate 
Groove Tubes as a tube supplier and is 
working with Alesis on future products. 
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Real-Time DirectX Effects Software 

Totally indispensib 
Li ...and at $299,s MSRP 

simply irresistible. 

• 

Download the Virtual Pack demo from www.eventi.co, 

Version 5.0 
Now with TEN great plug-ins! 

Maximize the output level of your files using this powerful 

look-ahead peak limiter with proprietary dithering 

algorithms—a must-have tool for CD mastering and 

Internet audio distibution 

Add sizzle to a mix, energize a dull track, regain 
lost high-frequency content—this spectral enhancer 
can dramatically improve the sonic impact of 

your recordings 

_ ?.EVEF. 

Imagine a revel) where the very tail end of the decays. 
disappears into total silence, with no noise or grunge— 

this is it, thanks to the 32-bit floating-point design 

Tweak your tracks with 1/100th dB accuracy using 16 

fully programmable bands of parametric EQ and four 

bands of shelving EQ—ideal for mastehng 

• MULTI-ELEMENT DELAY 
Go from simple slap to massive thickening with eght 
individually programmable delay lines 

r 

Simply the sweetest, fattest chorus ever 

• ANAWG TAPE R ANI-
True thumbs-oci-the-reel, dive-bomber flanging 

* STEREO- PITCH-SHIFI 
Create vocal harmonies, make a / 2-string guitar, 

change the key of a part 

m•r^ 

Too busy to do your own pan et this plug-in do it! 

• 'MEMO, 0 

Recreate classic vintage guitar 

amps to electronic 

PLUS: Incredibly Efficien PU Usage, Full Real-Time 
MIDI Control of MI Parameters, Live Input Mode, Stand-

Alcne Mode, Parameter Settings Saved with Projects, 
Support for 24-lit Audio Files, and Much More.... 

P.O. Box 4189 

Santa Barbara, CA 93140-4189 

Voice 805-566-7777 

Fax: 805-566-7771 

E-mail: Info@eventl.com 

Web: www.eventl.com 

The DSP•FX Virtual Pack is designed im the U.S. by DSP/FX. Inc., an Event Strategic Partner 

DSP•FX Virtual Pack is a trademark IDSP/FX. Inc. 01998 DSP/FX, Inc. 
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FIVE PICKS YOU 
MAY HAVE MISSED 
With hundreds of exhibits and only a few clays to 
see everything, some products may have gone un-
noticed. Here are five AES product hits you might 
liave overlooked: 

• TerraSonde's ( www.terrasonde.com) The Audio 
"Foollx)x- is a DSP-powered, wunclerbox packing 
dozens of functions (signal generator, SPL meter, 
RIA, RT/ETC meter, polarity check, cable tester, 
phase meter, digital metronome, guitar tuner, 
monitor amp, SMPTE reader/generator/reshaper, 
waveform scope, level/frequency meter, sweep generator, etc.—even video 
games!) into a fuzzbox-sized chassis. At $899, every audio pro needs one. 
• Another "big function/small package" is Line 6's (www.line6.com) Pod, a 
palm-sized $399 processor providing emulations of 16 classic guitar amps. 

along with reverb, flange, chorus, delay, com-
pression and more. 
• Not exactly high-tech, but Quilk-Lok's 
(www.musicindustries.com) Optimum 
Series is a stylish solution to the stu-
dio console stand dilemma. They're 
rugged, solid and affordable, and 
even offer optional near-field speak-
er shelves. Cool! 
• Digital amplification is finally reality. 

Forget that phony "put a DAC inside an 
amp chassis" stuff: Tact Audio's Millennium 

Ifrom Denmark's Toccata Technology (www.toccata.dk) and London's NAD 
Electronics] is a real digital power amp that converts AES or S/PDIF PCM in-
puts into PWM signals that directly control the output devices. Efficiency: near-
ly 90%; power output: 250 W/channel (4 ohms). 
• Tracer Technologies' (www.tracertek.com) Diamond Cut Live is a S995 PC 
program offering a trainload of audio restoration applications, including para-
graphic EQ, tube simulation, dynamics, reverb, click/pop/noise/hiss/ hum re-
moval, de-essing, bandpass/highpass/lowpass filters and aziumth correction. 

Near-real-time processing (>100ms delay) and a simple interface make this a 
winner. — George Petersen 

Line 6 Pod guftar processor 

TerraSonde Audio Toolbox 

Got a little more to spend? Tucked 
into a comer of AIR Service Company's 
(www.atrservice.com) booth was the 

$12,000 Swedish Didrik De Geer stereo 
microphone, using two modified AKG C-
12 capsules in a stunningly beautiful 

bronze. gold body with state-of-the-art 
tulx! electronics. Neumann (www.neu-
mannusa.com) celebrated its 70th an-
niversary with its $ 1.999 M147, a carclioid 
mie using the same capsule as the 

t7 FET and a tube circuit based on 
its NI I 19. Soundelux unveiled the U95S 

(priced at $3,599, it's designed to offer a 
L' 17/M49 sound with l)w-noise/wide 
dynamic range) and showed the $ 1,199 

card ioicl tube PTM model. Brauner's 
$3,495 VM1U uses the same capsule as 
its $4,995 flagship VM1, but in a 2-pat-
tern, no-frills package. Brauner's $2,695 
Valvet is a lower-cost cardioid tube mic 
for the project studio market. The $ 1,299 

cardioicl VSNI1-1 from CAD combines the 
valve technology of the VX2 with the 
servo technology from the Equitek senes 
with a 1.1-inch capsule. And the $3,000 
B.L.U.E. Cactus mates the 3-pattern cap-
sule from its Kiwi mic with high-end tube 
electronics in a cool desert-tan housing. 

MONITORLAND 
Event Electronics ( www.eventl.c un) has 
added a powered subwoofer to its 20/20 
line of monitors. The new subwoofer of-
fers six inputs, one of them designed to 
monitor the Dolby Surround LFE ( low-
frequency effects) channel. Alternatively, 
the other five inputs may be summed to 
a second bass channel in the subwoofer 
for conventionally derived sub-bass. 

Genelec (www.genelec.com) showed 
its 1034B Active Monitoring System, a 
three-way system designed for large Gin-
trol rooms. Featuring two 12-inch 

woofers, a 5-inch mid and a 1-inch tweet-

er, the 1034B is designed to be flush-
mounted or free-standing and produces 
peaks of 125dB Sin, at 1 meter. Genelec 
also showed the new 2029A, a version of 
the Model 1029A powered monitor with 
an integrated 24-bit D/A converter. 
HHB Communications ( www.h1-11)-

usa.com) launched its Circle 5 studio 
monitors. Available in active and pas-
sive configurations, the Circle 5 system 
includes an 8-inch woofer, paired with 
a soft-dome, fluid-cooled tweeter. The 
active Circle 5 includes a 2-channel amp 
delivering 120 watts to the woofer and 
60 watts to the tweeter. Prices are 

$1.399 ( active) and $749 ( passive). 
The TRM6 Active Monitor Speaker 

System from Hafler ( www.rockford-
corp.com) is similar to the TRM8, but 
smaller; a pair of the two-way, biampli-
fiecl speakers is $ 1,399. Comprising a 
6.5-inch polypropylene cone woofer 
and a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter rx)wered 
in a mag-shielded cabinet, the TRM6 fea-
tures a frequency response of 55 to 21k 
Hz. ±2 dB and peak output of 120 dB. 

The KRK 813 from KRK Systems 
(www.krksys.com) is designed to the 
exact dimensions of the venerable IIREI 
813 monitor, easing replacement of the 
latter. The KRK 813 features dual 15-
inch woofers. a 7-inch cone midrange, 
two 1-inch Kevlar inverted clome tweet-
ers and a 24-bit IDSP stereo crossover 
with level and delay/phase adjustment 
controls. The triamped system can 
achieve levels of 120 dB SPL. 

Making its first appearance at an AES 
show, NHTPro ( www.nhtpro.com) 
showed powered monitors and amp/ 
monitor systems. The $ 1,900 A-20 system 

combines two two-way speakers and a 
control unit. w ill) a 250 W/ channel 
stereo power :um. The A-10 is similar, 
though smaller and powered by a 150 
W/ch amp; price is $ 1,200. The cc Impact 
M-00 system consists of two powered 
near-field speakers priced at $350 each. 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS 
Drawmer ( www.transaucliogroup.com) 
offers three new processors in its Digital 
Mastertlow Series: The DC2476 ($2,995) is 
a 2t-bit 96kHz ADC DAC with pr( tgium-
mable stereo mastering proce.ssing, such 
as multiband compresskm, EQ, limiting, 
de-essing, auto fade and tone shaping al-
gorithms. A stereo "mic channel" and 
high-res • t4.1/48/88.2 96 kHz converters 
round out the Masterfic)w line, which all 
feature comprehensive U Os ( including 
TDIF and ADAT optical, word clock and 
MIDI interfaces) and a PCMCIA card for 
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In 1990, Sweetwater Sound Inc. 

created an exciting new way to 

serve musicians and studios: We 

cod:rind ih Lon,cnienee of 

direct-to-your-door service with a 

solid focus on music technology. 

Like L. L. Bean, Dell and other 

specialty direct marketing leaders, 

Sweetwater is fortunate to have 

grown by leaps and bounds, shik 

earning your trust and providing 

greater and greater value. Our ex-

clusive "Music Technology Direct" 

approach has helped over 150,000 

satisfied customers make 

their musical dreams conic um:. 

Music Technology Direct 

BRIM WRI%111BWIRMU MUMMY. 
- 

MICROPHONES • RECORDERS • MIXERS • EFFECTS • KEYBOARDS !GUITARS • AMPS • SPEAKERS • STUDIO FURNITURE & MUCH MORE t 

What does Music 

Technology Direct 

mean to you and 

your music? 

1, Convenience. You 
get the right gear, 
when you need it! 

It's like having a huge 

warehouse of music gear 

right outside your front 

door! One call gets you all 

the top brands—no chasing 

around all over town! Why 

put up with any hassles? 

2. Savings. You get a 
fair "ProNet" price. 

We stock in tremendous 

quantity to get the lowest 

possible cost from our 

vendors. We pass the 

savings directly to you with 

our "ProNet Pricing." Why 

spend more r 

3. Service. You get 
great Tech Support 
and Service, when 
you need it. 

Help with an installation? 

Confusing problems? We 

know out stuff cold! We 

don't pass the buck, we get 

you back to your music as 

fast as possible. Why wait? 

4. Respect. You get 
treated with respect. 

Shouldn't shopping for 

gear be easy and fun? 

We'll do everything we 

can to make sure you have 

a great time selecting and 

building your rig, without 

pulling out your hair! 

Why not enjoy yourself? 

1/1/C. 7.1el" (800) 222-4700 & THE BEST VALUE, GUARANTEED 
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY DIRECT 

(219) 432-8176 9 FAX (219) 432-1758 • >AI.ES@SWEETWATER.COM • WWW.SWEETWATER.COM • 5335 BASS Bo FORT WAYSL, IN 46808 
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GS3000 

Fully- Featured 8- Bus Inline Recording Console 

British EQ Section with 2 Fully Parametric Mids 

4 Stereo Inputs, 4 Mute Groups 

Full MIDI Mute I Automation 

Talkback, Solo- In- Place, PFL and Oscillator 

Comprehensive Group and Input Mete'. 

VU- Meters on Main Bus Outputs 
e 

• • • 
• • • 
• • 

• Vacuu 

• "4.5> • f 
g 

Hmmm.... it's a concept.... take a world 

class recording console with stunning 

British EQ, dual fader in- line 

monitoring, build in a couple of 

brilliantly warm tube prearnps and 

offer it at a fabulous price.That's what 

our engineers at Allen & Heath have 

done and the reviews are rave. 

The preamps are located in the master 

section of the console and are available 

to any strip on the desk making them 

marvelously easy to use, and (very 

importantly) consistent in their phase 
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relationship with the rest of the signal 

path. 

With our famous British 4 band (fully 

parametric dual mid band) equalizer, 

the most comprehensive routing 

system available and extraordinarily 

versatile metering topology it begs the 

question, "Why hasn't anyone done this 

before?" 

We've done it, and you're gonna love it. 

Audition your Allen & Heath GS3000 at 

your dealer today. 
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t was standing room 

only as 800 audio industry 

professionals watched 27 

winners accept their TEC 

Awards at the 14th Annua 

Technical Excellence & 

Creativity Awards, held- - 

September 27 at the 

Fairmont Hotel in 

San Francisco. Other 

highlights of the evening 

included Colin Sanders 

being inducted into the 

Hall of Fame and 

Neil Young accepting this 

year's Les Paul Award. For 

a complete wrap-up, see 

the December issue of Mix. 

14TH ANNUAL 

TEC AWARDS 

WINNERS 
OUTSTANDING 
INSTITUTIONAL 
ACHIEVEMEtr 

Acoustics/Facility Design Company 
Walters-Storyk Design Group, Highland, NY 

Sound Reinforcement Company 
Clair Brothers, Lititz, PA 

Mastering Facility 
Gateway Mastering, Portland, ME 

Audio Post- Production Facility 
Skywalker Sound, San Rafael, CA 

Remote Recording Facility 
Effanel Music, NYC 

Recording Studio 
Ocean Way, Nashville 

OUTSTANDING 
CREATIVE 
ACHIEVEMENT 

Audio Post-Production Engineer 
Gary Rydstrom, Gary Summers, Chris Boyes, 
Tom Johnson, Lora Hirschberg 

Remote/Broadcast Recording Engineer 
David Hewitt 

Sound Reinforcement Engineer 
Dave Kob 

Mastering Engineer 
Bob Ludwig 

Record Producer 
Don Was 

Recording/Mixing Engineer 
Bob Clearmountain 

OUTSTANDING 
TECHNICAL 
ACHIEVEMENT 

Ancillary Equipment 
Apogee AD-8000 8- Channel Analog-to- Digital 
Converter 

Amplifier Technology 
Hailer P4000 

Mic Preamplifier Technology 
Manley VoxBox 

Computer Software & Peripherals 
JBL SMAART Pro 

Microphone Technology 
Neumann TLM103 

Sound Reinforcement Loudspeaker Technology 
JBL Professional Venue Series 

Studio Monitor Technology 
Mackie HR824 

Musical Instrument Technology 
Roland VDrums 

Signal Processing Technology (Hardware) 
TC Electronic FireworX 

Signal Processing Technology (Software) 
Lexicon LexiVerb 

Recording Devices/Storage Technology 
Tascarn DA-98 

Workstation Technology 
Digidesign Pro Tools 124 

Sound Reinforcement Console Technology 
Soundcraft Series FIVE 

Small Format Console Technology 
Yamaha 02R V2 

Large Format Console Technology 
Euphonix CS3000 



Now there's 
RADAR II 
HDR Series 
Digital 
Multitrack 

FOR THE WAY DIGITAL 
IS SUPPOSED TO SOUND. 

Otani, Inc., Japan 
Phone: (81) 424-8' 8626 
Fix: (81) 424-31-86-33 
www.otari.colp 

Otani Corporation, USA 
Phone: (800) 877-0577 
Fax: (650) 341-7200 
www.otari.rom 

Otani Europe GmbH 
Germany 
Phone: (49) 2159 !,0861 
Fax: (49) 2159-1779 

Otani Singapore Pte Ltd. 
Singapore 
Phone: (65) 284-7211 
Fax: (65) 284-4727 

You know and trust the great sound, speed and user 

familiarity of RADAR: Now enjoy 24/48 tracks of 

24-bit record/replay from a single removable hard drive 

RADAR II— everything you want in a random-access 

equivalent of a conventional multitrack. An enhanced 

controller for track arming and optional metering 

of up to 48 tracks, multiple machine control, user-

definable macro keys and digital I/O. 

No wonder RADAR has replaced analog and 

digital multitracks in hundreds of facilities. 

Call l-800-877-0577. www.otari.com 

RADAR and RACA-ILINK are trademarks of Cnamon Technoioges Inc. 
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With 4 stereo FX processors onboard'. your 
effects are stored with each project and every-
thing stays in the 24-bit digital domain. 
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The VS-1680. It's huge. Make room. 
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DIGITAL ST In EFFECT 1 EFFECT 2 
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Finally, the studio of your dreams is within your reach. With 16 tracks (8 simultaneous record), 4 stereo 
or 8 mono effects processors*, 26-channel automated digital mixer, 256 virtual tracks, direct CD burning 
capability and MT Pro 24-bit recording mode, the VS-1680 looms large in any room. Make it yours. 

Call (800) 386-7575, ext. 595 for your Demo Video ($5.00). * With two optional VS8F-2 Dual Stereo Effect Expansion Boards 
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Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040, (213) 685-5141 
Roland Canada Music Ltd., 5480 Parkwood Way, Richmond, B.0 V6V 2M4, (604)270-6626 Studio Workstation 



CHICAGO TRAX BRINGS 
DIGITAL DOWNTOWN 

Reid Hyams can finally take a vacation, or 
at least get a breath of fresh air. As the co-

owner/operator of Chicago Trax, a rock 'n' rolling music 
institution in the city since 1979, he has spent the better 
part of the past two-and-a-half years relocating the facility 
to the River North neighborhood. The first two rooms, the 
SSL 4000 E and G rooms, opened in April and July 1996, 
leading the move from the North Side. Then, just a month 
ago, the fine-tuning of the AMS Neve Capricom 5.1 room, 
pictured on this month's cover, was completed. 

"It took a lot more planning, time and capital to build 
this [Capricorn] room," Hyams explains, "because it has all-
digital recording technology from the ground up and is not 
a retrofit. We really had to re-evaluate the building and 
redo some structural elements so that 
we would be able to isolate the con-
trol room and studio properly from 
outside noise and vibration, which is 
much more forgiving in analog record-
ing but extremely sensitive in a digital 
environment." 

The move to Larrabee, eight blocks 
west of the Hancock Center and Wa-
tertower Place, was, in effect, forced 
on Hyams when his landlord on Hal-
sted decided to expand his bar busi-
ness. But it turned out to be fortuitous 
Trax went from 3,000 square feet to a 
22,000-square-foot complex, with a 

20,000-square-foot secured parking 
lot. The company now owns its build-

ing. "We learned our lesson the hard way, and hindsight is 
20/20," Hyams says. 

More space, however, means more space to fill. Besides 

the main mixing room and studio, the new building holds 
Music I (80-input SSL 4072E), Music II (48-in SSL 4040G) 
and Music III (36-in Harrison MR-4); a digital editing suite 
with Pro Tools and Sound Designer; a dub/transfer room; 
MIDI production space; and all the necessary lounges/of-
fices, with all the amenities of home. 

Music VI, the Capricorn control room/studio, was de-
signed by Doug Jones of Electro Acoustic Systems (he also 

did both SSL rooms), in consultation with the staff at Trax. 
Audio/video design interface was by chief tech Jeff 
Schroeder, and Steven Panno handled the general con-
tracting, working closely with Jones. Hyams knew he 
wanted another live, ambient tracking space, and he 
ended up with a 1,500-square-foot studio with 32-foot ceil-
ings. A mezzanine level surrounds the east end and opens 
out into the main room and contains one of six iso booths. 
Mic lines are wired into the ceiling and can be raised and 
lowered remotely. Video, audio and ISDN tielines run 
throughout the facility. 

While Hyams knew what he wanted in terms of physi-
cal space, he wasn't initially sold on a digital board. He 

ON THE COVER 

(I.) Chris Steinmetz, Chicago Trax director 

of recording/project engineer, and Dan 

Pritzker, guitarist/songwriter/producer of 

Sonia Dada, at a 5.1 mix. 

and Chris Steinmetz, director of recording 
services, looked at the Rupert Neve-de-

signed Amek 9098, deciding it was an incredible console 
but that it would work better as a future upgrade to one of 
the other rooms, They also looked at the SSL 9000J and 

Neve VX, and he says both have serious possibilities for 
Trax's future. 

"We were fighting the analog vs. digital choice," Hyams 
recalls. "So we took a trip to New York with Adrian Weid-
mann of AMS Neve and argued with him the whole way 
there, at dinner and on the way to see the console—that 
analog was still the way to go. His only reply was, 'You'll 
see.' We went to Chung King for a demo, and John [King] 
was really excited about it. I brought two of my guys out, 

chief engineer Bill Garcelon and well-
known Chicago freelance engineer 
Tom Carlisle, and within an hour, they 
were flying through it and having the 

time of their lives doing so. It just 
came down to the fact that it had so 
many capabilities and there are all 
these plans for future expansion. It 
was a natural move for us, and we'd 
be the first studio in Chicago to intro-
duce this high-end digital technology 
in a music room. We knew it would 
be a hard sell initially because our in-
dustry is generally conservative, but 
once engineers and producers get their 
hands on the console in that room, 
their whole outlook changes. We still 

support both analog and digital formats and feel that they 
are equally valid and sound great. It's the user's choice, 
not the studio's." 

Hyams and the staff also thoroughly evaluated and test-
ed high-end monitoring systems, knowing that they want-
ed the left-right pair and the subwoofer soffit-mounted, 
with free-floating surrounds. They decided on an active 
Quested system, with Q412-Cs left-right, a 212-C in the 
center, a QSB121 subwoofer and two H208s in the rears. 
Amps (and digital crossovers, with personal presets for the 
clients) are all from Quested; Genelec 1031As, Quested 
near-fields, Yamaha NS-10s and other monitors are also 
available. 

"We first did some work with MC Hammer and mixed 
the Tyrone Davis album in the Capricorn room," Hyams 
says, "but it wasn't until Mickey Hart came in [working on 
Supralingua for Rykodisc] that we made full use of the 

room and did our first serious 5.1 mixes. We realized what 
the room was capable of and how creative, enjoyable and 

fun it was. Mickey was actually orchestrating where all the 

elements were going, and everything made sense artisti-
cally and technically. It was beautiful, and it was a historic 
moment for Trax, Mickey Hart and his longtime friend and 
engineer Tom Flye." al 
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Other features 

DELIVER THE HEM 

STUDIO MASTERING PROCESSOR 

EIGHT MASTERING P i CH 

Introducing FinalizerTM Express 
- the fast and efficient way to turn your mix into a Professional Master! 
Based upon TC's Multi-Award winning Finalizer Mastering Technology, it delivers the 

finishing touches of clarity, warmth and punch to your mixes. putting the world of 

professional mastering within your reach. 

Insert the Finalizer Express between the stereo output of your mixer or workstation and 

your master recording media to refine your tracks with the powerful mastering tools, 

adding real energy to the mix without worrying about "overs". 
Punching up your mix using the fast, intuitive hardware user interface delivers the ultimate 

sound quality you deserve - quick and clean! Spectral ba:ance is improved, bass 
is tightened, the level is optimized and your mix sourds like a finished CD 

... its that simple. 

Features 
• Bring your mixes to life with TC's unique Multiband Compressor & Limiter Algorithms 

• Boost and cut over three bands with the Spectra! Balance Controls 

• Prevent "overs" from occurring with Soft Clipping 

• Foresee incoming peaks with Look Ahead Delay, allowing for faster, 

more accurate response 
• Use the Compressor Matrix for 25 variations in style and ratio 

• Optimize your overall level with the Automatic Make-Up Gain 

• Add extra compression in each band by using the Emphasis keys 

• Record your fades (by using the Built- In Digital Fader or the optional remote 

controllable TC Master Fader) on to a sequencer, move it around, adjust 

and play it back into the Finalizer Express 

tc. electroni'c 

• 24 bit resolution AID & D/A converters 

• 16 and :20 bit dithering 

• Industry standard connectivity: 

AES/EBU, S/PDIF, Optical Tos-Link 

& MIDI I/0's 
High Resolution LED Metering of I/O & 

multi-band gain reduction 

MIAMI EIPIESS 1511.11 

For a more comprehensive set of features... 

CIECI UT TIE 111111111E1 PL1S 

OPTIONAL DIGITAL MASTER FADER AVAILABLE 

CIRCLE *020 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

TC ELECTRONIC INC., 790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD, WESTLAKE VILLAGE. CA 91361, USA PHONE: ( 805) 373 1828 • FAX: ( 805) 379 2618 

FOR LITERATURE CALL TOLL- FREE: 800 288 5838 E-MAIL i INFOUSCOTCELECTRONIC.COM • HTTP://WWVV.TCELECTRONIC.COM/FINALIZER 

TC ELECTRONIC A/S, SIND'AL SVEJ 34, DK-8240 RISSKOV. DENMARK • PHONE: + 45 8621 7599 • FAX:. 45 8621 7598 



You've Heard of the Industrial Revolution .. 

PREA 
PHA 

PREA 
COMP 

COMP 
COMP 
NOW!! For A Limited Time Only!! 

Purchase any dbx Silver Series product 
and get the Alan Parsons Sound Check 

Cl) for Free!! While Quantities Last 
Check with your dealer for details. 

Good solid handles 

for easy lifting and 

rack installation 

Insert in n' out. Yes, you 

can leave the inserts 

connected when not in use. 

It makes happy patch bays. 

The dbx name. 

Brownie points if 

you know what it 
means. 

Separate 1/4" 

send and return 

inserts on each 

channel 

Big analog VU 

metering 

-2ddl3 Pad 

11.11.811 
-EmEibé5 

In phase, out of 

phase. in, out, in, 

out, rinse and 

repeat   

EQ in/out. 

Hardwired 

Utilitarian 2-tier 

brushed a,uminum 

face plate, just 

because silver is cool 

Output swit:hable 

between +4/-10 

operation   

Digital output 

dither and 

shape controls 

PREAMP 

1VZ" 

n 

switchable 

from drive, insert, 

or output metering 

Compressor 

threshold LE05, 

50 yoJ can see   

what you're doing 
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Mic/Line from 

the front panel 

CHANNEL ONE 
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CAM .11 MINI 
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Drive control for a wide 

variety of tube sounds: 

soft and warm to hard 

and in your face! 

OverEasy® 

Hand selected 

Premium 12AU7 

tubes for the best 

tube sounds 

dbx Lightpipe 

switches for 

easy viewing 

under any 

lighting 

conditions 

Detented 

pots for 

easy setup 

and tactile 

feedback 

Optional.dbx 

Type I Va" 

Conversion 

System 



Wide o, XLancl 1/4" inputs 
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instrument or line 
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586 
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566 
Vacuumlabo 
Compressor 

We promise. 

Call yourdealer now. 

You'll be surprised at 

the small price tag. 

dbx Professional Products • 8760 South Sandy Parkway 
Sandy UT 84070 • Phone ( 801) 568-7660 • Fax ( 801) 568-7662 

email: customer@dbxpro.com • URL: http://www.dbxpro.com 
ti A Harman Internabonal Company 

dbx has long been known as the leader in 

signal processing technology, and 

superior mic preamps and compressors 

have always been a strong part of that 

reputation. Our new "Silver Series" 

Vacuum Tube Processors carry the 

heritage of those past products into the 
vacuum tube arena. They all have the 
ability to operate in linked stereo or dual 

mono modes. The 586 Vacuum Tube 

Preamp is a dual channel preamp with a 

three band EQ circuit (that's hard-wire 

bypassable) with swept mids and 

adjustable Q. The 576 Vacuum Tube 

Preamp/Compressor also has the ability 

to send the preamp channel's signal to 

the compressor channel.The 566 Vacuum 

Tube Compressor has comprehensive 
control over threshold, ratio, attack, 

release, as well as tube Drive and 

makeup Level controls to add just the 

right amount of tube sound. 

The Silver Series also boasts a minimalist 

approach to signal path engineering, 

resulting in pristine audio signal, in 

addition to custom designed analog VU 

meters that monitor tube level, insert 

path (or gain reduction, in the case of the 

compressor) or output levels. The 

preamps also have +48V Phantom Power, 
20dB pad, phase invert, and a low cut 

filter. Getting in and out with virtually 

any source device is easier than ever too, 

with Line/Instrument and mic inputs. 

Add extras like an insert loop, optional 
24bit dbx TYPE IVTTM digital output, and 
the new patent-pending PeakPlusT" 

limiting topology and you've got a 

winner. 

Hand-selected and matched premium 
I 2AU7 vacuum tubes ensure ideal triode 

gain matching, distortion, microphonics 

and drive characteristics. What does all 

that mean? It means you get the best 

tube sound with the most 

versatility available today. 

So get to your dbx dealer 
and hear how the dbx Silver 

Series of Vacuum Tube 

processors will give your 

projects that professional 

edge, no matter which 

model you choose. 

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 

CIRCLE #021 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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METALLICAS JAMES HETFIELD 
AND LARS ULRICH 
METAL WITHOUT COMPROMISE 

Success was a long time com-
ing for Metallica. The band 
formed in 1981, when drum-

mer Lars Ulrich moved to Los An-
geles and met singer/guitarist/ 
sticker-factory worker James Het-
field. The two musicians shared a 
disdain for the commercial rock 
music dominating the airwaves, 
and Ulrich, a Denmark native, 
turned Hetfield on to the dark, 
heavy metal sounds circulating the 
European underground. A creative 
partnership was born, and togeth-
er with bass player Ron McGovney 
and lead guitarist Dave Mustaine, 
they formed Metallica. 
A couple of years later, Ulrich 

and Hetfield migrated to San Fran-
cisco, partly in pursuit of Bay Area-
based bassist Cliff Burton, but also 
to escape a burgeoning glam-metal 
scene in L.A. where they didn't fit 
in. Guitarist Kirk Hammett re-
placed Mustaine, and although the 
extended songs, dark lyrics and 
aggressive, loud speed-metal 
sound of their debut album Kill 
'Em All were shunned by main-
stream radio, the hand's popularity 
exploded through word of mouth 
and live performances. The band 
developed a huge underground 

following, and their next release, 
Ride the Lightning, went Gold, 
even while Metallica continued to 
be overlooked by MTV and com-
mercial radio. 

Then, in 1986, tragedy struck 
the band. As they embarked on 
their first headlining tour of Eu-
rope, bass player Cliff Burton was 
killed in a tour bus accident in 
Sweden. The group put things on 
hold for a while, then rebounded 
with Jason Newsted as bassist. 

The group made further com-
mercial inroads two years later with 
the release of... And Justice for All, 
which spawned singles and a video 
for the first time. Nineteen ninety-
one marked another turning point 

The band today: (L to R) Lars Ulrich, Kirk Hammett, James Heifield, Jason Newsled. 

as Metallica joined forces with pro-
ducer Bob Rock to release their 
eponymous fifth album (also 
known as the Black Album). The 
hit single "Enter Sandman" shot up 
the charts, taking heavy metal into 
the Top 40, and the album went 
quintuple-Platinum. 

In 1995, Metallica and Bob Rock 
returned to the studio for a year to 
record Load, took a break to head-
line the Lollapalooza tour, then 
went back into the studio to finish 
Reload, a continuation of the Load 
project. 

Seventeen years and more than 
40 million albums since they start-
ed, Metallica continue to evolve, 
while staying true to their metal 
roots. Many credit Metallica with 
changing the face of rock music— 

BY SARAH JONES 

paving the way for alternative 
bands by successfully breaking 
through the pop barrier without 

compromising their music. Recent-
ly, James Hetfield and Lars Ulrich 
sat down before a gig in Irvine, 
Calif., to talk to Mix about their lat-
est project (a collection of cover 
songs due out this month), their 
process of reinvention through col-
laboration with producer Bob 
Rock, and how they've developed 
as bandmembers and matured as 
musicians. 

So you're getting ready to release a 
new record... 

Ulrich: It's basically a compilation 
of all the cover songs we've ever 
recorded up to date. Most of those 
cover songs have been scattered 
on EPs and B-sides, and we're ba-
sically just putting them all under 
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Fostex CR-200 
Professional Compact Disc Recorder 

The Fostex CR-200 was designed to 

cot both ways: it's a professional 

CD Recorder that's both easy to use 

aid affordable. Use the CR-200 to 

create masters from ANY audio 

source (Hard Disk, DAT, MD, Reel to 

Reel, Cassette). You get secure, professional masters 

on ordinary CDs that you can listen to anywhere 

there's a CD player — at home, in your car, or on a 

portable. You can also use it to create CDs to sa at 

a gig, burn high-quality masters of live recordings, 

catalog your band's or clients' recordings, and 

much more. 

Best of all, it couldn't be simpler. With the CR-200's 

digital and analog inputs/outputs and its five auto-

matic record modes, cutting a CD can be as easy as 

pushing a single button. 

When it comes to cutting your master or demo, 

don't get pressed into spending too much and 

getting too little. Grab your music by the grooves 

and cut it with a CR-200. 

Standard Features & Functions of the CR-200 

DIGITAL 
INPUT/OUTPUT 

*AES/E9U INPUT AND BOTH 
OPTICAL AND COAXIAL 
S/PDIF INPUTS & OUTPUTS 

*BUILT—IN XLR BALANCED 
1-.2=11 +4DBU ANALOG INPUT 

*AUTOMATICALLY CONVERTS 
INPUT SIGNALS FROM 32-40KHZ 
iNTO CI-STANDARD 441KHZ 

.3 AUTOMATIC AN E 1 MANUAL 
RECORD MODES RR ALL 
,APPLICATIONS 

CONVERSION 

RECORD MODES 

CD FORMATS 

*SUPPORTS BOTH PROFESSIONAL 
ANO CONSUMER CD FORMATS 

Rum 'FULL-FEATURED REMOTE 
INCLUDED INCLUDED 

Fostex 
FOSTEX CORP. OF AMERICA • 15431 BLACKBURN AVE. • NORWALK, CA 90650 

TEL: 562-921-1112 • FAX: 562-802-1964 • http://www.fostex.com • e-mail: infoefostex.com 
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one umbrella, and then we are also 
going to go in the studio for about 
three weeks and record six or eight 
new cover songs. We thought we'd do 
some new cover songs, based on 
where our heads are at in 1998. The 
reason we do cover songs is really be-
cause it's such a great polar opposite to 
the way we treat our own material. 
When we write songs and record songs 

that we've written, we get very particu-
lar. And when we interpret other peo-
ple's material it becomes much looser 
and it is a different relationship. But 
most of the cover songs we used to do 
in the early days were really more like 
these obscure British metal bands, and 
we would do note-for-note renditions. 
Most of the stuff we're going to be 
doing this time around, the new mater-
ial that we're recording, is going to be a 
little more adventurous. 
What kind of material are you going 
to cover? 

Ulrich: We're looking at some artists 
that are a little different than we've 
done before. We haven't made final 
decisions, hut we're throwing a couple 
of Blue Oyster Cult things around, 

were throwing some Lynyrd Skynyrd 
stuff around, and a couple of singer/ 
songwriters that are pretty different 
from what you would associate with 
Metallica. And then there's a couple of 
things that are maybe a little bit more 
obvious. 

Hetfield: This new album is a re-release 
of the Garage Days Re-Revisited album, 
which was all cover tunes. We put this 
thing out, and we took it off the market 
for a while, and we're just re-releasing it 
with your [The Anti-Nowhere League's] 
"So What," your [Queen's] "Stone Cold 
Crazy," all kinds of wacky B-side stuff 
we've done, and we're adding about 
eight more cover tunes, after this tour is 
done. The day after we're finished, 
we're in the studio. 

You're going back to The Plant in 
Sausalito? 
Hetfield: We are going to The Plant 
again. We've got a running tab [laughs]. 
I was at The Plant a couple years ago, 
talking to your producer, Bob Rock, 
when you guys were in tracking Load 
They showed me the extensive renova-
tions that were done when you went in. 
Hetfield: We've always worked at 
places like One on One in L.A., and in 
Denmark, the other albums we did, 

they've always been in one studio, one 
big control room. It's just one band in 
there at a time; you basically just lock 
the door and you're in Metallica world. 

You know, you don't have to have Joe 
Blow from Big Hair band sticking his 
head in, "Hey, sounds killer, dude!" 
That's how it was in a lot of other 
places. And also, we really wanted to 
stay at home lin the San Francisco Bay 
Areal and do recording. 
Ulrich: If you threw a dart at the Bay 
Area, the center point would be right 
where The Plant is, in terms of being 
the center point between the four guys. 
Hetfield: We talked to Ame Frager, the 
owner; he said he was up for a revamp 
of the place so we kind of combined ef-
forts, and so it kind of made it the Metal-
lica second home. He built a nice 
lounge, and opened up the main room 
there, to make a bigger, kind of live 
sound. That place was designed around 
'70s tight, really dry productions. You 
couldn't really expand the room except 
going up, so they blew the roof out and 
added more space upward. 
So before you recorded, you went in 
there and gave them a vision of what 
you wanted... 
Hetfield: Yes. It was kind of strange sit-
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the money.. highly recommended." 
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is not another me-too device, thanks to the ease of use and 
proiect-studio oriented feature set." 

GIG Gordon Jennings, June 1998 
"In summary. the Drawmer MX30 is a fine sounding unit, sturdily 
built and easy to use. In fact, I plan on adding one to my rack." 

RECORDING Geno Podido. December 1997 
"It inspires confidence that whatever you send in 
will come out sounding better — in record lime." 
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sounds like a million bucks." 
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N E MIX INTERVIEW 
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ting down with the owner of the studio 
going, "What kind of couch do you 
want over here?" We're not really interi-
or designers or anything. We just know 
what we like as far as comfort, and that 
is privacy. 

Especially since you invested so much 
time there. You were there for a year? 
Hetfield: We've been there quite a bit 

between Load and Re-Load. 
When you recorded Load, you original-
ly intended it to be a double album, 
and then you decided to release Re-

Load as a second album, later. In be-
tween, you went out on the road. What 
was it like to come back to that mater-
ial after being away from it? 
Hetfield: There were two trains of 
thought, and I didn't really want to 
think about either one: You write all 
these songs, you record half of them, 
and you go on the road, and a year 
later you're going to record the rest of 
them? You have all your notes, and it's 
whether you're going to hate the song 
in a year, and it's not going to feel 

fresh anymore, or you're going to re-
work it to death and you're not going 
to recognize the song. So we got back 
in there, and all four of us had this big 
long list of notes—"I think we should 
do this and that with this song." It was 
like, wait a minute, let's go back and 
listen to the original demo of what our 
original idea of this song was. And 
then we got the feeling back again and 
added some of the cool ideas to make 
it feel a little fresher. We thought it 

would be a bigger deal, and it really 
wasn't. 

Ulrich: I was worried that the material 
was going to date, and when I realized 
that it didn't date, I was pretty happy. I 
was surprised that when we came back, 
there were no issues about material that 
didn't work. 

I'm not going to give you all this 
horseshit about "Well you know, being 
on the road brought a lot of great ener-
gy into the studio..." That's all crap. We 
got away from the material for a year, 
and we got back into the studio, and 
the way we want to work now is we 
don't want to be in the studio for a 
year-and-a-half, we don't want to be on 

the road for a year-and-a-half. We want 
to do everything in shorter spurts, end 

of story. And that's pretty much what 
we're doing. And so taking something 
like Load and splitting it into two sepa-
rate records is just a great thing because 
it shortens the cycles. 

On your latest single from Re-Load, 

"The Memory Remains," you feature 
Marianne Faithful as guest vocalist. 
How did that come about? 
Hetfield: It came down to a combina-
tion of the lyric and we wanted a haunt-
ing voice there. I had a vision of what 
this whole song was to be—the Sunset 
Boulevard, Norma Desmond vibe; you 
know, the lost star. And I had this vision 
of a lady in a ballroom, swinging 

around, going "la, la, la," just twisted out 
of her head. And I was singing, "la, la, 
la," and our engineer, Randy, said, 
"Wow, you should just keep those 

When we write songs 

and record songs 

that we've written, 

we get very particular. 

When we interpret 

other people's material 

it becomes much looser 

and it is a different 

relationship. 

Lars Ulrich 

lyrics," and I thought, well, I don't know 
if I really want to sing "la, la, la," but 

maybe a female voice would fit in more 
with the lyrical content. So we all put 
our heads together in a rock pile, and 

we came up with a few names, and 
Marianne was the one that held the 
most water. She was more of an icon; 
she almost lived the Norma Desmond 

life, kind of got caught up in the star-
dom with the Rolling Stones and all 
that. And it just felt right. And she has 
this voice, that kind of been-there-and-
done-that kind of voice. It really fit in. 
Tell me a little about how you work in 
the studio in general. 

Ulrich: The way we work, it's a lot like 
juggling. Once the basic tracks are 
done, in one room we'll be doing guitar 
overdubs, and in another room we'll be 
setting up bass gear, and in the third 

room we'll be doing Pro Tools editing, 
then maybe in one room we'll start mix-
ing while we're still doing guitar over-
dubs in here while James is singing in a 
third room. 

You have a reputation for being per-
fectionists and meticulous in recording 

sessions. How do you maximize the 
time when you're there? 

Hetfield: We've worked out a theory 
where however much time we allow 
ourselves, that's how much time we will 
use. If we've got three songs to do, and 
we've booked six weeks, we'll use that 
whole time. But we use every second, 
for sure. The way we record, we're in 
the studio maybe every five years, and 
you have to kind of get used to being 
back in that atmosphere. 
Ulrich: This record, for instance, we set 
a release date—When are we going to 
release this thing? Okay, when do we 
need to hand in the masters? How 

much time do we need in the studio? 
We work backward. And in between, 
it's totally crazy, it's manic, it's out of 
control, but we get it done somehow, 
and out of that energy comes some-
thing that is pretty cool, because when 

you make records that way, you don't 
end up sitting fretting over every last 
detail until the cows come home, like 
we used to on the early records. 
Hetfield: With the Load/Re-Load ses-
sions, we hadn't been in the studio in 
five years, and we were still writing 
songs, and we were up to song number 
30, and we had to get in the studio and 
start putting some of this down. So we 
were still writing as we were in there, 
and we slowly eased into it, just doing a 
few of the songs that were further along 
than the others, and eventually Bob 
[Rock] started hitting Record. 

Working with Bob has opened up 
so much for us. When Lars and I were 
doing the production thing, we'd be out 
there playing and run back in—"How's 
that sound?" We'd run back out and it 
wasn't the optimum situation. We need-
ed another set of ears that we trusted. 
How did you pick Bob Rock? 
Hetfield: We loved the sounds he was 
coming up with. The last project we 
had done on our own was ...And Jus-
tice for All, and it sounded like the 

drurruner and the guitar player mixed it. 
We knew that we needed to get some 
band vibe back. We needed to get 
some muscle, get solid not only songs 
but sounds. We had listened to some of 
the sounds he was getting, and we 
were very up for that, and the first time 
we worked for him was very intimidat-
ing on both sides. He heard our reputa-
tion was "Don't suggest anything or 
you'll get your head ripped off," and we 
were testing the waters with him— 
"Who's this guy that's going to come in 
and mess with Metallica?" 

And really, at the end of the day, he 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 228 
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diting is more akin to word 
than cutting and splicing. 

ter tape is played into a 
and stored on its hard disk 
form. Then, via the screen, 
and mouse, sections of the 
be selected and joined 

with crossfades to form a 
work. If the edit does not 
rrect, it can be adjusted or 
lefinitely until it is inaudible." 
e Classical Recording Company's 

Pw.classicalrecording.com 

ff Strings 

t is not known exactly when fionu) sapiens first 

demonstrated artistic creativity—the cave paint-
ings of Lascaux are generally ciled as the oldest sur-

viving examples—but it is a dead certainty that the urge 
to edit followed soon after. In the traditional arts of 

writing, painting and sculpture, an artwork in its fin-

ished form has often been topped, tailed, polished, 

etched, reversed, deconstructed and reassembled, and 
not always by the original artist. Similarly, the media arts 

of film, video and music recording offer many oppor-

tunities for creative tinkering during production. 

In classical music recording. editing is absolutely in-
trinsic to the process. And, with few exceptions, clas-

sical music editors have abandoned dhe traditional edit-
ing block and single-edged razor and now perform pre-
cise—and nondestructive—edits by means of a digital 

audio workstation. To find out more about the current 
state of the art. Mix spoke with half a dozen classical 

music editors and quizzed them on their methods and 

equipment choices. Those who graciously donated 
their time and shared their expertise include Marc 
Aubort, a partner in Elite Recordings; Erica Brenner, 
manager of editing services for Ulm Records; David 

Finckel and Da-Hong Seetoo, co-owner and chief 

recording engineer, respectively, of the ArtistLed 
record company; Helen Moritz, owner and chief engi-

neer for Recital Recordings; Gregg Squires of Squires 

Productions; and Bob Won senior recording engineer 

at Sony Music Studios. 
For Aubort, digital editing is a major advance over 

traditional methods. "I started with scissors and razor 
blades," he says, With la workstation's' graphic dis-
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play complementing the audio, you can 
edit totally sustained material, even 
string passages that have no attack 
whatever, which was not possible be-
fore. You can do much more sophisti-
cated editing jobs today with digital 
editing than you could by mechanically 
taking the tape apart." 
Wolff explains the editing process: 

"After the session or, with some produc-
ers, during the session itself, the pro-
ducer marks up the score." The produc-
er's markup indicates where each edit 
should be and which takes should be 
used. Of course, not every edit works 
exactly as planned, and most experi-
enced editors use their own judgment. 

"Some producers make a very light 

OUR PANEL OF EXPERTS 
Marc Aubort was born and raised in Switzerland and has worked in the record-
ing industry since 1949. He spent eight years at Vanguard as chief engineer and 
assistant producer to Seymour Solomon and started Elite Recordings in 1965. 
Partner Joanna Nickrenz, a professional pianist and member of several cham-
ber music groups, joined him in 1969. They have been recording classical and 

contemporary music for major and smaller labels in the U.S. and Europe ever 
since: a total of well over 1,000 LPs and CDs. 

Erica Brenner holds degrees from the University of Colorado at Boulder and 
Yale University, both in flute performance. While performing with the Canton Sym-
phony, she met Elaine Martone, then director of production at Telarc Records, who 
suggested that Brenner learn to edit. Upon starting at Telarc as a trainee in 1989, 
Brenner learned to edit on the Sony 3000, a linear tape-to-tape editor. Brenner sub-
sequently mastered the Sonic Solutions system and now heads up Telarc's editing 
department in addition to producing several projects each year for the company. 

Cellist David Finckel made his stage debut at age 15 with the Philadelphia Or-
chestra. Finckel has made over 100 concert appearances worldwide with the 
Grammy Award-winning Emerson String Quartet, and he is known internation-
ally as a recitalist, soloist with orchestra and chamber musician. Together with pi-
anist Wu Han, he manages the ArtistLed record label, the first musician-directed 
and Internet-based recording company. The company's innovative recording and 
marketing techniques have been the subject of numerous feature stories in pub-
lications including The New York Times and Billboard magazine. 

Helen Moritz grew up fascinated by her family's reproducing grand piano 
and took piano lessons from an early age; her lifelong interest in classical music 
led her to become a recording engineer. Now the owner of Recital Recordings, 
Moritz has consistently pursued "very high-end, spiffy, fine equipment. I learned 
early on that if it was of lesser quality, I wasn't going to be happy with it." 
Moritz's live remote recording company tackles a range of projects, from poet-
ry readings and solo recitals to full symphony orchestras and large choral en-
sembles, in addition to session recordings on location. 

Da-Hong Seetoo, chief recording engineer for ArtistLed, was born in Shang-
hai, China. Trained as a violinist from the age of five, Seetoo studied at the Cur-
tis Institute of Music in Philadelphia and the Juilliard School. While still at Juil-
liard, Seetoo became one of the industry's most respected audio engineers, spe-
cializing in equipment design and recording. He now produces recordings for 
many major labels and continues to give concerts and make solo recordings. 
He first met David Finckel and Wu Han at the Aspen Music Festival in 1982 and 
has worked closely with them ever since. 

Gregg Squires, a classically trained French horn player, started editing at the 
Radio City Music Hall recording studio. When one of the first digital machines, 
the JVC DAS90, arrived in the country in the early '70s, Squires learned to edit 
on it and subsequently consulted with Mitsubishi on the design of its X-80 and 
X-86 systems. He founded Squires Productions in 1976, has three full-time edi-
tors on staff and records mainly in New York and London. 

Bob Wolff is a classically trained oboist and first worked at a studio while in 
college. While working at Atlantic Studios and the Digital Sound Works mas-
tering house, Wolff became familiar with the first digital editing systems and was 
an early adopter of Sonic Solutions. This expertise led to an editing position at 
Sony Classical Productions (now part of Sony Music Studios) in 1990. Though 
Wolff occasionally goes out on sessions, he now mostly edits. 

first edit—their philosophy, I think, 
being that we'll get something put to-
gether and then we'll fix what needs to 
he fixed," continues Wolff. "In that case, 
one expects that there will be two or 
three subsequent edits. At the other end 
of the spectrum are some producers 
who spend a great deal of time and ef-
fort and care in choosing and laying out 
their editing plan, such that they really 

expect very little to have to he fixed." 

INTRICATE CUTTING AND PASTING 
The mechanics of editing are fairly 
straightforward. The selected takes are 
loaded into the workstation, the editor se-
lects all the best bits and then joins them 
together by means of butt-splices or 
crossfades. Certain types of music are eas-
ier to edit than others; choral and organ 
works can be difficult because of the lack 
of definition of edit points, for example. 
Erica Brenner points out that there are 
typically many more edits in a chamber 
work than in an orchestral work. "That's 
mostly because it's much more exposed," 
she says. "The kind of detail that the pro-
ducer and the artist want—the way they 
want themselves represented—just takes 
a little more intricate cutting and pasting 
for chamber music than it would for a 
large orchestral work." 

Da-Hong Seetoo has developed his 
own system for editing. "We've invented 
our own kind of musical score book," he 
says. "It allows us to draw on the page a 
kind of musical diagram of exactly all the 
material we have recorded. It's then in-
dexed on the computer in a very orga-
nized way, and we can access all of the 
music very quickly for purposes of com-
parison. We found that this is extremely 
helpful in choosing the music." 

In theory, a musically correct edit 
will work, but there are often unfore-
seeable reasons why it may not. Seetoo 
explains: "If you just slap all of the good 
takes of every note together, you find 
that the record is not coherent—it 
makes no sense. It doesn't matter how 
beautifully played every note is. For ex-
ample, after you've edited a whole 
sonata together, you may find that one 
of the movements doesn't make any 
sense, even though when you listen to 
it by itself, it may sound perfect." 

Artist/producer David Finckel elabo-
rates: "When you're working on small 
sections, it's like a painter working on a 
very large canvas. When you're painting 
in detail, you have to stand very close. 
The painter has the option to step back 
from the canvas and see how some-
thing looks. But for musical editing, it's 
not until you sit and listen to all 74 min-
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THE CLASSICAL RECORDING COMPANY 
The Classical Recording Company, based in London, has 
been using a SADiE portable system for location recording 
and editing of classical sessions for both CD and broadcast 
since mid-1996. 

During the City of London Festival in the summer of 1998, 
CRC was contracted to make ten location recordings of Mozart 
string quartets in seven London venues and to produce from 
them eight broadcast programs for the BBC. Each completed 
program was planned to consist of material recorded at two 
or three different concerts, with linking speech. 

"It sounded straightforward enough," says CRC's chief 
engineer, Simon Weir, "except for the fact that the programs 
were to be transmitted during the festival, often giving us 
less than 24 hours to turn around the finished programs." 

Weir and his team recorded all of the material direct to 
SADiE (in 16-bit, 48kHz format) on location. Rough edits— 

mainly topping and tailing—were done on-site to produce 
exact timings. The programs were then finished and mas-
tered on CRC's studio-based SADiE system the following 
morning, then couriered to BBC Broadcasting House for 

transmission at lunch time. 

"We then went back out on location that evening for the 
next concert," recalls Weir. "It was very hard work, but a real 
challenge that could not have been completed within the re-
quired time without onsite editing and our SADiE portable." 

Another CRC project involved the production of three 
CDs and associated radio programs for Collins Classics and 
BBC Radio 3. The repertoire consisted of Italian songs by 
Bellini, Verdi and Donizetti and featured tenor Dennis O'Neill 
and pianist Ingrid Surgenor. The sessions were recorded over 
nine days on location in a North London church. 

"By recording direct to SADiE, at 20-bit and 44.1 kHz, we 
were able to complete all the editing on location with the 
artists," says Weir. " In the case of a short song, we could 
edit the track in the time it took for the artists to walk from 
the church to the vestry, which allowed immediate playback 
not just of session takes but of complete edited songs. This 
allowed us to involve the artists fully in the editing decisions 

and meant that they were completely happy with all the 
material as we went along and were not recording extra 
material 'just in case.-

utes of a CD that you're really able to 
step hack from what you've done." 

MULTITRACK AND 

SURROUND EDITING 

Though multitrack editing has its place 
in classical music production, most of 

the editors Mix interviewed work only 
in stereo. "Multitrack editing, particular-
ly editing tape-to-tape on 48-track 
recorders, tends to be the province of 
large orchestral works," says Sony's 
Wolff. The technique is generally used 
to allow the producer to put together a 

complete edited performance before it 
is mixed down from multitrack. Such 
multitrack preassemblies are particular-
ly useful for big orchestral works, opera 
or any other large production. "Also, it's 
sometimes done with solo recordings, 
concerti and the like because the pro-
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Five-time Grammy - winner Bruce Swedien's credits include recordings 
with Michael Jackson, Quincy Jones, Paul McCartney, Mick Jagger. 
Barbra Streisand, Natalie Cole, James Ingram, Duke Ellington, 
Oscar Peterson, Ernie Watts and The Chicago Symphony. 71eASF 

tape 
"It is extremely important 
to me to have high-quality resolution in my mix-down 

format. BASF half-inch SM 900 analog tape is my favorite 

mix-down medium. Not only does SM 900 have the 

resolution, but I have also found a remarkably high 

degree of consistency between reels. I personally bias 

and test every reel of my mix-down tape. BASF SM 900 

is the most consistent tape I have ever used, bar none." 

EMTEC Magnetics 

SM 900 maxima Is a high-output analog tape designed spc cif ically 

for multi-track recording and mastering, with extra wide dynamic 

range. low noise and low print through. 

STUDIO MASTER 

maxima 
111 BASF 
STUDIO 
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ducer wants the freedom to be able to 
adjust the balance of the orchestra vs. 
the soloist in various spots," adds Wolff. 

Though it is possible to choose dif-
ferent edit points for different tracks on 
the multitrack, it is difficult and time-
consuming. One difficulty is that when 
the mic setup includes between two 
and eight microphones for the overall 
balance, supplemented by spot micro-
phones, the signal gets picked up at the 
spot mic before it hits the main mic. "As 
a consequence, an edit that may work 
nicely for the main microphones may 
sound like a double-attack at the spots, 
so you may have to change the edit for 
the spot mic," explains Wolff. 

Surround sound editing is relatively 
simple. Telarc's classical 5.1 surround 
sound productions are recorded using a 
minimal miking philosophy, with a pair 
of hall mics used to record surround in-
formation. "We load in the information 
as a 4- to 6-track sound file, and our ed-
itors edit across six tracks at a time," 
says Brenner. "Then each pair of tracks 
has to be checked separately to check 
that the edit still works. Because of the 
discrete nature of all the channels, you 
don't want something popping out in 
the rear channel." 

SELECTING A WORKSTATION 
Though the interviewees represent a 
cross-section of the classical music editing 
community, they cannot be considered 
typical—each has his or her own working 
style and technique, and each has a pref-
erence when it comes to workstations. 

In Wolffs case, his previous experi-
ence with Sonic Solutions led to his hir-
ing at Sony. When Sony Classical Pro-
ductions was formed in 1990, record-
ings were commonly committed to pro-
prietary Sony 20-bit recorders. Sonic So-
lutions developed a complementary 20-
bit editor, and Wolff s previous experi-
ence with Sonic recommended him for 
the job of mastering the new technolo-
gy and managing the company's transi-
tion to disk-based editing. 

Sony Music Studios is now one of 
the largest single users of Sonic Solu-
tions, with 17 systems in the New York 
facility alone, and a total of between 35 
and 40 systems worldwide, some of 
which are configured for multitrack 
editing. Wolff notes that the ability to 
perform 8- and 12-channel edits has ap-
plications for surround sound editing, as 
well as being useful for complicated 
multitrack editing sessions. 

Telarc Records also selected Sonic So-

lutions when it moved from tape-to-tape 
to hard disk editing, though the company 
has since added a SADiE system. Telarc is 
currently using Sonic Solutions software 
revision 5.2. "We've been on it for at least 
a year," comments Brenner. "We don't 
usually embrace the new version imme-
diately, though we do upgrade eventual-
ly—there are usually good reasons." 

To inform her decision, Helen 
Moritz attended a three-day symposium 
on digital editing systems before decid-
ing on a SADiE system for Recital 
Recordings. "I looked at Roland and 
AudioFile and Digidesign and Sonic So-
lutions," she recalls. "I had had some 
acquaintance with Sonic Solutions but 
was not taken with it. It seemed very 
cumbersome." 

Aubort also selected SADiE for Elite 
Recordings. "I was looking for a disk 
editor, and the only thing that made 
sense was the SADiE system. SADiE's 
turnkey system was about $ 10,000, 
which made infinite sense to me, so we 
bought two systems and have been ex-
tremely happy with them ever since." 
Aubort notes that his partner, Joanna 
Nickrenz, took less than three weeks to 
be fully productive on the SADiE. 

Squires Productions, which employs 
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three full-time editors in addition to 
Gregg Squires, has standardized on the 
Studer Dyaxis II. "We looked at all the 
other systems out there but have never 
found an interface that we're more 
happy with than the Studer," says 
Squires. "For classical music, we really 
feel strongly that it does the most for us 
the quickest." Though the Dyaxis II has 
been an orphan product since the 
demise of Studer Editech, Squires and 
team have managed to configure the 
Dyaxis for 24-bit editing. "If we get into 
a position where we have to move off 
the Studer platform, we'll go with Sonic 
Solutions," says Squires. 

Da-Hong Seetoo's editing system is 
based on Digidesign's Sound Designer H 
software. "That particular software is very 
much ahead of its time in terms of edit-
ing classical music." says Seetoo. "It was 
probably one of the earliest programs 
out there that will handle a 24-bit format, 
it's a very small program, runs on the 
Macintosh platform and is very stable." 

THE JOY OF isirntio 
Several of the interviewees praised par-
ticular features of their chosen editing 
system. For Aubort, who frequently 
records in Europe, portability is a sig-
nificant benefit. "With a portable SADiE, 
it's actually very practical [to take equip-
ment on location] because the whole 
thing fits in the overhead bin," he says. 
"All you have to take are some micro-
phones and cables and you're in busi-
ness on the other side." 

Seetoo makes extensive use of the 
Quickkeys utility, which allows him to 
execute repetitive actions without using 
the mouse. "For editing, using a mouse 
can be very slow and tiring," he says. 
"[With Quickkeys] the whole process is 
very fast, almost like second nature." 
Seetoo is also a confirmed 24-bit 
recordist, and records direct to hard disk 
via Sound Designer H in 24-bit format. 
"My theory is that by recording 24-bit, in 
the editing all the truncation takes place 
at the 23rd or 24th bit," he says. Moritz 
shares his perspective and cites the 
SADiE system's 32-bit floating-point ar-
chitecture as a valuable tool for preserv-
ing audio integrity while editing. " In 
terms of what I was seeking, I don't 
think SADiE has a peer," she says. "That 
32-bit floating-point system was head 
and shoulders above everything else 
that was out there in 1994, except per-
haps for the AudioFile. SADiE's 32-bit 
floating-point architecture meant to me 
that issues of truncation at every edit 
were taken to the furthest remove. It 
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By Randy Alberts 

Ask graphics designcrs to describe the evolution of their .craft and they'll 
credit desktop computers, application software and the advent of the 
open plug-in architecture as epic milestones. Ask a digital audio engineer 
the same question and you'll likely hear the same answer. 

Tape, splicing blocks and take-up reels will always be around, but 
mouse-driven audio envitunments are more the norm every day. The digi-
tal equivalents of outboard effects boxes requiring racks of valuable control 
room real-estate now reside on a chip, and pull-down plug-in menus get 
longer and longer with every CPU price and performance breakthrough. 

Jost 18 months ago, there were only 40 audio plug-ins available for a 
small handful of host applications, mostly Digidesign Pro Tools and Stein-
berg Cubase VST. Fast-forward beyond a couple of AFS shows, and the 
VST-supported count is now up to 80 and climbing, there are more than 
100 TDM-savvy plug-ins, and the past eight months alone have brought 
no fewer than 47 new audio plug-in releases supported by more than 30 

digital audio recording and mastering applicutions. Add to this the fact 
that many programs are now adopting multiple plug-in architectures, such 
as BIAS Peak's addition of TDM and AudioSuite support and Emagic 
Logic's added support for VST piing-ins, and it's clear that native, host-
based signal processing is here to stay. 

Following is an alphabetical listing of those plug-ins released in 1998 
(up until the AES convention in September), covering everything from 
basic audio tools to vr• tua• l subwoofers. Previously released software ported 
to new pkitforms, su h as AnTares• Auto-Tune (now available in a DirectX 
version) and the Waves Renaissance Compressor, are not included, while 
we are presenting information on plug-in bundles upgraded with new tools 
and interfaces, such as Event Electronics' DSP•FX Virtual Pack and 
PurePitch from Wave Mechanics. 

PLUG-IN TO SOME NEW SOUNDS 
One upgraded plug-in bundle is Hyperprism-TDM 2.1 ($499) from Ar-
boretum Systems (www.arboreturn.com), a Pro Tools suite of 22 effects 
modules. Added this year to the mix is a varispeed frequency shifter, 
N'ocoder, soft-knee compressor, limiter, parametric EQ, a new reverb, an 
updated Doppler effect and a talk box effect. Hyperprism's unique dual-

axis parameter controller allows live, gestural control over effects settings, 
and each move can he recorded and edited within Pro Tools, 
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Cakewalk's (www.cakewalk.com) Audio EX 1 ($ 149) is the 
first in a new series of affordably priced, 32-bit, real-time 
effects processors. Included are compressor/gate, ex-
pander/gate and limiter modules, plus an integrated dynamics 
processor that incorporates all three DirectX-compatible 
processors into a single edit window. 

CEDAR Audio (www.cedar-audio.com/cedar-audio) offers 
a variety of audio restoration tools for different platforms, in-
cluding Windows and Macintosh, offering Declick, Decrackle 
and Dehiss2 software, all of which offer real-time restoration 
capabilities. CEDAR recently announced an enhanced version 
of the DeNoise audio restoration plug-in specifically designed 
for the new SADiE 24.96 System. The new version of De-
Noise has been enhanced to improve transient response, al-
lowing brighter, more dynamic restorations, with reduced risk 
of side effects on difficult passages. And just announced from 
CEDAR is the D/EQ Windows package, which works with 
CEDARS 40-bit ProDSP boards to—simultaneously—mix and 
match up to 120 real-time EQs and dynamics processors 
across 16 channels of 24-bit audio. 

FireWalkers ($298) from Creamware (www.creamware. 
corn) is an extensive real-time DSP plug-in suite for the com-
pany's Masterport, tripleDAT and TDAT16 digital audio soft-
ware environments. Parametric 8-band EQ, FFT frequency 
analyzer, chorus, flanger, stereo panner, modulation, pitch 
transposition, VU meter and signal generator modules are in-
cluded All numeric input is right-mouse-button-controllable 
signal meters are scalable up to full-screen size, and the FFT 
display provides detailed audio views. 
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The TranceAllitter is a freeware special-eFects plug-m 

for Steinberg's VST or Waveiab. 

Also for Creamware's recording platforms is Osiris ($498), a 
sonic restoration plug-in that employs declick, decrackle, de-
noise, exciter and subharmonic bass enhancer tools for re-
pairing old vinyl or tape recordings and premastering weak 
source material. Aptly named after the Egyptian god of resur-
rection, Osiris also pitch-con-ects warped vinyl recordings in 
real time. 

Don't happen to have a vintage '67 Fender Twin around? 
A 1963 Vox AC 30? No worries, so long as there's a Pro Tools 
TDM system in the room and a blindfold for the guitarist. The 
new Line 6 Amp Farm plug-in ($595) is distributed by 
Digidesign (www.digidesign.com) and uses the physical mod-
eling algonthms found in Line 6's guitar amplifiers to emulate 
the Twin and the Vox, as well as a '59 Fender Bassman. '64 
Fender Blackface Deluxe and the classic Marshall crunch of a 
'64 JTM 45, '68 Plexi and an '86 JCM 800. 

Also new from Digidesign is the Maxim ($445) peak limiter 
and level maximizer plug-in for mastering and peak limiting 
applications on AudioSuite and Pro Tools TDM 4.1 and higher 
systems. By anticipating audio file peaks and intelligently re-
ducing instead of clipping them, Maxim allows louder overall 
output levels while maintaining dynamic range. Familiar 
threshold, output ceiling, release time, gain reduction/attentu-
ation and mix controls are included, as well as input/output 
meters and a color Histogram display for plotting input peak 
dB history during playback. 

If "off-the-shelf' or "preset" trigger fits of creative claustro-
phobia, check out DSPider ($ 1,499) from DUY Research 
(www.duy.es, distributed by Cameo International, www. 
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cameoworld.com). Similar to BIAS' SFX 
Machine's modular plug-in approach, 
DSPider allows Pro Tools TDM 4.1 and 
higher users to roll their own plug-ins 
from more than 40 linkable objects rep-
resenting reverbs, equalizers, synth 
modules, compressors, 3D positioners, 
de-essers and more. Also in the recipe 
are filters, shifters, oscillators, delays, 
modulators and waveform shaper oper-
ators, all linked by a variety of onscreen 
drag-and-drop graphic controllers. DSPi-
der's open architecture encourages 
third-party developers to create new 
plug-ins, too. 

DSP-FX (formerly Power Technolo-
gy) and Event Electronics (www.eventl. 
corn) have teamed to release the thor-
oughly redesigned DSP•FX Virtual Pack 
($299), a suite of eight 32-bit native 
plug-ins for DirectX-compatible applica-
tions. Added to the reverb, multitap 
delay, multiband parametric EQ, chorus, 
analog tape flange, tremolo, pitch-shift 
and autopan plug-ins is multitimbral 
MIDI control that allows each unit to 
operate on its own MIDI channel. Also 
new is a live input mode for processing 
signals in real time without using the 
host application, song file-specific ef-
fects parameters and a healthy user in-
terface facelift. 

Working stand-alone or as a plug-in 
is Gadget Labs' (www.gadgetlabs.com) 
WaveWARM ($99) for DirectX-savvy 
systems. Designed to emulate vacuum 
tube amplifiers and add analog warmth 
to digital audio files, WaveWARM in-
cludes controls over gain, mix, dynam-
ics and limiting and displays signal 
levels via virtual LEDs. 

Intelligent Devices (www.intde 
vices.com) released four new native 
plug-ins for Mac and Windows Ensoniq 
PARIS 1.6 that operate on existing disk 
files or can be inserted on any channel 
for real-time processing. De-SERT 
($275) learns the spectral signature of 
unwanted noise, such as stubborn 60Hz 
hum, then removes it. The Marshall 
Time Modulator ($ 175) is a plug-in ver-
sion of its legendary namesake flanger 
and double tracker, and the Mangler 
($175) does just that in dramatically al-
tering audio with granular synthesis and 
dynamic waveshaping tools. 

Also new from Intelligent is Fire•Ball 
($175), a stereo FIR equalizer plug-in 
that adds real-time audible editing of 
complicated EQ curves to any applica-
tion that supports Adobe Premiere plug-
ins. EQ curve expansion/compression 
and hand-drawn EQ curves display be-
fore- and after-EQ audio spectrums. The 
PARIS Tourist Suitcase shell ($ 175) is 

stand-alone software that lets non-
PARIS applications run PARIS native 
plug-ins, both on Windows 95 and 
MacOS systems. 

Lexicon (www.lexicon.com) intro-
duces LexiVerb, a reverb TDM plug-in 
for Pro Tools 4.0. LexiVerb can be used 
as either mono-to-stereo or stereo-to-
stereo, and features 24-bit processing, 
offering four algorithms (chamber, 
plate, inverse and gate) with 100 pre-
sets. The intuitive interface displays al-
gorithms as 3-D wire diagrams with 
pop-up faders to customize parameters; 
a macro editor allows group parameter 
control. Pro Tools 4.0 automation func-
tions are also supported. 

Mark of the Unicorn (www.motu. 
corn) Digital Performer users will he in-
terested in two new plug-ins added to a 
laundry list of built-in 32-bit MAS audio 
plug-ins. Version 2.3's upgrade brought 
with it PreAmp-1, a tube preamp simu-
lator that models vacuum tube circuitry 
for processing signals with everything 
from slight coloration to full-blown tube 
saturation and distortion. Pre- and post-
EQ gain, compressor controls and a 
great animated starburst graphic distor-
tion display offer plenty of control. 

Shipping with Digital Performer 2.4 
is also the new Sonic Modulator plug-in 
for adding modulation effects like 
tremolo, vibrato, rotating Leslie speaker 
emulation, delays and filtering to any 
digital audio signal. Included are con-
trols over pitch, amplitude, delay, filter-
ing and more. 

Opcode's fusion:VOCODE, one of three cross-platform 

special-effects plug-ins, re-creates vintage (as well as 

new) vocoder sounds. 

Also new for '98, Opcode (\\ w.op-
code.com) released three special effect 
cross-platform plug-ins, as well as a lim-
ited-time offer on a VST bundle with all 
three ($295): Can you say phunky? fu-
sion:VOCODE ($495 TDM, $ 149 for 
non-TDM systems) re-creates vintage 
and new vocoder sounds. Included is 
an onboard synth engine for creating 
carrier waves, a retro lo-fi operating 
mode, 5-band graphic equalizer and 

software controllers not possible with 
analog vocoder technology for creating 
some unique vocode voicings. 

Just when pops, clicks and warped 
records had long been wiped out, along 
comes fusion:VINYL ($99) to bring 'em 
right back. Using a physical-modeling 
engine to add wear, dirt, static, hiss, 
rumble and warped vinyl sounds and 
scratches to audio files, VINYL turns any 
track into a well-worn 33, 45 or 78 
rpm-sounding record. fusion:FILTER 
($199.95) is a collection of classic filter 
and modulation modules with tempo-
programmable LF0s, envelopes, vari-
able filter poles, ring modulators and a 
drum machine-style editor for creating 
pulse sequences and rhythmic loops. 

SADiE (www.sadie.com) has re-
leased several new plug-ins for the 
company's SADiE and Octavia digital 
audio workstations. Multi-Session CD-R 
($595) writes the first audio session of 
any multisession CD in creating Blue 
Book or mixed-mode CDs and comple-
ments the SADiE V.3 PQ editor in 
preparing normal Red Book (session-at-
once) and Orange Book (track-at-once) 
audio CDs. A new CD premastering 
plug-in, Mastering Limiter ($295), maxi-
mizes loudness without introducing dig-
ital clipping, and intelligently analyzes 
digital signals before applying relevant 
gain. A Hysteresis control is included for 
preventing the module from being in-
advertently triggered by high-transient, 
low-level gain changes. 

SADiE's Time Modulation (free with 
the SADiE system) is a Synchro Arts 
plug-in that speeds up or slows down 
recordings without altering pitch, espe-
cially useful for film sound and dialog 
needing accurate replay and synchro-
nization at the original pitch. De-Esser 
($245), though primarily designed to re-
move sibilance from vocals and dialog 
tracks, is also a frequency-savvy com-
pressor that can attenuate any audio sig-
nal problem. Ducking and phase 
reverse algorithms are provided, and a 
Compare button plays hack just the fre-
quency being removed. 

The XFX 2 Pack ($149) is the second 
set of plug-in bundles from Sonic 
Foundry (www.sonicfoundry.com) for 
DirectX-compatible platforms that in-
cludes discrete noise gate, graphic dy-
namics, multiband dynamics and 
paragraphic, parametric and graphic EQ 
plug-ins. The noise gate polices thresh-
old; the graphic dynamics module 
provides graphical control over com-
pression, limiting and expansion; and 
the multiband dynamics plug-in process-
es up to four concurrent bands, each 
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Edge 

Pro Tools 24 MIX and Pro Tools 24 MIXplus 
Digidesign's New DSP-Fortified, 24-Bit Audio_Production Systems 

Up to 3 times the DSP power of Pro Tools 24 

64 tracks, all with a single card — amazing 24-bit 

fidelity, from input to output 

integrated recording, editing, automated mixing, and 

mastering; world-class Plug- Ins from the best names in 

audio; and great-sounding new DigiRack Plug- Ins 

and TC MegaReverb (included for free!). 

All-new TC Works MegaReverb bundled with every Pro Tools/ 24 MIX 
or MIXplus system. ( Limited time offer.) 

* QL amble Now Fo; 

et/117(10M' 
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Pro Tools124 M XnIns: 
Even More IVIa 

Double your Pro Tools 24 MIX system's DSP power. 

Check out this sample Pro Tools 24 MIXplus setup: 

32 tracks ( up to 64 possible) 

4-band EQ and dynamics on every disk track 

2 TC MegaReverb effects 

10 delay-based effects 

5 sends ( 1 stereo, 4 mono) on all disk tracks 

48x32x2 mixer 

All of the above at the same time! 

For more information, or to schedule a free demo, call 1.800.333.2137, code 409. 

To learn more about Pro Tools software capabilities, ask for a free video. Already own 

Pro Tools? Call about our special Pro Tools124 MIX exchange offers! 

www.digidesign.com 

www.avid.com 

c1998 Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology, Inc. DigiRack, Pro Tools, Pro Tools 24, Pro Tools 24 MIX, Pro Tools 24 
MI Xplus are trademarks or registered trademark of Digidesign or AvidlTechnology. All trademarks are the property of 

their respective holders. All features and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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with bypass, threshold, visual compres-
sion display and input/output metering. 
The parametric and graphic EQ plug-ins 
offer multithreading for taking advan-
tage of Windows NT systems with dual 
processors. 

Metric Halo Laboratories, maker of 
the SpectraFoo audio metering and 
analysis software system, is providing 
SpectraFoo technology to Sonic Solutions 

(www.sonic.com) users, with the first in 
a newly-announced line of HDSP plug-
ins for SonicStudio. The SpectraFoo me-
tering system is available in three 
different versions. SpectraFooSonic is 
based directly on Metric Halo's existing 

solution for lower-density audio ( 24 
bit/48 kHz). SpectraFooHDSP features 

enhanced bandwidth and resolution. 
SpectraFooDVD will further enhance 
SpectraFooHDSP by adding special 
monitoring and metering tools optimized 
for surround processing. SpectraFooHD-

SP and SpectraFooDVD will be available 
exclusively on the Sonic platform, al-
though SpectraFoo technology is also 
available as a TDM plug-in for Pro Tools 
and as a stand-alone application. 

Catering to vintage electric guitar 
tones, the XFX 3 pack ($149) offers six 
more DirectX plug-ins including vibra-

to, amplitude modulation and an en-
hancer for smoothing overly distorted 
signals. Vibrato can be varied plus-or-
minus two octaves, graphical distortion 

curves provide fine-tunable overdrive 
control, and the flange/wah plug-in can 
create vintage phaser, flange and auto-
wah sounds with controllable reso-
nance and center frequencies 
We also saw some new plug-ins this 

year for the Soundscape (www.sound-

scape-digital.com) platform. Aphex 
Systems Ltd. (www.aphex.com), manu-
facturer of the Aural Exciter- and other 
studio processors developed the Aural 
Exciter- Type III and Big Bottom- Pro 
DSP Plug-ins for the Soundscape 
SSHDR1-Plus digital audio workstation 
and the new Soundscape Mixtreme 16-
channel PCI card. These real-time plug-
ins for the Soundscape V2 Mixer are 
modeled on the top-of-the-line Aphex 
Model 104 Aural Exciter' Type III and 
Big Bottom patented circuitry. Pricing 
(TBA at press time) is similar to the 
price of Aphex plug-ins for other DAW 
platforms. 

Synchro Arts Ltd. (www.synchroarts. 
co.uk) offers its VocALign for its SSHDR1 
workstations. VocALign automatically 

synchronizes the modulations of one 

audio signal to another by automatically 
micro-editing new or replacement audio 
signals and aligning the timings of its 
modulations. Applications include lip 
synching and foreign dialogue replace-
ment for post-production or cleaning up 
double tracking or backing vocals in 
music recording. Also included is the 
TimMod feature, a highly efficient mono 
and stereo time compression/expansion 
algorithm. VocALign seamlessly inte-
grates with the SSHDR1-Plus running 
Version 2 or higher software. 

From TC Works (www.tcworks.de), 
TC Electronic's signal processing plug-in 
company, comes the TC Dynamizer 
($799), delivering TC-quality dynamics 
processing for the Soundscape worksta-
tion and the Mixtreme card. The TC Dy-
namizer features integrated multiband 
expansion, compression and limiting, 
optimized for mastering applications. 
Several phases of mastering are com-
bined into a single, easy to use interface, 

providing a multiband expander/com-
pressor/limiter processing core, con-
trolled by IC's graphical Target Curve 
Editor, which selects the overall process-
ing characteristics. The TC Dynamizer 
also includes high-resolution level me-
tering with clipping counters and peak 

MANLEY LABO 
13880 MAGNOLIA 

CHINO, CA. 91710 USA 
http://www.manleylabs.corn 
Phone ( 909) 627-4256 

FAX ( 909) 628-2482 
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Why the V8? 
The V8 from Digital Audio Labs is a 

modular audio workstation platform for 
the PC. Systems can be configured with 
a choice of analog and digital I/O, MDM 

interfaces for ADAT and DA88, and 
realtime DSP options Contact Digital 

Audio Labs for information: 

(612) 559-9098 www.dig,ital audio.com 

mir,(5/ TM 
5.1 SURROUND 
THE EASY WAY 

Mxf from Minnetonka Software; 
the elegance of MxTrax and the power of e. 
come together to deliver a revolutionary new tool 
for surround sound product on. 

Finally, a professional audio workstation designed 

specifically for true multichannel format mixdown 

With Mx51 software, a Digital Audio Labs V8 

system, and a PC, surround mixes are a breeze: 

• Individually pan each channel with 
Mx51's five way pan controls. 

• View surround panning on all channels 
simultaneously. 
• Dynamically automate all surround 
panning in real time. 

• Automatic 5.1 bussing on V8's mixer. 
• Easy-to-use adjustable subwoofer 

crossover 

Plus get all the power of the standard 
MxTrax/V8 combination, including: 

• 16 true hard disk tracks 
• Drag and drop automated digital mixer 
• True ADAT & DA88 integration* 
• LTC and V1TC video sync* 
• Optional realtime 3rd party effects 
from the V8 audio gearhead 
partners 

Breakthrough tactile interface lets 
youfeel surround panning 

as you bear it. 

Minnetonka 
AUDIO SOFTWARE, INC. 

17113 Minnetonka Blvd. • Suite 300 
Minnetonka, MN 55345 • (612) 449-6481 

www.minnetonkasoftware.com 

• 

*Some options require additional hardware. 
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hold indicator, and a Look Ahead feature 
that searches for sudden level anomalies 
in the program material, to avoid creat-
ing any audible artifacts. 

Like the legions of third-party VST 
tools, Steinberg's (www.steinberg.net) 
own plug-in tribe is proliferating like a 
herd of procreation-crazed tribbles on a 
lonely space station. New additions to 
the family are the MultiComp ($399) 
multiband compressor and Quadra Fuzz 
(price TBA) distortion plug-ins. The Mul-
tiComp, for VST and DirectX, controls up 
to five independent frequency bands 
with frequency width and compression 
set via an easy-to-use graphical edit in-

terface. Quadra Fuzz is based on a hard-
ware multiband distortion box built by 
Craig Anderton that Spectral Design 
turned into this plug-in for Steinberg. 
Running on Cubase VST, WaveLab or 
DirectX host software, Quadra Fuzz di-
vides signals into four independent 
frequency bands for independent fre-
quency distortion and a new range of 
tonal control. 

Hissing problems? The SPL Auto Dy-
namic De-Esser ($399) works with VST 
Windows, WaveLab and DirectX-com-
patible host platforms to reduce speech 
and vocal sibilance. By feeding a phase-
inverted signal of detected narrow 

and pota 
ittI Phat To You 

dal 

gol meek? 
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When it comes to our ads we love 
to play around, but when it comes 

to compression we are very serious. 
If you're serious about your sound, 

then it's time you try JOEMEEK. 

PMI AUDIO 
23773 Madison Street, Torrance, California 90505 

tom,» 877 JOEMEEK (563 6335) fax 310 373 373 4714 
sits www.joemeek.com email infoejoemeek.com 

PMI Audio, distributor for 
JOEMEEK, BPM Microphones and CLM Dynamics. 

s-band frequencies back into the signal 
path, the De-Esser damps offending sibi-
lance without altering original signal tim-
bre or adding compressed lisp artifacts. 

Q-Metric ($499) is a multiband digital 
equalizer that emulates warm analog 
EQ characteristics and avoids distortion 
by doubling 24-bit internal sampling 
rates when transfering high-frequency 
curves. Seven EQ bands are graphically 
displayed, including three fully-para-
metric mids with adjustable Q and vari-
able high-/low-shelving with switchable 
slope. Q-Metric is available for Mac and 
PC VST, WaveLab and DirectX-compat-
ible platforms. 

FreeFilter ($399) for VST Mac/PC is 
a unique mastering plug-in with linear-
phase 3-band graphic EQ and freely 
modeled filter curves that "learn" the 
frequency spectrum of any master mix 
and apply it to another audio source. 
Mixes can also morph between source 
and processed files in real time. 

Also added to the Steinberg stable 
are several $399 VST plug-ins from 
Prosoniq. The Roomulator (reverb), 
Ambisone (3D audio positioning) and 
VoxCiter (vocal exciter) all came out 
toward the end of last year, and the 
new Dynasone mastering tool and Or-
ange Vocoder were released in '98. 
Dynasone ($399) features 4-band dy-
namics processing, stereo high-fre-
quency exciter, peak limiting and 
dynamics leveling, as well as a subhar-
monic synthesizer and media select 
switch for optimizing mastering to CD, 
tape or vinyl. The Orange Vocoder 
($199) uses an 8-voice virtual analog 
synth engine and seven sampled sounds 
to follow in the footsteps of the EMS and 
other famous German vocoders. EQ, re-
verb and 4-pole lowpass filters are 
included, and either input audio sources 
or the built-in dual hard-synchable oscil-
lators can be used as carrier signals. 
On the freeware front is a new series 

of Windows plug-ins for VST and 
WaveLab, the first being TranceMitter 
for VST. Input levels control lowpass fil-
ter cutoff or resonance to create some 
drastically tasty techno sounds, and 
square, sawtooth and sine LF0 wave-
forms handled the same way can rhyth-
mically mutate filters. Also for filter 
freaks is Steinberg's D-Pole Multimode 
Filter ($ 199) plug-in from Waldorf. 
Yanked from the heart of the popular 
MicroWave II synth, the D-Pole pro-
vides control over low-band and high-
pass notch filters and resonance up to 
either 12 or 24 dB per octave. 

Free-D ($199) is a new 3D positional 
audio simulation plug-in for VST-com-
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Digital EQ with Sliders plus FBX Feedback Exterminator; Compressor 14 Delay, ALL IN ONE! 

GRQ-3102: 2U, dual channel (two in / two out) 

See DIGITAL CO! 
This is the family of digital EQs you've been waiting for! Sabines new GRAPHI-Cr Series gives you hands-on, analog-

style control of the industry's most advanced digital processing, all at one third the price of products with half the features. 

How do we do it? Our 24-bit AID and D/A gives trie cleanest audio possible, and Analog Devices' new 32-bit floating. 

point SHARC digital processor powers every Graphi-Q, allowing simultaneous use and independent control of these 

essential functions: 

• 31-band Digital Graphic EQ, with +/- 6 or 12 dB 

range and High & Low Cut Filters 

• FBX Feedback Exterminator: 12 Filters, all 

switchable to fully parametric. Industry standard 

automate feedback control; works in setup and during the program. 

Super-accurate algorithm places filters on feedback, rot on music. 

• Digital Compressor ( Full-featured Comp/Limiter with GRO Remote) 

• Digital Delay, vv,th up to 1 second delay, adjustable in 20 microsecond increments 

OR Finnosoom 
Do you need the industry standard in digita' 

processing witt no front panel controls? Sabines new 

GRAPHI-Q Slave units provide all the signal processing 

you need, controllable via your PC computer, or remote 

contact-closure switching. You even get a front-panel 

serial port for convenient connection on site. 

GRQ Remote software gives you all the GRAPHI-Q features 

of the front-panel control units, plus: 

• View and edit response curves 

• FBX filters switchable to fully-programmable parametric filters with graphic 

& tabular interface 

• Graphic EQ filters: adjustable in 1/2 dB resolution on depths, .5 to I octave widths 

• Furl-featured compressor/limiter with editable gain structure graphic display 

• Multi-layer password protection 

• 70 user presets per GRO file; fast transfer of files between computer & Graphi-Q 

• Upgrade firmware & software via Flash RAM Ail four models include Sena port and GRO Remote 
software to control up :ea '8 rods: plus contact switct 

connectors for remore scene changing. 

GRQ-3101: 1U, single channel (one in / two out) 

Four models allow 

you to choose tria 

Graphi-Q that's right 

for your applicalion! 

11.1 

SA911« 

GRQ-3101S:1U, Blank front panel slave, single channel (one in / two out) 
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GRQ-3102S: 1U, Blank front panel slave, dual channel (two in / two out) 
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Finally. 
A practical computer display for your studio. 
Face it: big, bulky CRT monitors never made 
sense in the cramped conditions of a studio. 
Now there's a better solution. At just a fraction 
of the weight and depth of a CRT monitor, 
flat-panel displays from FlatWorks will work 
with your Mac or PC systems, and are available 
in a variety of sizes to meet your specific needs. 

FlatWorks is the leader in flat-panel display solutions, offering all of the major brands 

including Mda, IBM, NEC, Sceptre, Samsung, and ViewSonic. You can order one right 

now from our Web site, or please call (425)456-0042 for more information. 

¡he flat Panel Display Experts. 
www.flatworks.com 

Fax (425)456-0043 Email: info@flatworks.o ii 
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KEEPING YOUR ACTIVE 
GEAR VERY WELL 

CONNECTED 
Affordable 

High-Performance 
Patchcords from Bittree 

Field-proven, high-reliability 

Long life via top quality materials 

Multiple lengths available 

Quick ship delivery 

Bitlree, a leading producer of 
audio, video and data patching systems 

A Bittree 
PO Box 3764 Glendale, CA 91221-0764 

Call 877 500 8142 
or www.bittree.com 

patible software that uses Apple's 
QuickDraw 3D technology to position 
and even automate the circling of audio 
material's distance and elevation in real 
time. 

And finally, if 80 VST-savvy plug-ins 
just aren't enough to choose from, then 
use Pluggo ($74) to roll some more. This 
new technology from Cycling 74 (www. 
cycling74.com) allows Macintosh signal 
processing applications created in the 
MAX graphical programming environ-
ment using MSP, a set of audio object 
extensions for MAX, to work on a Pow-
erPC as a VST plug-in. Pluggo, included 
free with MSP, is the shell program that 
enables signal patches created with MSP 
to work as a plug-in with VST. 

Just as busy as Steinberg this year on 
the plug-in front was TC Works (www. 
tcelectronic.com). TC Native Essentials 
($395), TC Native EQ Works ($449), TC 
Native Reverb ($549) and TC MasterX 
($999) were released for a variety of Di-
rectX-compatible environments, includ-
ing Sonic Foundry Sound Forge, 
Cakewalk Pro and Steinberg's Cubase 
VST and WaveLab, as well as TC Mas-
terX's support for Digidesign Pro Tools. 

TC Native Essentials is an entry-level 
plug-in bundle with easy-to-use reverb, 
EQ and dynamics processing controls. 
The EQ plug-in features a virtual joy-
stick interface for intuitive control, and 
IC's own SoftSat algorithms are used to 
generate warm compression and EQ. 
The TC Native EQ Works plug-in pro-
vides host-based DSP equalization and 
includes two separate plug-ins: TC Na-
tive EQ-P is a 10-band parametric EQ 
with seven fully-configurable bands and 
three additional bands controllable by 
an onscreen joystick. Stereo files can 
utilize split gain controls for discrete left 
and right channel access or to move the 
frequency spectrum around the stereo 
field; TC Native EQ-G allows users to 
create mouse-drawn curves to control 
this 28-band graphic equalizer. 

TC Native Reverb, which ships with 
both DirectX- and Cubase VST Win-
dows-specific plug-in versions, inte-
grates aspects of reverb tail sound 
design into an intuitive graphical inter-
face. System-optirnizable algorithms en-
sure optimal compatibility with both 
high- and low-performance PCs (as low 

as 133 MHz). TC MasterX is TC Works' 
first multiband dynamics processing 
plug-in for Pro Tools TDM systems. Fea-
tures include multiband expansion, 
compression and limiting, all optimized 
for mastering applications by integrating 
several mastering process phases into a 
single interface. 
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WaveShop ($29.95) from Terzoid 
Software (www.terzoid.com) con-
tains four independent dynamics 
processors, including noise gate, 
compressor, peak limiter and gain 
leveler. Vocal and guitar presets can 
be edited and saved, and though 
specifically designed for use with 
Cakewalk Pro Audio, WaveShop 
works with any DirectX digital audio 
application. 

Wave Mechanics (www.waveme-
chanics.com) was founded by the 
original designers of the Eventide 
H3000 and DSP4000 effects proces-
sors, and the company's PurePitch 
TDM plug-in bundle ($695) follows 
in its hardware predecessors' foot-
prints. Two new plug-ins (free to regis-
tered users) have been added to 
PurePitch, which was released last year. 

Re-creating a classic record engineer 
trick, PitchBlender makes stereo output 
from a mono source by altering left and 
right output channel pitch. Using multi-
octave pitch-shift ranges, independent 
delays and a pair of LFOs to modulate 
pitch, level and panning, PitchBlender 
can do anything from subtle detunes to 
mind-bending auto-pan, pitch and am-
plitude modulation effects. 

Wave Mechanics' PurePitch is one of three plug-ins in the 

PurePitch TDM plug-in bundle; also included are PitchBlender 

and TimeBlender. 

TimeBlender models classic reverse 
pitch-shift and backward tape effects 
with a similar feedback and modulation 
structure as that used in PitchBlender 
that turns flat, one-dimensional mono 
signals into something entirely different. 

Keeping in the surfing vernacular, 
Waves (www.waves.com) added four 
new products this year to its tidal wave 
of audio processing plug-ins. 

EasyWaves ($ 150) is an entry-level 
package with AudioTrack (4-band para-
metric EQ, compressor, gate) and 

"the 
tUdb. 

FREE Guide Saves You 
Time and Money! 

-...1DISC MAKER 
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- 

Guide to 
Master Tape 
prep 

Nothing is more frustrating than making CDs or cassettes 
and finding out that there is something wrong with your 

master tape. DISC MAKERS' Guide to MasterTape Preparation 
provides insider information, as well as common sense tips, 

on preparing an error-free master tape on the first try. 
No matter where you record or manufacture your product, 
you need this 48-page booklet before leaving the studio. 

Call Today For Your FREE Guide: 
1-800-468-9353 
www.discmakers.com 
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EZVerb, a sampling of presets from 
Waves' TrueVerb plug-in. BIAS 
Peak, Opcode Studio Vision Pro 3.5, 
Cubase VST, MOTU Digital Per-
former and other Macintosh applica-
tions supporting Adobe Premiere 
plug-ins support EasyWaves, as do 
Sonic Foundry Sound Forge 4.0, 
Cakewalk 6.0, VST, Syntrillium 
CoolEdit Pro and other DirectX-com-
patible environments. 

The Waves DeEsser for Pro Tools 
24 ($200) reduces vocal and dialog 
sibilance and unwanted high-fre-
quency instrumental noises, such as 
fretted string squeaks. Bell or high-
pass sidechain filters are available for 
isolating and attenuating specific fre-

quenices, and tuned factory presets are 
included for male and female voices. 

Following last year's release of the 
Renaissance Compressor, the simple in-
terface and basic controls of the Renais-
sance EQ ($300) support Pro Tools TDM 
and Macintosh native processing envi-
ronments, including Adobe Premiere 
and Steinberg VST. Renaissance EQ fea-
tures easy-to-use, classic EQ controls 
and filter curves based on vintage ana-
log designs for added warmth, resonant 
shelves and real-time EQ graphing. 

Mixing for oomph-less playback sys-
tems? MaxxBass ($300) is a "virtual sub-
woofer" plug-in that creates the 
psychoacoustic effect of extended bass 
response from any speaker, big or 
small, by as much as two octaves. De-
sired bass below a speaker's low-fre-
quency limit is added with a series of 
harmonics that enhance bass perception 
to the ear and can even replace the 
original bass frequencies all together. 
Platform support is extensive and in-
cludes Pro Tools, VST, Premiere, DirectX 
systems, MOTU Audio System and BIAS 
Peak. 

DARTECH (www.daftpro.com, dis-
tributed by ZH Computer), makers of 
the DART Pro 32 (Digital Audio Restora-
tion Technology) application for clean-
ing up audio sources and creating Red 

Book audio CDs, released two remas-
tering plug-ins that incorporate DART 
Pro 32 features into DirectX-compatible 
audio programs. As the names imply, 
DART DeClick and DART DeHiss ($149 
each, $209 for both) remove impulsive 
disturbances ( read: clicks and pops) 
and high-frequency wide-band noise 
(a.k.a. hiss), respectively. 

Randy Alberts is a musician and 
writer who has been on staff with Mix, 
Keyboard, Electronic Musician, EQ and 
Radio & Records. 
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The new version cf the leading MIDI and 
digital audio software 
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Poducer/engineer Mark Howard has a 

unique history of constructing and operating 

"temporary" studios, chiefly for producer 

Daniel Lanois. This has led him, by a very 

circuitous route, to Teatro, a former movie 

theater on California's Pacific Coast Highway. 

Howard has converted the the-

ater into a recording studio for 

himself and his partner Lanois. TIJE 
Today, Howard is a suc-

cessful engineer, has his 
own studio, and is develop-

ing his career as a producer. 
He has made astute career 

choices, has lived and 
worked in several interest-
ing corners of the North 
American continent, and his 

\W 1111 discography includes signifi- _ROvrim cant and successful record-
ings by high-profile artists. 

But Howard's story is not 
one of overnight success. 
Born in Manchester, Eng-
land, he grew up in Hamilton, Ontario, a "steel city" 

near Niagara Falls. After playing drums as a teenager, 
Howard left school at 16 and started doing live sound. 

A job with a P.A. company led to several years of tour-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE " 
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At the center of Teatro's console lineup is an 88-input Neve 8068 with 31102 EQs and flying faders. Three 

10-input Neve BCM1Os and a 12-input Melbourne serve as input panels offering a choice of 1066, 1073 

and 33114 EQ modules. An API 1604 consote includes ten 560 EQs and six 550 EQs and three 10-input 

Neve Kelso consoles are also available. Monitors include Westlake BBSM12s with 18-inch subwoofers and 

Paradigm 35E Mini monitors; surround speakers are MO'S Towers. Analog tape machines include a Studer 

A80 VU Mk IV 24-track (with Dolby A) and a Studer A80 '-inch 2-track. Vintage outboard gear includes 

Tektronix, Summit, UREI, dbx and Tube Tech compressors. Outboard processing racks contain units from 

AMS, Eventide, Lexicon and Ensoniq; the studio also has a stereo EMT plate. 

FIRII HORN 011 SOME ENT PROJECTS 

1998 has been a very good year for 
engineer/producer Mark Howard. Bob Dylan's Time Out 
of Mind, produced by Daniel Lanois and recorded and 
mixed by Howard, picked up three 1997 Grammy 
Awards. The latest Willie Nelson album, produced by 
Lanois with Howard engineering, is named for the studio 
that Howard has set up in a former cinema 
in Ventura County, Calif. And when Mix vis-
ited Howard at Teatro Studio, he was prepar-
ing to produce Marianne Faithfull's next 

record, Vagabond Ways. 

Can you tell us something 
about the engineering techniques you 
used on Bob Dylan's Time Out of Mind? 
I approached it as a '50s recording, using all old tube and 
ribbon microphones. I didn't use anything modem. 

—CONTIMJED ON PAGE 76 

Mark Howard mixed 
Bob Dylan's and Willie Nel-
son's most recent albums at 
Teatro Studios, a converted 
cinema that he shares 

with producer 
Daniel Lanais. 
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—FROM PAGE 75, MARK HOWARD PROJECTS 

We started the record at Teatro, but 
then moved the project to Criteria Stu-
dios in Miami. We had such a great 
sound at Teatro that I didn't want to 
change the sound or compromise by 
using other people's gear, so 
I got a truck, put 

Engineering Credits 

Willie Nelson: Teatro 
Virgin 

Bob Dylan . 
Time Out Of Miqd 

Columbia 
Victoria Williams: 

Musings of a Creek Dipper 
Atlantic 

lggy Pop: American Caesar 
Virgin 

Daniel Lanois: 
For the Beauty of Wynona 

Warner Brothers 

three Neve con-
soles in it— two BCM lOs 

and a Melbourne— all the microphones 
and a bunch of guitar amps and drove 
it from here to Miami. So I basically used all our micro-

phones into all our preamps and then put it to tape and 
just used the Criteria console for monitoring. 

There were two drummers a lot of the time, and I 
would just use a 47, or I'd use one microphone in between 
both of them, a C24, and point one capsule at one drum-
mer and one at the other. And then a Coles mic in front of 
each of the kick drums. The miking techniques were pret-
ty simple, no close-miking. 

Bob sang through a C37A in the room with the band 
playing, and a lot of the sound from the record is from his 
microphone. Singing into a tube mic with compression on 

Check out Howard's web site at 
www.panix.com/-rmr 

Selected Discograpl? 
Production Credits 

Marianne Faithful': 
Vagabond Ways 

The Really Useful Group 
Music From The Miramax 
Motion Picture Sling Blade 

(Produced with Daniel Lana(s): 
Island 

Chris Whitley: Terra Incognita 
Sony/Work 

Daryl Johnson: Shake 
Real World 

Tragically Hip: Day For Night 
MCA 

hilet LA'\10is 
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er room. 
They were in the main 
Neve room at The Village. and I took 
over the lounge next door, took all the 
seats out and brought in a console and 
a rack of effects and DAT machines. 
We called it the Engine Room. I 
brought in all my effects, a Mackie con-
sole and said, "Bus me a couple of 
things and ni treat them and send them 
back." They would pipe me all the 
drums and the bass and I'd treat and 
EQ them with these API graphics and 
compressors and then pipe them back. 

Or sometimes they would pipe me the 
whole track and then they'd balance my treated version 
with the vocal. I also did the vocal effects. It was a fun 
way of working. 

Your credit on Daniel Lanois' second album is pretty im-
pressive, especially considering who it's coming from. And 
the credit for the one track you mixed on Emmylou Har-
ris' Wrecking Ball is also very positive. Did you get any 
feedback from outsiders on your engineering during this 
period? 

My problem is that everybody knows that I work with Dan 
and nobody really wants to approach me because they 
think I'm locked in. Now I'm trying to build my own career 

There's a really strange connection with people's energy and gear. 
I've seen gear work for me, and I'll leave the room and it won't 

work, and come back in and it'll work. Mark Howard 

it, a lot of the leakage goes in there so you get that ambient 
sound going in there and you get a bit of a trashier quality 
than with a dry vocal. A lot of the sound of that record is 
due to the sound going into his microphone. 

I see finm your credits that the only record you mixed but 
didn't record is the Scott Weiland record Twelve Bar Blues. 
How did that come about? 

Scott had asked Daniel to mix a couple of tracks, and 

Daniel asked me if I was interested in giving him a hand. I 
said, "Sure, but he's got his own engineer, Tracy Chisholm, 
a really great guy. What am I going to do?" Dan says, "I 
dunno, just come along and do whatever you can do." So 
I invented a job for myself. I didn't want to be in the con-
trol room while the other engineer was there; it would just 
cause problems. So I put together my own setup in anoth-

as a producer. Sure, I get feedback from musicians who 
say they love the work, but it's been difficult along the 

way. I think now the record that I'm doing with Marianne 
is a starting point for my production career. 
I flnd it hard to believe that you have managed to build 
and troubleshoot so many temporary studios without ex-
tensive electronics knowledge. [See accompanying article 

for an account of Howard's peripatetic career.] But .you 
say that you have a good relationship with gear—it al-
ways works for you. How do you explain that? 
It's a weird one. There's a really strange connection with 
people's energy and gear. I've seen gear work for me, and 
I'll leave the room and it won't work, and I'll come back in 
and it'll work. I think some people put out some kind of 

—CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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—FROM PAGE 76, MARK HOWARD PROJECTS 

magnetic energy and some gear reacts 
to it in a certain way. I've had really 
good luck. I've put all of these studios 
together and I've never had to have a 
technician help me set it up—I've al-
ways done it myself. When it comes 
to repairs on samplers, sure I'll send it 
out. But with the multitrack machines 

it's pretty much troubleshooting by 
myself. 
What do you hope to achieve with 
your record label, Real Records? 
It's starting to be a record label. 
There's an artist on the Sling Blade 
soundtrack, Tim Gibbon, who had 
this amazing big voice, a kind of Tom 
Waits voice, a really big print. So I 
made a record with him and I'm try-
ing to put it out on my own label. Be-
cause I have access to the studio, I 
can easily invite people in and make 

records. It's fun and there's no pres-
sure. You can do whatever you want 
free of record company influence. 

I'm not only producing records, 
but I'm very interested in visuals, too. 
I think this whole new DVD thing 
might create a whole new art form. 
I've been playing around with it a lot, 
working with Daniel's brother Bob 
Lanois. We've been coming up with 
these wild visuals for music. I think in 
the future when you buy a CD, you'll 
also be able to watch it. 

—FROM PAGE 74, ROAD TO TEATRO 

ing with such Canadian acts as Crowbar and legendary harmonica player King 
Biscuit Boy, and Howard gained a reputation as an in-demand live sound mixer. 
A motorcycle accident on his Norton 750 ended Howard's career on the 

road. "Luckily, I didn't break anything, but I pulled my back out and couldn't do 
any more lifting," he explains. In 1986 he took a job at Grant Avenue Studio in 
Hamilton and started his studio career in time-honored fashion as a "tea boy." A 
quick study, and already an experienced audio troubleshooter, Howard soon 

graduated to engineering. "I was 
doing country records and syndi-
cated radio shows," he says. "Quite 
complicated stuff, I thought at the 
time." 

Howard's next break came 
when former Grant Avenue co-
owner Daniel Lanois returned to 
work on his first solo record. "I met 

him, and the studio asked me to 
work on that session," recalls 

Howard. "He was nice, but he was 
always trying to stump me. He'd 
say, 'Well, let's put a mic on that 
amp,' and I'd say, ' It's already 
done, it's patched to channel 19.' I 
was always one step ahead of him, 
all the time. A couple of months 
later he called me up and said, 'Are 
you interested in coming to New 
Orleans to help me set up a studio 
there?' The deal was that if I left 
Grant Avenue I wasn't going to be 

Emmylou Harris, Daniel Lanais and Willie 
Nelson during sessions for Nelson's latest 

album, Teatro. Lanais (center) produced, Harris 
joined Nelson on vocals, and the sessions were 

recorded and mixed by Mark Howard. 

A view of Teatro's main room, looking toward the cinema screen. 
There is a further section affixed seats between the mixing consoles and the screen, 

and Howard has recorded groups set up on the stage under the screen. 

PHOTO BOB LANOIS 
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able to come back, so it was a big ca-
reer move. It was only meant to be for 
six months." 

THEY CALL IT THE BIG EASY 

As things turned out, the projected six 
months blossomed into a six-year so-
journ in New Orleans and marked the 
beginnings of a continuing professional 
relationship with Lanois. But first, 
Howard had to build a studio. " I'd 
never set up a studio before in my life," 
he recalls. "Dan was there for two days 
and gave me some phone numbers. I 
had to find a location to make a record 
in, then get all the gear and everything 
together in one month. From scratch." 

In addition to setting up the studio 
in a five-story apartment building on St. 

Charles Ave., Howard got deeply in-
volved with creating a complete aes-
thetic environment for what became the 
Neville Brothers' Yellow Moon project. 
"We converted the whole control room 
into a swamp, with swamp moss hung 
all over," he recalls. "We had stuffed an-
imals, Indian rugs hanging on the walls 
and tie-dye stuff everywhere." 
When Bob Dylan decided to make a 

record with Lanois producing, Howard 
was assigned the task of setting up an-
other studio, because the original build-
ing's lease had expired. Howard found 
a Victorian mansion on Soniat Street 
and spent a month preparing it for 
recording, building soundproofed 
rooms with glass doors and boarding 

up all the windows to prevent any leak-
age into the surrounding residential 
neighborhood. As things turned out, 
most of 1989's Oh Mercy was recorded 
in the control room. 

SO MANY HATS 

"I wore so many hats in those days," 
Howard recalls, tracing his ascent from 
assistant and studio manager to engi-

neer. "Malcolm Bum was the engineer 
on a lot of those sessions, but he's also 
a musician and he ends up playing, too. 

On "Man in a Long Black Coat" on the 
Oh Mercy record, I ended up doing that 
whole track because Malcolm was play-
ing cricket sounds." 

After Lanois' first solo record, Acadie, 
was recorded at Soniat Street, the studio 
moved again and got a new name— 
Kingsway. "It was a ratty old place, and 
the ceiling was falling down," says 
Howard. "I told Dan the place was 
messed up and would take months to 
get going. But he decided to take a 
chance and bought it. At that time a 
console became available in New York 
at the Record Plant, the big API console. 

It was full of 560A graphic EQs, 40 of 
them right across the console. They're 
really fantastic for drum sounds—you 
can get any kind of sound you want 
with those graphics." 

Howard flew to New York to inspect 
the API console and bring it back to 
New Orleans. "I'd never taken a console 
apart in my life," he says. "At the time, I 
had just been to Pennsylvania to buy 

this 1947 Indian Chief motorcycle for 
Dan, and on the way back I got chicken 

pox—I don't know how I got it and I 
didn't know what I had—and I had to 
fly to New York two days later to take 
the console apart because it had to be 
out by a certain date. It looked like I 
had leprosy, so there I was dismantling 
the console and nobody would come 
by, so I did it all by myself. I took it 
apart, wrapped it all myself. Hired some 
movers, got it out of there, boxed all the 
modules, took it to New Orleans, put it 
in the big room, put it together, fired it 
up and it worked!" 

As house engineer at Kingsway, 
Howard spent a couple more years 
working on Lanois' second solo record, 
For the Beauty of Wynona, and pro-
duced a record for local singer Marva 
Wright. When Lanois went out on tour, 
Howard went with him to mix the 
band's live sound. The tour ended up 
on the West Coast, and Lanois decided 
to go to Mexico to record tracks for his 
next album, so far unreleased. Again, 
Howard was assigned the task of find-
ing a suitable site and setting up a 
recording system. 

DOWN BY THE SEA—OF CORTEZ 
"I ended up taking a Studer A-80 in a 
road case and an Amek SR 6000 con-
sole—I had discovered the Amek while 
mixing live and I really loved the EQs 
on it; they sounded really warm. We 
rented a house in Ojai [Calif.] and did 
some recording so that I could trou-
bleshoot the system, and then shipped 
it into Mexico. 

"We rented this place on the Sea of 
Cortez, an amazing place. The house 
had been built into the mountain, all 
rock walls, so we set up the studio 
looking out over the sea. All the walls 
were uneven rock surfaces and the roof 
was a palapa roof, which is a grass roof, 
so the sound really soaked up well. The 
back was all open to the environment— 
birds, bugs, everything; it was kind of 
jungly back there—and it sounded fan-
tastic." 

Presciently, the housekeeper showed 
the visiting gringos how to deal with a 
scorpion bite. "If you saw a scorpion on 
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the floor, you picked it up by its tail with 
kitchen tongs and put it in a jar of alco-
hol," recalls Howard. "As soon as you 
drop it in the alcohol, it spits its venom. 
That becomes an anti-venom, so if you 
get bit, you put a rag in there and put it 
on the bite. Sure enough, a scorpion 
crawled up the drummer's pant leg and 
bit him. His leg had this big lump, but 
we put the anti-venom on and five min-
utes later the swelling had gone down." 

After about six months of recording 
in two temporary studios in Mexico, 

Howard and Lanois returned to the U.S. 
and set up in a house in Joshua Tree in 
Death Valley. "We'd work all day, and 
at sunset we'd drive out to the monu-
ment, put the speakers on the roof, Ia 
out on a big rock and listen to our 
mixes in the middle of the desert. You 
could hear exactly what was working 
and what wasn't." 

From there, Howard moved to San 
Francisco and rented a warehouse, in 
which he installed Lanois' ever-expand-
ing inventory of recording equipment. 
"That was the start of our studio sharing 
trip," he says. Vocal tracks for Emmylou 
Harris Wrecking Ball were recorded in 
the San Francisco studio, hut the lease 
was expensive. When Lanois drove past 

.rr 

ECI 1A - Equalizer 

ME 18 - Midrange Equalizer 

r ' 

MP 1A - Microphone Preamplifier 

PE 1C Program Equalizer 

LCA 28 - Stereo Compressor and Limiter 

Teatro Studio's selection of studio instruments includes a Steinway grand piano, Wurlitzer and Yamaha 
CP70 electric pianos, four Hammonds, a Vox and a Lowrey, plus various electronic keyboards, including 

Yamaha DX7, DX100 and CS80 models. The extensive microphone selection includes vintage tube mics 

from AKG, Neumann and Sony. Ten RCA and Coles ribbon mics are available, as are 30 solid-state 

condenser and dynamic mics. 

an empty movie theater in Oxnard, a 
sleepy beach town in agricultural Ven-
tura County, he again called on Howard 
to ass, .ss its suitability as a studio. 

THE THEATER OF IMAGINATION 

Despite a leaking roof and no air condi-
tioning, Howard pronounced the site 
suitable and set to work on adapting 
the space to his needs. Today Howard 

and Lanois are partners in Teatro, their 
own private recording studio. The Sling 
Blade soundtrack, a joint production, 
was the first project recorded in Teatro, 
and the success of that and subsequent 
projects has spurred Howard to extend 
the original lease for another two years. 

Entering from the street, one passes 
first through a lobby lined with a col-
lage of Mexican movie posters. Behind 

RECORDING CHANNEL 
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4e' The Meyer Sound Self-Powered Series 
Since the 1995 introduction of the Self- Powered Series, over 13,000 units 

have been sold. With the advent of this new innovative series, Meyer Sound 
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Jell Thomas EON Engineer, The Dave Matthews Rand 
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Mark Trunk MSL 4 Review Mc( Mamie, August 1998 
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Sound System Designers - The Raymond James Stadium, Tampa, EL 
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the traditional padded cinema doors, 
the studio area evokes a successful mu-
sician's clubhouse and party room, 
rather than a professional recording en-
vironment. The floor is covered with 
large Indian rugs and the studio furni-

ture includes several mohair couches. 
An eclectic assortment of 16mm films— 
subjects range from silent melodrama to 
road safety—run in loops on a screen 
that also reflects a light show worthy of 
the UFO Club or the Fillmore. But the 
casual-looking setup is in fact both de-
liberate and finely tuned. 

"I don't think there's anything I 
would change," says Howard. "Equip-
ment-wise, it's the ultimate. The con-
soles are discrete, there are no IC 
chips, you get really warm sound, and 
the way it's set up and the amount of 
space—I think it's been the best work-
space I've ever worked in. At Peter 
Gabriel's Real World, his main control 
room is not as large as this, but the 
way he has his console set up in kind 
of a horseshoe is similar to the way 
I've done it. But he's gone high-tech, 
and we've gone kind of antique." 

Occupying the center of the former 
audience seating area, the "control 
room" offers no acoustic isolation be-

tween the performers and recordist. A 
curved configuration of analog con-
soles, including several Neves and an 
API, is surrounded by various record-
ing zones. Howard has rigged the vari-
ous lighting and projection devices to 
a domestic handheld remote and can 
modify the mood or switch monitors 
without leaving his seat. 

NO TIME LOST 

SITTING AROUND 

"Having a setup is pretty important," 

says Howard, pointing out that all of 
the instruments and amps in the room 
are already miked. "I treat this like a 
show: As soon as the artist walks in, ies 
like them going onstage—everything's 
got to work. They should be able to 
walk into the studio, with no time lost 
sitting around waiting for someone to 
get the kick sound. All of that stuff 
should be taken care of way before 
they even walk in." 

Howard typically patches direct 
from the Neve BCM10 and Melbourne 
console preamps into the multitrack, 
using the Neve 8068 for monitoring 
and mixing—about half the console is 
dedicated to effects returns. Though he 
usually mixes direct to DAT, Howard 

edits on a %-inch Studer (at 15 ips with 
dbx 157 noise reduction) and then 
copies the assembled master back to 
DAT. Most recently, Howard has been 
burning CDs on an Otani CD recorder 
for checking his mixes in the car or 
elsewhere. 

Besides serving as Howard's pro-
duction office, the building also houses 
Lanois' extensive guitar collection and 
a striking selection of vintage and 

modern motorcycles. "I've been riding 
bikes since I was 9 years old—dirt 
bikes and motocross racing," explains 
Howard. "I still ride Harley Davidsons, 

and I'm into antique bikes. Daniel is a 
fan, and I've helped him find a lot of 
his bikes. We had quite the collection 
of motorcycles when we were in New 
Orleans. We had ten Harleys—a 1947 
Knucklehead, a '49 Panhead, and '60 
and '65 Panheads. When we did the 
Dylan Oh Mercy record, he saw all the 
bikes and said 'Can't you get me one 
of those?' so I got him a 1966 Shovel-
head, the first year of the Shovelhead. 
It's a really fantastic bike, and Dylan 
still says it's his favorite bike to this 

day. Like older recording equipment, 
old bikes just have a certain feel—it's 
amazing the difference." 
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Buddy Guy on "Blues Summit" night in the Stravinski 

Montreux, Switzerland, 
is a European paradise. Nicknamed 

"the pearl of the Swiss Riviera," this 

tiny resort village tucked in the moun-

tains surrounding pristine Lake Gene-

va offers a sunny, Mediterranean mi-

croclimate, breathtaking vistas of the 

Swiss and French Alps, and a tranquil 

place to unwind. In the music world, 

however, Montreux conjures up a dif-

ferent image. For one thing, it was im-

mortalized in Deep Purple's rock an-

them "Smoke on the Water," which 

tells the story of the 1971 Montreux 

Casino fire during a Frank Zappa & 

the Mothers of Invention concert. But 

Montreux is perhaps best known for 

its annual international jazz festival. 

For a few weeks every summer, this 

usually serene town is alive with activity. 

Hundreds of thousands of music-

lovers converge upon Montreux's 

state-of-the-art Auditorium Stravinski, 

lakeshore promenade and waterfront 

jazz bars to see and hear some of the 

world's greatest musicians. 
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Festival founder Claude Nobs (who 
directs Warner Bros. Switzerland in his 
spare time) organized the first festival in 
1967; a three-day affair, it featured the 
Charles Lloyd Quartet with Keith Jarrett, 
Cecil McBee and Jack DeJohnette. Since 
then, the festival has showcased top-of-
the-line performers from various genres 
of music and has grown into a weeks-
long affair, with related special events 
taking place throughout the year: In 
August, Tokyo hosted the Montreux 
Jazz Festival in Japan; in September, 

three Montreux-organized concerts 
were held in Central Park. And the De-
troit Montreux Jazz Festival (also held in 
September) is the largest free jazz festi-
val in North America. 

This year, from July 3-18, more than 
2,000 musicians performed at Montreux, 
in hundreds of concerts held in three 
concert halls and various outdoor 
stages, lakeside jazz bars and three 
party boats. The blockbuster line-up 
was diverse, featuring such veteran per-
formers as Bob Dylan, Santana, Buddy 
Guy, George Benson, Tower of Power, 
Bootsy Collins, Herbie Hancock and 
Earth, Wind & Fire; world music from 
Los Van Van, iCubanismo!, Gilberto Gil, 
Candy Dulfer and King Sunny Ade; hip 
acts Bjeirk and Morcheeba; and favorites 
Cassandra Wilson, Kenny Wayne Shep-
herd and Keb' Mo', to name a few. 

PLANNING THE EVENT 

1998 marks the 32nd year of the festival, 
and 11 years of collaboration between 
founder Claude Nobs and official spon-
sor/sound system supplier Meyer Sound 
of Berkeley, Calif. This year is the first 
time all of the house P.A. systems are 
entirely self-powered, based largely 
around the MSL4, MSL6 and CQ/UPA 
monitors. In addition, Meyer has incor-
porated into the installation its ground-
breaking new PSW-6, a self-powered, 
directional subwoofer. The PSW-6 ex-
hibits a cardioid pattern over its entire 
frequency range, with symmetrical hor-
izontal and vertical coverage patterns. 
Directionality is achieved with Meyer's 
"sound steering" technology, a combi-
nation of phase cancellation and critical 
geometry between multiple front and 
rear transducers. By maintaining a tight 
directional pattern, the PSW-6 cuts 
down on reverberant noise and allows 
for placement near walls without creat-
ing the usual boundary interference 
problems. 

As for spec'ing the systems out, 
planning for next year's festival begins 
during this year's. Meyer's Mark John-
son, who coordinates design and in-

stallation of the various P.A. systems 
(as well as handling artist relations and 
other jobs) says he starts by polling 
the festival engineers, then works dur-
ing the year to incorporate new prod-
ucts. "I remember when we initially 
designed the P.A.—it's almost a year-
round job; as soon as the festival is 
over, we think about what changes we 
could make and how we're going to 
implement them for next year. When 
we started designing the P.A. for this 
year, the PSW-6s didn't exist. When 
they came into existence, I started 
thinking these would be great." So 
they were added to the mix. 

Dan Keller of co-sponsor Shure 
Bros.' Artist Relations Europe group 
also assists in planning throughout the 
year. Early in the year, "we have a 
very vague idea of lineup and we 
overspec to the max," he says. "The 
festival planners get us a first tentative 
artist lineup somewhere around 
March, but it's never what ends up on 
the bill." 

OPTIMIZING THE HALLS 

Of the three major venues, the Audito-
rium Stravinski is the largest and han-
dles the major acts. Designed for classi-
cal performances, it is a live wood room 
that normally exhibits a six-second 
delay—not an ideal situation for ampli-
fied music. "A long time ago, when they 
first decided to move the festival here 
[from the rebuilt Casino], we went in to 
do some preliminary work and deter-
mined the reverb time would be prob-
lematic," says Johnson. "So we talked to 
the acoustician who designed the build-
ing and we came up with a treatment 
program, a combination of Fiberglas 
baffles and curtains around the circum-
ference of the room. We went through 
a couple of iterations and hit on one 
that keeps the reverb time down to 
about a second-and-a-half or two sec-
onds. Then they are pulled out after the 
festival." Johnson says the new cardioid 
subs also help control the energy in that 
hall, keeping sound directed toward the 
audience. 

Downstairs from the Stravinski is the 
smaller Miles Davis Hall, which pre-
sented its own challenges in P.A. de-

sign, including a low ceiling and 
cramped quarters. "It's a very intimate 
room, so everything is literally backed 
up to the stage," says Johnson. "And the 
stage is just a temporary thing put in 
there so there's nothing underneath it, 
just a series of platforms. So the low fre-
quencies would just rumble around that 
whole room. Since the subs were omni, 
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you'd get terrible gain before feedback 
in the low frequencies, and it was al-
ways driving the monitor and house 
mixers crazy. So we wound up building 
baffles and things like that, but we don't 
have to do stuff like that now." 

The third hall, the Montreux Jazz 
Cafe, was temporarily constructed for 
the festival, built into an open space 
below the Miles Davis Hall. Since the 
Cafe was to be a showcase for 
drum'n'bass, jungle and hip hop music, 
it had different P.A. requirements. "We 

wanted to make a system that was sup-
porting a little bit more the kind of 
music that they were playing, which is 
techno/pop," says Johnson. "Last year 
it was MTS-4s, and they still wound up 
driving the low-frequency section pret-
ty hard, so I used another speaker 
called a CQ as the main thing and then 
just hauled up subs for days. That 
room has a lot of low-frequency head-
room in it, and you can hear it rum-
bling all over the building." In addition 
to the three main halls, various out-
door stages feature continuous perfor-
mances throughout the day. 

MANAGING WIRELESS 
\ II microphones and wireless UHF 

Meyer's Dave Dennison optimized the halls with the Sal System II 

systems for the festival are provided 
by Shure Bros. (Evanston, Ill.). Keller 
says Shure's involvement with the 
Montreux Jazz Festival has grown as 
wireless technology has become more 
popular: In addition to providing 20 to 
30 of every model of wired micro-
phone that Shure makes (including the 
Beta and MS Series), the company 
supplied ten I THF systems in each hall, 

available with a choice of transmitters. 
In addition, six in-ear monitor systems 
were running in each room. Planning 
bandwidth allocation for all of these 
systems was tricky. "Every year we sit 
down with a computer program and 
scope out which frequencies are going 
to work on which hall to make sure 
that we don't have anything doubled 
up," says Keller. "Then every engineer 
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that comes in, somebody in their band 
has got a wireless system. Nine out of 
ten times it tends to be Shure so we're 
okay, and we just ask them to either 
use our system or let us tune theirs to 
the frequency allotted to the hall. 

"In the Jazz Cafe downstairs on the 
first floor, we had to give them VHF 
because we didn't have any more UHF 
bands. Not to mention you've got 
every third person walking around 
with a cell phone." Keller says that, 
apart from minor problems with har-
monics, things ran pretty smoothly. 

HIGH-TECH HOSPITALITY 
With concerts happening 20 out of 24 
hours a day, including seven or eight 
main acts a night (not to mention the 
dozens of daily outdoor concerts), one 
of the main goals at Montreux '98 was 
moving acts in and out as seamlessly 
as possible, with minimal confusion 
for the visiting engineers. Staff FOH 
and monitor engineers stood by to as-
sist with the house gear, which was 
selected based on familiarity and ease 
of use. In addition, dozens of drum 
sets, synthesizers and other instru-
ments were available to facilitate back-
line setup. "Half the time people come 

Chuck Hall (I.), FOH for Cassandra Wilson, and Dave Dennison, Meyer SIM engineer 

in, they don't even unpack their kit. 
says Dan Keller. "We have prided our-
selves on making it easy for people 
coming in." 

The Stravinski FOH engineer, Ray 
Furze, who traveled from the UK to 
work the festival, says his priority is to 
make the visiting engineers happy. 
"I've done this many times from the 
other side, traveling with these bands 
that come in to the festivals, and it's 

very important to be welcomed and 
not be intimidated by the gear," he 
says. "The gear is pretty standard, re-
ally; there's nothing fancy. That's the 
other thing about festivals: There's no 
point in bringing in very fancy things 
that no one's ever seen before; you've 
got to bring in things that everybody 
uses." Accordingly, the console is a 
Yamaha PM4000, and effects gear in-
cludes a Lexicon PCM 70, and Yama-

LIMPr'' 
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James Bamlett of Meyer Sound Europe, dwarfed 

by PSW-6 cardioid subwoofers 

ha, dbx and Roland units. "Simplicity 
is the thing when you do something 
like this," continues Furze. "The pieces 
of equipment that are very successful 
are the ones that do things as simply 
as possible: [Yamaha] SPXs, Lexicons. 
Immediacy is very important in festival 
gear. You have very little time to muck 
about." 

Furze says one of the best things 
about working at Montreux is the op-
portunity for him to work with a vari-
ety of engineers. "I've been able to sit 
and look at how the engineers are 
working all the time," he says. "And 
what has struck me is not the differ-
ences between the engineers, but the 
similarities. We've got engineers from 
all over the world here. And the simi-
larities are amazing." 

Johnson sums up the festival vibe: 
"Montreux Jazz Festival has a great 
reputation in the artist circles, perfor-
mance circles, as being a great place 
to come and play, because the 
founder of the Montreux Jazz Festival, 
Claude Nobs, makes it a place that in-
spires creativity, makes it fun for peo-
ple to come and play. A lot of people 
have been working here for a long 
time; it's sort of an extended family." 

It's obvious that the entire staff at 
Montreux share a love for music and 
take pride in their work; that—com-
bined with top-notch preparation and 
state-of-the art technology (and that 
view!)—helps foster those inspired 
performances that make the Montreux 
Jazz Festival a world-class event. • 

Mix technical editor Sarah Jones has 
had worse assigrnnents than this one. 
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FIREWIRE 
UPDATE 

Report From the 1394 Developers Conference 

BY MICHAEL CLAGETT 

Firewire: Two years ago it was to be the 
hottest new technology in low-cost, high-

speed digital audio delivery. Even the name sound-
ed hot, conjuring up images of that speeding fuse in 
the opening sequence of Mission Impossible, or of a 
racing wildfire. Designed to support dozens, if not 
hundreds, of high-bandwidth audio streams, 
Firewire promised to be the transmission medium 
that would at last liberate us from those tangled rat's 
nests of point-to-point AES/EBU connections. 

Indeed, Firewire—or IEEE 1394, as it's known in 
the digital standards world—promised the pro audio 
industry much more than simple multichannel 
audio. Its support for multiple data formats would 
enable audio, video, MIDI and control signals all to 
he sent over a single cable. It would distribute 
power as well as data, permitting hot-pluggable de-
vices with simple rugged connectors. As a true full-
fledged bus, it could broadcast from a single source 
to multiple receivers. And it 
was bidirectional, encouraging 
intelligent two-way conversa-
tions between the devices 
connected to it. 

So what's happened? Has 
the fuse fizzled, the fire been 
extinguished? Where on earth 
is IEEE 1394 for pro audio? A 
recent visit to the 1394 Devel-
opers Conference in San Jose 
found at least part of the an-
swer. The technology has 
been hibernating—or, even 
better, incubating—inside the 
safe warmth of the consumer 
electronics industry. 

"Until now, 1394 activity 

has centered on the consumer side, in part because 
people want to recoup their investment with a mass 
market product," explains Mark Bridgewater of Digi-
tal Harmony, a company that licenses technology to 
guarantee that audio products using 1394 will adhere 
to a strict set of standard ( i.e. interoperable) behav-
iors. This focus on consumer products also reflects 
some real technological issues, he adds, noting that 
the 1394 standard needs to outgrow some of its initial 
limitations before it can satisfy pro audio's more strin-
gent distance and synchronization requirements. 

DISTANCE PROBLEM 

The distance issue stems from the 4.5-meter limit that 
the original standard imposes on connections be-
tween any two adjacent 1394 nodes. This short dis-
tance permitted a very simple, low-cost clocking 
mechanism to be built into the standard, giving it na-
tive support for "isochronous" data transfers like 
audio and video that have very strict and regular tim-
ing requirements. Though the spec states that a sig-
nal can traverse up to 16 of these short hops, 
effectively extending the distance to about 70 meters, 

Packets are sent by the transmitting node in the first available timeslice after they are fully 

presented and are output by the receiving node as soon as possible after they are received. 

This can result in significant timing distortion. 
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this still isn't very practical in most studio set-
tings, where total distances between equip-
ment can easily run into the hundreds of 
meters. 

"The initial 4.5-meter cable that's part of 
the 1394 1995 standard was done by the 
computer industry for a very specific appli-
cation," says Gary Hoffman, former presi-
dent of the 1394 Trade Association, the 
manufacturers' group responsible for main-
taining the standard. It was initially de-
signed, he notes, with the idea of carrying 
high-bandwidth signals like video and audio 
between computers and such peripheral de-
vices as disk drives and video monitors. Four-
and-a-half meters was about the distance from 
the top of a standard computer rack down 
through a raised floor and back up to the top 
of another rack. 

The standard's originators knew, however. 
that for future applications, users would want to 
extend the initial specification, so they developed 
it according to modem "layered" design principals. 
They placed the mechanism for packaging and re-
trieving data in a completely separate layer that sits 
above the mechanism used for actually transmit-
ting it, with interaction between the two limited 
to a very standard protocol. This is analogous 
to a business person who submits a standard 
form to the shipping department but remains 
completely oblivious to whether the package 
is actually sent via UPS or Federal Express. 

"The people who created [ 13941 were 
actually very thoughtful about a lot of 
these issues," says Hoffman, and for 
this reason 1394 can't really be seen as 
any one specific implementation. "It's 
a protocol," he says. "It's a way that, 
once you're given a medium, [you 
have a method for] moving bits on that 

medium." So people have been busy replacing the 
original 4.5-meter cabling scheme with a variety of 
media, ranging from Category 5 twisted-pair cop-
per to optical fiber. 

"Here the main distance spec is for 50mm multi-
mode fiber, which is suitable for distances up to sev-
eral hundreds of meters," says Colin Whitby-Stevens, 
who chairs the "distance" working group for the 
forthcoming update to 1394. His company, SGS 
Thomson, holds the patent on the original stan-
dard's simple clocking mechanism, which is inade-
quate, he says, for these new longer-distance 
schemes. It is being replaced by a method in 
which a receiving node "recovers" the clock from 
patterns in the incoming data. This more grown-
up clocking method is similar to that used by 
AES3 and most other long-distance serial trans-
mission specs. 

SYNCHRONIZATION ISSUES 

The new clocking mechanism won't do 
anything, however, to help solve the syn-
chronization issue. It will still be the same 
clock rate that is currently used, and it's 
simply not accurate enough for some pro 
audio purposes. The "isochronous clock," 
in 1394-speak, is the rate at which isochro-
nous data packets are sent along the wire. 
This happens once every 125 microseconds, 

or 8,000 times a second. Since this clock 
signal is delivered to every single 1394 
node, it would be nice to use as a 
house sync signal. Yet it's not nearly 
accurate enough to clock a pro audio 
signal of 48,000 samples per second. 

So, an additional mechanism is 
needed to ensure that each 1394 node is 

outputting all of its samples in a strictly syn-
chronized fashion. And just as the lowest 

layer of the original specification is being 
swapped out to handle 
the distance problem, 
new layers are being 
added on top to address 
the synchronization issue. 
These go beyond the 
basic spec's scheme for 
simple packing and un-

AV Layer-Removal of Packet Jitter 
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The transmitting node adds a timestamp to 

each packet that reflects the presentation 

time plus a processing delay that has been 

negotiated with the receiver. The receiver 

outputs the packet at the specified time 

thereby preserving the relative timing of the 

packets. Every 125 microseconds the 

independent clocks of the transmitter and 

receiver are resynchronized. 
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packing of data and actually define the 
meaning of the data itself. 

Yamaha Corp. has been a leader in 
this area with its mLan specification, a 
definition of how to send multiple sam-
ple-accurate AES3 signals, raw audio. 
MIDI and other control information 
over a single 1394 cable. The spec itself 
reduces clock jitter to an order of 40 
nanoseconds. By using phase-locked 
loops at individual 1394 nodes, compa-
nies like PAVO have reduced clock jitter 
over an mLan network to less than one 
nanosecond. 

The 1394 Trade Association recently 
adopted a portion of mLan as an official 

supplemental standard for handling 
1394 audio and music control data. And 
the spec is currently under review by 
the AES and other international stan-
dards bodies for adoption there. Yet 
some in the AES are concerned that 
mLan is still too consumer-oriented and 
doesn't allow a fine enough degree of 
accuracy for some pro studio needs. 
They say that, though mLan time-
stamps may be suitable for ensuring 
that multiple 1394 nodes are in sync in 
their processing of individual signals, 
they may not be good enough to syn-
chronize between the different types of 
signals traveling across a 1394 network. 

Full Sail is one of the most extraordinary 

educational experiences in the world, 

offering hands-on training in thirty-two 

cutting-edge studios. Full Sail's powerful 

list of lab equipment includes the SSL 

9000J, Neve Capricorn, and Neve VR 

super consoles, Studer 48-Track Digital 

and Analog Recorders, Arri 35mm and 

16mm film cameras, Quantel and Avid 

digital video editing systems, and Silicon 

Graphics and Intergraph graphics 

workstations. The only thing more 

impressive than our gear is the long list 

of successes, credits and awards that 

thousands of Full Sail grads have earned. 

If you're serious about your dreams. 
we'll take your dreams seriously. 

School of 
Audio•Film•Video•Digital Media 

Game Design•Show Production 
3300 University Boulevard Winter Park, FL 32792 

Financial aid available to those who qualify. Job placement assistance.Accredlted by ACCSCT 

Julian Dunn of Prism Sound has 
been active in the standards committees 
and is familiar with the issues that have 
been raised. "This is an example," he 
says, "of the difference between sample-
accurate synchronization required for 
the interfacing of simultaneously sam-
pled and potentially coherent signal 
sources and the timecode-acatratesyn-
chronization required for alignment of 
noncoherent audio, musical control sig-
nals or video." 

MULTIPLE PROTOCOLS 

Bob Moses, who chief engineer at 
PAVO and an active AES standards 
committee member, makes the point 
that mLan was never really intended to 
accommodate advanced pro audio ap-
plications. If there are advanced capa-
bilities that studios need and they 
don't make it into the first consumer-
oriented protocol, he says, there is 
nothing inherently flawed about 1394 
that prevents acceptable levels of per-
formance from being defined later. It 
all conies down, he says, to how 
much money you want to throw at the 
problem. 

"By its very nature, 1394 supports 
multiple protocols at once." says Moses. 
"You can make a packet of whatever 
you want and send it somewhere. And 
so at one extreme the ImLanl way of 
doing things for consumer products can 
coexist with a completely different way 
of doing things for professional systems." 

If 1394 hasn't yet made its way into 
an abundance of commercial products, 
he says. it's still very early in the tech-
nology's life. "Right now, you're asking 
people to do something that's unde-
fined, that nobody knows how to do, 
that's very expensive. And companies 
with limited R&D budgets would rather 
go to 24-bit/96 this year instead, some-
thing else that's a little easier to bite off." 

But 1394 is definitely coming to pro 
audio. It's inevitable, say its proponents, 
if for no other reason than that comput-
ers are going to be talking it and they 
are penetrating the studio world more 
every day. "The thing that really gets 
you with 1394," says Hoffman, "is it is 
really multimedia. It's audio and video 
and data—computer-type data, com-
mand and control, lots of it, all at the 
same time." So stay tuned, we'll contin-
ue to bring you the latest updates. • 

Clagett is a principal partner 
with Audio OBJECTives, a systems in-
tegrator specializing in networked 
media solutions. He can be reached at 
mclagett@netreach.net. 
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MADJEF PRODUCTIONS 
JEFF TAYLOR'S BASEMENT OF BEATS 

0
 n a late summer clay at his 
home studio in Minneapolis, 
Jeff Taylor was tracking for a 

jazz album, mixing an R&B set, 
working on some commercials for 
Northwest Airlines and beginning 
work on "Black Butta 2," his second 
drum and grooves sampling CD for 
the EastWest label. And he'd just 
gotten back to town after mixing 
front-of-house for several live dates 
with Sounds Of Blackness on the 
East Coast and in Chicago. Sound 
like a busy guy? "I need an outlet 
for my energy," Taylor explains, 
"and having a full schedule is the 
only way for me to find balance. I 
want to be that busy. That's why 
they call me Madjef." 
A guitarist and budding recordist, 

Taylor moved to Minneapolis from 
his native New York in 1988 and 
promptly "got busy," setting up a 
demo studio in his apartment. There 
he cut a lot of tracks with hopefuls 
who would submit their tapes to lo-
cally based superstar producers 
Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis at their 
Flyte Tyme studios. "I recorded, 
mixed and played on a lot of those 
things," Taylor says, "so that brought 
me to jimmy and Terry's attention. 
Then one day I got a call to go out 
and help on a Karyn White remix, 
and I never left. I folded my own 
studio and started working seven 
days a week at Flyte Tyme." 

o 

Taylor spent five years on staff 
at Flyte Tyme, engineering and 
programming for artists such as 
Michael Jackson, Janet Jackson, 
Patti Labelle, Ralph Tresvant, Solo 
and Mint Condition. "I was [engi-
neer] Steve Hodges assistant in my 
first couple of years," Taylor says, 
"and I learned a great deal from 
him. It was hands-on from day 
one—in the first week I was 
thrown in the studio with Boyz II 
Men—and I learned as I went. 
We'd have three studios going at 
once, and I'd be tracking in one 
room, programming drums in an-
other and mixing in the main 
room. It was a breakneck pace and 
a crash course in getting records 
done. Jimmy and Terry are masters 
at knowing what it takes to get the 
vibe of a song." 
Two years ago, Taylor built a 

house in the Minneapolis area, in-
corporating in the design a private 
studio in a sub-basement, consist-
ing of a control room and a large 
iso booth. He equipped the room 
with 32 tracks of ADAT-XT with 
BRC, Pro Tools, Akai samplers and 
libraries, Yamaha and Roland mod-
ules, and outboard gear including 
Focusrite, Lexicon, Joemeek and 
Symetrix units. Asked about moni-
toring, Taylor replies, "I'm in love 

BY ADAM 1811YDA 

right now with these Mackie 
HR824s—there's not much better. I 
take them when I go to Flyte Tyme 
to mix, put them on the console 
there, and I'm pleased with what I 
get every time." 

With the studio in place and 
many years' worth of projects and 
connections under his belt, Taylor 
decided to strike out on his own as 
a freelancer. He hasn't slowed 
down since—at his studio he's 
worked on projects for Mint Condi-
tion, Of Age, Angel Grant and Lil 
Buddy, as well as handled lots of 
soundtrack and multimedia work. 
When Mix spoke to Taylor, he was 
awaiting delivery of a Mackie digi-
tal 8-bus as a replacement for his 
Mackie 32-8. "I'm juggling six pro-
jects right now," he says. "The new 
Mackie will allow me to push but-
tons and switch between projects 
at the drop of a hat. That will cut 
my time in half on a lot of things." 

Recently, Taylor cut a song with 
Sounds Of Blackness for Andrew 
Lloyd Weber, produced by Nigel 
Wright and arranged by Gary 
Hines. He tracked that one at 
home, but he continues to work at 
Flyte Tyme on a lot of his projects, 
as well as at local studios Oarfin 
and Burr Holland. "My room is a 
place for me to sit down and get 
my mind around the track and 
make sure that I've got all the ele-
ments," Taylor says. "I'm moving 
things around using Pro Tools and 
the ADATs to make sure the 
arrangement's where I want it to 
be. The beauty of the industry 
these days is that as long as you 
know what you're doing, it doesn't 
really matter where you are when 
you're getting stuff down; it's really 
just a matter of, 'Are my ears play-
ing tricks on me or am I hearing 
this for what I want it to sound like 
when somebody else listens to it?' 
Years of experience will give you 
the confidence to record anyplace, 
anytime, knowing that you can al-
ways make it sound better when 
you mix it." 
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BY TOM KENNY SOUND FOR FILM 

THE LDST DEE 
by Larry Blake 
Nine times out of ten, when 
someone finds out that I'm 
from New Orleans, they start 
to say, "But you don't 
sound..." I don't let them 
finish the sentence, because 
I have a stock answer ready: 
"People from New Orleans 
don't sound like they're from 
the South. A classic New Or-
leans accent is like softened 
Brooklynese." If you have 
been here, you know what 
I'm talking about. 

So when filmmakers 
come out from L.A. to make 
a movie in the Crescent City, 
you must understand my 

amazement at how far off-
course the accents are. Half 
the actors will put on a 
stereotypical syrupy South-
ern accent, while the others 
will just concoct something 
out of thin air, like Kevin 
Costner did in JFK. The ac-
cent he tried to pass off for 
D.A. Jim Garrison was best 
described by a friend as 
"Southern surfer." 

If Hollywood types have 
a hard time getting regional 
U.S. accents right, imagine 
how hard it must be for peo-
ple in other countries to fit 
completely different lan-
guages into English-speaking 
mouths. This month's col-
umn is the second of three 
about my post post-produc-
tion sound work for Out of 

Sight. I'll wrap it up in De-
cember with a discussion of 
the archival issues that we 
face when recording films on 
digital dubbers. 
When I spent a week in 

Berlin poking my head in on 
the German mix of Out of 
Sight, it was the first time that 
I have ever seen a film I 
worked on being born again 
in a new language. Like 
most supervising sound edi-
tors and re-recording mixers 
in the States, the closest that 
I usually get is when I spend 
a day or so making the 
stereo music and effects 
(M&E) mixes. We do our 
best to make sure that they 
are completely filled with re-
spect to room tone and 
sound effects that were 
under the original produc-
tion track. The goal is to de-

liver an element that requires 
only the addition of new 
words. 

One of the simpler ways 
to improve the quality of 
your eventual foreign-lan-
guage mixes down the line 
is to keep a sharp eye on 
generation loss. Let's assume 
that your "master" is your 6-
track dialog, music and 
sound effects stems, and 
from these you make your 
English-language printmas-
ters. The first tip is to make 
sure that all of your music 
and effects mixes source di-
rectly back to these masters 
and are never fold-downs 
from other music and effects 
mixes. Let me explain. 
I know of some facilities 

in Los Angeles that will make 

a 6-track M&E (for 5.1 digital 
foreign-language versions) 
and then use that mix to 
make the 4-track M&E for 
stereo optical foreigns. This 
is lazy mixing practice and 
makes absolutely no sense. 
Forget lazy; it's almost down-
right unethical, since one is 
taking up very expensive re-
recording stage time to do 
what is in reality a transfer. 
Am I being clear here? This 
approach is disrespectful of 
the huge number of people 
whose only experience of 
the movie will be via the 
dubbed version. It's too easy 
and cynical for mixers to say 
that those audiences don't 
care. And as usual, the solu-
tion ain't all that complicated. 

First of all, it's not rocket 
science to do a 6-track M&E 
and then run the console au-

tomation again and record 
the 4-track version in anoth-
er pass. (In addition to level 
changes to help fit a loud 6-
track mix to stereo optical, 
one predictable change 
would be to lower the stereo 
surrounds by 3 dB to fit into 
the mono surround track.) 
You have direct control over 
the music and effects stems 
separately, so that any moves 
that you made individually 
on them for the English 
stereo optical mix can be 
made again. You don't have 
this flexibility when folding 
down a "composite" 6-track 
M&E optimized for the dy-
namics of digital formats. 
This 4-track mix will take the 
same amount of stage time 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 104 
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SOUND DESIGN 

FROM A TINY POV 

by Tom Kenny 
In all the hoopla surround-
ing the fall competition be-
tween Dreamworks' Antz 
and Pixar/Disney's A Bug's 
Life, the one marketing 
scheme the former never 

capitalized on was Woody 
Allen as an action-adventure 
hero. Faster than a speeding 
dragonfly! More powerful 
than a hungry beetle! Able to 
leap grass blades in a single 
bound! With all the ever-lov-
able neuroses, to boot! 

Allen stars as worker ant 
Z-4195, one in a billion, in 
love with Princess Bala, out-
of-reach royalty voiced by 
Sharon Stone. Antz is a peo-

Richard Anderson, left, and Elliot Koretz of Weddington Productions 
always go the extra mile, or in this case, extra inch. 

Z-4195 breaks ant riled and cuts loose with Princess Bola 

in Dreamworks Pictures' Antz. 

pie movie, according 
to a quote by Dream-
works' Jeffrey Katzen 
berg, and to be sure. 
everything is meticu-
lously animated to 
scale, from the picks 
used in the below-
ground mines to tke 

dramatic camera pull-back at 
the finale. The sound ab-
solutely followed suit—but 
from an ant's perspective 
and with definite restrictions, 
including the dictate to not 
be cartoon-y. 

-Our concept going in 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 110 

"VERY BIE THIRDS" 
MOODY AND DARK, 

WITH HUMOR 

by Torn Kenny 
Dark comed), done right, can 
be sound design heaven. 
Moody, fast-paced, funny, 
provocative, gruesome, emo-
tional—audio themes that can 
be taken out of a literal con-
text and explored as counter-
point to picture. Throw in 
some whooshes for scene 
transitions, add some claustro-
phobic soundscapes and 
maybe some lion growls, and 
the soundtrack moves well 
beyond see a dog, hear a dog. 

Very Bad Things is dark to 
the nth degree. Starring Chris-
tian Slater (who else for dark 
comedy?), Daniel Stern and 
Cameron Diaz as the bride-
to-be, and written and direct-
ed by first-timer Peter Berg, 
the PolyGram Filmed Enter-
tainment film is a story of a 
bachelor party gone bad. A 
prostitute is killed, as is a se-

Right: Sound Dogs Inc. principals. 

(L to R) technical director Rob 

Nokes, supervising sound editor 

Robert Grieve, vice president John 

Switzer and supervising sound 

editor Greg King. 

Below: The wedding party 

surrounds Cameron Diaz. 

PHOTO ROBERT ZUCKERMAN 

curity guard, and the 
ensuing cover-up by 
the five men at the 
party provides the 
basis for comic relief 
and increasingly insu-
lar paranoia. 

"It's a great forum 
for sound design," says 
supervising sound edi-
tor Greg King of Sound 
Dogs, an L.A. film 
sound facility run by 
King and Robert 

Grieve. "The film moves really 
quickly and constantly has 
these adrenaline charges. So 
the sound design was more 
moody and emotional to keep 
the tension and aggression 
and humor going. Because 
some of the violent parts are 
so graphic, we had to play 
against picture at times so that 
the audience doesn't get com-
pletely horrified and run out of 
the movie. Make it bizarre, 

— CONTINUED ON PAGE 112 
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SNP MUSIC AUG 
SOUIld DESIDO 
PUTTING THE FUN 
BACK IN AD MUSIC 

by Tom Kenny 
You have to maintain a sense of humor 
in the ad music business. Otherwise, 
you'll break down and run screaming 
for cover the first time a client calls at 
noon to messenger over an edited ac-
tion-oriented spot, wanting full orches-
tra and asking to hear something by 4 
when they bring the client over. "Oh, 
and if possible, could you also whip 
out a pumped-up urban track so they 
can get an idea of which works best." 
It's an important client, so you don't 
laugh until you hang up. Then you get 
to work. 

That's not a far-fetched scenario. 
And variations on the theme happen all 
the time at commercial music facilities 
across the country. At Spank!, a Chica-
go ad music house with an increasingly 
national profile, the in-house sense of 
humor can help any of the three senior 
resident composers get through the 
four-hour pressure cooker, but it's the 
music chops that get them through the 
client preview—and keep the clients 
coming back. 

Spank! was born about two years 
ago in the halls of Steve Shafer Music. 
Composers Shafer and Greg Allan had 
been working together since the early 
'90s, sharing a near encyclopedic 
knowledge of music over the past 30 

Top: The funky Synclavier-based sound design setup, hands by Mat Morse. 

Above: Steve Shafer at the Euphonix CS2000M. 

years and an affinity for catchy, con-
temporary sounds, not to mention shar-
ing album and song production duties 
on the side. ("Steve and I are a lot alike, 
except he has more theory knowledge, 
whereas I kind of grew up in bars," 
Allan says.) Shafer had been rooted in 
Chicago for years; Allan had a desire to 
reach out nationally. At the same time, 
composer Mat Morse, who had toured 
with Ray Charles, played in African en-
sembles and written for the London 
Symphony. had split from his partner, 
and the notion of bringing Morse in to 
add some diversity gave birth to Spank! 
The company recently added a junior 
writer, Gary Guzman. 

"It's not like we collected and ex-
panded Steve Shafer Music," Allan ex-
plains. "We just decided to become 
Spank!. Mat does the things we don't 
do, so there's a whole new diversity to 
the company. He does orchestration 
and comedy far better than we do, and 

those were the areas we were not 
strong in. Now when work comes in, it 
doesn't always have to go to the same 
composer because they are friends with 
the client. It's a matter of whoever can 
do the job best." 

"Just yesterday was a perfect exam-
ple," Morse interjects. "We had a newer 
client for a cereal spot. I had done sort 
of a cartoon-style orchestrated piece, 
and they wanted another take on it, 
more in a techno style. So rather than 
me do it, we have Greg go for it." 

Musical diversity was certainly key to 
establishing a national profile, but other, 

3 
more practical considerations also played 

a role. ISDN lines 
were installed, natural-
ly, and the company 
hired reps in the Mid-
west, Southwest and 
West, penetrating De-
troit, Minneapolis, St. 
Louis, Dallas and Los 
Angeles. But in L.A., 
arguably the most 
competitive market in 
the world, it became 
clear that talent was 
needed, as well. So in 
the spring of 1997, 
they inked an exclu-
sive deal with Acade-
my Award-winning 
sound designer Alan 
Howarth, who is able 
to pursue his feature 
film and special venue 
work, while declaring 
himself Spank-only for 
the ad market. Plans 

call for the addition of an LA. composer 
or two in the near future. 

"All of the music houses say they do 
sound design," Allan says. "And I think 
probably about five percent of the 
music guys are actually sound design-
ers, too. Well, we definitely didn't do it, 
so we thought, 'Why should we try to 
fake it?' Let's get somebody who does it 
for real, who can knock heads with Ma-
chine Head and Primal Scream and all 
these other houses. So Mat went out to 
L.A., met with a bunch of people, and 
who better than Alan? The guy was 
making the Tonka sounds when some 
of these other guys were playing with 
Tonka. Why not sign the best?" 

Howarth is something of a pinch-hit-
ting specialist in the film sound world, 
coming up with otherworldly effects 
and sound design for features such as 
all five Star Trek movies, Poltergeist, 
Total Recall, The Hunt for Red October 
(Oscar), Bram Stoker's Dracula (Oscar) 
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and The Mask, among many others. It 
didn't hurt that his axe is the Synclavier, 
which is what Spank! composers write 
on. (Morse has the seventh unit made, 
a polyphonic System 380). The compa-
ny also purchased a Synclavier from 
George Duke for its studio on Seventh 
Street in Santa Monica. 

"There's always this hack and forth 
going on with Alan, and the communi-
cation is real strong," Allan says, ex-
plaining their working methods. "On a 
new Gatorade Frost job we just did, he 
came to Chicago and was in one room 
for three days. I was in the other room, 
and we would break in on each other 
and say, 'Is this music gonna fight you 
here? What do you think of this effect?' 
Then we spent the last two days on a 
cereal spot, and he had sent us a temp 
track of the sound design over ISDN, 
and we worked against that. Then we 
sent him the music back." 

Spank! in Chicago comprises three 
control rooms and a live room, with 
two small iso booths; the facility was 
designed by John Storyk. Studio A, 
which is used on most tracking dates, 
features a Euphonix CS2000M, and the 
recording space includes a prized 9-foot 

Bosendorfer and a new Sonar set; each 
of the principals says there has been a 
significant return to using musicians on 
commercial spots. Studio A is also 
tielined to control room B, which fea-
tures a pair of Yamaha 02Rs. Studio C 
has a Spirit by Soundcraft board. Moni-
toring systems include Dynaudio in A, 
Westlake BBSM-10s and Meyer HD-ls 
in B, and EAW near-fields in C. Syn-
clavier/PostPro systems are common to 
all three main rooms, while a Pro Tools 

16-track system is employed in the edit-
ing/dub room. 

"The skinny on the Synclavier is 
this: Once you get past the massive 
learning curve and it becomes second 
nature, you never have to think about 
the machine again and you just write 
music," Morse says. "All the buttons and 
pages are right in front of you, and you 
don't have to page through millions of 
menus. It's all integrated and it works 
perfectly. All the stuff you buy 20 dif-
ferent boxes to do is all in one package 
here. You can model sounds on it in-
stantly. You read about so many units 
that can theoretically do modeling, and 
I guess if you have hours or infinity to 
wait, they might work. But this business 
is 'hair on fire.'" 

Certainly the pressure and demands 
on various styles so prevalent in the 
commercial music world translate well 
to other gigs. Shafer and Allan have 

picked up production work with local 
bands in their rare spare time, and an 
act they produced, Juster, had a song 
placed in five different movies. They 
also were in line to sell a song to a 
known R&B singer at the time we went 
to press. Morse, meanwhile, has 
branched into sitcom work, now be-
ginning his second season scoring the 
show Lateline, starring Al Franken. 
("After a typical ad music day, Lateline 
is like, 'Hey, I get a whole day to 
score!" Morse says.) But their hearts re-
main in the ad music world, and once 
the L.A. office is staffed with writers, 
the plans are to bring their act to the 
East Coast. 

"You used to hear the quote that 
one feeds the pocketbook and one 
feeds the soul," Morse says of the split 
between ad music work and long-form 
projects. "But you know, I did a little 
French piece the other day for a Yoplait 
spot, and I couldn't have had more fun. 
We had an orchestra in, an accordion, 
and it was beautiful. There's a whole lot 
of fun to be had in ad music." 

-FROM PAGE 100, SOUND FOR FILM 

and will sound better because it's one 
full generation better. 
When making my M&E, I have al-

ways recorded an "M&E sweetener 
stem," which contains anything that has 
to be flown in and added to the music 
and effects stems to create a truly 
"filled" M&E: bits and pieces of the dia-
log stem, Foley cloth movement track, 
Foley premixes raised over what was 
needed for the domestic mix, and addi-
tional edited hard effects and room 
tones. By recording this sweetener, you 
make it easy to make additional M&Es 
either in the near future (when you go 
back to the top and do the 4-track M&E, 
right?) or in the far future, as in when 
the film is recut for airline versions and 
you have to provide a new M&E. Usu-

ally, an LCR mix will do fine for this 
sweetener "stem." 

You can also keep an eye on gener-
ation losses by recording two first-gen-
eration 35mm SR-encoded M&Es (of 
each version) simultaneously. (This 
issue might change in the near future 
when digital dubbers become more 
widespread and standardized; more on 
this next month.) Otherwise, dubs will 
be made of your lone master in the 
middle of the night by some anony-
mous Greed° who does not share your 
passion for perfection. Give one first-
generation 35mm SR-encoded M&E to 
your local U.S. distributor to put in a 
vault and tell them to send the other 
overseas with instructions to use that set 
for the foreign-language mixes, making 
dubs only as absolutely necessary. This 
technique worked like a charm for Out 
of Sight, as I had no small pleasure see-
ing my ace recordist in Berlin (Robert 
Jager) tweaking, within an inch of their 
lives, pink noise and tones from my 
ace recordist in Los Angeles ( Eric 
Flickinger). Right before Robert would 
roll during the printmaster, he would 
mutter "last chance" as he checked the 
start marks once again on the dubbers. 
Indeed, this was the last time anyone 
would have the chance to screw up our 
mix, or as was the case with Robert, get 
it absolutely right. 

FOUR PLUS TWO = 
A buzz phrase in the world of M&Es is 
a "four plus two," which is to say a 6-
track 35mm mag with 4-track M&E for 
stereo optical uses on tracks 1-4, origi-
nal-language guide dialog on track 6, 
plus controversy elements on track 5. 
Controversy elements can include doc-
umentary material (speeches by well-
known figures who may or may not be 
dubbed), lip smacks (some countries 
want them, some don't), foreign-lan-
guage dialog that takes place in the 
original version, or questionable crowd 
material where there is a smattering of 
(too much?) English. 

The idea is that this one piece of film 
can be used during foreign-language 
dubbing and mixing to reference the 
original dialog stem and, if needed, use 
the controversy elements. The only 
problem with this approach is that you 
are de facto limiting the use of contro-
versy elements in mono (which might 
not cut it for a crowd scene); ditto for 
referencing the original dialog stem. (Al-
though this is partly avoided by listen-
ing to the original mix as a whole, it 
would be clearer to be able to solo the 
original dialog stem only for the foreign-
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• 30' Mogami cable 
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prints" are made at the end of the post-
production process before the final mix 
is locked because by law theater own-
ers have to see a film before they can 
bid on it. Thus, blind bid prints can con-
tain anywhere from a scratch temp mix 
to an almost-final mix, as was the case 
on Out of Sight.) 

Let me be clear that I was very im-
pressed with the quality of Alexandra 
von Grote's translations, and her casting 
and direction of the actors, not to men-
tion Stephanie Zenk's dead-accurate 
ADR editing. This is all the more im-
pressive considering that German is, as 
a rule, more "wordy" than English, and 
to have the sentences start and stop in 
sync was quite impressive. 

DOWN AND DIRTY MAE'S 

One of the more (. 1eili tips I learned 
from watching the German dialog being 
added to the M&E was that we really 
need to add "dirty fill" on top of what-
ever backgrounds we have cut. Even 
scenes that were shot on soundstages 
felt naked when stripped of production 
room tone. Mind you, I'm very careful 

to make sure that the backgrounds pre-
mix (and, later, the effects stem) for 
every scene contains something up the 

center. I know I've said this many times 
(in regard to both music and sound ef-
fects), but assigning a stereo pair only to 
the left and right speakers, with no 
sound going to the center, is just unnat-
urally wide when played back in the 
"discrete" 5.1 mode. Matrixed 4:2:4 play-
back will always spackle something into 
the center, so this is less of an issue in 
stereo optical. 

But even when there is smooth 
background track filling up the center, I 
think it's crucial to put in a semblance 
of a real room. Many mixers have DATs 
and DTRS tapes of favorite room tones 
that they sprinkle in, but I think that we 
sound editors should be a bit less lazy 
about this point and should cut at least 
a pair of possible tones for every scene 
in a film. This should be ready for use 
in the final mix to help with ADR (and 
bused to the dialog stem, natch). Clear-
ly, you don't want to have anything 
sounding loopy, or seem like, as a 
friend of mine once said about these 

moments, the audio equivalent of Fred 
and Barney passing the same house 
every other block while driving to 
work. Certainly, it would help to have 
room tone recorded at each location, al-
though you have to he careful not to be 
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too literal with this for obvious reasons. 
Your location might be much noisier 
than you want it to be, or...you know 
what I'm getting at. 

Preparation is always important, and 
sometimes you have to be thinking of 
the foreign-language versions during 
pre-production, as was the case a few 
years ago on a film I worked on called 
love jones. In reel 1 we had two scenes 
of spoken-word poetry over a small jazz 
ensemble. Because it was shot live in a 
club, the vocal mie bled into the other 
instruments, putting a roadblock to the 
easy creation of an M&E. The simple so-
lution was to do another, minus-vocal 
take right after the print take, which was 
then edited to match. 

You also have to be very diligent 
about the presence of clear English in 
your background tracks. When I was 
cutting the prison backgrounds for Out 
of Sight, I knew that some words were 
poking through a little too much, and I 
had hoped to find the time to split them 
off into a separate premix that would 
eventually make its way to the group 
walla stem instead of the effects stem. I 
didn't get around to this, and when we 
were making the M&E, we had to trans-
fer the effects stem into the workstation 
to fill around the problem areas. It 
would have been a far sight easier and 
more cost-effective to have done it dur-
ing editing. 

One thing I didn't forget to do was 
to checkerboard the dialog stem, which 
as usual was composed of two tracks, 
splitting the center dialog information 

evenly. This made it easier not only to 
extract production effects from the dia-
log by reducing the chance that they 
were covered by words, but it also 
facilitated the cutting of the non-curse-
word airline version by making com-
plete fill extensions available. 

PUT IT ON PAPER 
When I asked what I could do to help 
them to do their job better (regardless 
of my presence at the mix), my German 
colleagues were all quick to state that 
we should always provide a memo that 
details our intention with the mix. In 

other words, the good news and bad 
news is that people who really care 

about creating dramatically correct for-
eign-language versions will reference 
the original mix often. If we were stuck 
with the background noise from pro-

duction in a certain scene, and were 
happy to see it go away for the M&E, 
we should let them know that. If we 
don't want footsteps to be heard in a 
given scene, when it might be taken as 
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an omission, this too should be noted. 
Since I hadn't made such a list, I had to 
"broom" many sound effects that 
Stephanie had cut, and I felt bad that I 
could have spared her the work. (Then 
again, she did catch a few production 
effects that we should have incorporat-
ed into the M&E.) You should also be 
clear on "signature" processing of voic-
es that will need to be created; I've 
heard of some folks actually sending 
Lexicon 480L memory carts with the 
necessary settings. 
I was saddened to hear that my col-

leagues in Germany as a rule will lower 

the fader on their Dolby Cinema 
Processors that control the monitoring 
in the room from a nominal 7 to 5.5 
when doing the German versions of 
loud-ass American films. (This amounts 
to about a 6dB reduction.) To be clear, 
they line up the M&E mix at nominal 0 
bus level, and thus by lowering the 
monitor they simulate the level at 
which said loud film will almost cer-
tainly be played back. So, they print the 
German dialog at a relatively louder 
level than the original English dialog 
(probably) was printed. 
On the one hand, it would be prop-

er to regard such procedures as heresy, 
since they result in changes from the in-
tent of the original mix. However, I re-
main so pissed off at the ridiculously 
loud mixes that are coming out of Hol-
lywood these days that I can't blame 
anyone for this, can you? 
My jaunt to Berlin was the first of 

hopefully many trips overseas following 
up on films I work on. Let me know of 
your foreign-language dubbing experi-
ences by writing to P.O. Box 24609, New 

Orleans, LA 70184; fax (504) 488-5139; or 
via the Internet: swelltoneeaol.com. 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-
recording mixer who lives in New Or-
leans for reasons too numerous to 
mention, although one of them would 
have to be that he feels right at home 
when he visits the great cities of Europe. 

—FROM PAGE 101, ANIZ!" 

was Braveheart meets The Flintsones, in 
that it's a completely organic environ-

ment," says co-supervising sound editor 
Elliot Koretz of Weddington Produc-
tions, North Hollywood. "There is only 
one specific metallic sound in the entire 
movie. Other than that, it's all insect 
parts and dirt and wood." 

"There's a door made out of an in-
sect body. There's spears and picks 
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they're digging with made out of in-
sects. They drink out of insects' body 
parts," adds co-supervisor Richard An-
derson, a principal at Weddington. 
"Well, the question becomes, what do 

you use for all that?" 
For the digging scenes, with millions 

of worker ants in the caves, Anderson 
and Koretz put a cow bone on a han-
dle, sharpened the end and went to the 
mountains to whack away at rock, dirt 
and wood. Earlier, at the home of 
Pacific Data Images, the show's anima-
tors in Palo Alto, Calif., the pair had 
knocked around on an overgrown root 
system of a big tree in a residential 
neighborhood. "It was a little discon-
certing if people drove up and looked 
at us," Koretz laughs. Those elements 
were then layered in Pro Tools and cut 
with specifics to make group digging 
backgrounds. (John Cucci and Dan 
O'Connell of One Step Up handled the 

falling debris in Foley.) 
Backgrounds, in general, had to be 

completely rethought, especially above 
ground. Birds, crickets and insects, the 
staples of normal films, represent po-
tential predators to the ants. So nearly 
everything had to be treated to give a 
more otherworldly feel. 

"Almost nothing in this film is a 
straight pull [from the house library]," 
Koretz explains. "Everything had to be 
layered and pitched and designed. We 
extensively used the Audio Suite func-
tion in Pro Tools to pitch sounds and 
time-compress. We also pitched ele-
ments with this shareware called Sound-
Hack. Very little is a straight, normal 
sound. That was the challenge." 

Insect wings were slowed down to 
give weight, then layered with heli-
copters and a bit of turbine whine, along 
with a stunt plane loop-de-loop. Wasps 
become wasps with a bit of four-engine 
propeller plane, buffeting wind and 
more added in. The magnifying glass 
becomes a parody of Independence 
Day, complete with science fiction death 
ray zap. Footsteps, to an ant at least, be-
come a thundering earthquake. 

Way back in February, in preparation 
for a one-reel screening at ShoWest, An-

derson and Koretz were given the "shoe-
to-shoe" scene to edit and mix. While 
walking near a picnic area, Princess Bala 
gets stuck on a wad of gum on the bot-
tom of a shoe, and Z must rescue her in 
his finest Indiana Jones fashion. There 
are huge whooshes and wind effects, 
earth-rattling low end, and when the 

shoe steps on grass, Anderson says, to 
an ant it's like trees being crushed. "That 
scene sort of inspired me to slow things 
down," Anderson says, "not only to 
make them bigger, but to get back to the 
ants' point of view, where these giant 
shoes move in slow motion." 

"We could really go to town on that 
sequence," Koretz says. "When we did 
the preclubs, I thought it made Jurassic 
Park look like a wimp, particularly in 
this room, with its three-way speaker 
system. It was the biggest thing you ever 
heard." (It will be toned down some-
what in theaters, as it was decided that 
the score by Harry Grigson Williams and 
John Powell of Media Ventures would 

carry the second half of the scene.) 
The film was the first feature to pass 

through Gregg Landaker's (effects) and 
Steve Maslow's (music and dialog) new 
room at Universal, featuring a 216-fader 
(with an additional 96 predub inputs) 
Harrison MPC console and three-way 
JBL 5000 Series Cinema System moni-
toring system. The film was recorded to 
mag. Dialog playback was from Time-
line MMP16 digital dubbers. Music and 
any effects groups 16-tracks or less 
came directly off of Pro Tools. All other 
effects came off of 2-inch. 
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—FROM PAGE 101, "VERY BAD THINGS" 

make it strange, make it not literal. 
"I guess the big scene in the movie 

is when the hooker gets killed in the 
hotel bathroom," he adds. "There's a lot 
of spinning camera and cutting back 
and forth with the other four guys in the 
hotel room, who are watching ultimate 
fighting. I grabbed a bunch of lion 
growls and roars and turned those into 
a washy word-sound design piece to tie 
the hotel room into the bathroom, so 
they become one location seamlessly, 
with the wrestler roars dissolving into 
what's happening in the bathroom. 

"The scene starts off with very literal 

CIRCLE #074 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Foley [done by John Sievert in Toronto] 
in the hotel room of the guys wrestling 
around, cutting to them having sex in the 
bathroom, with stuff like back-on-show-
er-door' slap. Then as the intensity grew 
and they started to get carried away, we 
began treating and processing the 
sounds, kind of like a song. I don't know 
if you ever listened to AC/DC, where 
they do the first couple of verses low-key, 
then comes the solo bridge, and after that 
you begin to hear extra guitar parts and 
extra vocals. The whole song builds in in-
tensity and the singer starts screaming 
more and more, then the song ends. And 
at the end of the song, you're thinking, 
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'Shit, that was intense.' Same thing here." 
The actual killing (or impaling) incor-

porated a number of organic and metal-
lic sounds, including pig squeals, knife in 
ribs and the sound of an object dragged 
on a metal catwalk, fused and futzed 
with animal growls. Later, when the bod-
ies are dismembered, a Saws-All was 
recorded, with bones and meat. We'll say 
no more, except that the sounds are so 
over-the-top outrageous and comic that 
it's not believable, and consequently the 
gory visuals are softened. But the hu-
morous aspects of the movie are played 
straight, to keep the anxiety at a peak. 
Later, as the five men return to L.A., the 
film settles in, before building again to a 
paranoid, out of control ending. 

King, who brought Sound Dogs with 
him from Toronto when he moved to 
L.A. in 1994, edits on Pro Tools124 (with 
160 megs of RAM and HUI controller) 
and designs in Sample Cell II, with ex-
tensive use of Waves plug-ins. He has a 
"standard old Roland MIDI controller" 
and a rack including Kurzweil K2000, 
Korg Wavestation and Eventide H3000, 
among other modules and processing 
devices. The facility runs digital video off 
Miro cards and is connected via a 
10baseT Ethernet system, which will 
soon be replaced by a FibreChannel sys-
tem that will hold the entire sound li-
brary on a central tower. That library can 
then be accessed through the facility's 
Web site (check it out at www.sound-
dogs.com), which will allow picture edi-
tors to insert basic effects during dailies. 

The film, mixed by Matthew Iadorola 
and Gary Gegan, was the first full-length 
feature to shake down the new AMS Neve 
DFC on Todd-AO's Bundy stage. Playback 
was from 2-inch 24-track, with Dolby SR, 
and predubbed to mag 6-track, SR. There 
were no temp mixes, and the crew had 
only five weeks from first seeing picture 
until predubs. There was no chance to 
hear Stewart Copeland's score until the 
mix stage, but by all accounts, the weav-
ing of music and effects worked wonder-
fully, to the point that there are a few mo-
ments when effects "feel" like score. 

"In spite of the short schedule, I 
thought it would be best for this film to 
be edited by a small crew," King con-
cludes. "It would make the soundtrack far 
more cohesive and fluid. There were only 
five of us—myself on sound design and 
some ADR, Darren King editing dialog. 
Yann Delpuech on effects and sound de-
sign, Greg Brown on ADR, and my part-
ner Bob Grieve doing polishing touches. 
I just had to lock myself in a dark room 
and beat my head against a wall until I 
came up with some good ideas." 
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New delivery channels. including OVO satellite, 

cable, digital TV and the internet. are providing an 

explosive increase in the number of routes available 

to deliver material to an ever-more enlightened audi-

ence. demanding complex levels of audio format 

This in turn has created a requirement for power-

ful audio tools capable of generating and controlling 

these significantly more complex formats, effortlessly 

combining and distributing the increase in the num-

bers of audio channels. 

Manual operation is no longer an option. 

Are you ready for this? 

People who work with Soundtracs DPC-II Digital 

Production Consoles are. 

They're assured of 160 automated channels with 

comprehensive digital audio processing. controlled by 

an intuitive worksurface. 

They're also dubbing in all current and known 

future mix formats in 24 bit and feeling secure with 

the knowledge that ' future proof 96kHz resolution and 

7.1 operation is built in 

And they're saving time by opening up creative 

possibilities with each new project they produce. 

For a full colour prospectus, or better stilt book a 

personal demonstration simply call Soundtracs. 
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By Bob Kat 

"Faster, better, cheaper; pick only one 

of the three." Unfortunately, this. adage 

is truer than ever in the age of digital 

audio recording: Occasionally you can 

get two out of three, but never all 

three at once. As computer power haE 

become cheaper, more and more com-

panies call themselves "manufacturers 

of recording hardware." And it's possi-

ble for a couple of individuals to " in-

vent" a digital audio workstation in their 

basement out of a computer, an audio 

board, some mail order hard disks and 

a little software glue. There are many 

startup companies trying to sell you the 

latest DAW mousetrap, and with some 

flashy advertising, the world may beat a 

path to their door. 

MAXIMIZING 

SOUND QUALITY 

WITH 

II k ION AUDIO 

BIM 

easel 
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Is the analog tape recorder dead? Have the days 
of precision-engineered mechanical parts and quiet 
roller bearings bitten the dust? Can a $30,000 high-
speed, widetrack analog tape recorder be equalled 
by the newest digital wonder consisting of comput-
er, board and hard disk and costing less than 
$4,000? How much should that quality really cost, 
with 1998 computer technology? How can you 
avoid wasting. $4,000 on the first digital Cuisinart? 

This article looks at DAWs, digital tape recorders 
and digital mixers in a fashion you may have never 
considered. First, the DAW... 

THE DAW 
It may slice and dice, but does it sound good? Be-
fore you buy the latest cheap box, don't forget that 
it takes a lot cf talent and research-hours to produce 
good DSP software. The company producing this 
gear must have the right combination of skilled DSP 
engineers, user interface engineers. alpha test su-
pervisors, beta test supervisors and a sufficient beta 
tester user base to give feedback—because every 
computer program has big bugs, lots of them. The 
trick is to turn them into little bugs before the pro-
gram makes it to the street, where those bugs will 
bite you. One misplaced bug in DSP code can pro-
duce subtle—or severe sonic aberrations. 

Quality, features and reliability do not come 
cheap. Years of R&D really do cost. More realisti-
cally, instead of "a few thousand dollars," a robust 
workstation may require an investment from $8,000 
to $20,000 and up, especially if you want sophisti-
cated video synchronization features or high-quali-
ty noise reduction. Some manufacturers permit 
purchasing a system in incremental modules, so you 
may be able to get in on the ground floor of a qual-
ity system for less money. 

Talk to users. It's a good start if users give a 
DAW high marks for sonic quality. But ultimately 
the equipment has to pass the test of your ears. 
Shortly, I'll tell you how to perform an easy, fool-
proof listening test for sound bugs that you can per-
form on almost any DAW. Digital is digital, right? 
What goes in is what comes out, right? Not neces-
sarily. My article "The Secrets of Dither," in the Oc-
tober 1995 Mix, describes how mixing, equalization, 
gain changing and digital processing increase the 
wordlength of digital audio words. 

Your DAW has to be able to handle these oper-

ations transparently in order not to alter sound. The 
first requirement for good sound is 24-bit data stor-
age and processing. If your workstation only deals 
with 16-bit words, then all you should do is edit. 

Don't try anything else, unless you're actually look-
ing for that "raw and grungy" quality. Do you want 
your music to lose stereo separation, depth and di-
mension, become colder, harder, edgier, drier and 
fuzzier? If these are not problems for you, then keep 
on bouncing and mixing away in 16 bits. 

THE SOURCE QUALITY RULE 

This article is about getting -more bits" into our 
recordings, but there's a powerful opposite pressure 
to use an inferior-sounding, low-bit-rate (data com-
pressed) delivery medium for home audio, radio 
and for the Internet. Personally, I wish lossy data 
compression could be outlawed; while that won't 
happen, let's at least keep lobbying for sound qual-
ity. One way to maintain quality is to follow this im-
portant rule: Source recordings and masters should 
have higher resolution than the eventual release 
medium. There's always a loss down the line, due 
to cumulative processing and lossy transmission 
techniques. For example, consider a lossy medium 
like the analog cassette. Dub to cassette from a 
high-quality source, like a CD, and it sounds much 
better than a copy from an inferior source, like the 
FM radio. In other words, the higher the audio qual-
ity you begin with, the better the final product, 
whether it's an audiophile CD, a multimedia CD-
ROM or a talking Barbie doll. 

Get ready for high-resolution release media, like 
DVD, by following this source quality rule. Prepare 
for DVD (and make better CDs in the process) by 
making your masters now with longer wordlength 

storage and processing, and if possible, high sam-
ple rates. The 96kHz/24-bit medium has even more 
analog-like qualities, greater warmth, depth, trans-
parency and apparent sonic ease than 44.1 kHz. 
Perhaps it's due to the relaxed filtering require-
ments, perhaps it's due to the increased band-
width—regardless, the proof is in the listening. 
Therefore, produce your master at the highest reso-
lution, and at the end (the production master), use a 
single process to reduce the wordlength or sample 
rate. Multiple processes deteriorate quality more 
than a single reduction at the end. 

For example, your multimedia CD-ROMs will 
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sound much better if you work at 44.1 
kHz/24 bits or higher, even if you must 
downsample to 11.05 kHz/8 bits at the 
end. Plus you've preserved your invest-
ment for the future. Your master will be 
ready for DVD-ROM, whose higher 
storage capacity will permit a higher-
resolution delivery medium. 

Our present "highest-resolution" re-
lease medium, the 16-bit compact disc, 
can sound better than what most of us 
are doing today. We're actually com-
promising the sound of our 16-bit CDs 
by starting with 16-bit recording. It's the 
reason why I've been a strong advocate 
of wide-track, high-speed analog tape 
and/or 24-bit/96kHz recording and mix-
ing techniques. You can hear the differ-
ence; I've already produced three 
incredible-sounding CDs working at 96 
kHz until the last step. 

Working at 96 kHz/24-bit is prohibi-
tively expensive for most of today's 
projects. The DAWs have half the mix-
ing and filtering power, half the storage 
time, and outboard digital processors 
for 96 kHz have barely been invented. 
As a result, work time is more than dou-
bled, and storage costs are quadrupled 
(due to the need for intermediate cap-
tures). I have no doubt that will change 

in the next few years. So at Digital Do-
main, most of the time we can't work at 
96 kHz, but we still follow the source 
quality rule as much as is practical. 
Clients bringing in 20-bit mixes at 44.1 
or 48 kHz, and especially %-inch analog 
tapes, can get incredible results. The 
majority of mixes arrive on DAT, and 
we still get happy client faces and su-
perb results by following the rule. 
When clients bring in 16-bit source 
DATs, we work with high-resolution 
techniques, some of them proprietary, 
to minimize the losses in depth, space, 
dynamics and transient clarity of the 
final 16-bit medium. The result: better-
sounding CDs. 

DSD VS. LINEAR PCM 
96 VS. 88.2 
Sony's high-resolution Direct Stream 
Digital format is a one-bit (sigma delta 
modulation) system running at 64 x 44.1 
kHz (2.882 MHz), which eats up storage 
at a little less than 3 MB/second/chan-
nel. The jury is still out on whether this 
system sounds as good or better than 
linear PCM at 96 kHz/24-bit, but regard-
less, Sony's whole purpose was to fol-
low the source quality rule. The 
company feels that DSD is the first 

medium that will preserve the quality of 
its historic analog sources. DSD is con-
troversial in several ways, including its 
incompatibility with current worksta-
tions and PCM hardware (although 

Sonic Solutions has a prototype editor). 
Furthermore, knowledgeable engineers 
question whether DSD's data rate will 
really produce 20- to 24-bit dynamic 
range in the 20 to 20k Hz bandwidth. 
Therefore, Sony needs to tell us more 
about the specifications of the format. 

Sony says that DSD is easily convert-
ible to 88.2 or 44.1 kHz, but not to 96 
kHz. They also maintain that 96 kHz is 
not ideal for a music standard because 
of the need to release on 44.1 CD for-
mat. In support of that, an AES paper by 
Andrew Moorer of Sonic Solutions 
pointed out that it is really simple to 

convert from 88.2 to 44.1, but it requires 
a lot more complex DSP code to get 
from 96 to 44.1 without adding distor-
tion. However, England's dCS has re-
leased a costly but practical sample rate 
converter with extremely low measured 
distortion, and the calculation precision 
to convert to and from any standard rate 
and worclIength. dCS preferred to con-
quer the engineering problem, and 
leave the argument over 96 vs. 88.2 kHz 

Visit our Website: http://www.burlington-ay.com • E-mail: sales@buiiiiiywii-dv.com 

At Burlington We Have All The Media So You CAN Record! 
Shipped From Stock • Priced Right 

• Immediate Delivery • 3 Burlington A/V Recording Media, Inc. 
106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 
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When it comes to surround, 
Dolby deals you a winning hand 
-Iyjhatever your surround mixing task, whatever the program format, Dolby has 
VV everything you need. A surround technology for every medium, from VHS to 
DVD to DTV. A market of millions of surround-equipped households. 

Dolby Surround 
34,000,000 playback systems worldwide* 
Thousands of feature films on video 
150 video games Se CD-ROMs 
70-F ongoing U.S. TV programs Se sports events 

Dolby Digital 
1,400,000 DVD-Video players 
1,200,000 DVD-ROM players 
1,300+ DVD-Video titles 
755,000 5.1-channel consumer decoders 
Coming soon on DVD-Audio 
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With Dolby multicharmel audio, you're holding all the cards. Visit www.dolby:com 
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name of your nearest Dolby dealer and distributor. 
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a question of politics or economics. Re-
gardless of whether DSD, or linear 
96/24, or 88.2/24 becomes the next 
standard, it's a win/win situation for 
fans of high-resolution recording. 

EXTENDING THE 

AES/EBU STANDARD 

I lie cal is extremely sensitive to quanti-
zation distortion—the degradation can 
be heard as a "shrinkage" of the sound-
stage width. In my opinion, even 16-bit 
sources benefit from longer wordlength 
processing. I predict that in a few years 
studio storage and data transmission re-
quirements will rise to 32 (linear) bits. 

Thirty-two bit will result in subtly better 
sound than 24-bit, especially with cumu-
lative processing and capturing. Cumu-
lative processing (such as multiple stages 
of digital EQ) results in gradual degrada-
tion of the least significant bits. Thus, 
moving the LSB down lower than the 
24th bit will reduce audible degradation. 
How long does that wordlength have to 
be to result in audibly transparent sound 
processing? It's hard to say—perhaps 26 
to 28 bits, but because storage is orga-
nized in 8-bit bytes, it must increase to 
32 bits. Processing precision can easily 
increase to 48 or even 72 bits because of 
the 24-bit registers in DSP chips. 

KNOW 
UT POWER 

Our advanced drivers are designed with 

controlled dispersion patterns and 

significantly improved off-axis performance. 

The MSP one-piece woofer diaphragm is 

geometrically optimized for controlled roll off 

and a high dynamic range. The extremely flat 
membrane geometry creates minimal phase 

lag. And the glued and thermically bonded 

high-grade SBR surround ensures excellent 

power control and eternal durability. That's 

why there will be no forces beyond your 

Dynaudio's control, whatever YOU choose to 

listen to. 
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One big obstacle to better sound is 
our need to chain external processors 
and perform capturing and further pro-
cessing in our workstations. Even if 
manufacturers use internal double pre-
cision (48-bit) or triple precision (72-bit) 
arithmetic, the chain of processors must 
still communicate at only 24 bits, for that 
is the limit of the AES/EBU standard. De-
spite that, I welcome manufacturers who 
use higher precision in their internal 
chains, because all other things being 
equal, we'll have better sound. The ulti-
mate solution is to extend the AES/EBU 
transmission standard to a longer 
wordlength, but in the meantime, try to 
avoid too many processors in the chain 
and reduce the practice of cumulative 
mix/capturing and reprocessing. 

FLOATING OR FIXED? 

Don't get into a misinformed "bit war" 
confusing floating-point specs with their 
fixed-point equivalent. A 32-bit floating-
point processor is roughly equivalent to 
a 24-bit fixed-point processor. When 
manufacturers speak of "32-bit buses" 
they are probably speaking of floating-
point. However, both types of proces-
sors can perform double precision 
arithmetic, which extends the precision 
to 48 (fixed-point) bits. Double preci-
sion arithmetic (or doubled sample rate) 
in a mixer requires more silicon and 
more software to have the same appar-
ent power—that is, the same quantity of 
filters and mixing channels. It'll be ex-
pensive, but ultimately less expensive 
than its high-end analog equivalent, a 
mixer with very high voltage power 
rails and extraordinary headroom 
(tubes, anyone?). What does a double 
precision digital mixer sound like? It 
sounds more like analog. The longer 
the processing wordlength, the warmer 
the sound; music sounds more natural, 
with a wider soundstage and depth. 

DETECTING THOSE BUGS 

Proper use of those 24-bit words is 
equally important. Bugs that affect 
sound creep into almost every manu-
facturer's release product. In 1989, the 
latest software release of one DAW 
manufacturer (whose machine I no 
longer use) had just hit the market. I 
edited some classical music on this 
workstation. There was a subtle sonic 
difference between the source and the 
output, a degradation that we perceived 
as a sonic veil. Eventually, it was traced 
to a one-bit level shift at the zero point 
(crossover point, the lowest level of the 
waveform) on positive-going waves 

only. This embarrassing bug should 
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ME. A Mc For All Seasons. 
Agreat mic can make your track come alive. 

"Ile wrong one can put it to sleep forever. 
You've heard that every mie has its day. But you 
haven't the time or money to try every one. 
What you really want is a great mic that shines 
in multiple situations. A mic you can trust. 

You want the N'1"2. 

Hand made in Australia, it's just right for your 
lead and background vocalk Fabulous on your 
acoustic guitar. Perfect on the drum overheads. 
Great on those wind instrument overdubs. 
In fact, this mic will deliver the results you 
need on just about any source material 
you throw at it. 

The fiT2 Large Diaphragm Condenser 
Microphone features: 

• Large Capsule with Gold-Plated Membranes 

• Low Noise, Transfol merless Circuitry 

• True Condenser Elements 

• Gold Plated Output Connector 

aid Internal Head Pins 

• Omni and Cardioid Polar Patterns 

• Full Frequency Response 

• Highpass Filter 

• —10dB Pad 

• Flight Case, Shockmount, 

and Windscreen 
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ally an affordable,. multipurpose, 
1' professional recording microphone. 
that provides outstanding performance 
in a.variety of uses. 

Get the NT2 and discover how 
comforting it is to have a great mic 
at hand whenever you call on it. 

Fall, Winter, Spring or Summer.... 
Vocals, winds, strings, or other... 

The NT2 is truly a mic 
for all seasons. 

DISTRIBUTED ere 
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Post Office Box 41189 

Santa Barbara, CA 93140-4189 
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have been caught by the testing depart-
ment before the software left the com-
pany. Does your DAW manufacturer 
have a quality control department for 

sound, with a digital domain analyzer 
such as the Audio Precision? Do they 
test their DSP code from all angles? In-
credible diligence is required to test for 
bugs. For example, a bug can slip into 
equalizer code that does not affect 
sound unless the particular equalizer is 
engaged. It's impossible to test all per-
mutations and switches in a program 
before it's released, but the manufactur-
er should check the major ones. 

A BITSCOPE YOU CAN 

BUILD YOURSELF 

"fhe first defense against bugs is eternal 
vigilance. Listening carefully is hard to 
do—continuous listening is fatiguing, 
and it's not foolproof. That's why visual 
aids are a great help, even for the most 
golden of ears. In the old days, the 
phase meter was a ubiquitous visual aid 
(and should still be a required compo-
nent in every studio); our studio also 
uses a product we call the "digital 
bitscope," which is easy and inexpen-
sive to put together. It's not a substitute 
for a $20,000 digital audio analyzer, hut 
it can't be beat for day-to-day :A-reeking 
on your digital patching, and it instantl) 
verifies the activity of your digital audio 
equipment. 

You can put it together yourself (see 
sidebar, "Digital Detective"). If you're 
not a do-it-yourselfer, Digital Domain 
manufactures a low-cost box that can 
be converted to a bitscope with the ad-
dition of a 2-channel oscilloscope. Our 
bitscope is always online in the master-
ing studio. It tells us what our dithering 
processors are putting out, it reveals 
whether those 20-bit AID converters arc 
putting out 20-bit words, and it exposes 
faults in patching and digital audio 
equipment. 

SOME SIMPLE SOUND TESTS 

YOU CAN PERFORM ON A DAW 

the output ( it uoikstation 
patched to the bitscope, I can watch a 
16- or 20-bit source expand to 24 bits 
when the gain changes, during cross-
fades, or if any equalizer is changed 
from the OdB position. A neutral console 
path is a good indication of data integri-
ty in the DAW. After the bitscope, your 
next defense is to perform some basic 
tests, for linearity, and for perfect clones 
(perfect digital copies). Any workstation 
that cannot make a perfect clone should 
be junked. You can perform two impor-
tant tests just using your ears. The first 

test is the fade-to-noise test, described 
previously in my "Dither" article. 

The next test is easier and almost 
foolproof—the null test, also known as 
the perfect clone test: Any workstation 
that can mix should be able to combine 
two files and invert polarity (phase). A 
successful null test proves that the digi-
tal input section, output section and 
processing section of your workstation 
are neutral to sound. Start with a piece 
of music in a file on your hard disk. 

Feed the music-out of the system and 
back in, and re-record while you are 
playing back. (If the DAW cannot si-
multaneously record while playing 
back, it's probably not worth buying 
anyway.) Bring the new "captured" 
sound into an EDL (edit decision list, or 
playlist), and line it up with the original 
sound, down to absolute sample accu-
racy. Then reverse the polarity of one of 
the two files, play and mix them togeth-
er at unity gain. You should hear ab-

DIGITAL DETECTIVE: THE MISCUE 
Are you a Sherlock Holmes of the 
audio world? You can use an ordi-
nary oscilloscope (20 MHz or better) 
to see the bit activity of your digital 
processors, consoles and worksta-
tions. These photos illustrate some 
typical bitscope displays. 

Every digital audio recorder, 
processor or console extracts serial 
data and word clock from the 
AES/EBU or S/PDIF line. Pick a 
"neutral" machine or processor that 
you can patch into your digital audio 
system at the end of your processing 
or monitoring chain, so you can ana-
lyze what all your processors are 
doing to the signal. All you have to 
do is connect the vertical input of 

"Defective" digital processor in BYPASS. 

Source is a 16-bit sinewave at -70 c18FS. The 

additional bits could be DC offset or what? 

Dithering Processor in idle (no input signal) 

showing 4 bits toggling (high order dither 

with noise-shaping). 

Defective dithering processor set for 16-bit out-

put. Source is a 16-bit full-scale sinewave. 

Note the missing bit in the 17th position and 

the extra 18th bit is toggling 

your oscilloscope to data, and its trig-
ger or time base to word clock (44.1 
or 48 kHz), to see which bits and 

how many bits are being used at all 
times. If you're not used to digging 
into audio equipment, then give the 
job to someone who is. Opening any 
manufacturer's gear may void the 
warranty. 

Crystal Semiconductor's ubiqui-
tous CS8412 digital receiver IC is 
used in many processors. You'll find 
data on pin 26, and word clock on 
pin 11 of this 28-pin chip. Attach the 
shield of the scope lines to ground. I 
suggest soldering a 75-ohm build out 
(isolation) resistor from the chip's 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 121 

The some defective dithering processor idling 

(with no input signal). Note two-three bits worth 

of dither and the some missing 17th bit and tog-

gling 18th bit. 
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solutely no sound. If you do hear 
sound, then your workstation is not 
able to produce perfect clones. The null 
test is almost 100% foolproof; a mad sci-
entist might create a system with a per-
fectly complementary linear distortion 
on its input and output and which nulls 
the two distortions out.. hut the truth 
will out before too long. 

If the workstation is 24-bit capable, 
and your D/A converter is not, you may 
not hear the result of an imperfect null 
in the lower 8 bits. Use the hitscope to 
examine the null; it will reveal spurious 
or continuous activity in all the bits and 
tell you if something funny is happen-
ing in the DAW. Even if your DAC is 16 
bits, you can hear the activity in the 
lower 8 bits by placing a redithering 
processor in front of your DAC. 

Use the powerful null test to see 
whether your digital processors are truly 
bypassed even if they say Bypass. Sev-
eral well-known digital processors pro-
duce extra bit activity even when they 
say Bypass; this activity can also be 
seen on the bitscope. Use the null test 
to see if your digital console produces 
a perfect clone when set to unity gain 
and with all processors out (you'll be 
surprised at the result). Use the null test 
on your console's equalizers; prove they 
are out of the circuit when set to OdB 

gain. Use the null test to examine the 
quantization distortion produced by 
your DAW when you drop gain .1 dB, 
capture and then raise the gain .1 dB. 
The new file, while theoretically at unity 
gain, is not a clone of the original file. 
Use the null test to see if your DAW can 
produce true 24-bit clones. You can 
"manufacture" a legitimate 24-hit file for 
your test, even if you do not have a 24-
hit A/D. Just start with a 16-bit or 20-bit 
source file, drop the gain a tiny amount 
and capture the result to a 24-bit file. All 
24 of the new bits will be significant, 
the product of a gain multiplication that 
is chopped off at the 24th hit. You'll see 
the new lower bit activity on the 
bitscope. 

DIGITAL CONSOLES: CHEAP, 
BUT GOOD? 
Let.> discuss the use of digital consoles 
with digital recorders. Digital consoles 
suffer from the same potential word-
length and truncation problems as 
DAWs. Truncation without redithering 
is always had, hut depending on where 
you truncate, the result can be sonically 
benign, or very nasty. For example, 
truncating a 20-bit A/D to 16 bits is rela-
tively benign because most mic pre-
amps are noisy enough to provide 
some dithering action. But using a DSP 

—FROM PAGE 120, DIGITAL DETECTIVE 

pins to the scope lines, to protect the 
signals from accidental shorts. Use 
good, short co-ax cables (I've used 
three feet with no problems). 

Even if you're not the do-it-your-
self type, you can still be a digital de-
tective. Digital Domain will add 
scope outputs to its FCN 1 Format 
Converter or VSP/P Digital Audio 
Control Center for a small fee. For 
further information, contact Digital 
Domain at 407/831-0233 or email 
bobkatz@digido.com. 

The bitscope will tell you when 
certain things are wrong (e.g., miss-
ing hits, or extra bits), but it can't 
guarantee that everything is right. 
Harmonic distortion will not show 
on the bitscope. The bitscope will tell 
you if an A/D is putting out 20-bit 
words, which is helpful information, 
but it will not tell you if all those bits 
are significant. Therefore, use the 
bitscope as a visual aid, a first line of 
defense against digital audio prob-
lems. 

The 8412 chip can be configured 

for many modes. The most common 
mode presents one channel's worth 
of data on wordclock "up," and the 
other channel on wordclock "down." 
Crystal uses a 64-bit "slot," so you'll 
see up to 24 bits worth of one chan-
nel, followed by 8 bits of "silence," 
then the other channel (another 32-bit 
half slot). Counting bits is easy if you 
adjust your scope's timebase to show 
one audio channel, and 2.5 bits per 
division, which gives a convenient 
count of 5 bits every two divisions. 
and spreads 24 bits across the whole 
screen. The format is 2's complement, 
with the MSB at left, and LSB at right. 
When the MSB is low, the audio sig-
nal is positive, when high, it's nega-
tive, so the MSB will be toggling all 
the time, unless the signal is pure DC. 
A toggling hit will appear to have 
both high and low values; this just 
means that the eye's persistence of vi-
sion is showing both values. 

Note: The scope pictures are a lit-
de over-exposed, so the top vertical 
line is fatter and brighter than the ac-
tual scope display. — Bob Katz 

The classic 4006 omnidirectional microphone from DPA 

Microphones (formerly known as Danish Pro Audio,) is 

a proven, no-nossense cost effective workhorse with an 

enviable pedigree. The audio professionals' choice, the 

4006 embodies the finest available materials. Utilising 

advanced production and qualify assurance techniques, 

the 4006 is an indispensable tool for the professional 

studio or broad(ast environment. Outstanding 

performance is characterised by an extremely linear 

frequency response and a very low noise floor. 

The 4006 is just one of the high quality products 

from the renowned 4000 series, evolved from over 

50 years of innovation and customer service 

- available now from DPA Microphones. 

Series 4000 
Microphones from DPA 

Heirevang II, 3450 Allerod, Denmark 

T: +4S 48142828 F: +45 48142700 

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS: 

TGI North America Inc. 300 Gage Ave, 

Unit 1 Xitchener, Ontario N2M 2C8, Canada 

T: 519 745 1158 I: 519 745 2364 

www.dpamicrophones.com 
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to drop gain only 0.1 dB in a console 
and then truncating the output to 16 bits 
is very damaging, shrinking soundstage 
and producing harsher sound. Be aware 
of these facts when using digital con-
soles with digital recorders. Always use 
dither to reduce the console's long 
wordlength to the recorder's word-
length. If your digital console does not 
have dithering options, you'll be better 
off with a very high-end analog con-
sole. That's one of the things that sepa-
rates the higher-priced digital consoles 
from the cheap ones. Cheap digital con-
soles do cost—you pay in reduced 
sound quality. 

There's an engineer on the leading 
edge, who had been working with 20-
bit recording and a digital console, but 
reverted to a purist-quality analog con-
sole when he upgraded his converters 
to 24 bits. He found he got better-
sounding results mixing live sources in 
analog and then feeding the 24-bit A/D 
than by starting with A/D's and feeding 
a digital console. It takes a very special 
digital console to preserve 24-bit quali-
ty; it's also difficult and expensive to de-
sign an A/D converter that retains high 
resolution inside the polluting environ-
ment of a digital console. 

Here's how to make a better-sound-

www.glyphtechicom 
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ing mix with a digital console. When 
recording to multitrack, dither every 
track to 16 bits if using ADAT or Tas-
cam format. Or to 20 bits if using the 
ADAT type II format. Better yet, bypass 
the console, and connect the A/D con-
verter directly to the ADAT, using the 
A/D converter's built-in dither when ap-
propriate. This reminds me of "the old 
days" where we patched around the 
analog console to get more transparent 
sound. If your work involves little or no 
submixing and bouncing, you will end 
up with an excellent-sounding tape. If 
you work in 20/24 bits, avoid sending a 
16-bit DAT to the mastering house, be-
cause a lot of your quality will be wast-
ed. If possible, send a 24-bit mixdown 
to give the mastering engineer more 
"meat" to work with. Let the mastering 
house work on the long wordlength, 
apply their processing and finally, the 
world's best dither for your 16-bit CD 
master. That's what the mastering ex-
perts do every day. 

THE MISSING LINK: AFFORDABLE 

24-BIT FILE INTERCHANGE 

Now, after much work (and money), 
you have advanced to 24-bit storage 
and transmission. But you need to get 
that 24-bit data to the mastering house, 
where the mastering engineers can 
work miracles with your sound. That's 
the missing link in the audio industry— 
an affordable, universal 24-bit inter-
change medium. There are many new 
technologies competing for long 
wordlength data interchange. Which 
one will catch on? Frankly, I'm pes-
simistic. No single company has set the 
standard or tried to be the leader. This 
means the mastering house must rent 
machines they do not have on hand. No 
studio can afford to have every possible 
24-bit format. 

CONCLUSION 

DAWs, digital tape recorders and digital 
consoles affect sound. Use these tools 
properly and your music will sound bet-
ter. Mastering houses thrive on high-res-
olution sources. Consider the choices 
and send the best source you can for 
mastering. And manufacturers—give us 
more bits and please: Make them com-
patible! 

The co-owner of Digital Domain 
(www.digido.com), a CD mastering 
house in Orlando, Fla., Bob Katz 
recorded and mastered last year's 
Grammy-winning album in the Latin 
Jazz category, Paquito D'Rivera's Por-
traits of Cuba. 
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LEGENDARY SOUND QUALITY BY 

OR LEGENDARY STAGE 
ERFORMANCE AN'S C535E8 

°PHONE DELIVERS 
AIKG Brings Two Great Performers Together 
With The C535EB Microphone And k.d. lang. 

k.d. Ian singer and winner of three Grammys and t 

seven J Awards, relies on the clean, open 

characteristics of the AKG C535EB microphone. 

With an integral four-position switch, 

the C535EB tailors output levels and bass 

roll-off, making it perfect for both live 

performance and in the recording studio. 

So for the legendary condenser sound 

that AKG delivers, test drive your own 

C535EB microphone today. 

AKG Acoustics U.S., 1449 Donelson Pike, Nasnvi.le, TN 37217, 
phone: 615-360-0499, fax: 615-360-0275. 
AKG Acoustics G.m.b.H. Vienna/Austria, http://www.akg-acoustics.com 
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QUESTED THREE-WAY 

MONITOR, SUBWOOFER 

Quested Monitoring Systems 

(distributed by Audio Inde-
pendence, Middleton, WI) 
has introduced the UD1, a 
three-way passive monitor 
and the QSB118, an 18-inch 
subwoofer designed to com-
plement the HQ210 active 
system. The UD1 features 
two 8-inch woofers, a 3-inch 
mid driver and a 28mm soft 
dome tweeter. Each driver is 
housed in its own chamber, 
for minimal IM distortion, 
and the passive crossover 
features polypropylene 

capacitors. Multiple binding 
post connectors allow for 
bi- or tri-amplification, and 
the speaker cabinets include 
integral stands. Price of the 
UD1 is $3,120: the QSB118 
is $3.680. 
Circle 327 on Product Info Card 

TC ELECTRONIC 

FINALIZER EXPRESS 

"I'he Finalizer Express Studio 
Mastering Processor from TC 
Electronic (Westlake Village, 
CA) is a lower-cost version 
of the company's Finalizer 
Plus digital processor, and is 
easier to use. Featuring 24-
bit A/D and D/A converters, 
the Finalizer Express offers a 
complete set of multiband 
dynamics processing tools 
through a simple user inter-
face. I/Os include AES/EBU, 
S/PDIF, optical, MIDI and 
analog; the unit also in-
cludes a PCMCIA card slot 
and will interface with TC's 
Master Fader digital fader. 
Additional features include 
multiple simultaneous digital 
outputs, 16- and 20-bit 
dithering and spectral bal-
ance controls, soft limiting. 
look ahead delay, MTC con-
trollable autofade with 
record feature and LED me-
tering. Price is $ 1.99. 
Circle 328 on Product Info Card 

EV'S VARIPLEX 

THREE-WAY SPEAKER 

Electro-Voice s (Buchanan, 

MI) Variplef is a THX*-ap-
proved tri-amped (also avail-
able with internal passive 
crossovers) loudspeaker for 
behind-screen cinema appli-

cations. The 18-inch-deep 
Variplex includes an 800-
watt, dual 15-inch 11 section 
and a unique mid-bass horn 
with two high-power 8-inch 
drivers. The HF section in-
cludes EV's DH2T 2-inch 
compression driver. Mid-bass 
and HF sections employ 
EV's patented Vari Intense* 
asymmetrical (variable angle) 
horn technology for uniform 
coverage and reduced reflec-
tions from ceilings and walls. 
Used with the new D1138 
monitor/digital crossover 
from 11-IX, Variplex is ap-
proved for room depths up 
to 80 feet. For other applica-
tions, the EV DX34A digital 
processor has presets opti-
mized for the Variplex. 
Circle 329 on Product Info Card 

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 

ALL-TUBE COMPRESSOR 

Audio Technologies (Sea 
Girt, NJ) offers the Tubelink 
All-Tube Compressor/Limiter 
($2,495) and the TMA2 All-
Tube Microphone Preamplifi-
er ($ 1,495). The dual channel 
Tubelink features a push-pull 
design with Class AB circuit-
ry, a variable Mu gain reduc-
tion section and transformer-
balanced I/Os. Additional 
features include variable 
threshold and release con-
trols, illuminated VU meters 

(switchable between input 
and gain reduction) and 
stereo link and bypass 
switches. The dual-channel 
TMA2 features circuitry simi-
lar to that of the Tubelink 
(less the gain reduction sec-
tion) and Reichenbach input 
transformers. Each channel 
has a stepped input gain 
control, a trim control and 
switches for polarity reverse 
and 48V phantom power. 

Circle 330 on Product Info Card 

SOUND ACOUSTICS 

D/A BOX 

titinci Acoustics (Lisle, IL) 
debuts the D/A Box, a 
modular absorber/diffuser 
designed for use as a gobo 
and/or wall treatment. Mea-
suring three feet square by 

eight inches deep, each D/A 
Box has alternating strips of 
absorbent foam and angled 
wooden slats. Units may be 
set up with the slats in either 
horizontal or vertical orienta-
tion and may be stacked to 
form walls. An I-Lite Box 
replaces foam and slats with 
a 14-inch Plexiglas panel set 
at an 8-degree angle within 
the frame. Both D/A Box 
and I-Lite Box are priced at 
$175; any two panels may 
be purchased for $299. 
Circle 331 on Product Info Card 
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SUNFIRE LABS 

POWERED SUBWOOFER 

Bob Carver's Sunfire Labora-
tories (Snohomish, WA) 
makes its debut with the 
True Subwoofer Profession-
al, a self-powered subwoofer 
in an 11-inch cube cabinet. 
Featuring two 8-inch drivers, 
mounted on opposite sides 
of the cabinet, the unit pro-
duces up to 112 dB SPL from 
25 to 100 Hz. Powered by its 
own 2,700-watt amplifier, 
the unit accepts stereo in-
puts and offers "daisy chain" 
outputs for slaving additional 
units. Input level, crossover 
frequency (35 to 100 Hz) 
and phase relative to input 
are continuously variable. 
Weighing 48 lbs, the unit 
features a high-impact rub-
berized finish, metal comer 
protectors and "rollover 
bars" to protect the woofers. 
Price: $ 1,499. 
Circle 332 on Product Info Card 

A-T 7000 SERIES 

UHF SYSTEMS 

Audio-Technica's (Stow, 
OH) 7000 Series UHF wire-
less systems offer 100 PLL-
synthesized channels in the 
700MHz band and true di-
versity operation. The ATW-
7375 UniPale" Transmitter 
System ($975) includes the 
A1W-R73 true diversity re-
ceiver and ATW-175 body-
pack transmitter, compatible 
with lavalier and headwom 
mics. The $995 ATW-7376 
handheld dynamic mic sys-
tem includes the ATW-R73 
receiver and the ATW-176 
mic with an Audio-Technica 
Hi-Energy® dynamic element 
with internal shock mount-
ing. The half-rack ATW-R73 
receiver has balanced (XLR) 
and unbalanced %-inch out-
puts, ground-lift switch, 

ajustable vol-
ume and squelch 
and RF/AF/A-B front 
panel indicators. 
Circle 333 on Product Info Card 

ROLLS SONIC EXCITERS 
Rolls Corporation (Salt Lake 
City, UT) offers the RP261 
Dual Sonic Exciter, a 2-chan-
nel rackmount unit using the 
Spectrum Correction Encod-
ing (SCE) process to en-
hance finished mixes. Front 
panel controls for each 
channel affect "Bottom" and 
"Definition." A stereo ver-
sion, the RP262, includes 
LED bar graphs and an 
adjustable 18dB/octave 
subwoofer output. I/Os 
are XLR, RCA and TRS. 
Price for each unit is $200-
Circle 334 on Product Info Card 

M&K 

POWERED SUBWOOFER 

Miller & Kreisel (Cul-
ver City, CA) offers 
the MX-700 powered 
subwoofer, designed 
to be located against 
a wall or corner. De-
spite its modest 
(14.5x17.5x12.2-inch) 
dimensions, the 41-
pound system 
offers flat re-
sponse to 
below 20 

Hz. The unit 
contains two rear-facing 

and mag-shielded 8-inch 
long-throw drivers matched 

to a 200-watt amp with 
electronic protection and 
an adjustable roll-off filter. 
A Bypass switch eliminates 
the internal roll-off for use 
with Dolby Digital and 
TI-DC systems, and there 
is a two-position phase 
switch. Price: $ 1,395. 
Cirde 335 on Product Info Card 

GENELEC 1038AC CENTER-

CHANNEL SPEAKER 

Genelec USA (Natick, MA) 
debuts the 1038AC Active 
Center-Channel speaker, an 
active three-way, 640-watt, 
tri-amplified monitor speaker 
designed for mounting hori-
zontally above or below a 
projection TV or screen. The 
1038AC includes dual 10-inch 
woofers, 5-inch mid and 
1-inch metal dome tweeter, 
powered by a dedicated re-
mote amp and crossover sys-
tem providing a total of 400 
watts for bass and 120 watts 
each for the MF/HF drivers. 

The compact (36x14x22-inch) 
system incorporates Genelec's 
proprietary Directivity Control 
Waveguide Technology- for a 
stable soundstage throughout 
the listening area and im-
proved dialog intelligibility. 
System frequency response is 
35 to 20k Hz (+2.5dB); maxi-
mum output is 120 dB SPL 
1 meter. Additional features 
include protection circuitry 
and full magnetic shielding. 
Price is $7,499. 
Gicle 336 on Product Info Card 

ALESIS Q20 

MULTI-EFFECTS 

Musts (Santa Monica, CA) 

is shipping the Q20 profes-
sional 20-bit master effects 
processor, which replaces 
the Q2 multi-effects proces-
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sor. The Q20 has 300 pro-
grams ( 100 presets and 200 
user spaces), and runs up 
to eight effects at a time— 
in series, in parallel or fed 
back into themselves. Ef-
fects include hall, room 
and plate reverb, graphic 
and parametric EQ, flang-
ing, chorus, pitch shift, 
delay, rotary speaker 
simulation, overdrive, 
auto panning with Doppler 
effect and stereo sampling. 
New features of the Q20 
include balanced XLR I/Os, 
20-bit digital converters, 
internal power supply 
and S/PDIF digital I/O. 
Price is $999. 
Circle 337 on Product Info Cord 

WAVE DISTRIBUTION 
ADAT DACS 
The AD24 and DA24 24-bit 
8-channel analog/digital and 
digital/analog converters 
from Wave Distribution 
(Ringwood, NJ) are specially 
designed for use with ADAT 
recorders and ADAT-com-
patible PCI soundcards and 
digital consoles. Manufac-
tured in Switzerland by 
MusicNet, the units feature 
a 117dB dynamic range and 
support 44.1 and 48kHz 
sampling rates. I/Os on 
both units include individ-
ual XLR and 8-channel 
Lightpipe connectors; bal-
anced XLR I/Os are +4 and 
-10 dB switchable. Also 
featured are Word Clock 
I/O, dual LED front panel 
monitoring and de-empha-
sis support for Red Book 
CD. The units are half-rack 
size and may be mounted 
in a single rackspace. The 
AD24 price is $749; the 

«11 
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\Esoteric\ Sound  

Super Connector 

DA24 is $549. 
Circle 338 on Product Info Card 

ESOTERIC SOUND 
MONITOR SWITCHER 
Esoteric Sound (I)owners 
Grove, IL) offers the Super 
Connector, a rackmount 
switcher for monitoring up 
to four main sources and up 
to five stereo recorders (a 
pair of front-panel stereo 
TRS connectors link to the 
External selector position). 
Any live or recorded source 
may be monitored while 
taping, and two external 
equalizers may be inserted 
independently. All 34 rear 
panel RCA connectors are 
gold-plated, and a stereo/ 
mono switch simplifies 
mono dubbing or monitor-
ing. Price is $299. 
Circle 339 on Product Info Card 

HOT Off THE SHELF 
Now available: firmware V. 
2.4 for the Sabine POWER-Q, 
combining the functions of 
nine products into one easy-
to-use 2U package. The new 
firmware is also included in 
all POWER-Qs and POWER-
Q Slaves. Call 904/418-2000 
or visit www.sabineinc. 
corn.. Fresh Music's "Fresh 
Produce" six-CD library of 
sound effects and production 
elements, includes ambi-
ences, effects, stingers, logos, 
tags, pulses, beats, drones, 
impacts and more. For a free 
demo disc of Fresh's buyout 
library of over 50 CDs, call 

DAT 
TV/1-0—c—t, ICAS 

COIAUX 2—tr- er-- RCM 1 

TURED/AUX I •Jk 
•• • — • 

800/545-0688 or visit wwvv. 
freshmusic.com...The Real 
Drums CD-ROM for the Alcai 
MPC2000 contains dozens 
of full kits ranging in size 
from 2 MB to 18 MB along 
with congas, timbales, shak-
ers and other assorted Latin 
and "ethnic" sounds, as well 
as orchestral percussion. The 
CD-ROM is $149 plus $5 
shipping and handling. Call 
850/877-9438 or e-mail to 
stratus_CDemindspring. 
corn...Vol. 12 in River City 
Sound's "Specialty Series" of 
buyout production music is 
Useful Stuff 1, with 57 tracks 
of themes, moods and ele-
ments in :60 and :30 ver-
sions. Call 800/755-8729 or 
visit www.rivercitysound. 
corn.. Plait Luggage's Guards-
man- ATA cases are available 
in aluminum as well as poly-
ethylene. Cases are tested to 
ATA 300 specs, and can be 
ordered with custom interi-
ors, in standard or custom 
sizes, with and without 
wheels. Call 800/997-5288 
for a catalog...Electro-Voice 
ArraySHOW- software for 
optimizing multiple loud-
speaker array performance, 
is available free from the 
"Download" area at www. 
electrovoice.com...Promusic 
adds "Broadcast Plus," a 75-
disc collection to its produc-
tion music library of more 
than 2,000 CDs. Also, Pro-
music's "Elements" is a buy-
out CD with more than 200 
production elements, music 
beds and sound design treat-
ments. Call 800/322-7879 
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or visit www.promusic-
inc.com...The Interactive 
Music Handbook by Jodi 
Summers is a comprehensive 
guide to Enhanced CD pro-
duction, Internet music distri-
bution and related business 
topics. The $19.95, 296-page 
paperback includes technical 
primers, Q&As with leading 
industry practitioners, analy-
sis of c-ase studies, and help-
ful guidance on design 
issues and legal require-
ments. Visit Allworth Press 
at www.allworth.com... 
Four new titles to The Music 
Bakery's production music 
library: Think Positive, Dra-
matic Atmospheres, Acoustic 
Inspiration and Orchestral 
Scores. All Music Bakery li-
braries are searchable using 
MusicSearch software, and 
customers may order custom 
CDs. For a free demo call 
800/229-0313 or visit 
www.musicbakery. corn... 
FDAC's weatherproof con-
nectors for the 2- to 15-amp 
current range include 
1/2/3/5/9-pole connectors. 
Call 416/754-3322 or visit 
www.eclac.net...Syntaur Pro-
ductions CD-ROM samples 
for Ensoniq ASR and EPS 
samplers include Supersoniq 
and Let There Be Phat! Prices 
are $169.99 per CD; the sam-
ples are also available on Zip 
disks. Call 800/334-1288... 
Telect's Umbilical Cable 
Harness Audio Patch Panels 
handle both analog and 
digital signals in the same 
panel. Front and rear panels 
are connected by an umbili-
cal cable to ease mainte-
nance/reconfiguration. 
Call 800/551-4567 or 
visit www.telect.com. • 
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NO OTHER CABLES 

SOUND BETTER 

LAST LONGER 

ARE QUIETER 

& COST LESS 

It's easy to pay more and get less, but why not let somebody else do it? 

Whirlwind cables outlast most bands and most record contracts. They also 

outperform the fantasy hi-fi and flavor-of- the-month brands you find at 

lots of dealers these days. From guitar cords to mic cables to snakes, we 

have more than twenty years of delivering the real thing to musicians who 

can hear the difference. 

If your dealer doesn't stock them, call us toll free or send us an email 

for the current technical info and the name of a dealer who does. After 

all, it's your sound we're talking about. 

Toll Free: 888-733-4396 email: thebestcables@whirlwindusa.com 
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In the new feeding frenzy of Surround Sound - it's more critical than 

ever that your mixes be accurate from every conceivable perspective - 

whether it be left, center, right, surround or sub. 

With more than ten bi and tri-amplified models (including two 

subwoofers), all incorporating line level crossovers, equalizers, 

amplifiers and protection circuitry, GENELEC Active Monitor Systems 

will make all your surround travels safe 'n sound. 

And because GENELEC has twenty years of active monitor 

design and manufacturing, you can be sure what you hear represents 

the audio truth - the good news as well as the bad. And that's precisely 

where one of several GENELEC Surround Sound Active Monitor Systems 

can save your... 
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Genelec. Inc., 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760 508/652-0900 Fax: 508/652-0909 
Genelec 0V, Olvitie 5. FIN- 74100 Ilsalmi. Finland +358 17-813311 Fax: + 358 17-812267 Web: www.genelec.com 
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Finally, A Powerful 24-Bit Digital 
EQ That Thinks It's Analog 

The Ashly Protea Series programmable 

Protea 24-bit digital graphic equalizer/system 
  lllllll 

processors are the finest, easiest to use 

and most affordable digital equalizers on the market. True 24-bit resolu-

tion from input to output provides you with unparalleled audio processing 

power. The 4.24G "mother" unit may be used as a four-channel stand-

alone EQ that not only saves you rack space but also allows you control 

of up to twelve more channels of EQ. Complementing the 424G are the 

4.24RD Full Function Remote Control with Display, the 4.24GS Four-

Channel Slave, and the 2.24GS Two-Channel Slave. Each channel gives 

you 1/3-octave graphic EQ, a compressor/limiter which may be assigned 

pre or post in the signal chain, high pass and low pass filters, and time 

delay for aligning your system. Applications include monitor systems, 

front of house PA. commercial sound installations requiring fixed and 

tamper-proof EQ, recording and broadcast studios, surround-sound 

equalization digital audio workstations and computer recording. 
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PROTEA 4.24G: 

DIGITAL EQUALIZATION M0711ER UNIT 

Full control of the 4.24G is accomplished from the front panel 

in an intuitive and straight-forward layout. It's like using your 

old analog equalizer, only with features and benefits unavail-

able until now. Housed in an all-steel 2RU package, the 4.21C 

has all the audio processing tools needed for flawless equaliza-

tion and sound control. In addition to 28 bands of 1/3-octave 

EQ are a programmable compressor/limiter for speaker protec-

tion and programmable delay of up to 341ms for time alignment 

of speaker clusters, arrays or monitor speakers. Individual, pro-

grammable 24dB/octave High- and Low-pass Filters allow you 

to zero in and fine tune the audio spectrum you need to work in. 

A large 240x64 fluorescent backlit display keeps you constant-

ly informed of every parameter, function and utility. 

• 24-bit A/D/A Audio Resolution 

• 24-bit Digital Signal Processing 

• Four 28-Band 1/3-octave 
Channels of EQ 

• Intuitive User Interface 

• Compressor Programmable for 

Pre or Post Signal Chain Position 

• Move Multiple Faders 
Simultaneously 

• Linkable Channels 

• Constant Q/Reciprocal Filter 
Design 

• ± 15dB Boost and Cut 

• 128 Preset Locations 

• RS232 Computer Interface 

• Full MIDI Implementation 

• Password Protection of System 
Operation 

• Input and Output Level Metering 

• Programmable LCD View Angle 
and Auto-Off 

• Channel Mute Control 

• Instant "Flat" Control 

• Master Level Control 

• Programmable Scene Setups 

• Instant Parameter Copy From 
Channel to Channel 
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PROTEA 4.24RD: 

FULL- FUNCTION REMOTE CONTROL WITH DISPLAY 

The 4.24RD is a full-function remote controller used to facilitate changes 

to the 4.24G, 4.24GS, and 2.24GS via two standard mic cables. Cable 

length can be up lo 1000 feet. The control buttons and display are exact 

replicas of the front panel features of the 4.24G, allowing you to program 

either the mother unit or slaves from a remote location. When multiples of 

the processing units are used in a system, up to sixteen channels of processing may be controlled by the remote. A meter display lets you monitor your 

compressor output level and gain reduction, allowing quick and easy adjustments. The best live sound application for the remote is to EQ individual 

monitors on-location without having to return to the processor repeatedly to make adjustments. For a fixed installation using the 4.24GS or 2.24GS 

slaves, the 4.24RD remote may be temporarily used to set up all EQ curves and processing parameters. Removing the 4.24RD after setup ensures 

complete tamperproof operation. 
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PROTEA 4.24GS: 
4- CHANNEL DIGITAL EQUALIZATION SLAVE UNIT 

The 4.24GS is housed in an all-steel, 2RU chassis, and has four independent chan-

nels of 28-band Graphic EQ with Limiter. High- and Low-pass Filter, and lime 

Alignment Delay functions. The front panel displays currently assigned individual 

channel numbers, signal present and signal clip using 7 segment and discrete led 

inchcators. A power switch is located on the front panel. Connections on the rear 

panel include: balanced XLR and 1/4" Ins and Outs for each channel, RS232, MIDI 

In, Out/Thru and Ashly's exclusive digital remote control protocol via two standard 

XLR connectors. Control of the 4.24GS is from the 4.24RD, 4.24G, or a PC using 

Ashly's exclusive Protea System Software. 

Protea 
ManaMiliiii M111111111111 

• 24-bit A/D/A Audio Resolution 

• 24-bit Digital Signal Processing 

• 1/3-octave Graphic EQ 

• RS232 Computer Interface 

• Compressor Programmable for Pre or Post 
Signal (lain Position 

• Expand Your System to 16 Channels of EQ 

• Truly Tamperproof Equalization Settings 

• Linkable Channels 

• Constant Q/Reciprocal Filter Design 

• Active Balanced Inputs and Outputs 

• ± 15dB Boost and Cut 

• +6/-00 Master Gain Control 

• 128 Preset Locations 

• Full MIDI Implementation 

• Signal Present and Clip Indicators 

ASHLY 

• 

PROTEA 2.24GS: 
2-CHANNEL DIGITAL EQUALIZATION SLAVE UNIT 

The 2.24GS is housed in an all-steel, 1RU chassis, and has twos independent chan-

nels of 28-band graphic EQ with Limiter, High- and Low-pass Filter and lime 

Alignment Delay functions. The front panel displays currently assigned individual 

channel numbers, signal present and signal clip using 7 segment and discrete LED 

indicators. A power switch is located on the front panel. Connections on the rear 

panel include: balanced XLR and 1/4" Ins and Outs for each channel, RS232, MIDI 

In, OutfThru and Ashly's exclusive digital remote control protocol via two standard 

XLR connectors. Control of the 4.24GS is from the 4.24RD, 4.24G, or a PC using 

Ashly's exclusive Protea System Software. 

• 24-bit A/D/A Audio Resolution 

• 24-bit Digital Signal Processing 

• 1/3-octave Graphic EQ 

• RS232 Computer Interface 

• Compressor Programmable for Pre or 
Post Signal Chain Position 

• Expand Your Systems EQ 

• Truly Tamperproof Equalization Settings 

• Linkable Channels 

• Constant Q/Reciprocal Filter Design 

• Active Balanced Inputs and Outputs 

• ± 15dB Boost and Cut 

• +6/-•0 Master Gain Control 

• 128 Preset Locations 

• Full MIDI Implementation 

• Signal Present and Clip Indicators 

PROTEA SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

Ashly provides a custom software interface for the Windows" 95 or 98 

environment. Protea System Software is designed to mimic the look and 

feel of the mother unit's keyboard/display, while utilizing the added ben-

efits and portability of a PC. Interface is through one RS232 serial port. 

The software is flexible enough to set up as little as a two-channel slave 

ASHLY 

unit for a permanent installation, or as much as a full 16-channel stereo 

system for live performance. To download a free version of the software, 

visit our website (http://www.ashly.com) and follow the link to the Protea 

section, then click on the Download Protea System Software line. 

Ashly Audio, Inc. • 841 Holt Road, Webster, NY 14580-9103 
Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • Tel: 716-872-0010 • Fax: 716-872-0739 • http://www.ashly.com • intoeashly.com 

in Canada: Gerraudio Dist., Inc. • 2611 Development Drive. Und 8, Brockville, ON K6V 5V6 • Tel: 613-342-6999 • Fax: 613-342-8499 
International Agents: E&E Exports, Inc., 11922 Sky Park Circle, Suite P. Irvine, CA 92114 • Tel 714-440-0760 • Fax 714-44D-0766 
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CAKEWALK PRO AUDIO 8 
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Cakewalk's ( CantbriLige, NIA) 

Version 8 Cakewalk Pro 
Audio digital audio/MIDI 
software for Windows 
95/98/NT features 24-
bit/96kHz support, real-time 
MIDI plug-ins, integrated 
video support with sample-
accurate sync of video to 
audio, an enhanced 32-bit 
engine for improved audio 
streaming, and vector-based 
mixing, allowing users to edit 
audio nondestructively by 
drawing automation data di-
rectly onto audio clips. In ad-
dition, a Deluxe version— 
which includes Cakewalk's 
Musician's Toolbox Ill—is 
also available. Estimated 
street price of Cakewalk Pro 
Audio 8 is $299; the Deluxe 
version is $399. 
Circle 340 on Product Info Card 

DIGIDESIGN PROJECT II 

New from 1)igiclesign (Palo 
Alto, CA), Project II is a 24-bit, 
cross-platform PCI computer 
interface card designed to 
work with leading digital 
audio sequencer applications 
as well as Digidesign I/O 
audio interfaces such as the 
882120, 888124 and the 
ADAT Bridge. Project II fea-

tures Digidesign's 
Direct I/0 technolo-
gy, which allows 
digital audio se-
quencers to commu-
nicate directly with 
an audio interface, 
without the interven-
tion of the Sound 
Manager on the 
Macintosh or the 
Multimedia Engine 

on Windows; as a result, com-
puter processing power can 
be used by the sequencer, 
while Direct I/O handles the 
audio. The card supports 
recording,/playback of up to 
32 tracks of audio and can be 
upgraded to a Pro Tools 24 
system. List price is $795. 
Circle 341 on Product Info Card 

CEDAR DE-HISSER PLUG-IN 

CEDAR Audio t SA ( Port-

land, ME) upgraded the 
Dl-IX de-hisser to incorpo-
rate an improved noise re-
duction algorithm. The new 
algorithm, V. 1.02, removes 
noise more effectively in the 
presence of high amplitude 
transients and artificially 
enhanced dynamic ranges. 
Current owners of Dl-IX 
units may have the software 
upgrade installed free by 
CEDAR Audio USA or a 
local dealer. 
Circle 342 on Product Info Card 

EWARE SOUNDBUSINESS 

Soundbusiness by Eware 
(New York City) is a compre-
hensive cross-platform data-
base system created by music 
industry professionals for 
managing recording produc-
tion by creating, editing and 
tracking recording budgets, 
payments and union session 
reports. The package tracks 
project status and warns 
when project or individual 

cost categories are nearing 
or exceeding set budgets, 
and it creates Summary and 
Detailed Budget and Actuals 
reports. Soundbusiness also 
generates, prints and stores 
AFM and AFTRA Session Re-
ports from within the Sound-
business system. In addition, 
a powerful onboard directory 
exports talent information to 
session and budget reports, 
and automatically links pay-
ments and purchase orders 
to vendor tax ID numbers, 
addresses, etc. Soundbusi-
ness files can be imported di-
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reedy into into the Soundbusiness 
Special Edition, an expanded 
application designed for 
complete record production 
management, which offers 
additional functions specifi-
cally designed from an A&R 
administrator's perspective 
of album recording costs 
management. 
Circle 343 on Product Info Cord 

UNRUH MD UPDATES 
New from Metric Halo is the 
first Sonic Solutions HDSP-
compatible plug-in, the 
SpectraFooHDSP real-time 
FFT-based audio analysis 
tool. Visit www.mhlabs. 
corn...Steinberg (www.stein-
berg.net) announced that 
Opcode Vision DSP now sup-
ports the VST plug-in format 
and Steinberg's ASIO (Audio 
Stream In Out) software 
API...Sonic Foundry (www. 
sonicfoundry.com) an-

nounced six new loop li-
braries ($59 each) for ACID: 
Street Beats, Signals I and Sig-
nals II Analog Synth Dance 
Loops, Funky xtreams I and 
II and Syntonic Generator... 
J13L reduced the price of 
Smaart-Pro. The acoustical 
measurement/system opti-
mization tool dropped from 
$795 to $495; check out 
www.jblpro.com...Clover 
Systems (www.cloversys-
terns.com) introduced the 
QA-101 CD Analyzer, a 
CD/CD-ROM tester for 
$3,333. The stand-alone sys-
tem provides a quantitative 
measure of disc performance, 
including error pit rates and 
pit geometry; a PC version is 
also available...Seer Systems 
(www.seersystems.com) re-
leased V. 1.5 of Reality, fea-
turing expanded voice card 
support and enhanced Inter-
net broadcast features.. Bit-
Heath Inc. (www.bitheadz. 
corn) released V. 1.1 of its 
Retro AS-1 software synthesiz-
er for the Macintosh. New 
features in the free upgrade 
include five new filters, four 
new oscillators, interface en-
hancements and improved 
synth engine performance... 
New from ETF is V. 4.0 of 
the FIT audio/acoustical mea-
surement and optimization 
software. Enhancements 
include gated frequency 
response measurements, 
harmonic distortion measure-
ments, RT60 measurements 
for large and small rooms, 
and microphone and sound 
card calibration features. 
Visit www.etfacoustic. corn... 
Gefen Systems (www.gefen. 
corn) introduces M&E Pro 
Version 3.3, featuring a 
Sound Effects Editor, 
QuickFetch feature and 
an Add Notes field. 
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TECHNOLOGY 
SPOTLIGHT 

HARRISON DIGITAL ENGINE 
ANALOG/DIGITAI/HYBRID MœNG CONSOLE 

I or months before AES, visitors to the Harrison 1 
Web site were greeted with the following 
message: "On September 26th, the world of 

audio mixing will change forever." These are bold 
words to he sure, but the unveiling of Harrison's 
digital.engine" at the 105th AES convention in Sep-
tember may have marked a fundamental change in 
the way consoles are designed for years to come. 

Essentially the digital signal processing core of a 
digital Harrison SeriesTwelve or MPC console, the 
digital.engine was developed to integrate with exist-
ing SeriesTwelve and MPC control surfaces, allowing 
these mixers to operate as digital, analog or hybrid 
consoles. Hybrid productions are 
commonplace in a world filled with 
inputs coming from a variety of 
sources, whether analog (2-inch mul-
titrack, sprocketed film, tube signal 
processing, mic preamps, etc.) or dig-
ital (DASH or MDM tape, worksta-
tions, samplers, MO dubbers, etc.), 
and a console that can change its 
character from session to session is a 
sensible and practical development. 
Why digitize a signal from a mic pre-
amp, only to return to the analog do-
main for compression and EQ? By 
offering the ability to handle both dig-
ital and analog inputs simultaneously, the digital.en-
gine's hybrid console design avoids unnecessary A/D 
and DIA conversions on analog tracks, while allow-
ing digital material to stay within the digital domain. 
Additionally, the digital.engine offers an expandable, 
scalable solution that can grow to serve user needs. 

UNDER THE HOOD 

The digital.engine is made up of three sub-systems: 
the DSP Core, Control Computer and Satellite I/O. 
The Core is based on rackmount units—each capa-
ble of handling 144 channels of full processing— 
which are bridgeable for up to 576 channels. Within 
the Core, an extensive I/O matrix allows up to 1,344 
inputs and 1,344 outputs to be routed to/from any 
channel at any time. The digital.engine Core's 40-bit 
floating point SHARC-based internal signal process-
ing easily handles 24-bit I/O at sample rates from 
44.1 to 96 kHz, so input truncation is not an issue. 
Standard outputs include 72 main output buses, 32 
mix/re-assign buses and 32 aux buses. Multifonnat 
monitoring facilities (L/R, LCRS, 5.1, 7.1 and IMAX) 
ease surround production. 

says Harrison president Bill Owens on the console de-
sign. The console processing latency time is said to be 
in the sub-millisecond range, even in the worst-case 
scenario, with lots of active dynamics processing. But 
perhaps best of all, the ample processing in the Core is 
not allocatable: Every channel has full access to DSP, 
full EQ, dynamics, etc., at all times. There is no need to 
worry that using too much dynamics or EQ will "steal" 
from available mix channels or buses. And speaking 
of DSP, the EQ is based on that of the SeriesTwelve 
but adds other variations, such as Little Dipper emula-
tions. One of the strengths of digital processing is its 
ability to create surgically precise, ultra-narrow band-

width filters, and Little Dipper-style 
notching is a welcome touch. 

The Control Computer communi-
cates between the MPC or Series-
Twelve and the digital.engine via 
high-speed serial communications, 
sending automation signals and con-
troller data. When absolutely fail-
safe operation is necessary—such as 
broadcast applications or live 
recording sessions—a second Con-
trol Computer can provide seamless 
online backup. 

Rackmount Satellite I/0s offer in-
terfacing with any number of 

sources— MADI, AES/EBU (with onboard sample 
rate conversion, if necessary), Tascam TDIF digital, 
ADAT Lightpipe, 24-bit A/D and D/A converters and 
analog mic preamps. The Satellite I/O communicates 
to the Core via MADI and passes word clock and 
system serial data, eliminating the need for separate 
sync and control signal cable runs. 

The digital.engine is currently in beta testing. Ini-
tial deliveries should begin next year, with pricing ex-
pected to he comparable to that of a high-end analog 
console. And while the digital.engine was designed 
to operate with Harrison's SeriesTwelve and MPC 
consoles as hast controller, don't be too surprised if 
other mixers also end up as digital.engine controllers 
in the near future. But whatever controller is used, 
the real advantage to the digital.engine is best 
summed up by Harrison president Owens: "It used to 
be that studios would roll their analog board out and 
roll a digital board in. Now you can roll the digital in 
and leave the analog in. It's the best of both worlds." 

Harrison/GLW, 7104 Crossroad Blvd. Ste. 
118, Brentwood, TN 37027; 615/370-9001; 

fax 615/370-4906. Web site: 
"Speed was the criterion here," BY GEORGE PETERSEN www.glw.com. MI 
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Free Interactive 
Multimedia catalog 
on CD-ROM 

Fully navigable 

Recoin mended products 

Nornindl data 
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> VA'" Technology The world standaid for arrayability and performance - applies 

advanced horn- loading concept to true three-way loudspeaker design. The 

cone-loaded midrange horn's flare follows a complex mathematical function, 

rot straight lines. 

• New Phase Plug The fist example of EAW's next generation of phase plug 

designs. Coherent summation of the vvavefront in the horn throat enhances 

both the smooth sound character and arrayability of the system. 

> Close Coupled Power CCP precisely matches the amplifier design to the 

r.pecifii system's driver/horn/enclosure characteristics to provide substantial 

headroom with total reliability. 

> State-of-the-art Protection Systems Real-time current/Voltage monitors 

»ply complex compressor/limiteis and soft clipping circuitry for virtually 

transparent protection that does not change the tonal quality, even when the 

system is driven to the highest output levels. 

Separating the power unit (renter) from the control module (left) makes the CCP 
module upgradable for such advances as remote monitoring. Venable intensity LED's 
on the-rear panel indicate the presence and level of applied protection systems. 

• Ideal for Distributed Designs No more amplifier/processor racks or their 

problems. Loop-through audio chain allows for the immediate creation of 

arrays from a single audio feed. 

• Simplified Set-Up Place loudspeaker systems to meet your SPL and coverage 

requirements, deliver audio and AC feeds, and enjoy the results. 

> Serviceability Acces., many elements of the Close Coupled Power Module 

simply by removing the back panel. When necessary the CCPM can be removed 

as a self-contained unit. 

In many ways, the KF400a powered loudspeaker 

system is nothing new. It's ncnher example of 

EAW's commitment to total system engineering. 

This is not "an amp in a box." The KF400a's 

Close Coupled Power Module is custom engineered 

to optimize these specific drivers and horns in this 

specific enclosure designed for use in a specific 

range of applications. 

Which is the same philosophy that went into 

creating our Close Coupled Processors. And our 

passive filter networks. And every loudspeaker 

system we've ever made. 

Because it's the system that makes sound. And 

now EAW - pro audio's premier system integrator - 

has put the power into the system. 

The Laws of Physics / The 4 rt of Li çte fling 
1371 
E21=3 

Call or email us at 
lirperson@env.com 
to receive yours. 

One Main Street, Wnitinsville, MA 01588 ¡el: 800 992 5013 / 508 234 6158 Fax: 508 234 8251 Web: http://www.eaw.com 

EUROPE: EAW Intarnational Ltd., Tel: +44 1494 539090 Fax: +44 1494 539091 
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FIELD TEST 

YAMAHA 01V 
DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE 

ow many times have you 
bought into a new technol-
ogy early on, only to find 

that a new and improved version 
of the product becomes available 
shortly thereafter? This all-too-com-
mon occurrence is particularly an-
noying if the improved product 
costs less than the original. So, 
imagine my horror when I first 
glanced at the promotional 
brochure for the Yamaha 01V digi-
tal mixer: It appeared to have most 
of the same features as my 03D, 
and even some extras, at just over 
half the price! But after perusing 
the somewhat misleading promo-
tional literature more carefully, and 

comparing these two products side 
by side for a while, I discovered 
that they are closely related yet dis-
tinctly different animals. Whew! 

The 01V replaces the ProMix 01 
in Yamaha's digital mixer lineup 
and offers considerably more mix-
ing power, including multichannel 
digital connectivity and a more 
powerful DSP—at about the same 
price. In fact, a superficial exami-
nation might lead one to the con-
clusion that the 01V is more like an 
03D without dynamic automation 
and surround mixing capabilities; 
but that view fails to take into ac-
count other important differences. 
I won't dwell too long on those dif-
ferences, but anyone who is trying 
to determine which mixer would 

best meet their needs will benefit 
by being aware of them. 

The most obvious difference be-
tween the 01V and the 03D is the 
formers lack of onboard dynamic 
automation. However, almost all of 
the 01V's mix functions may be au-
tomated via MIDI messages, allow-
ing for remote dynamic automation 
via a MIDI sequencer. The 01V 
does have mix scene automation, 
which stores a "snapshot" of most 
of the mixer's current settings—ana-
log pots and switches, and some in-
ternal settings, are not recorded—in 
a mix scene memory, and up to 99 
scene memories can be stored in 
the onboard Scene Library. Mix 

scenes may he recalled 
by pushing a button, or 
remotely via MIDI pro-
gram change messages, 
and cromfades between 
scenes from 1 to 25 sec-
onds long may be pro-
grammed for individual 
faders using the Fade 
Time function. A Recall 
Undo function allows 
A/B scene compar-
isons, and individual 
channels may be desig-
nated as Safe, thereby 
remaining unchanged 
during scene changes. 

Scene memories, like all of the vari-
ous library memories, may be 
backed up to an external MIDI de-
vice via Bulk Dumps. So, if your re-
quirements don't include auto-
mated mixdowns, or you have a 
MIDI sequencer-based studio, on-
board automation may be a waste 
of money. Likewise, if you won't be 
doing surround mixes, you'd proba-
bly prefer not to pay for that option. 

But those are not the only im-
portant differences between the 
01V and the 03D: The 01V also has 
a considerably smaller display with 
less-user-friendly menus, and has 
no serial mouse port, no user-de-
fined buttons, fewer EQs and dy-

BY BARRY CLEVELAND 

namics processors, fewer fader and 
mute groups, no channel library, 
and a lot less I/O flexibility; e.g., no 
analog channel inserts, dedicated 
analog aux sends or dedicated 
AES/EBU digital I/O. Ironically, the 
01V does have four more XLR mic 
inputs than any of Yamaha's other 
digital mixers, which may provide a 
clue to its designer's intentions. 
Many 03Ds and 02Rs are used in 
applications that do not require dy-
namic automation, and in which a 
few extra mic inputs could come in 
handy. I'm thinking specifically 
about sound reinforcement in small 
clubs and theaters, small-scale re-
mote recording, live rigs and even 
some broadcast studios. The 01V 
also has twice as many Scene Mem-
ories as the 03D, as well as dedicat-
ed solo buttons and a dedicated EQ 
section, which the 03D does not. 

The 01V uses the same 32-bit 
DSP as the 03D and 02R, with an 
internal dynamic range of 192 dB. 
Its internal sample rate is fixed at 
44.1 kHz, but it can be synchro-
nized to an external source, over a 
range of 44.1 kHz (-10%) to 48 kHz 
(+6%). Digital output is 24-bit, with 
internal dither adjustable from 23 to 
16 bits in single-hit increments. 
Conversion tasks are handled by 
the latest crystal 20-bit/128-times 
oversampling delta-sigma A/Ds, 
and 20-bit/8-times oversampling 
D/As, with 18-bit D/As on the four 
"Omni" outputs. The typical dy-
namic range from channel input to 
stereo out is given as 105 dB. The 
two onboard effects processors and 
the EQ operate at 32-bit and 44-bit 
resolution, respectively. All of these 
factors contribute to the OlVs ultra-
clean performance and give it a 
sound previously available only on 
much more expensive mixers. 

The 01V is ideally suited for 
recording and mixing with a single 
MDM (modular digital multitrack), 
for use with hard disk recorders 
and for sound reinforcement appli-
cations where no more than 12 
mics are likely to be needed. You 
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Looking for Smokin' 
Sound Effects? 

Get More Bark for Your Byte at SoundDogs.com 

Tens of Thousands of Feature Film-

Quality Sounds — New Online. 

Sounc Dogs jis one of Hollywood's most prestigious 

sound design teams — an 13W you can access ur 

acclaimed SFX library at the click of a mouse. 

Fast. Search instantly, by catego-ry or keyword.. 

Audition sounds in real-lime, all at no charge. Then 

simply download the SFX you want — in any of 11 

different file formats ( including Digidesign 

and . WAV). Easy. If you can surf, you can 

SoundDogs.com. 24/7. It's 3am and you need 

that perfect sound? No sweat: We're open 

'round the clock. Affordable. Buy only 

the sounds you need, 'when you need them. 

And with feature film-qualit‘ sounds starting 

al less than a buck, you'll be amazed how 

cost-effective SoundDogs.com can be. 

SoundDogs.corn 
A Sound Designer's Best Friend 
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Pure Audio 
24 Bit/ 96 kHz 
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Samplitude 2496 - Red Roaster 5.0 

Multi tack audio recording, editing ê id CD-mastering software 
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SEK'D PRODIF and ARC audio I/O devices 

Up to 24 Bit, 96 kHz digital, AES/EBU„ S/PDIF coax and 
lightpipe, ADATT'' and analog 110's, wordc.lock, drivers for 
WINDOWS'''. 95. 98 and NT (MAC and ASIO so 
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Best Audio Quality 

Azcording to Bob Edwards, staf engineer e 
Lucasfilms Skywalker Sound; Baker Vaugh 
mastering engineer at Tennessee Producjon 
Rainer Weber, mastering engineer at Night 
walker Studios, Sermany. 

High Performance Interface 
Recording Magazine: "Best of the host base 
breed". 

A wealth of effects 
Multi-Band dynamics and stereo enhancer, 
declipper, denoiser, FFT draw filter 36,000 
band EQ, room simulator and more at no 
additional cost. 

The object editor 

Apply EQ, dynamics, volume, pan, fade curve 
and stereo imaging surgically per region ( in 
addition to any effects being used on the who 
track). 

CD Burning "On the Fly" 

Master Redbook CD's directly from a multi-
track project, while processing effects and 
plug-in's in real-t:ne. 

Total Compatibility 
Doesn't lock you into a dead end system: B 
using the Intel CPU and any 95 .'" or NTT"' 
compatible audio 1.10 devices, you are free t 
choose! 

••••‘ 
, 

• • - 

Real 24-Bit 96kHz converters 

ADDA 2496 S: Stereo ADDA, AES/EBU, S/FDIF, ba'anced analog 1,0 on 
XLR, 113 dB dynamic range, build- in power supply. 

ADDA 2496 DSP: Adds vvcrc-clock, real-time resampling and dithering, 
records 24 bit 96 kHz audio an Dat tape, 28 dB dearnic range. 

For more information and a dealer 

near you, please call 

SE K D ve...9z-ted '4440 ee ?emu/ 1 800 330 7753 
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won't be able to patch your favorite out-
board compressors and/or EQs into 
channel inserts, but you'll have plenty of 
inputs and outputs, and the onboard EQ 
and dynamics processors can easily han-
dle most tasks. However, if you really 
want to be able to patch in that killer 
compressor and/or use lots of outboard 
effects processors, or you are planning 
on upgrading to 16 digital tracks in the 
near future, you may find that the 01V 
will not easily accommodate your needs. 

On this last point, Yamaha recom-
mends that you simply buy a second 
01V (of course!), which brings us to one 
of the 01V's coolest features: Cascade. If 
you want to cascade two or more 03Ds 
or 02Rs, you have to use a special cas-
cade card. The 02R has four card slots so 
there's no problem there, but the 03D 
has only one, so if you use it to cascade 
two 03Ds, how are you supposed to 
connect your MDMs to them? The 01V 
solves this problem by using the To Host 
port (used to connect the mixer directly 
to a personal computer without a MIDI 
interface) instead of a cascade card. Very 
clever! And speaking of MIDI, the 01V's 
MIDI implementation is extensive: Mix 

scenes can be recalled via program 
change messages, mix parameters can 
be controlled via control change and 
SysEx messages, and remote recorders 
and other devices can be controlled and 
edited using MMC messages and User 
Defined MIDI controllers. 

CONTROL SURFACE 

The 01V has a sort of "space age" look-
ing control surface. Its top panel is fin-
ished in a metallic silver sparkle with 
very linear black graphics, and its dis-
play, EQ/Pan section and main meters 
are mounted on a raised and smoothly 
contoured black panel. Its control layout 
is essentially an amalgam of those found 
on Yamaha's other digital mixers; like 
them, it is arranged very logically and 
ergonomically. The 01V has 15 "quick 
response" 60mm motorized faders. 
There are individual faders for channels 
1-12, and single stereo faders for chan-
nels 13/14, 15/16 and the stereo master 
out. Channels 1-12 also have analog trim 
pots and switchable 26dB pads, while 
the stereo-linked channels share a com-
mon trim pot that boosts/cuts the right 
and left sides simultaneously. Input sen-
sitivity for all analog channels is ad-
justable over a -60 to +10dB range. 

As is the case with most digital mixers, 
all of the OlVs faders except the master 
fader operate in layers. The first layer as-
signs the faders to the 16 analog inputs, 
while the second layer assigns them to 
the eight digital inputs on channels 17-24. 
Pushing the Effect 1 button configures 
them as 24 effects sends to that proces-
sor, while pushing, say, the Aux 1 button 
configures them as aux 1 sends, etc. 
Odd/even adjacent channels, the four 
aux sends and the four Omni outputs can 
be configured in stereo pairs (channels 
13/14 and 15/16 are always paired), and 
there are three fader and three mute 
groups to which they may be assigned. 

The 01V is 19 inches wide and 
comes with an adapter for rack mount-
ing. All of its analog inputs, the 2-track 
I/O and the headphone jack are located 
on the upper section of its front panel. 
making them more easily accessible 
from the front. But things can get messy 
quickly if lots of cables are connected, 
particularly if the mixer is upright. Also, 
the two small switches that direct phan-
tom power to inputs 1-6 and 7-12 are lo-
cated on the rear panel, making them 
inaccessible from the front of a rack. 
The OlVs analog outputs are located on 
the rear panel, along with the S/PDIF 

Westlake Audio - and Pro Tools Plug-Ins 
The Pro Audio House Where Professionals Shop... 

digichasigre 

All logos are trademarks of their repective compdnies 

Sales • Service • Training • Installation 

Are you into Plug-Ins yet? Plug-Ins provide total 

control of your effects processing within the Pro 

Tools environment, giving you incredible power 

and flexibility. Come and test drive the latest and 

greatest - the choices are broader than ever. 

In addition to Digidesign's own extensive line of 

Plug-Ins, we carry models from some of the most 

respected names in the processing business. In 

many cases the Plug-In sounds identical to the 

more famous hardware version. 

Westlake Audio has been selling and using pro 

audio gear since 1971 Experience gained in our 

own world class studios gives us the insight that 

our customers feel is invaluable when making a 

purchasing decision If you're ready to discuss 

enhancing your Pro Tools, or are looking for a 

complete turnkey package, come to Westlake. 

We have the gear, the knowlege and the best 

product support in town 

Westlake 
Audio 

7265 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90046 • 213-851-9800 • Fax: 213-851-0182 • http://www.westlakeauduo.com 
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"I wish everyone 

could hear thIN." 

Bruce Swedien 
Barbra Streisand • Michael Jackson • Count Basle • 
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Duke Ellington • Quincy Jones • Edgar Winter 

TRACKING 
Surround your talent and mic with 
Studio Traps and turn any room 

into a great sounding studio. Our 
Quick Sound Field iso system can 
be set up to get the traditional 
dead studio sound or simply 
rotate the traps to dial in that 
bright and clear, high presence 

effect of live sound. 

MIXING 
Enclose your monitors, console 
and mix position with Studio 

Traps and convert any room into a 
world class control room. Our 
ATTACK Wall iso system creates 
an acoustic subspace that delivers 
a very accurate and powerful 
bottom end, along with precise 

detail and pinpoint imaging. Your 
mix will truly hold together. 

- 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - 
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digital I/O MIDI jacks, the To Host 8-pin 
DIN port and a slot for the option cards. 
The power switch is also located on the 
rear panel, next to the non-removable 
power cord. 
A 320x80-pixel display is the center-

piece of the 01V's control surface. Its 
size is a cost-saving compromise be-
tween the 240x64 LCD found on the 
ProMix 01, and the brighter and more 
detailed 320x240 LCDs found on the 
03D and the 02R. If I were not already 
familiar with the 03D/02R displays, I 
would probably find the 01V's LCD per-
fectly adequate—and perhaps it is—but 
in some situations its smaller size makes 
it less user-friendly. For example, the 
Hall reverbs in both the 01V and the 
03D have identical adjustable parame-
ters, but on the 03D's larger display they 
are logically arranged on a single page, 

while on the 01V the parameters are 
arranged in a nearly random order; and 
they extend onto a second page, which 
can only be accessed by scrolling to the 
bottom of the page and pressing the 
down arrow key. The same is true of 
the View screen, which displays critical 
channel information—e.g., channel 
fader, aux send and effects send levels, 
EQ and dynamics curves, panning, rout-
ing assignments, etc.—at a glance. Now 
that glance requires going to another 
page, and since the 01V has the Chan-
nel Copy page on the same menu, you 
actually have to cycle through three 
pages to see everything. 

Directly to the right of the LCD are 
the EQ/Pan section and the main out-
put meters, and on the left are the Fader 
Mode section and the various other 
main select and configure buttons. 
Along the bottom are the channel strips, 
consisting of the faders and their Select, 
Solo and On buttons. The buttons and 
data encoders for the internal effects are 
to the right of the channel buttons, and 
the jog/shuttle wheel, the parameter de-
crease/increase buttons, and the Cursor 
and Enter buttons are located in the 
right bottom comer. 

CONFIGURATION 
The 01V is basically a 16x4x2 mixer that 
may be configured in several different 
ways—including as a purely digital 
8x8x2. Input channels 1-12 accept bal-
anced mic/line level signals via either 
XLR connectors or phone jacks. The 
phone jacks, which take priority over 
the XLRs, also accept unbalanced phone 
plugs. Phantom power may be sent to 
two banks of XLRs—channels 1-6 

and/or 7-12—but not to individual chan-
nels. Input channels 13 and 14 are con-
figured as a stereo pair and controlled 
by a single fader. These channels func-
tion essentially like the Stereo In on the 
03D and the 02R, accepting balanced or 
unbalanced analog signals via two 
phone jacks, or digital signals via the 
S/PDIF coaxial input. Similarly, channels 
15 and 16 have phone jacks, but signals 
from the Two-Track In phono inputs 
may be routed to them instead. 

Input channels 17-24 have no analog 
I/O and can only be accessed by 
adding one of the three optional mini 
YGDAI (Yamaha General Digital Audio 
Interface) digital I/O cards, which are 
not the same as those used in the 03D 
and 02R mixers. These channels are 
considerably more limited than the "full-
feature" channels, as they have only a 
2-band parametric EQ (which cannot be 
stored in the EQ library), no dynamics 
processing, and can only be assigned to 
the first two of the four aux sends. The 
good news is that the Option I/O digital 
inputs can be collectively or individual-
ly traded with channels 1-8, using the 
01V's ingenious Swap feature. 

The output situation is a little bit 
trickier. Signal input on channels 1-16 
may be routed to the main stereo bus 
out, the monitor outs, direct channel 
outs, the four aux outs, the four bus 
outs, the two internal effects sends and 
the eight digitaVfour analog Option I/O 
buses. Channels 17-24 are slightly less 
flexible, as their signals cannot be rout-
ed to aux outs 3 and 4, or the direct 
channel outs. Bear in mind, however, 
that the aux outs, the bus outs and the 
direct channel outs exist only in poten-
tial—or virtually—and that even though 
you may route signals to them internal-
ly, there are no dedicated output jacks 
that actually correspond to them. In 
order for a signal to emerge physically 
from one of those "outputs," it must be 
assigned to one of the four Omni outs. 
This represents a step down from even 
the ProMix 01, which at least had two 
dedicated aux send jacks, and big steps 
down from the 03D's four and the 02R's 
six. The practical limitations of such an 
arrangement should be obvious. And by 
the way, there are no dedicated aux re-
turns on any of the Yamaha digital mix-
ers, which means that if you use the 
aux sends to feed outboard effects de-
vices, you will have to use input chan-
nels for effects returns. 

There are three mini YGDAI cards 
available, and a fourth card which pro-
vides four XLR analog outputs. A fifth 
card providing eight additional analog in-
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puts should be available by the time that 
you read this. The MY8-AT card facili-
tates eight channels of ADAT optical I/O, 
and can be used with a single ADAT 
recorder or any hard disk recorder that 
accepts Lightpipe optical connections. 
The MY8-1D facilitates eight channels of 
TDIF (Tascam Digital Audio Interface) 
VO using a D-sub 25-pin connector. The 
MY8-AE card also uses a D-sub 25-pin 
connector, but in this case it must be 
used in conjunction with a breakout box, 
which in turn provides eight channels of 
AES/EBU digital VO via four stereo XLR 
inputs and four XLR stereo outputs. This 
card is used to connect the 01V to a 
Digidesign 888 Audio Interface for use 
with Pro Tools, or to any system using 
the AES/EBU format. The MY4-DA card 
provides four channels of digital-to-ana-
log conversion and outputs signals on 

four XLR connectors. 

la, DYNAMICS a DELAYS 
Advertisements for the 01V boast that it 

has a dedicated EQ section "just like the 
02R," but that is not precisely true. The 
01V does have dedicated EQ controls, 
but only for boost/cut and frequency; 
you have to use the data entry wheel, or 
some even less convenient controller, to 
adjust the Q. In practice, however, once 
the Q parameter has been assigned to 
the data entry wheel it remains there, 

making it in effect the third knob. 
Control issues aside, the 01V's EQ op-

erates at a surgically accurate 44-bit reso-
lution and sounds extraordinarily warm, 
clear and musical. Full 4-band parametric 
EQ processors are available on channel 
inputs 1-16, the internal effects returns, 
the aux sends and the stereo out, while a 
simplified 2-band EQ processor is avail-
able on channels 17-24. The onboard EQ 
Library contains 40 factory presets and 40 
user slots, but settings for the 2-band 
EQs cannot be stored there. A preference 
can be chosen that automatically calls up 
the EQ screen for a selected channel 
when any of the EQ controls are moved. 
But speaking of EQ screens, the 01V's 
EQ Library screen is considerably less 
detailed than the 03D's. For example, on 
the latter there are two graphic curve dis-

plays, one for the current curve and one 
for the selected (but not yet engaged) 
curve. This allows a visual comparison 
while scrolling through presets, which 
can be very useful. 

The 01V has 22 onboard dynamics 
processors, assigned to channels 1-16, 
the four aux sends and main stereo out. 
Each can function as a compressor, lim-
iter, gate, ducker, expander or hard/soft 
compander, and they may be configured 

Hands-On Training • Financial Aid Available • Dorm Housing 

20 Week Recording Engineer Program • 10 Week Video Editcr Program 
11 Studios in 12,000 sq. ft. training facility filled with the latest equipment 

Outstanding Job Placement Assistance 

Call for Brochure LOS ANGELES S;\ 

818463-7400 IIECORDIAG cr 
Internet: Itttp://village.ios.comi-larw WORKSHOP\ 

5278 lankershim Blvd. • N. Hollywood, CA 91601 
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The DAT ..t.3re, celebrating its 7th anniversary selling Marantz CC-Recorders, 
proud to imroduce the bargain of the decade. It uses the inexpensive pro disks and 
you get al :he pro features you would expect: balanced XLR ins, RCA outs, ()Mica 
and co-ax ,aq ins/outs, no SCMS, and a sample rate converter w/44.1kHz bypass. 

Free shipping anywhere in the world - limited time otter' 
The DAT 

Pro Audio & Recording Equipment • Digital Video • Digital Multitrack 
Recorders • Cassette Decks • CD Recorders • Digital Mixing Consoles 
DAT Recorders • Hard Disk Recorders • Microphones • MD Recorders 

2624 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 90403 

310-828-6487 Fax: 310-828-8757 

Open: Mon-Fri 11-5 All Ma'or Credit Cards 
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as pairs. Processing may be triggered in-
ternally by the signal being processed, or 

keyed from one of the 16 full-feature 
input channels. The Dynamics Library 
has the same features, and the same lim-
itations, as the EQ Library. Like its EQ, 
the 01V's dynamics processors are ex-
tremely clean and precise with practically 
no coloration, for better or worse. To my 

ear they work better for processing indi-
vidual channels, but lack the sensitivity 
to be ideal for use as a "master" proces-
sor on the main stereo outputs. 

Input channels 1-16 also feature ded-

icated channel delays, with delay vari-
able between 0 and 250 ms. The 
wet/dry mix and feedback gain are ad-
justable, but the delayed signal cannot 
be panned. There are also delays avail-
able at the stereo output and the Omni 
outputs, which may be specified in mil-
liseconds, meters or samples. The max-

imum delay time in samples is fixed at 
13,229, while the maximum delay time 
in milliseconds and meters is governed 
by the sample rate (e.g., 300 ms or 
102.2 meters at 44.1 kHz). The Omni 
and main stereo output signals may be 
delayed up to 300 ms, with control over 
the wet/dry mix. 

e 
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Change 
the way you work. 

Every editor in your studio can audition effects, 
share and print project files, or transfer sound 
files from the hard drive array, anywhere, 

anytime. Even at the same time. 

• Compatible with PC, MAC and UNIXTM 
• Local network or internet access. 

NN 
mSoft 

"...the digital audio retrieval solution we needed to 
manage our sound effect library in two buildings. 
The mobile DAWs we send to soundstages around 
L.A. will even be able to access via the phone line." 

Mark Mangini, 
Weddington Productions, 
Burbank, California 

ServerSouncl 
Music & Effects Network System 

ServerSound is improving the 
way sound editors are working. 

Call us at: (800) 489-9314 or (818) 716-7081 
FAX: (818) 716-0547 

EMAIL: mSoft@mSoftInc.com 
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ONBOARD EFFECTS 
The 0 I V's two onboard effects processors 
are similar to those found on the 03D and 
the 02R, and like them, they use the same 
DSP as Yamaha's ProR3 and REV500 
processors. Like the 02R, but unlike the 
03D, the outputs of one effects processor 
may be routed to the inputs of the other. 
Another difference between the 01V and 
the 03D is that the 01V uses individual 
non-motorized rotary encoders to set the 
effects return levels, whereas the 03D 
uses a single motorized fader that is tog-
gled between effects one and two. What 
would have been really great is to have 
dedicated returns for outboard effects! 

There are 42 types of effects to 
choose from (if you count combinations 
such as "DELAY>REV" as individual ef-
fects), and they are significantly different 
from the 34 types found on the 03D. For 

example, delay time and modulation fre-
quency may be set using note and 
tempo/tap-tempo values on the 01V, but 
not on the 03D; and the 01V has a ring 
modulator, while the 03D does not. On 
the other hand, many of the 03D's ef-
fects (particularly the delays, pitch 
shifters and modulation effects) are more 
sophisticated than those on the 01V and 
have a broader range of editable para-
meters. The factory presets in the Effects 
Library are also significantly different. 
For example, the 01V has considerably 
fewer types of reverb, while it has more 
multi-effects. There are 57 user slots 
available in the 01V's effects library in 
addition to the 42 presets. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Yamaha OIV is a great-sounding digi-
tal mixer, loaded with lots of great fea-
tures, available at a very reasonable price. 
That said, numerous compromises were 
made in order to keep the price at $1,999 
(cards sold separately), and those com-

promises will affect you more or less, de-
pending on what you do and how you 
work. I love my 03D, and for me the dif-
ferences are significant enough to warrant 
the additional cost. But if you do not need 
all of the 03D's features, or you simply 
cannot afford one, you should consider 
the 01V very seriously before buying any 
other "affordable" digital mixer. 

Yamaha Corp. of America, 6600 Or-
angethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 
90620; 714/522-9011; fax 714/739-2680; 
Web site: www.yamaha.com. 

When not playing guitar, Bany Cleve-
land is the editor of the Mix Master 
Directory, Recording Industry Source-
book and Electronic Musician's Per-
sonal Studio Buyer's Guide. 
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REVERB 
REDISCOVERED 

M3000 
STUDIO REVERB PROC 

VIRTUAL - SPACE - SIMULATOR 

h‘leele* 

Beginning in 1996 TC Electronic undertook an 

in-depth study into the re-creation of acoustic 
environments. The outcome of this extensive 

research resulted in the creation of VSS technology 

- the most dense and natural acoustic environment 

simulation ever. Nothing short of astounding! 

Ultimate Realism 
Setting the new industry standard with the VSS3 technology, the 

M3000 is the best sounding, most versatile and easiest to use 

professional reverb today arid well into the future. Combining 

ultimate control of early reflections with a transparent and 
harmonically magnificent reverb tail, the art of reverberation is 

brought to a new arid higher level. 

Trust your cwn ears - they will tell you the rest of the story! 

Main Features: 

• VSS'''3 technolocy 

• Based on TC's award-‘,./inring Dual Engine processing, 

• 250 high-grade factory preset-algorithms: 

Halls. Rooms. Plates and Springs 

Ambience. Concert Halls 

Post Small. Post Large, Post Outdoor, Post FX 

• Up to 200 user prrese:s 

• Irtuitive user intieeface with instant preset recall 

• Sofit Compressor' 

• Advanced Expander and Dynamic EC/ 

• De-esser 

• Chorrus/Flanger 

• Tremolo 

• Phaser 

• Deiay 

• Pitch Shift 

• 5 band parametric .EO 
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TA\\OY REVEAL 
TWO-WAY REFERENCE 

It n 1926, a London engineer 
named Guy R. Fountain found-
ed a company in order to man-

t facture electrolytic rectifiers for 
radio receivers. Fountain called his 
company Tannoy because the rec-
tifier designs utilized two metals: 
tantalum and a lead alloy. By 1930, 
Tannoy was producing loudspeak-
ers and going head to head with 
huge companies like Western Elec-
tric and Marconi for a share of the 
burgeoning public address market. 

Tannoy produced its first dis-
crete two-way loudspeaker system 
in 1933, and by the late 1940s was 
making reference monitors for 
recording studios. Tannoy monitors 
employed a unique "dual concen-
tric" design, consisting of a horn-
loaded compression driver mount-
ed concentrically on a direct radia-
tor bass unit, using a single magnet. 
It was convincingly argued that this 
arrangement reduces the phase er-
rors and wave cancellations associ-
ated with traditional two-way 

systems, and many discerning users 
agreed, simultaneously validating 
the dual concentric design and es-
tablishing Tannoy as a major player 
in the studio monitor field. Howev-
er, the components used in dual 

concentric speakers are costly, so 
Tannoy's less expensive monitors 
have typically employed more con-
ventional two-way arrangements. 
Presumably, then, Tannoy's non-
dual-concentric monitors do suffer 
from phase errors and wave cancel-
lations; but hey, whaddaya gonna 
do? At four bills a pair, these little 
Tannoys sound pretty darned good. 

The Reveal's 1-inch soft dome 
tweeter and 6.5-inch long-throw 
woofer are independently mounted 
on a massive Minch-thick MDF 
'raffle. The baffle serves as the cabi-
net's front panel, and its beveled 
edges and red satin finish give the 
monitors a distinctive and even ele-
gant appearance. The back and sides 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 144 

BY BARRY CLEVELAND 

MONITORS 

lab flnaigsis: Tannog Reveal Monitors 
by John Schaffer 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The Reveal cabinet is a rear-ported, bass reflex design, constructed of 
particleboard covered with black satin vinyl. Construction 

method is miter-folded, wrapping around the sides, top and bottom. 
The rear cap has a Yu,-inch lip, while the other cap, the baffle, is robust 
1-inch thick MDF with a cherry paint finish. The outer portion of the 
baffle is curved, tapering toward the rear of the cabinet, more drasti-
cally at the top and liottom. This, along with the elliptical outer shape 
of the drivers, gives reason to why there is no grille on this speaker. 
The tweeter is recessed, but the woofer is not. The plastic port tube is 
2-inch diameter, and the cabinet is stuffed with polyfill. 

The 6-inch woofer features a plastic injection-molded frame, which 
is vented right below the spider landing. The paper curvilinear cone 
has a poly look treatment and a roll butyl rubber surround. An invert-
ed paper dust cap with the sanie treatment covers the overhung. 

1-inch aluminum bobbin voice coil. The flat, large-excursion spider 
helps eliminate the third harmonic that is associated with cupped 
spiders. The magnetically shielded, conventional motor structure 
includes a bucking magnet, as well as a shielding can. 

As with the woofer, the treated-cloth, soft dome tweeter has a mag-
netically shielded, conventional motor structure with a bucking magnet 

and shielding can. Behind the dome is a damped chamber, helping to 
reduce reflections and cavity resonance. The underhung, ferrofluicl-
cooled coil is wound on an aluminum bobbin. One peculiar feature 
on the tweeter is the steep horn loading on the plastic faceplate. As 
seen in the off-axis response graph. this provides well-controlled di-

rectivity. The elliptical shape of both the woofer frame and tweeter 
faceplate minimizes the distance between the two devices. This helps 
reduce comb filtering in the crossover region. 

The crossover features five-way, gold-plated binding posts mounted 
on a recessed terminal cup. The crossover topology appears to be sec-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 143 
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Accept no substitutes 

They say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. So,"Ttlanks Guys!" 

Seriously though, our imitators onh,, go skin deep - their product will not 
flatter your recordings. 
So before you rush off to buy the latest new offeriig in signal processing, 
allow us to remind you why the Focusrite Red 3 Compressor and Limiter is 

the choice of professionals the world over. 

Clas; A 

The heart of the Red 3 is Focusrite's propnetory 

Class A VCA technology which delivers 

outstanding low distortion performance to both 

Compression and Limiting functions, whist 

increasing the compression ratio provides the 

punch and warmth from second order artifacts. 

Dual Mono or Stereo 

Red 3 is a two channel device switchable to true 

stereo operation under the lower set of controls, 

so you can use it for tracking (great on vocals and 

instruments alike) and across the mix to make it 

jump out of the speakers. 

MI • lb • .111> • à>• 
• • 

Red 1 Quad ‘lic l're 

Red 8 Stereo Mic Pre 

Extraordinary Build Quality 

Red Range build quality is the envy of the 

industry. The extruded aluminium front.side and 

rear panels are millcd, linished and anodised a 

rich burgundy red whilst the legends are 

anoprinted into the finish so they cannot wear off. 

The brushed stainless steel covers conceal glass-

fibre circuit boards, the shielded power supply and 

the wealth of electronic components emph3yed to 

ensure reliable, outstanding performance, } or life. 

High grade potentiometers and switches 

complete the bill of materials. Even the control 

• • • • - 
. • 

&. 

Red 2 Dual Equaliser 

• ." do. • ' • 

' ; . 
Red 6 Mono Pre & krittaliset 

knobs are individuarly machined and hand polished 

before anodising to feel smooth as silk to the touch. 

Its no accident tnat the Red 3 was 

awarded the 1995 TEC Award for 

Winner Outstanding Technical Achievement - 

many of the nominators actually own one! 

Make an informed judgement. Before buying you, 

next compressor ask your pro-audio dealer for a 

Red 3 to evaluate or ask him to set up a 

comparative demonstration 

There's no substitute for your own ears! 

Red 3 Dual Comprestr/Limiter 

• ." • 

Red 7 Mi; Pre & Dynamics 

Focusrite 
audic engineering 

Call for your complimentary Red Range Brochure, Phone ( USA) Group 1 Ltd ( East)- 516 249 1399 Grew 1 Liu (Wet) - 760 360 6511 

(Canada) Sonotochnigue 416 947 9112 (Toronto} 604 461 5471 (Vancouver) Focusrite Home Page: www.fecusrite.com 
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If you already know these 
interesting facts 

about Akai Digital Recorders... 

8 Track simultaneous c'isk recording 

8 machines • 18 bit AX • 64X ov 

digital mixer • Dynarno MIDI mix a 

S/PDIF digital I/O • 50 pin SCSI p 

(DR 8) • 8 in 16 out + s 

Varispeed playback 

Machine control • A 

input • Switchable 

ADAT interface - $2 

$299 • 2nd SCSI 

parametric EQ - 

cestructive editin 

• 20 bit DAC • 8 

Built-in mic prea 

1/4' TRS in/out 

Balanced input 

DR8, DD8 and 

50-pin SCSI p 

Auto punch I 

$299 • S.M.P 

controller - $ 7c 

pand to123 tracks • Link up 

ternal processing • 16 chann 

autolocator • AES/EBU or 

• 8 in 8 out +stereo mast 

¡th fine resolution mode 

uturated mixing • MI( 

WorO clock/video syr 

SVGA card - $699 

si BiPhase fin sync 

16 channel 3 ban 

sk recording • NO! 

64X °versa-11On 

DI mix automation 

CSI port • Balance 

stere-o master ( DR16) 

tyback • Compatible wit 

ntrol • Adjustable preroil 

A ' " Odb line levels 

MIDI interface 

299 • ly1-8 MI; 

EQ - $ U?9 

Maybe you'll be interested in these new facts. 
8 Track DR8- $ 1995 

16 Track DR16 - S2995 
AKAI 
DIGITAL 

FOR MORE INTERESTING FACTS AND GREAT NEWS ON PRICING - 
CONTACT YOU NEAREST AUTHORIZED AKA' DEALER OR THE AKAI MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
4710 Mercantile Dr. • Ft Worth, TX 76137 • Phone 817-831-9203 or shoot off a Fax to 817-222-1490 
e-mail akaiusaO ix.netconcom 

In Crirvirjry c,intoct P'jcr MIr reirKehng • 3349 Bloor St. W #24 • Toronto, Ontario M8X 1E9 • RI. 416-234-1226 • Fax 416-234-0824 
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. . • . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . • . —FROM PAGE 140, LAB AIVALYSIS: 
TAIVNOY REVEAL MONITORS 

ond order on the woofer and 
third order on the tweeter. 

ACOUSTIC 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Like most other speakers 
from the UK, the frequency 
response of the Reveal, taken 
at one watt and one meter, is 
polite. After a presence peak 
at around 1 kHz, the re-
sponse begins to roll off nice-
ly, going down about 2 dB to 
13 kHz. After 13 kHz, the re-
sponse rolls off more drasti-
cally, around -3 dB, over the 
portion of the last audio 
octave. Due to the unusual 
horn loading and curved baf-
fle, the Reveal has extremely 
well-behaved tonal balance, 
unlike most tweeters that 
tend to roller-coaster once 
the listener is off-axis. 

The Reveal also exhibits a 
nice transient response. The 
slight offset of the woofer and 
tweeter provide time align-
ment for the system. Through-
out its settling time, the decay 
produces few ripples. 

Due to many features in 
both transducers, the distortion 
of the system is low. Distortion 
measurements were taken at 
around 90 dB at one meter. 
Reveal's THD is held under 
1%, and in the tweeter's pass-
band it remains at around 
0.2%. The second-order har-
monic dominates the third in 
the woofer region below 500 
Hz, creating a warmth that 
most listeners find pleasant. 
Only in the region of cone cry 
(600 to 1,200 Hz) does the dis-
tortion become noticeable. 
The spectral contamination, 
also taken at one meter, is re-
spectable, around 50 dB down 
from the input frequencies. 

John Schaffer is a test engi-
neer associated with Menlo 
Scientific, an independent 
acoustical test lab based in 
Berkeley, Calif. For more on 
testing methodology, refer to 
the Feb. '98 issue of Mix or 

visit www.mixonline.com. 

Fig. 1: On-axis and 30 off-axis frequency response. Smooth 

response on-axis and smooth, well-behaved off-axis response. 

-1.30.03 • 

-3 03301 

Fig. 2: Impulse response test shows good time alignment 

between woofer and tweeter, fast settling time with 

only a slight overshoot. 

1.0 

10.0 

(>20 barn j.kl 'Ivern , 3113;11 

frpuency (3311 

10.0 10c.'0 

Fig. 3: Distortion measurements (THD+N = à trace; 

2nd Harmonic .= ) trace; 3rd Harmonic = U trace). 

The tweeter remains around 0.2% for most of passband. 

rrequeney 12113) 

Fig. 4: Spectral contamination test compares series of 

input signals (tall spikes) to speaker output. Clarity is 

decent, especially in woofer passband, with self-noise 

about 50 dB below input signals. 
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MUSIC RECORDING 

FACIL_I-TY DESIGN 
• • • 

ACOUSTICS e 
ARcHITE_CTURE 

••. 

SYSTE.YS 

I NTEGFZATION 
RosERT A. ROSATI 

e FLOATING FLOOR SYSTEMS 
I HIGH-ISOLATION W ALLS, 
CEILINGS, DOOP e W INDOWS 
e FULL /ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES 
e CUSTOM .SURFACE TREATMENTS 
IPACLIUSTABLE STUDIO Acous-rics 
IPACCUgATE CONTROL ROOMS 
CrEOHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN: . 
HVAC, AC POWER, AUDIO, 
CONTROL e CABLING 
e MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 
I Sirs PLANNING e EVALUATION 
I MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS DESIGN 
I PRO. RECORDING SALES GROUP 
e REFERENCE MONITOR SYSTEMS 

1ZOSATI 

Acé%COUSTICS 
12S iUth Sotrec -

2V11 

(0,17) 423-.554e, 
www.rosaTiacoustics.com 

sinswfflogagem 
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Elite II Console With Audiomate 
32 Channel Desk - 64 Moving Faders 

Motorize Both Paths 
The Elite Il from Neotek offers 
exciting new features. Imagine a 32 
channel console that gives you 64 
moving faders in mixdown. The Elite 
can now have both the channel and 
monitor paths automated. 
Neotek has been a standard in 
recording for 25 years. It's wide 
bandwidth and brilliant transparency 
give you absolute confidence that 
product from your room will be 
outstanding. Audiomate has all of the 

1151 W Valley Blvd, Alhambra CA 91803 
Phone (800) 582-3555 or +1 (626) 281-3555 
Fax +1 (626) 284-3092 www.martinsound.com 

bells and whistles; dead-on accuracy 
and an easy, intuitive, Macintosh 
interface. Add the Neotek MultiMAX 
multi-channel monitor controller and 
you're ready for DVD, post and other 
applications that demand LCRS, 5.1 
or 7.1 mixing. 

Buy Factory Direct 
You can now purchase a made-to-
order console, built to your 
specifications, direct from Neotek, a 
Martinsound company. No middleman 
means direct communication, less 
confusion, and lower cost. 

From a company used to supplying 
the most demanding clients in 
the business. 20th Century-Fox, 
the Tonight Show, Signet 
Soundelux, Beachwood in 
Nashville and Synchronized 
Sound in Atlanta are recent 

customers. 
Are you ready to join the Elite ranks? 

NEotek 
A Martinsound Company A Martinsound Exclusive 

audiomate 
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3.5 MM Heavy-Duty Stereo Plug 

35HDBN 
Black Handle, 
Nickel Plug 

35HDNN 
Nickel Handle 
Nickel Plug 

Features and Benefits: 

• One piece tip rod with flat for easy solderability • Compliments 
current line of 3.5mm jacks • Insert molded plug finger • Tubular 
insulator included to prevent solder joints from contacting handle • 
Longer cable clamp for easier plug assembly and more room for 
solder connections • Knurl on the back of handle provides 
ergonomic gripping surface to tighten plug • Heavy duty cable 
clamp provides better strain relief for larger cables 

/aae in Me USA Since 1946 • iS0-9001 

35HDNAU 
Nickel Handle 
Gold Plug 

35HDBAU 
Block Handle 
Gold Plug 

CALS WITCH 
95 Authorized Vendors Catalogs, Person-to-Person Distribution, 
Custom Warehousing, Custom Assembly, Technical Assistance 

( c 3 cEJc _-wcH 
Fax: ( 3 1 0) 632-430 1 • www.calswitch.corn • 150-9002 
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—FROM PAGE 140, TANNOY REVEAL MONITORS 

of the cabinet are made of %-inch high-
density particleboard, and finished in gray 
sueclette vinyl, nicely complementing the 
red satin front. A small, round port (which 
also serves as a dandy carrying handle), 
and a gold-plated five-way binding post 
am located on the back panel. Despite the 
hefty baffle, the cabinet measures only 
13Ux81/4x10% inches, and weighs a little 
over 15 pounds. Both drivers are shield-
ed, allowing the Reveals to be used next 

to computers and video monitors. Each 
Reveal is said to comfortably handle more 
than 100 watts RMS power into 8 ohms, 
with distortion given as less than 0.8%. 
Frequency response is given as 65 to 20k 
Hz ("measured in an anechoic chamber"), 
with a hard-wired crossover at 3 kHz. 

WHAT'S THE DEAL? 

I lie Re‘ cals are 1)1Ked about the same as 
several other small monitors currently 
competing for a share of the home/pro-
ject studio market, and I was fortunate 
enough to be able to listen to them in the 
company of three of those competing 
products, all powered by the same ampli-
fier. The program material consisted of 
several CDs, ranging from orchestral to 
electronic to rock. Without getting into 
point-by-point comparisons of specific 
products, I will just say that overall the Re-
veals held their own, even against a pop-
ular monitor with a much larger woofer. 
They also easily blew away a certain, shall 
we say, "classic" small monitor. After lis-
tening to the Reveals in that almost clinical 
setting, I took them home and set them 
up in my own personal/project studio. 

For my home studio listening tests I 
chose five very different CDs, including 
two that had been mixed in my studio. 
First was Version 2.0 by Garbage, a 
mega-compressed pop monster packed 
with sounds occupying every nook and 
cranny of the audible frequency range. It 
tested the Reveals' frequency response, 
and challenged their ability to handle a 
dense mix without breaking up or be-

coming muddy. In contrast, drummer 
Bill Bruford's If Summer Had Its Ghosts is 
essentially an acoustic jazz trio album, 

featuring performances that are rich in 
tonal and harmonic color and a produc-
tion style that is uncluttered and open. It 
tested the Reveals' ability to reproduce 
natural instrument sounds faithfully, and 
to convey space. Live-Evil by Miles Davis 
is a CD of a live recording from 1971; it 
tested the Reveals' ability to identify and 
highlight technical flaws. The CDs that 
were mixed in my studio, one electro-
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O Graduate Programs in Sound & Music Production and in Sound & Music Technology are offered in Europe 

Study music ana tecnnoio y in Europi Study music and productien 

HKU (Utrecht School of the Arts) is one of the largest 

schools of Fine Arts in Europe. 

Its faculty of Art, Media & Technology specializes in the 

areas of Music Technology, Audio Design, Audio Visuals, 

Animation, Image Technology, Interaction Design and 

Digital Media Design. Its student body consists of 700 

students in both the B.A.- and M.A.-programs. The 
School also hosts M.Sc., M.Phil. and Ph.D. programs in 

Music Production and Music Technology. 

The B.A.- and M.A.-programs offer a specialized 

curriculum which is project- oriented and works with 

production teams. The student will work with other 

team members who will be from the same and /or 

different areas of music, art, media & technology. 

Depending on knowledge, skills and experience 

students are admitted to the B.A.+ M.A.-programs 

of 2 years (90 weeks) or the extended M.A.-programs 
of 19 months (69 weeks). In both cases the first part of 

the curriculum is tailored to each individual student 

depending on knowledge, skills and experience. 

The students train to be competent in two areas 

(e.g. composition & production or sound design & 

technology). The programs are interdisciplinary and 

team-oriented and require self-reliance and self-

motivation of the students. 

• Students work with the latest technology and 
state-of-the-art equipment. 

• The faculy are professionals who actively work in 
the field and teach on.ly one or two days per week. 

• Eanuour B.A. and M.A. while doing 
industy driven projects 

O Participate in production teams made up 
ofAmerican students 

O Interact with production teams of European 
students 

Why Europe? 

Europe offers diverse educational and artistic 

opportunities and interesting travel opportunities. 

The M.A.-programs were developed in co-operation 
with seven other leading European Art & Technology 

Institutes in Barcelona, Helsinki, London, Mallorca, 

Paris, Portsmouth and Stuttgart. 

Why the Netherlands? 
The Dutch have a history of innovative educational 

thought and flexible curriculum. The programs are 

taught completely in English and the majority of the 

population speaks English. 

Why HKU? 
The faculty, facilities and student body at HKU has 

established an outstanding reputation for high quality 

work and placement within the art & technology 

community. 
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Projects? 

Each student is involved in specific music technology / 

production team projects, interdisciplinary media team 

projects and at least one individual project. 

Projects in 1998: music and sound design for dance and 
drama; sound design for all kinds of interactive systems; 

cd-roms and intranet applications for music education; 

music and sound design for film, animation and 

documentary; sound design and production for TV and 

radio ; research into musical expression for analysis and 

digital implementation; sound design for national 

(sports) events. 

How to apply 
If you are interested in a graduate degree in one of the 

fastest growing fields in the heart of Europe's broadcast/ 

media center then please contact 
info@lunt.hku.n1 or browse http://www.hku.nl/ma/ 

for more information on the programs and admission 

procedures. 

infoekmt.hku.n1 www.hku.nl/ma/ 

PHKU, x 4 Faculty gy, ulty of Art, Media & Technolo , 

O Bo 71, 8200 CL Hilversum, the Netherlands 

Utrecht School of the Arts 
Faculp of Art, Media Sc. Technology 
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...begins with the AARDSYNC 
Having all your digital audio devices 

locked to one jitter-free master clock 
solves every click, pop, out-of-sync, 

digital incompatibility problem 

you ever had. 

Word aock/ALS Professional 
Distribution AD IDA 

Pro Tools' 
Sonic SolutionsTm 
-Warn' DA-88/38 
Yamaha'- 02R/0313 
ADAT 
NTSC/PAL Video 
Son‘ PCM-890 

mometIDI 

e 

Aardvark.0 
http://www.aardvark-pro.com 

Ph 313.665.8899 • Fax 313.665.0694 • 202 E. Waantegton Ste 306 • Ann Arijo, • MI • 4E104 
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1640 N. Gower St., 3111W 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
Tel: (323) 4 6 5 - 6 2 6 4 
Fax: (323) 465-8367 

HOLLYWOOD • TOKYO 

FIELD TES 

acoustic world beat and the other of a 
small orchestra, enabled me to hear how 
familiar material mixed on much more 
expensive monitors translated. 

PERFORMANCE 

I found that to obtain optimal results 
with the Reveals, it was necessary to do 
some experimenting with placement. 
They worked best when mounted on 
stands away from the wall, with plenty 
of room for the rear port to project the 
lower frequencies. They are not hyper-
directional, and they maintain reason-

able imaging even when one is listening 
to them several feet off-axis. However, I 
invariably had the best results while lis-
tening relatively close in, say five feet 
away, in a conventional triangle arrange-
ment. That was particularly true when 
listening for subtle stereo relationships 
and effects, and for sonic imperfections. 

Once the Reveals were properly po-
sitioned, I found that generally they per-
formed quite well. They were a little thin 

on the bottom end, but one can't realis-
tically expect ultra-low bass response 
from monitors this size, particularly at 
this price. That said, they did deliver a 
lot of punch for their size, and what bass 
frequencies were there were handled 
smoothly and efficiently. The mids were 
generally well-balanced and focused, yet 
the lower mids sounded slightly "boxy" 
on some of the denser mixes. The high 
end was crisp and bright without being 
harsh, though some details (apparent on 
more sophisticated monitors) were less 
than clear, and the overall character of 
the sound was not particularly spacious 
or transparent. Sound quality and bal-
ance remained fairly consistent at all 
monitoring levels, and I was able to lis-
ten to the Reveals for several hours at a 
time without becoming fatigued, even 
while listening at relatively high levels. 
In short, the Reveals sounded very 
good, particularly given their low cost, 
but they lacked some of the qualities 
usually associated with professional-
quality reference monitors. Then again, 
you usually get what you pay for, and 

these monitors deliver a lot of sound in 
return for a very modest investment. 
Check 'em out! 

Tannoy/T.G.I. North America Inc., 300 
Gage Avenue, Unit 1, Kitchener, Ontario 
N2M 2C8. Phone 519/745-1158; fax 519/ 
745-2364. Web site: www.tannoy.com. • 

Barry Cleveland is the editor of the Mix 
Master Directory and the Recording In-
dustry Sourcebook. 
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European Operations 
4 Cooper House • Ravens Lane 
Berkhamsted, Herts HP42DX 
Phone: +44 (0)1442 873 900 
Mobile: +44 (0) 973 748 351 

satellite i/o 

1 

monitor system 
1 

core 
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finally! 
nitlarrison 

For more Information: 
www.digitalengine.glvt.com 

w ,vw.glw.com 

You knew somtxme would 
eventually build the state-of-the-
art digital console you really want. 
Niti convoluted menus or arcane 
control systems, no 10-year-old 
technology - ¡tie a digital console 
thât works like a console should. 
t larrison's revolutionary new 
digital.enginer" mixing system 
ffnally delivers! Utilizing 
I-larrison's proven 
SeriesTwelve/MPC control surface 
and automation system, the 
digital.engine," provides 
unparalleled digital processing 
power with a control surface 
common to that of its analog 
counterparts. The digital.engines, 
is the only console architecture 
designed to address the issue of 
eigital transition with an upgrade 
path for existing SeriesTwelve and 
UPC users. The digital.enginem 
provides: 

• 40-bit internal processing with 
sample rates from 44.1 KHz to 
96KHz and 24-bit converters 

• 576 full processing channels 
without resorting to processing 
allocation schemes 

• 136 console-wide buses digitally 
routed to 1344 inputs and 1344 

outputs 

• Full console automation from 
the inventors of the fully-
automaled console 

Surround panning and 
monitoring in every surround 
format avaidahle 

• I larrison's exclusive DDSPTM 

hybrid architecture allows 
intermixing of analog and 
digital processing within the 
sanie console 

• The digital.engine,s, has the 
lowest latency of any large-
format digital console 

Headquarters 
7104 ( r.,,sroad Blvd • Suite 118 

Brenim et >ti, F N 37( 127 
me: h I 3-9811-7701) 

Fax: 615-Y66-771e 
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SADiE 24•96 
HIGH RESOLUTION DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATION 

SADiE Inc., ( formerly Studio 
Audio Digital Equipment Inc.) 
may be a relatively minor 

player in the U.S. DAW market, but 
the SADiE 24.96 could change that. 
In the UK, SADiE is already a best-
seller—the BBC owns in excess of 
500 SADiEs, mainly used in net-
work radio. The total figure for 
units shipped worldwide is now 

more than 3,000. Of these, at least 
a third are being used for CD mas-
tering and yet more have found 
their way into the niche market of 
film synching for nonlinear editing. 

The success of the SADiE Clas-
sic, the company's entry-level PC-
hosted DAW, has been due to a 
concentration on some key areas; 
SADiE has kept the cost competi-

tive, has fitted the tool to the job, 
provided excellent backup and sup-
port and, most important, has lis-

tened to users. This does not mean 
that SADiE has simply trawled "wish 
lists" for the lowest common de-
nominator—if every user's crazy 
idea (I also plead guilty) is thrown 
into a product, catastrophe theory 
kicks in, w. ith dire consequences for 
reliability and ease of use. 

The SADiE product range has 

recently been swelled by the intro-
duction of the flagship Octavia 
workstation, the PORTiA random-
access component video recorder 
and now the SADiE 24.96. 

HARDWARE 

It is relatively easy to specify a 
SADiE system for a particular appli-
cation without getting burned in the 
wallet by surprise extras—which is 

not the case with many other PC- or 
Mac-based DAWs. SADiE has its 

own SCSI bus, so all the PC has to 
cope with is updating screens. The 
basic turnkey system hardware con-
sists of a rackmount mainframe that 
contains the PC, proprietary proces-
sor cards and removable disk 
caddy. A separate racicmount "BOB 
800" break out box offers eight un-
balanced analog I/0s and eight 
channels (four stereo pairs) of 
AES/EBU I/O plus reference in. A 
plain vanilla PC case is a lousy envi-
ronment for audio—cooling can be 
a problem, and PC cases are hard to 
fit into studios. SADiE's purpose-de-
signed rackmounting unit has to be 
the way to go. The built-in A/D and 
D/A converters are all 20-bit. Ma-
chine control on the 24.96 is stan-
dard and particularly comprehen-
sive. And in addition to the usual 
SMPTE timecocle generate, chase 
and MIDI there are four 9-pin (Sony 
P-2 protocol) connections. 

To upgrade the I/O to the next 

level, the BOB 800B breakout box 

equips the system with fully bal-
anced analog inputs and outputs 
on XLRs. If you want to go further, 
Apogee has developed a special 
version of its AD-8000 converter 

BY ROB JAMES 
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(reviewed in the Sept. 1998 Mix) 
that provides eight channels of 24-

bit A/D and D/A conversion, as 
well as ADAT and TDIF connectiv-

ity, plus a super high-stability 

clock. There is nothing to prevent 
the use of "sky's the limit" convert-
ers if the application requires. 

If real knobs, moving faders and 
a jog wheel are important, a system 
may be specified with two dedicat-
ed hardware controllers and an 
editing and fader panel first seen on 
Octavia, SADiE's flagship 24-track 

DAW. I'm a big fan of the mouse 
for editing, but I must admit the 
panels do increase productivity. 
The fader panel is essential for mix-
ing. I really like the uncluttered feel, 
more like a big-gun digital console 
than a do-everything budget mixer. 

Available plug-ins include a 
graphic EQ that gives a graphic dis-
play to a four-band parametric 
equalizer with additional high and 
lowpass filters. The sound is clean 
and surgical, as are the EQs. A Mas-
tering Limiter may be used to make 

your mix sound louder than any-
one else's. Hi Dither 96 is a true 
96kHz noise-shaped dither. SADiE 
can also supply an Exabyte drive 
for DDP masters, now the pre-
ferred format for all major pressing 
plants. Apogee has produced a 

SADiE plug-in version of its UV22 
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riakes raves 

he Sennheiser HD 600 is, quite simply, 

le finest dynamic headphone ever created. 

Vith its exceptionally smooth frequency 

sponse, remarkable clarity, and unparal-

oled comfort, it virtually speaks for itself. 

t's reassuring to know, of course, that 

everyone else seems to agree with what it 

las to say. 
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RECOMMENDED COMPONENT 

[7] ZENINHEISER' 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1 Enterprise Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, Cl 06371 
Telephone. 860-434-9190* Fax: 860-434-1759 *In 860-434-0509 • Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com 

Sennheiser Mexico: Av. Xola 613, PI-16, Col. Del Vade 0310), Mexico, DF. Telephone: (5251639-0956. Fax: 15251639-9482 
Sennheiser Canada: 721 Lahrosse Ave, Pte-Claire, PD H9R 1A3. Telephone: 5141-426-3013. Fax: 514-426-3953 

M omit actuning Plant: Am.lahor 1, 30900 VVedemark, Germany 
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••.Spectacular Surround! 
Expand your stereo 20/20bas system to full-blown surround with the addition of center, right- rear, and 

left- rear bas and our new active 20/20 System Subwoofer —a thundering 15/250W monster featuring 
our unique dual input/dual crossover design. Simultaneously monitor the discrete Dolby .. Surround 

LEE ( Low Frequency Effects) channel while extending the low-end response of each bas satellite. 

20/20 Triamplified Surround System: 
Yes, you can believe your ears. 

P.O. Box 4189, Santa Barbara, CA 93140-4189 

Voice: 805-566-7777 Fax: 805-566-7771 

E-mail: info@eventl.com Web: www.event1.com 
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process, and CEDAR offers a De-Noise 
plug-in. 

The 24.96 has been designed with 
expandability in mind. Up to three cards 
can be added into the racicmount unit to 
create a 32-in/32-out system. The soft-
ware and hardware are fully capable of 
running at high-density sample rates. 
Both 96kHz/24-bit and 192kHz/24-bit 
audio editing and processing are stan-
dard. It is worth thinking long and hard 
about how many tracks with physical 
outputs you might need—the extra 
processor cards are available at a deep 
discount when purchased with a com-
plete system. The PORTiA card adds 
good-quality, component, random-ac-
cess digital video and, like SADiE, has its 
own SCSI bus for storage so there is no 
effect on audio performance. PORTiA is 
completely controlled from within the 
SADiE software. An ATM networking 
option, SASCiA, enables real-time net-
working of any of Studio Audio's DAWs. 

INSTALLATION AND SOFTWARE 
The system arrives with all the required 
cables to connect the units together. All 
you need to supply are I/O cables in 
whatever flavors are appropriate for 
your installation. I would like to have 
seen the hardware controllers powered 
by the "mainframe" rather than by a 
separate power supply. All the units ar-
rive calibrated, and the accuracy on 
mine was good. Software is supplied in-
stalled and ready to go. 

The current V. 3.5 software provides 
a consistent, common interface for all 
SADiE and Octavia DAWs. According to 
SADiE, the code has been optimized to 
squeeze every last ounce of perfor-
mance out of the systems' processors, 
extracting maximum power from each 
of the hardware platforms. All software 
upgrades to date have been free of 
charge. Hardware upgrades and plug-
ins are, of course, priced separately. 

PIRFORMANCE 
A single 24.96 card can replay more than 
30 tracks of 16-bit/48k audio with enough 
DSP power in reserve for 16 bands of 
EQ. Or you can swap more processing 
for playback tracks (for instance, ten 
tracks, with 36 bands of EQ and nine dy-
namics processors). This trade-off is made 
possible by the way in which the soft-
ware dynamically reallocates DSP. 

For a real-life example, I loaded an 
EDL with 29 streams of 16-bit, 44.1k 
audio into 28 mixer strips (some mono, 
some stereo and some group masters) 

with 14 bands of EQ. Most of the list 
had between 16 and 24 streams of 
audio playing back, and there were 
areas in which 17 tracks were crossfad-
ing simultaneously in real time over 
three seconds' duration. In this case, a 
single SADiE 24.96 card was actually 
replaying 34 tracks of audio. 

With a large number of units in use 
in the mastering field, SADiE is well up 
to speed when it comes to high-bit-rate, 
high-sample-rate recording. The 24.96 
can edit eight simultaneous tracks of 24-
bit, 961cHz playback or four simultane-
ous tracks of 24-bit 192kHz. If EQ is 
required you get fewer tracks, but this 
is a seriously impressive performance 
for an entry-level DAW. With no agreed 
standard interface as yet for high-sam-
pling-rate audio, the 24.96 uses multi-
ple standard AES/EBU interfaces for the 
purpose. SADiE directly handles audio 
recorded on the Genex GX8000 
recorder, which is capable of 96kHz, 24-
bit recording. Just connect the SCSI bus, 
log the disk and edit. I'm no mastering 
engineer but occasionally need to com-
pile the pick of the sound effects I 
record for other projects onto CD-R. As 
you might expect from the number of 
systems in mastering houses, SADiE is 
well up to the job. 

Assembling tracks is a cinch. The 
software allows naming and editing 
while recording, so tracks can be easily 

identified by name as soon as they are 
recorded. Once the tracks are edited 
into clips in the right order, SADiE will 
produce all the required offsets for PQ 
coding automatically. I used a Yamaha 
400T drive to write the disk without 
problems. I even managed to export the 
text EDL to my effects database. I also 
like the idea of being able to produce 
DDP masters on Exabyte if I ever get 
around to producing sound FX in com-
mercial quantities. All these features are 
included in the standard software. 

Although the SADiE Classic never 
made significant inroads in sound for 
picture editorial work, I believe the 
24.96 will change that. And at a U.S. 
base price of $9,995, the machine has the 
right blend of features at the right price. 
The eight analog outputs on the standard 
turnkey system are more than adequate 
for the monitoring requirements, and the 
mixer has enough building blocks to 
allow for the manipulation of sound ef-
fects. There is adequate DSP power on-
board to cover all this if used sensibly. 
Like its siblings, the 24.96 uses the in-
dustry standard .WAV file format and its 
derivatives such as Broadcast WAV 
(BWF). The use of this industry-standard 

Color Catalog 

The Pro Sound 
& Stage Lighting 
catalog is jam 
packed with all 
the hottest 
products. You'll 
find a huge 
selection of pro 
audio, al gear, 
recording, keyboards, groove gear, software, 
lighting effects, books & videos, cases, cables, 
hard-to-find accessories, mics and much 
more. Compare thousands of top name 'brand products side-by-side. Our low 

discount prices are 
guaranteed to be the 
best you'll find—even 
30-days after your 
purchase. Most orders 
are shipped out the 
same day received 
from our giant 
inventory. 

Technics. AIL, Denon, JVC. 
Roland. Gemini. (1SC, Crown. 
Numark, Sony, Shure, Alesis. 
Mackie, Akai, Cerwin-Vega 
American DJ & many more. 

CALL TODAY FOR 
YOUR FREE COPY! 

1-800-672-4268 
Outside the U.S.A. 1-714-891-5914 

Mon.- Fn.- 6am - lOpm 
Sat & Sun. 8am - 5pm ( PST) 

Online Catalog - www.pssl.com 
Fax Toll Free 1-888-PSSL-FAX (777-5329) 

ut, PRO SOUND Etz STAGE 
LIGHTING 

11711 Monarch St, Garden Grove, CA 92841 
Snare 1976 
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file format should mean compatibility 
with an increasing number of other man-
ufacturers' products. The 24.96 already 
has direct access to Lightworks sound 
and picture media packs, and SAME was 
slated to announce similar audio support 
for Avid media at last month's AES con-
vention in San Francisco. 

All this will be particularly important 
if the 24.96 is used for feature film 
tracklaying as this area rapidly moves 
into digital using digital clubbers to re-
play the output of DAWs. 

I tracklayed and mixed a 30-second 

commercial, short but complex, and 
was anxious to see how the 24•96 (my 
system also had the optional PORTiA 
random-access video recorder) would 
stand up in this role. Once you've ex-
perienced the luxury of random-access 
instant pictures, Betacam ( or even 
worse, VHS) is a remarkably unattrac-
tive alternative. 

The autoconform read my CMX list 
and controlled the Tascam DA60 MkII 
DAT the first time. The DA60 is a wxxl 
test of 9-pin control; a number of other 
DAWs have problems with it. Once 
completed, I background-loaded some 
effects from CD while tidying up the 

EuropaDisk 
All Manufacturing In-House 

• CD Replication In Bulk 
(minimum is only 100 CDs!) 

• Retail-Ready CDs with Graphics 

• 7"/45 & 12" Vinyl Records 

• Cassette Duplication 

• Graphics Design & Printing 

Why deal with brokers when you can work 

directly with our factory and save? You can 

rely on our 20 years of experience to get 

your project done right and on time! 

Best Service...Best Price...Period. 

Free catalog or quote: (800) 455-8555 

EUROPADISK LTD 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013 (212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-0456 

http://www.europadisk.com Major credit cards accepted. 

conform. This and other background 
functions should be great time-savers. 

For tracklaying, the 24•96 makes life 
easy with one exception. There was no 
region editing. This is one of those fea-
tures where you don't realize how 
much you use it until you don't have it. 
However, the latest software release, V. 
3.6, adds region editing, and it looks 
like a good implementation. 

The segment-based automation really 
came into its own in this kind of work. I 
found I could deal with one iteration of 
a repeating effect then simply copy and 
paste complete with all the EQ and 
fader moves. All this happens in real 
time, so when it comes to mixing, you 

can run out of DSP if you get too ambi-
tious. But you can always bounce the 
odd item with processing applied to 
work around it. The good part is SADiE 
always lets you know what is going on. 
The recently introduced surround mix-
ing has added a comprehensive array of 
extra mixer components and busing 
arrangements to give fully automated 
control over surround panning, width 
and divergence in all the major formats. 
As with all previous software upgrades, 
the addition of surround capabilities is 
free. It is pretty impressive to be able to 
do a fully automated 5.1 surround mix 
on an entry-level DAW. 

I would like to have seen a scrolling 
track display; moving the cursor is fine 
for tracklaying but a pain for mixing to 
picture. But, despite its low entry cost, 
the 24.96 is ideal for tracklaying and 
fairly complex mixing. This is a serious 
piece of gear capable of producing ex-
cellent results in various high-end appli-
cations. The hardware may be new, but 
the software is robust and well-proven 
on the company's other products. 

For anybody looking for a DAW for 
mastering, radio production or synching 
dailies, the SADiE 24•96 has to be high 
on the short list. Now that SADiE is pur-

suing the sound-for-picture area with 
determination, the SADiE 24•96 should 
rank high on the "must audition" list for 
audio post-production applications. 

SADiE Inc., 1808 W. End Ave., Ste. 
1119, Nashville, TN 37203; 615/327-

1140; fax 615/327-1699. Web site: 
\\ ‘vw.saclie.com. 

RobJamesformer4, was a film dubbing 
mixerfor BBC 7V, where he received two 

BAFTA Awards and managed the post-
production sound department. He regu-
larly writes for British audio magazines 
and occasionally lectures to film stu-
dents at the Royal College of Art and the 
National Film and Television School. 
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SONORUS STUDI/O 
PCI-BASED 16-CHANNEL SOUND CARD 

I
, here's no doubt that the Ale-
sis ADAT caused a revolution 
in affordable digital multi-

tracking, and tape-based produc-
tion offers many advantages over 
using a workstation, such as low-
cost media, inexpensive data back-
up and a truly universal exchange 
format where tracks can easily be 
sent nearly anywhere on the globe. 
However, computer-based systems 
provide their own strengths, such 
as ease of editing, simplified loop-
ing and near-instantaneous sync to 
MIDI or tape sources. And the 
combination of a tape-based MDM 
with a digital audio workstation of-
fers the best of both worlds. 

STUDI/O' " from Sonorus is a 16-
channel digital audio interface for 
PCI-based PCs and PowerMacs. This 
$849 package is quite complete: The 
card is equipped with two (24-bit ca-
pable) 8-channel Alesis ADAT optical 
interfaces and an 18-bit 14-inch TRS 
stereo analog monitor/headphone 
output and comes with four 6-foot 
TosLink optical Lightpipe cables. 
(Note: For mastering applications, 
one or both ADAT interfaces can be 
software-configured for optical 
S/PDIF optical I/O, with or without 
sample rate conversion.) STUDI/O 
also ships with a floppy disk of com-
patible Windows 95 and ASIO Mac 
drivers for programs such as Stein-
berg Cubase Audio VST (PC and 
Mac), IQS SAW Pro/Plus 32 (PC), 
Cakewalk Pro Audio 7.0, Emagic 
Logic Audio (PC and Mac), Metric 
Halo Spectrafoo (Mac), Opcode Vi-
sion DSP (Mac), SEK'D Samplitude 
4.0 and 24/96, Sonic Foundry Acid 
(PC) and Syntrillium Cool Edit Pro 
(PC). Compatible drivers for other 
programs were in the works around 
press time, so check with Sonoras if 
your fave isn't listed. And if you're in-
terested in checking out something 
new, the CD-ROM included with 
STUDI/O has demo versions of nine 
music and audio editing programs. 

Besides adding the CPU of 
choice (a 200MHz Pentium/Pentium 
Pro on the PC side, or 180MHz 604e 

PowerMac or better is recommend-
ed), some software and a couple 
ADATs, the only remaining 
STUDI/O option is a plug-in sync 
backplate adapter ($150), which pro-
vides ADAT 9-pin sync, MIDI Time 
Code input and word clock I/O. 

The STUDI/O software includes 
a series of menus that offer quick, 
flexible system setup: For example, 
from the settings screen, the card's 
optical VOs (or headphone output) 
can be configured to act as one 16-
channel soundcard, two 8-channel 
cards, eight 2-channel devices or 
as 16 mono soundcards! Other 
screens provide control of clock-

ing, format, the onboard sample 
rate converter, phase reversing (for 
interfacing with original "black-
face" ADATs), routing, metering 
and monitor mixing (routed to the 
headphone/monitor out). 

The depth of control offered in 
STUDVO's routing, mixing and me-
tering screens is impressive. The 
routing tab allows routing any input 
to any output using a simple, visual 
matrix. Besides level and pan, the 
monitor mixer even includes mute 
and solo functions, and the on-
screen peak meters allow a choice 
of input, output or master displays 
(along with instantaneous reset, 
peak hold or infinite peak displays 
with adjustable decay) and selec-
table 30 to 144dB meter range. One 
nice touch is that setups can be 
saved as user presets (snapshots), 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

for quick system reconfiguration. 
Installation requires little more 

than plugging the STUDI/O card 
into a PCI slot, copying a driver 
from a floppy disk, and connecting 
the card to your ADAT system. I 
tested STUDI/O with Windows 95 
on a 180MHz Pentium Pro PC with 
both SEK'D Samplitude 4.0 and 
Syntrillium Cool Edit Pro, interfaced 
to 20-bit ADAT M2Os (V.1.1) and 
16-bit ADAT XTs. Running Sampli-
tude and Cool Edit Pro with 
STUDI/O was a seamless, plug-
and-go operation, although the 
manual could use some more de-
tailed sections about the actual 
ADAT-to-STUDVO (and vice-versa) 
audio track transfer process. 

The STUDI/O card offers full 
I.ightpipe support up to 24 bits. And 
as the card uses the ADATs convert-
ers rather than converters crammed 
onto a PC card—the sound quality is 
very good. Of course, users who 
simply want to record directly to disk 
can use any converters with Light-
pipe output, such as Sonorus' new 8-
channel, 24-bit AUDI/0 AD/24 
($799) and AUDI/0 DA/24 ($599) 
converter sets, or other outboard 
converters, such as Apogee's TEC 
Award-winning AD-8000 or Mytek's 
new 8X96 series. In fact at AFS last 
month, Mytek was showing a com-
plete 24/96 workstation based on the 
latter and a STUDI/O card. 

Without the $150 sync backplate 
add-on for sample-accurate sync, 
the card alone is limited to MIDI 
Time Code sync; this was fine for 
most situations, although I expect 
that most pro users will opt for this 
inexpensive option. Also, while I felt 
the TRS analog output was adequate 
for monitoring, few pros would ac-
tually mix on it. But at $849, the 
Sonorus Studio I/O is an affordable, 
flexible solution that is priced right 
and brings the advantages of ADAT 
recording to a new level. 

Sonoras Inc., 111 East 12th St., 
Second Floor, New York, NY 10003; 
212/253-7700; fax 212/253-7701; 
Web site: www.sonorus.com. 
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Introducing the Front Access Patchbay Series... 
an exciting new reason to make Switchcraft your source for audio panels. 

Our innovative front access patchbay gives you space 
where you've never had t before and convenience 
you've never dreamed of , in a quality package you've 
come to expect from Swi[chcraft. Our heavy duty 
slide-out tray gives you access to the 96 nickel-plated 
steel frame jacks from the front of the unit. 

But that's only the beginning! See the photo above for 
all of the features and benefits, which make this panel 

• 1/4" Nickel•plated 
steel frame jacks 
• Rugged cable tie bar 
• 3 1/2" or 1 3/4" 
panel height 

• Extra wide 
labeling strips 
• Fully-wired with 
EDAC connectors 

Switchcraft® 

ideal for use in studios, tape editing rooms, mobile 
facilities and anywhere space is limited. 

While you're at it, check out the patching products 
below. Don't forget our high quality patchcords, and 
industry-standard 0-G(' microphone connectors. 

Switchcraft is your one-stop shop for all of your broad-
cast interconnect needs. Call (773) 792-2700 ext. 243 
today for a copy of our Audio Video Products catalog. 

Patch Kits 

• Tr Nickel-plated 
steel frame jacks 
• Rugged cable tie bar 
• Extra wide 
labeling strips 
• 1 3/4" panel height 

• Choose from 
a variety of 
normaling 
configurations 
• 3 1/2" or 1 3/4" 
panel height 
(1/4" or TT) 

5555 North Elston Avenue • Chicago, IL 60630 
(773) 792-2700 • Fax: ( 773) 792-2129 

Switchcraft-Consistently Excellent Since 1946sm 
www.switchcraft.com 
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FIELD TEST 

CREST X-EIGHT HS 
8-BUS SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONSOLE 

Crest's new X-Eight console 
combines a comprehensive 
feature set in a rugged 

package, at a price that puts Crest 
quality within reach of a wider 
audience. Introduced at last year's 
AES show, the X-Eight comes in 
three frame sizes, accommodating 
24, 32 or 40 mono inputs, with 
the largest frame size being only 
six feet wide. List prices are 
$11,000, $ 13,000 and $ 15,000, 
respectively. 

COMPREHENSIVE FEATURE SET 

The X-Eight has all the features 
expected of a budget console, plus 
more. The construction is based 
on the 4-channel module design 
that has become an industry stan-
dard for reduced-cost mixers. Each 
mic input supports LCR mixing 
and features individually-switched 
phantom power, pad, phase and a 
12dB/octave highpass filter that 
sweeps up to 400 Hz. Mono inputs 
offer separate mic and line inputs, 
a direct output and dual '/4-inch 
send and return jacks. The 4-band 
EQ has two midrange sections 
(bandwidth of about two octaves) 
that sweep over four octaves with 
generous overlap. The HF control 
shelves at 12 kHz, and the lows 
cut or boost at 100 Hz. Large solo 
switches are conveniently located 
at the bottom of each strip and 
feature selectable "last cue" inter-

lock. A modest 13-meter VU 
bridge shows group, mix and solo 
bus signals. 

Standard on each console are 
four stereo line level return chan-
nels with XLR, %-inch and RCA 
jacks and the same 4-band EQ 
found on the mono inputs. All 
frame sizes are offered with two 
alternate configurations of group 
and master sections. While the RT 
version has tape returns, the HS 
has twelve sections of five-band 
output EQ, a feature not found in 
many consoles in this price range. 
This output EQ, normally assigned 
to the eight groups and four ma-
trix outs, can also be individually 
switched to the eight auxes and 
the 3-channel main mix. The latter 
can be set up for true LCR 
panning, or as stereo plus mono. 
Further, the group faders on the 
HS model can be individually 
swapped with the aux masters, a 
useful feature for stage monitor 
applications. In addition to the 
group and mix inserts found on 
the RT, the HS features dual insert 
jacks for the auxes. The last two 
pairs of aux sends can be 
switched for stereo "level-and-
pan" operation, facilitating head-
phone or in-ear mixes. 

In addition to the four matrix 
and three main mix outputs, there 

BY MARK FRINK 

is an alternate L/R output and a 
second mono output labeled "hear-
ing assist." The solo bus is also 
routed to a pair of XLRs for local 
monitors. All outputs are on XLR 
connectors. A pink noise source 
and the talkback mic may be indi-
vidually assigned to any output. 
Talkback is either latched or mo-
mentary, depending on how long 
the switch is held. 

Internal jumpers allow cus-
tomizing the console to particular 
needs. For example, each input's 
aux sends can be set pre-EQ or 
pre-mute. Similar jumpers in the 
master section switch the mix 
source for the monitor, mono or 
"hearing assist" outputs to pre-fade 
and disable phantom power for the 
talkhack mic. 

AT THE PORTLAND 

BLUES FESTIVAL 

I tried out a 32-channel X-Eight HS 
at the Portland Blues Festival, 
where I used it at the "B Stage" to 
mix FOH for two dozen bands 
over four days. Because the X-
Eight uses the same XLR effects 
and dual insert jack connections 
as a larger console, patching in my 
usual big-console effects and 
insert rack was a breeze. The 
console's gray finish kept it cool 
in the sun, and I found that the 
bright five-segment LED signal 
meters and illuminated solo and 
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WE KNOW OUR LIMIT. 

Know your limits using the new L2 Ultamaximizer precision 
peak limiter in a convenient 1?-inch rackmount box! 
Waves' famous Li Ultramaximizer software plug-in has been used 
on thousands of CD masters and records, and on millions of game 
and movie sound-effects all over the world. Now it's twice as good 
featuring 48-bit and 96KHz-capable signal processing. Plus it comes 
in a box! The new L2 hardware rackmount can be taken with you 
and patched in wherever you go, to any world-class mastering house, 
live-sound venue, recording studio, broadcasting station or wherever 
else your ears may desire. 
Precise brick-wall peak limiting and 48-bit resolution make L2 ideal 
for ulcreased resolution of production masters, safety limiting when 
mixing to digital formats, transient protection of downstream 
components, or extra hot CD's. 
Ultramaximizer means we maximize levels and resolutions in high 
quality audio applications. Of course 48-bit processing eventually 
needs to 'come down' to the real world of 16-bit CD's and DAT's 
(or 20-bit masters - should you have the pleasure!). 
That's where IDIr comes in. 

IDR 
Waves developed IDR, a true uncorre[ated stereo word-length 
reduction system, with your choice of bit-depth and noise-shaping. 
Simply put, this means that when you 'downsize' L2's 48-bit signal, 
IDR gives you the best possible output, without tonal shift, without 
stereo image alteration, and with a clarity and detail that gives the 
competition something to dream about. 
Go ahead. Ask the competition if their systems are truly uncorrelated 
stereo. Ask about tonal coloration and image-shift. Waves IDR 
master dither is simply exemplary, so your productions will be too. 
Simply put: amazing sound. 
'This is not an "all in one" box. Waves L2 is The Essential Tool, 
in one box, for professionals. 

Ultramaximizer 

And now for the tech talk 

IDR output: 24, 22, 20, 18, and 16-bits 

1/0: balanced analog, S/PDIF, AES 

Sync: internal, S/PDIF, AES, or external 

clock ( BNC) Sample rates: 32, 44.1, 

48, 88.2, and 96KHz Dither: IDR 

type 1,typee Noise-shaping: Moderate, 

Normal, Ultra Threshold and ceiling: 

-30.0 to 0.0dBFS in 0.1dB steps Release: 

0.01 to 1000ms, pis Auto-release option. 

Plus, dedicated numeric displays and 

rotary encoders for Threshold, Ceiling, 

and Release, with infinite peak hold 

meters. Stereo or dual mono operation. 

'TY WPIPS II 
www.waves.com 1-423-689-5395 sales-info.us@waves.com Outside the US: 972-3-510-7667 sales-info.ks@waves.com 
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ACIrIS THEBESTREVIEWED LOOP-BASED 

NOW 
SHOWING 

NOW AVAILABLE 
EVERYWHERE 

Madison, WI 53703 id. (608) 256 3133, Fax: (608) 256 7300, CompuServe: 74774,1340 
GO SONIC, Internet: salesesonicioundrycom. SOrK Foundry and Sound Forge are registered tradi 
marks of Sonic Foundry, Inc Other products mentioned are trademarks or registered nadermarks 
their respecten manufacturers 

MUSIC PRODUCTION TOOL OF THE YEAR! 

"very much like magic" 

• 
ACID is a breakthrou 111. cttion tool from Sonic Foundry which brine unprecedented creative flexibility to loop arranOtg 
and editing. Combine an the hundreds of included loops o import .WAV or .AIF loops to create custom music in minutes. 

Paul Lau, Canadian Musician Magazine 

"the coolest, easiest e 

way to remix" 
Doug Beck, Professional Rerni‘er 

"truelunoviition" 
Craig Anderton, EQ Magazine 

0#0 II t 

"ACM is ft absolute godsend" 
Jeff Mack, Audio Media Magazine 

"the standard bearer for a new revolution" 
David McCandless, The Daily Telegraph 

Call 1 800 57 SONIC for a dealer near you 
or visit our Web site at www.sonicfoundry.com 
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mute switches on every channel made 
the console easy to use in both day-
light and moonglow. XLR connectors 
on the back of the meter bridge power 
gooseneck lamps. 

In typical festival fashion, I inserted 
compressors on subgroups for keys 
and horns, and gated or compressed 
individual drum and vocal channels. 
Dedicated effects for drums, keys, 
horns and vocals were returned on the 
stereo inputs, which left all 32 chan-
nels open for a festival spread that al-
lowed each band's inputs to drop into 
pre-assigned channels. I used the four 
matrix outputs to feed delay towers 
situated at midfield, and sent the eight 
subgroup outputs to a video truck. 
The alternate stereo mix was fed to the 
radio station, and the extra "hearing 
assist" output was assigned to the TV 
news camera. 

The comprehensive mute system on 
the X-Eight is reasonably intuitive, and 
I figured it out without referring to the 
manual. In addition to eight traditional 
static mute scenes (directly recalled by 
a row of eight master mute switches), 
128 MIDI-controllable mute scenes can 
be run separately—or in addition to— 
the static masters. The console also 
accepts and sends change commands 
that can be used with outboard MIDI 
devices. Individual channel mutes can 
be locked in "safe" mode so they can 
only be switched manually. Scenes can 
be written and edited "blind" without 
affecting the current scene. The red 
mute switches are accompanied by a 
1)1-color LED that indicates safety and 
scene status. 

At the Portland Blues Festival, the 
X-Eight performed beautifully and 
sounded like a desk costing twice as 
much. Few consoles succeed as well 
as the X-Eight in combining low cost, 
rugged quality and a well-thought-out, 
flexible design. Purchases in this price 
range are too often made without tak-
ing sonic quality and durability into 
consideration. (I find the lack of VCAs 
on consoles in this price range to he a 
hidden benefit) Those looking for 
large-console quality in a small pack-
age would do well to consider the 
X-Eight. 

Crest Audio, 100 Eisenhower Dr. 
Paramus, NJ 07652; 201/909-8700; fax 
201/909-8744. Web site: www.crest-
audio.com. 

Mark Frink is Mix s sound reinforce-
ment editor. 

albuquerque, new mexico http://www.grandmas.com 
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LEARN AUDIO RECORDING 
AT THE CONSERVATORY 
LIKE NOWHERE ELSE. 

Avid. I Authorized 
Education Center 

• Multi-Studio Facility 

• Hands-on Training 

• Affordable Tuition 

• Internships 

• Small Classes 

• 22 Week Master RecordingProgram 

• Financial Aid to Qualified Students 

• Our Graduates are in Demand 

Call Today! 

1-800-562-6383 
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2300 East Broadway Rd. 
&A 1997 Tempe, AZ 85282 RX:  

The Conservatory is the only 
recording school in the entire 
country that's authorized by Avid 
to teach ProTools recording, 
editing, and mixing functions. 
If you're serious about 
starting a career in the 
music industry, the 
Conservatory is 
the place to make 
it happen. 
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MACKIE HUI 
HUMAN USER INTERFACE FOR DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATIONS 

ignal audio workstations are 
ID  capable of handling nearly 

any audio production task, 
whether recording, signal process-
ing, editing or mixing. And al-
though the keyboard and mouse 
are suitable for word processor use, 
this combination is poorly suited as 
a DAW interface. One possible so-
lution from mixer specialists Mackie 
Designs is HUI (Human User Inter-
face), a hardware controller de-
signed specifically as a DAW 
control surface, providing standard 
controls (faders, pots, transport but-
tons, etc.) to DAW software. 

HUI was designed in coopera-
tion with Digidesign, yet it was in-
tended as a controller for a variety 
of DAWs. However, it currently 
works only with Pro Tools (either 
Pro Tools 16 or Pro Tools 24 run-
ning version 4.1 or higher). Mackie 
wasn't ready to utter the names of 
any other DAW manufacturers 
planning HUI drivers. We tested 
HUI with Pro Tools124, Version 4.2. 

The HUI is well-built, with typi-
cal Mackie craftsmanship. While it 
is smaller than a full-blown mixing 
console, its 6.5x20.6x22.5-inch 
(HxWxD) footprint does require a 
fair amount of real estate. It ap-
pears quite roadworthy, even hav-
ing handy cut-outs near its top to 
grip when picking it up. The vari-
ous sections are clearly laid out, 
and it is no more difficult to get 
around on than your typical auto-
mated console. Standard features 
include eight stereo meters, eight 
touch-sensitive faders with associ-
ated channel strips, a 10-key pad, 
an easy-to-read timecode display 
and a plethora of dedicated buttons 
that mirror Pro Tools' functions. 
Power is supplied via a removable 
IEC cable on the unit's rear. 

As for getting HUI up and run-
ning, the entire setup process— 
opening the box, to plugging the 
unit into our Opcode Studio 4 and 
getting HUI talking with Pro 
Tools—took only about 30 min-
utes. The HUI drivers come bun-

died with Pro Tools, so no 
additional software was 
needed. We simply 
went to the DAE 
Controllers fold-
er and select-
ed HUI as 

the controller. 
A tip: HUI uses active sens-
ing to communicate with Pro Tools, 
so be sure all other active sensing 
gear is turned off or you will have a 
communications problem. 

Next, we hooked up HUI's 
audio section. HUI has three stereo 
inputs and three stereo outputs (all 
balanced i4-inch with a S/N rating 
of >92 dB). The inputs are assigna-
ble, in stereo pairs, to any of the 
outputs. There is a volume control 
for each stereo output on HUI's 
face and a large master volume 
wheel that controls the overall mix 
of all three inputs. All Monitor 
knobs have a center detent for 
unity gain at 0 dB. Simply plug the 
stereo output of your Pro Tools 
audio interface into an input on 
HUI, plug your amp or powered 
speakers into the assigned output 
and you're ready to rock 'n' roll. 
When you need to do more, con-
nect sources into the other two in-
puts and hook Pro Tools' inputs 
into a pair of HUI's outputs. In this 
way, HUI's audio section acts as a 
mini-mixer allowing you to avoid a 
large console when all you need 
are a few inputs and outputs; this 
is perfect for many jobs where 
you're just cutting audio to picture 
and your source material is coming 
entirely from CD and DAT. 

HUI's mixer arsenal also in-
cludes two microphone inputs with 

BY MICHAEL DENTEN 

AND ERIK HAWKINS 

trim controls, phantom power, XLR 
inputs, and balanced g-inch out-
puts; they are the same high-quality 
mic preamps used on Mackie's 8-
bus boards. The balanced outputs 
are handy for plugging directly into 
your DAW; use them in tandem 
with HUI's dim, mute and talkback 
buttons and you've got a simple— 
yet elegant—system for voice-over 
jobs (or overdubbing sessions) 
when you're recording directly to 
Pro Tools. 

While we thought the audio sec-
tion was slick, one small problem 
appeared: Talkback only dims the 
outputs that it is assigned to. The 
result is outputs sending to the 
main control room monitors aren't 
dimmed automatically when you 
press the Talkback button—unlem 
you have talkback assigned to these 
outputs, but then you get feedback. 
If your mains are up loud, when 
using talkback you're going to have 
to shout to be heard. There is a 
dedicated Dim button assignable to 
any output; however, pressing it 
while you press the Talkback but-
ton to dim the outputs your mains 
are on is awkward. Talkback needs 
to have a way to dim or mute these 
outputs that is accessible via the 
Talkback button but separate from 
the talkback assign. We wish for 
this in HUI's next incarnation. 

Mackie likes to portray HUI as 
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Need a Miracle? 

MUSICIAN'S FRIEND COULD BE 
THE ANSWER TO YOUR PRAYERS. 
It's your FREE guide to more than 3,000 of the 
mast popular music goer products at the bast prices 
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=Ps, gitan, cables, lighting Packages—evereing 
le the stage. 
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LIVE SOUND 

SPECIAL END OF SEASON SALE! 
No REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED! 
TIPS ON THE USED CONSOLE MARKET 

11 1, i-e the .1  auto manufacturers, 
console makers generally pre-

  fer that the customer buys a 
new product at close to retail price 
rather than a "pre-owned" model at 
a significant discount. Though 
many manufacturers are no doubt 
proud of the fact that their older 
consoles are still operating fault-
lessly in the field, its a double-
edged sword. After all, how can 
you sell a customer a new car or a 
new console if the old one is still 
running perfectly? 

Fortunately for console makers, 
mixing consoles do have a limited 
useful life, and the ever-expanding 
technical requirements of modem 
music and sporting events call for 
features and performance capabili-
ties unavailable in older models. 
But not every potential buyer 

wants, or needs, a brand-new con-
sole, and there exists a large and 
active market for used (or, to con-
tinue with automobile euphemisms, 
"previously owned") ones. There 
are bargains for the alert and pa-
tient shopper, and there are pitfalls 
and expensive lemons to be avoid-
ed. Here are some opinions and 
buying tips for those entering the 
netherworld of the used console 
market. 

CLASSIC MODUS 
When buying a used console, it is 
generally considered sensible to 
stick to the reliable, low-mainte-
nance models. Consoles that have 
stood the test of time and remain 
popular years after their introduc-

BY MARK FRONK 

tion include the Ramsa WR-S840 
and Midas XL-340, both of which 
still command a healthy price. 
Whenever I run into an old Gam-
ble HC40, I'm reminded that new is 
not necessarily better. Hand-built 
consoles of a previous era may 
lack VCA controls, but I remain un-
convinced that a VCA is necessarily 
a good audio feature. When draw-
ing up a short list of used consoles 
to buy, think carefully about the 
needs of the operators and try to 
get all the features that are needed. 
A console that is familiar to the 
"typical" operator will get more 
use, and presumably earn a better 
return on rentals. Only time will tell 
what the next "big thing" is in live 
sound. While the jury is out on 
new digital console technologies, 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 174 
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TOUR 
PROFILE 

ANDREA BOCELLI AND ORCHESTRA 
At Madison Square Garden 

o 

A
hot young Italian tenor, backed by an 85-piece 
symphony orchestra, is booked irltD New York's 
Madison Square Garden for the penultimate date 

of his tour. The program will consist of operatic arias. 
If that sounds like recipe for aural disaster, think 

again. When Andrea Bocelli performed his sold-out 
show at the big town's big room with the Pittsburgh 
Symphony this summer, the sound was exceptionalfy 
clear, detailed and nearly free of artifacts. 

The reasons that the nascent heartthrob Bocelli and 
orchestra were able to sound so good in a gigantic con-
crete room are complex. One key is sound designer 
Alexander Yuill-Thomton II, better known as Thorny, 
who for the past two decades has, through his Solstice 

Company, made his reputation as the man to call when 
you have a critical audio event to stage. 

The Solstice Classical sound system that Thorny de-
signed and used for Bocellfs shows is a time-tested setup. 
Configured from standard Meyer Sound components, the 
system now includes the new Meyer PSW-6 directional 
subwoofers, which proved crucial for controlling and re-
fining the sound in the cavernous Garden. Thorny also 
uses JBL's Smaart-Pro, a PC-based spectrum analysis and 

transfer function measurement pro-

the ability to accurately compare the signal coming out 
of the mixing console with the live sound in the hall. 
Among other functions, Smaart-Pro provides the data 
neceçsary to isolate the sonic anomalies and instabilities 
that are common in large arenas; it also measures the ef-
fectiveness of compensating equalization. 

Alexander "Thorny' Yuill-Thoridett 

Thorny has made a career of ensuring the intelligibili-
ty and musicality of the reinforced sound for most of Lu-
ciano Pavarotti's large-venue American events, including 
the Three Tenors shows, and other large-scale perfor-
mances, such as the Three Sopranos concerts. He has 
also masterminded the high intelligibility for the stadium-
filling Promise Keepers events. 

But Thorny, it must be noted, does not mix sound. 
"Early on, I realized that I couldn't remember musical 

cues and that my timing is awful," he says the day after 
the New York Andrea Bocelli show. "I decided the world 
would be a better place if I didn't mix. So I'm never in 
competition with the person who is running the board." 

umweisany Is KING 
In Thomy'sworld, intelligibility is the main point. "In the 
kind of events I do people come to hear: everything else 
is secondary. I've learned this to a great degree from the 
Christian events I've done over the years, where every 
single word that is spoken or sung is very important and 
must be heard clearly. From this, and from the classical 
events, we've developed a general approach that en-
ables us to make systems intelligible by identifying prob-
lems we can solve with acoustical treatment and 
measurement tools like the JBL Smaart-Pro, so the shows 
  will be intelligible and musically 

gram that gives the sound designer BY ERIC RUDOLPH —CONTINUED ON PAGE 168 
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Out on a seven- week thEater tour to promote their new 
The Dirty Boogie CD, the Brian Setzer Orchestra has 
been playing to sold- out houses. 

41,4344 sw444.,. , • 

"I don't dramatically EQ anything," says FON engineer Mark 
Allison. "If yo J look at the EQ on my board it's pretty much flat. 

The only dramatic EQ is for the cymbals, hi-hat ard kick drum. 

I don't use a ton of reverà and effects and all this other stuff. 
I want the instrument to sound like it does when the person is 
playing it, only louder and properly mixed for the emironment.' 



TEXT AND PHOT3S BY STEVE JENNINGS 

Setzer sirgs through a Shure SM58 myc. "He's 

always consistent aact has impe.:cabk tone," says 
Allison. Allison i also pleased with the Audio 

Teehnica ATM 33s he's using on, the k ck drum. 

"The clips are unbe;ievable," he says. 'The APM 

35s never fall off.' 

Drum tech/stage manager Bobby Gix-ken has been 
with Setzer for more than 11 years. lie drurr kit, 
built for the Brian 5etzer Orchestra by OW Drums, 

is a re-creation of a 195Cs ki. with a/ calfskin 

heads. "Miking ard tuning P-e completely &Arent 
Fain anything I've ever done before," Gilcken says. 

' The ktck drum has no dampening; it's very live, 
very bmomy and all the punch comes from the slap. 

of the bass drum. We kind of -everse the roles of 

the staid-up bass and the drums. The drum 

provides the low, boomy thua and the upright' 
bass is providing :the real slaF hard kick you're 

iooking for." 

After a 15-year absence. Bauhau3 is back on tour. 
Originally intendec is only a few select shows, the toil 

instantly sold out and has been expanded irtc a full 27- city 
tom in the U.S., followed by shows n Japan and Euroîe. 

Mix caught the show at the Wcrfield lreatre in San Francisco. 

L to R: Davin J. (bass/vocals), Kevin Haskins {drums), 
Peter Murphy (vocals/guitar) and Daniel Ash (gu:tat/sax/vocals). 

Vocal microphones are Audix 0M-6s; lead singer Peter Mit-ply uses a Samson wire-
less rig with an 0M-6 capsue. "I really .'ike the 01.41-6 for these guys because of its 

reject- on of feedback," says f 01-1 engineer Chris Raughley. "You can get the rnic real-

ly loin c without it feeding back in monitors." Daniel Ash (gLitcr, sax and vocals) uses 

an Owi-5, chosen because ih tight coverage pattern minimkzez pickup from f 3 guitar. 
Tweb6e Industrial Sound (Los Angeles, Calif.) monitor wedges are positioned -alder 

the g -uting in front of the stcge. Raughfey uses the Eventide H-3000 on the voeals. "It 
fatters them up, gives you better harmony sound," he says. "I like the dbx 120 on the 

kick drum and sometimes the bass guita-; it gives yov more iove end without it wanting 
to tab e off and feed back." Faughley also favors the Yamaha SPX-90 and Re‘.-5: "They 

work really well on drums." 

Rauchley has also mixed tor Bauhaus spin-off Lcr-e & Rcckets since 1995. indus-

trio. Sound is providing 2£ EA W-850; plus 16 proprieta y ! ubwoofer cal:67-)ets. 
The ! tacking configuration cianges, cepending on the balcony coverage. "The 
desgn really works," say: Raughley. "The low erd is ni6e and tight in the the-

ater-size venues we're plcying in." 
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LIVE SOUND 

—FROM PAGE 165, ANDREA BOCELIJ 

pleasing as well. 
"I think we generally exceed peo-

ple's expectations because they have 
seen other types of shows in these big 
venues which are muddled and not in-
telligible; they pay their money and 
then can't hear what they came to 
hear," explains Thorny. But, he notes, 
"That's usually not a disaster because, 
as with most pop shows, the audience 
has come for other reasons in addition 
to hearing the music." 

For what would be BocceIli's first 
American dates, Thorny developed a 
gear list and contacted sound compa-
ny Pro Media, which soon after 
merged with another company, Ultra 
Sound. "The selection of the system 
supplier is crucial," he emphasizes. 
"The vendor needs, of course, the 
proper gear. But just as important, 
they need to have good people and a 
commitment to excellence. 

"I've known Don Pearson of Ultra-
Sound and Drew Serb of Pro Media for 
years, and so I knew that their gear is 
in as good shape as anyone's. Of equal 
importance, I knew that their people's 
commitment to quality was paramount." 

DIRECTIONAL SUBWOOFERS 

The combined vendors provided every-
thing but the directional subwoofers. 
"The PSW-6's are so new they are not 
generally available, so I made arrange-
ments with Spectrum Sound of 
Nashville to obtain them. And I am very 
happy I did that. They consist of two 
18s and two 15s in front, and two 15s 
in back. The cones in back redirect the 
energy that would normally spill around 
the back of the box around to the front, 
so that behind the box the sound level 
is about 20 dB down." 

The all-Meyer P.A. at Madison 
Square Garden consisted of a main cen-
ter array of two PSW-6 subs mounted 
atop four MSL-5s with main downfill 
provided by three UPA-is. Side arrays 
(left and right) consisted of four MSL-3s 
in a rigid array per side, with the side 
downfill (left and right) again provided 
by three UPA-is in a rigid array. Center 
front fill for the audience section nearest 
the stage came from two UPA-is, 
flanked by single UM- is for middle 
front fills (left and right) and outer front 
fills (left and right). Onstage monitors 
were UM-is. 

Such an extensive setup means that 
Thorny works a long day. "I start out 
early on a show day, long before there 

Co-anchor Jodi Applegate belts it out with Dolly, while Al Roeker, left, 

Katie Courir, rear left and Matt Lauer, right, keep time from the wings. 

[IVE PEIROMIRE 011:THE TRH SHOW"ORNING 
MUSIC IN THE 

Each Friday at 1:15 a.m., a small but 
energetic audio crew from ProMix be-
gins load-in at the back of 30 Rocke-
feller Plaza, between 48th and 49th 
streets. Soundcheck begins at 5:30 a.m. 
The venue is the street. The gig is The 
Today Show. The acts, since the seg-
ment premiere on the first weekend of 
June, have included Hootie & The 
Blowfish, Shania Twain, Gloria Este-
fan, LeAnn Rimes and, this year's 
opener, The Artist, who apparently 
went way beyond the call of duty and 
rocked for an extra hour out on the 
street for a crowd of 3,000. 

The format is pretty simple. A ten-
second bumper airs at 8:15, and the 
band can either go with a taped teaser 
from the soundcheck or come out live 
(many ch  se the latter). Between 8:30 

and 8:40, the band takes the stage, and 
Katie Couric and/or Matt Lauer come 
out of the building for a short inter-
view, wireless mics in tow. The band 
performs a song, cut to a commercial, 
another interview, another song, then 
off the air. Sounds simple, but for the 
audio crew, the logistics are every bit 
as complicated as any arena one-off. It 
helps that with very few exceptions, 
ProMix sends the same crew each 
week: Paul Morini, chief wrangler; 
Patrick Healy, systems tech; Yens 
McVoy, systems tech and FOH mix; 
and Jack Babin, Al and monitor mix. 
The NBC crew includes Billy Chin, the 
network's Al upstairs in the booth; and 

Alex Samaglia, head on-air mixer, 
backed up by David Levins. 

"For the 2,000 to 3,000 people who 
show up every Friday morning, some 
of them as early as 2 a.m., we really 
are the show—the techs and crew," 
says Morini."The P.A. system is set up 
in what I call the bullpen, facing out to 
the street to hit the audience, which is 
surrounding the stage and tech area. 
It's become a huge tourist attraction." 

While ProMix has pretty much stan-
dardized on a Meyer system for the 
PA., the company caters to individual 
band riders for mics, in-ear monitors 
or wireless systems. "The audience 
system can get pretty complicated," 
Marino says, "because we split every-
thing. All the talent mics, whether in 
the studio or outside, go downstairs to 
the NBC desk and are then split up-
stairs to our front-of-house desk, 
which is a Crest VX52. Then they call 
out through the PL cues to Yens 
whenever Katie Of someone else is on 
mic, and Yens punches it up and 
brings it through the outside mix. The 
talent may come flying outside arbi-
trarily. Or Al Roeker may come out to 
meet the audience and do his weather 
report from the street, so it's pretty 
hairy making sure you don't get feed-
back from all that." 

Meyer UPAs on poles provide the 
main coverage, with powered CQls 
and CQ2s for the band mix. The band 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 174 
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THE AMEK DIFFERENCE 

LIVE SOUND GETS THE 
RUPERT NEVE TREATMENT 

Mix in a different venue, in a 

different city, in a different 
country even, and take the 
entire performance with you 
on a single floppy disk. 

You can do that thanks to 

Recall's outstandingly aasy 
to use ShowtimeTM 

automation system, which 
allows you to store and recall 
all automated functions on th 
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same wherever you are. 
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live performances can sound even 

better thanks to the inclusion of 
Rupert Neve technology within the 

desk. 
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designed Mic Amp and EQ is 
available for the first time on a 
live performance console, 

enabling extremely precise contr 

of gain and settings with a 
uniquely sweet and warm sound. 
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LIVE SOUND= 

is an orchestra or audience," he says. "I 
use the JBL Smaart-Pro to make mea-
surements of the system and adjust the 
equalization to optimize the system's re-
sponse to the venue. I'll feed music— 
pink noise, white noise, it doesn't 
matter—through the system. Of course, 
things change as you add elements. 

With a stage full of 35 open mics the re-
sponse of the system changes because 
we run the levels very close to feed-
back, and that audio energy gets back 
into the mics. Part of what I do is keep 
control of that returned energy. I can't 
eliminate it but I can EQ the additional 
gain out of the system." 

Of course, some halls change dra-
matically with the presence of an audi-
ence. "We played a shed the other day 
that was highly reverberant without the 
audience," Thorny recalls. "Once the 

audience came in, the acoustic treat-
ment of the ceiling acted with the bod-
ies to almost completely eliminate 
reverberation. Madison Square Garden 
changes, but not so much in its actual 
response as it does in one's perception. 
When the Garden is full, you suddenly 
can hear reflections that were masked 

by others when the room was empty." 

LISTEN FOR THE UNEXPECTED 
Once the show begins, Thorny's job is 
to "make minor adjustments and listen 
for the unexpected. There were some 
instability points at the Garden after the 
show started because, to obtain the lev-
els he was looking for, the mixer was 
operating the system very close to feed-
back. I had earlier used JBL Smaart Pro 
to find the most problematic frequen-
cies, and during the show I used that 
knowledge and current measurements 
to restabilize the system. I did that by 
carefully tweaking the EQ knobs with 
my pinkies, parking filters where need-
ed to change the gain so we were not 
so close to feedback. By the end of first 
half, it settled down; the second half 
was largely a matter of being there in 
case of problems." 

Thorny does not suggest that it was 
a cake walk. "The Garden is a tough 
room. Based on my one previous expe-
rience there with Pavarotti about ten 
years ago, I knew there were a few sit-
uations to look out for. Round rooms 
do some predictable things in terms of 
focusing audio energy. In the recent 
renovation of the Garden, they added 

Then 

was the 60's & 70's - 
Great performers like 

Jefferson Airplane, Frank Zappa, 
Grateful Dead, Led Zeppelin were making 

music history. It was their great sounds and 
the great times at the Fillmore, the Avalon, 
Woodstock and the Whiskey A-Go-Go! 

Now The era was Electric, Psychedelic, Erotic! 

the most aggressive (The Era was acoustmc TM ) 
product launch in music history - Forever acousticru 
Over 30 New Models 
•Sound Reinforcement 
• Contractor / Installation Series 
• Studio Producer Series 

VIP boxes, which broke up a lot of the 
cylindrical walls near the ceiling. These 
new VIP boxes fortunately don't have 
plate glass windows to serve as addi-
tional reflectors. Still, there are some 
parts of the wall left exposed which our 
system, for lack of a better word, was 
going to blast right into, reflecting 
sound energy back into the room." 

To mitigate the reverberation from 
those upper-level walls, Thorny ordered 
about 300 feet of black velour drapes. 

"The wall space is a retro-reflector, so I 
was doubly concerned. There is a ceil-
ing above these vertical walls that is 
horizontal, so the energy that comes in 
goes back out no matter the angle of 
entry. So we draped the area to absorb 
the extreme highs and high-mids. The 
drapes can't do much at the low end, 
but they did get rid of the specular 
things that are a problem with a point 
source system, which the Solstice sys-
tem is." The heavy velour drapes were 
hung slightly away from the wall "so we 
would get two passes through the fabric 
before the reflected energy enters 
room," Thorny explains. 

The Garden's ceiling, suspended by 
gigantic cables, also called for acousti-
cal treatment. "Because of the ceiling's 

An American Rock & Roll Legend 

18521 Radroad St., City of Industry, CA 91748 

(626) 964-4700 Fax (626) 965-5224 
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Survive the Digital Jungle 

OLE. Mimics. Ge 

0.10 dIrxi 0.00 dBx  
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Audio Measurements: Whether you're facing a new high performênce aid converter, multimedia audio, 
a transition to digital broadcasting or production, or just another routine week maintaining a mixture 

of digital and analog audio devices, it's a jurigle out there. 

The Portable One Dual Domain is your high performance, comprehensive survival tool for audio test, 
measurement and maintenance. You'll need to make three types of measurements: 

Diigital Audio - 
Generate signals and measure: 

•LeVel & Ratio mTHD-4-1\1 
• Frequency u Phase 
• Noise & Amplitude U IMD 
• Crosstalk 

Digital Interface - 
Measure key interface parameters, including: 

• Jitter - in Ul or nanoseconds u Sample rate 
• AES signal voltage • Frame delay 
• Delay relative to house sync 

Flexible digital interface testing is vital for trouble-
shooting and verifying performance of digital 
audio at the systems level. Portable One Dual 
Domain impairment signals allow simulation of real 
world transmission and interface problems 

Analog Audio - 
Generate signals and measure: 

• Level & Ratio 
• Frequency 
• Noise & Amplitude 
• Crosstalk 

RTHD+N 
• Phase 
•Wow & Flutter 
• IMD 

LLfti J2JLLLU 

Plus: 

• Save 30 test setups internally in non-volatile 
memory. 

▪ True Dual Domain instrument with independent 
analog & digital generators and analyzers. 

so Monitor - Listen to all measurements in the 
digital ard analog domains over the internal 
loudspeaker or a pair of headphones. 

• Pass Mode - Sends input to output while modi-
fying status bytes, validity bit, etc. A lifesaver 
for diagnosing equipment incompatibilities. 

• Rugged purpose-built case protects the 
instrument. 

AUCJIC) 
precision 

PO Box 2209 
Beaverton, Oregon 97075-2209 
Tel: (503) 627-0832, Fax: (503) 641-8906 
US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350 
Web Site: www.audloprecision.com 

Lease Plan 
Available 

Find your way out of the jungle with 
Portable One Dual Domain. 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS: Australia: VICOM Australia Pty Ltd.. Tel 3 950 7,44. Austria: ELSINCO GmbH. Tel: ( 1, 815 .4 DO, Belgium: Heynen NV.. Tel 11 60 09 09, Brazil: INTIRWAVE LTD/L. 
Tel: (21)494-2155 Bulgaria: ELSINCO Rep. Office Sofia: Tel (2)958 1245; Canada: GERRAUOIO Distnbution. Tel: (613)342-6999; China, Wong Kong:AZ E ( Int I) Co Ltd.. Tel: 2424-0387; S &V Instruments Co, Ltd:Tel:2833 9487; 
Croatia: ELSINCO Rep, Office Zagreb. Tel, 1 815 34 50: Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha ',pots ro., Tel (2)49 66 89: Denmark: npr Elektrorm aps, let : 86 57 it. it: Finland: Genelec OY. Tel: 17 813 311: France: ETS Mesureur, 
Tel ( 1) 45 83 66 41; Germany: RTW Gmbh & Co. KG., Tel: 221 70913-0: Greece: KEM Eleitronics Ltd,. Tel: 1 6748514/5; Hungary: ELSINCO Budapest KFT, Tel: ( 1) 339 0000: India: Comcon Industries: 7e1 11-6311i:06; 
Israel: Dan-EI Teemologies. Ltd., Tel: 3-6478770: Italy: Audi. Link s.r.I.. Tel: 521 648723; Japan: rovo Corpeation. Tel: 3 (5688)6800:Korea: S&P International Co., Ltd.. Tel: 2 546-1457; Malaysia: Test Measurement & Engineering 
Sdn.(Selangor), Tel: 3 734 1017; Test Mewefement & Engineering Sdn. (Penang), lel: 4 6422038; Netherlands: Heynen B.V., Tel: 485 55 09 D9, New Zealand: Addio & Video Wholesalers. Tel: 9 279 7206 Norway: Lydconsutt, 
Tel 47-69-17805e; Poland: ELSINCO %eke sp. z o.o., 174: (22) 39 69 79; Portugal: Acutron Electroacustica Lda.. Tel 1 940 1785: Singapore: TME Systems Pte Ltd.,Tel: 747-7234; Slovakia: ELSINCO Sloyensko seo.. 
Tel: (7)784 165 Slovenia: ELSINCO &c.o. (tit ) 133 62 79; South Africa: SOUNDFUSION MFG., Tel: 11 477-1315; Spain: Alava Irgenieros 91 587 97 (40; Sweden: TTS Tal 8/ Ton Stuchoteknik AB,Tel: 3 52 5150; Switzerland: 
Dr. WA Gunther Audio Systems AG. Tel: 1 910 45 45; Taiwan, ROC.: Double Advance Tech., Tel: 2 Z596 0696: Thailand: Massword Company Ltd..Tel: ./.-Z94-4930; United Kingdom: Thurtby Th.widar instruments, Ltd, y 
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Radial 
THE WORLD'S FINEST DIRECT BONES 

When MIX said "Clear Winner" 
we went one step further and 
lowered noise by another 6dB 

Mu< July 1998 

When RECORDING said "Platonic 
Ideal of Di's", we devised a scratch 
test for durability 

Recording July 1998 

1DV 
• Active Class-A 
• Ultra-low noise 
• Rechargealill 

• 

When EQ said "no-compromise" 
we added a rugged protective 
carry pouch 

When BASS PLAYER said "sounds 
just like This bass" we figured this 
is exactly what a DI should do 

Bass Player October 1998 

JDI 
• Jensen Equipped 
• Zero-phase deviation 
• Completely passive 

When PROFESSIONAL SOUND said 
"remarkable-clean transparency" 
what could we say... 

Pspfessional Sound August 19ii 

When CANADIAN MUSICIAN said 
"it sounded like I put new strings 
on the bass" we smiled 

Canadian Musician 1U9t 

When ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN said 
"you won't find anything out there 
offering better performance" 

Einctronic Musician November 1998 

We said 'Thank You" 

Radial 

o 
Radial Engineering 

• 114-1585 Broadway• Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 2M7 
Tel (604) 942-1001 Fax (604) 942-1010 

radialeng.com 

LIVE SOUND 

construction, any energy that hit it 
would be sprayed out over a very wide 
area. Keeping that from happening 

would help keep the confusion factor 
down. So I put in eyebrows of drapery 
above the main center array of speak-
ers and the side systems to intercept en-
ergy from the top of the speakers 
before it could hit the ceiling. That's 
about all the acoustic treatment I felt I 
could get away with, because produc-
ers are always concerned with costs, as 
they should be." 

Feedback was also an important con-
cern. "We've got close to 40 mics on-

stage," Thorny explains, "all running at 
very high gain levels because we're 
area-miking. With subs, which up until 
now have always been omnidirectional, 
they spill back onto the stage and create 
lots of problems. In the past, we had to 
separate the subs and do things such as 
isolate them on an aux, which means 

they were never quite balanced right 
and you only had a couple of instru-
ments in them. The result is, of course, 
that you lost the low end of those that 
are not routed through the subs. 

"With the directional PSW-6s, which 
we're using in a high-center downstage 
cluster, the orchestra is at an angle of 30 
to 40 degrees behind the box, well into 
the zone where the sub energy is under 
good control. As a result, our frequen-
cies of instability were not in the subs. 
In fact, I could not get the subwoofers 
to feed back. That is a freedom I have 
never enjoyed before!" 

This freedom allowed more instru-
ments to be run through the subs for a 

fuller, more powerful and more accu-
rate representation of the orchestra. 
"We were able to put in the celli; before 
it was iffy because there are so many 
celli mics, and they're close to the lip of 
the stage. Now it doesn't matter! You 
can put the harp, which has some nice 
low tones, through the subs. The PSW-

6s have given me a tool to reproduce 
the orchestra in a much more balanced 
way than in the past." 

OPERA SINGERS AND MICS 

A constant danger in working with 
opera singers and sound systems is the 
potential for the powerful singers to 
overload the microphones, resulting in 
clipping. Plus, Andrea Bocelli works 
about six to eight inches from the mic. 
"Opera singers who work close to the 
mics do not do it because we've told 
them to do so," Thorny says. "Given the 
choice I would start every opera singer 

as far away from the mic as possible. 
But opera singers have a great need to 
hear themselves. Every consonant is 
consciously formed; nothing is sponta-
neous. In opera houses, they use the re-
flective surfaces of the halls. When you 
take them out of the opera house and 
into the arena, all of them need some-
thing to help them hear. 

"Most opera singers learn to work 
with sound systems pretty quickly. 
Some can just use what they hear from 
the edges of the system without any 
monitors, and others need a lot of fold-
back. Additionally, most tenors who've 
had sopranos singing duets in their ears 
all these years lose some hearing as 
they get older. So the need for monitors 
increases as that happens. However, 
they all learn very quickly that the clos-
er they get to the mic the louder the 
monitors get, so they end up controlling 
their own monitor volume that way. 

"Proximity to the mic is a much more 
subtle issue," he continues. "When they 
get close, you start hearing a lot of me-
chanical sounds you wouldn't hear oth-
erwise, such as breath noises. Also you 
don't get as much chest sound as you 

would if the mic was farther away. As 
with any classical instrument, with opera 
singers the sound doesn't just come out 
of the opening; it comes out of a lot of 
places. So you emphasize the mouth as 
opposed to the whole sound when 
you've got a singer working that closely." 

THESE MICS ARE HISTORY 

At the Garden, all of the stage mics 
were Schoeps MK series. Bocelli used 
two MK-41s in what has become the 
usual opera singer configuration: a spe-
cial 1.2-meter tube connects the capsule 
to the CMC 5/6 preamp, so the profile 
of the mic near the singer's face is tiny. 
"I use these mics because historically 
they are what has been used for record-
ing opera singers, something I learned 
from Jimmy Lock and John Pellowe, 
longtime classical recordists with 
Decca," explains Thorny. "In addition to 
their historical use, however, they have 
an open, natural sound, and based on 
our experience they are highly reliable." 

Other key elements of the Solstice 
Classical system, as represented at the 
Garden, included: a Yamaha PM-4000 
console; Meyer LD1-A line driver/ 
crossovers; M-5, M-3 and M-1 proces-
sors along with various Crest amplifiers 
for the speaker systems. (Though most 
current Meyer speaker models are self-
powered, in the Solstice system only the 
PSW-6 subwoofers have their own 
amps.) Lexicon 480L and LARC units 
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road essentia 
When you hit the road, don't 

forget some of the bare essentials. 

Electro-Voice has combined their 

legendary performance and rugged 

reliability in creating the T-Series' 

speaker systems. Each 7-Series' 

speaker uses components that have 

toured the world in E\i concert 

systems. Thanks to acoustic 

breakthrodghs like Ring-Mode 

Decoupling (RMIY) For cleaner 

sound and true dynamic integrity, 

the T-Series will make your music 

come alive For the audience. For an 

astonishing listening experience that 

is becoming an essential tool For 

touring bands and the most serious 

club systems, visit your nearest EV 

dealer. We'll provide the sound, you'll 

have to provide your own toothbrush. 1131112111121D1 Env 
I.1,etrfAroice 600 Cecil Street Buchanan, MI 49107 616/695-6831 Fti )0/234-6831 

trier Communications, Inc. 
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supply artificial reverb, and Thomy's 
hands-on precision equalization and 
delay management was done with eight 
Meyer CP-10 equalizers and two BSS 
TC-804 delay units. 

THE PRAGMATIC APPROACH 
Perched directly behind Thorny and his 
JBL Smaart-Pro station was a single, 
slender B&K microphone. This mic 
routed the room sound to two laptop 
PCs running the JBL Smaart-Pro. 

"Some people who use transfer 
function measurements say you need to 
have mics all over the place. I know 
this system well enough and I felt that 
mic position was a safe one. It uses the 
obstacles of the board and JBL Smaart 
Pro station in front of it to avoid reflec-
tions from the floor. Also, I'm a prag-
matist; the name of the game is to get 
in and get out. And with a center cluster 
system it is easier to make your mea-
surements with one mic than if it was a 
left-right setup. 

"The idea is that what the mixer 
sends out should be well-represented at 
the measuring microphone," explains 
Sam Berkow, president of SIA Software 
Co. and SIA Acoustics and, with 
Thorny, a co-developer of the JBL 
Smaart-Pro measuring program. "In the 
simplest terms, Smaart-Pro displays a 
real-time FFT-based transfer function 
between the signal coming from the 
mixing console and the sound as repro-
duced in the hall. This allows the user 
to measure the frequency response of 
the system using program material." 
(For more details on Smaart-Pro, see the 
April 1998 Mix.) 

Thorny is clearly happy with this 
new tool in his arsenal but is also look-
ing forward to the next technical devel-
opments that will help him bring 
classical music to a mass audience in a 
way that does justice to the music. "For 
me, classical concerts are a challenge 
because many of those in attendance 
have a clear idea of what an orchestra 
should sound like. My job is to create a 
system that allows the audience to for-
get they are listening to amplified 
sound and simply enjoy the music and 
artists they came to hear. The approach 
we currently use is not exactly like it 
was last year, and I expect it won't be 
the same next year. What keeps me in-
terested is the ongoing effort to create 
the perfect system." 

Eric Rudolph is a freelance writer 
based in New York City. 

—FROM PAGE 164, USED CONSOLES 

older consoles from established manu-
facturers represent solid value in the 
short run. 

ONE OWNER, LOW MILES! 
What should one look for in a used 
console? A reputable, trustworthy seller 
is a good place to start. To a large ex-
tent, you will have to take the seller's 
word on the console's condition and 
service history. An older console might 
be better value than a newer model if 
it was used only in "low-impact" appli-
cations and was regularly serviced. A 
console that has only been used for 
Sunday church services by a little old 
pastor from Pasadena will generally be 
a better risk than a newer console that 
has spent its summers bouncing on 
bobtails to and from rodeos. An origi-
nal road case with no gouges or 
scratches is a reliable sign that the pre-

vious owner took extra care. 
A preliminary inspection may also 

be most revealing, particularly if it is 
scheduled on short notice. Look for a 
clean console inside and out. Anyone 
can sweep off the front of a console 
with a clean brush and detail the knobs 
with Fantastik. It is often more telling to 
pull several modules and look for dirt 
and dust in the belly pan, which will 
give an indication of how often the 
desk received a full tear-down, if ever. 
It is not unreasonable to get a qualified 
third party to inspect the console and 
recommend a fair price. 

Headphone jacks and pots are the 
most frequently used and, consequent-
ly, are the first to go. On monitor desks 
in particular, the control room and/or 
"wedge" outputs take heavy use. Since 
many engineers mix from a "zero dB" 
row of faders, mic preamp gain pots are 
adjusted frequently and over a wide 

The ProMix crew (that's Paul Morini at far left) surrounds the Crest VX52 before Dolly takes the stage. 

—FROM PAGE 168, THE TODAY SHOW 

goes through the UPAs and CQs; lapel 
mics and the TV show go only 
through the UPAs. The on-air SSL con-
sole at NBC feeds the FOH board, pro-
vides a world feed (for remotes from 
exotic locations) and sends a mix-
minus feed for the outside audience, 
along with the band feed, which is 
split to NBC Studio lA before being 
split to the monitor and FOH desk. 
(The monitor board is a Yamaha 
PM4000, with about a dozen mixes, 
plus sidefills.) 

"Because talent will run from the 
studio to the street, the audience 

speakers are matrixed out with this 
Ashly VX RD-8 remote control, so we 
can mute and lower individual speak-
ers as the talent gets close to a moni-
tor," Morini explains. "We have 16 
wireless systems out there at any one 
time, including wireless for the talent. 
But it's on-air, and feedback can be 
the death of you. If you squeak on-air, 
you're probably not going back there 
next week. We have all these mics all 
over the place in a really tight area, 
plus shotguns for audience pickup! 
But for all that, there is absolutely no 
feedback. We like keeping the gig." 

—Tom Kenny 
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Soundcraft Series FIVE Front-Of-House 
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And Now, The New Series FIVE 

"tor 

E....illirCbIli 

www.soundcraft.com 
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"I wa r y sold on thé featuré package, which offered exactly 

what I wanted and no extra crap. I get 10 VCAs, and a peat 16 x 10 

matrix that no other desk has. I think the Series FIVE is it - all the 

features in a weight and size that is much more manageable." 

Tom Abraham, Sound Engineer, on tour with SSE Hire mixing Garbage. 

The features that made the Series FIVE Front-Of- House console 

an instant success, in a dedicated monitor mixing console with 

comprehensive routing and unrivalled output control 24 and 

32-bus frame types 23 x 12 (24-bus) and 23 x 16 

(32-bus) output matrixes 38 (24-bus) and 50 

(32-bus) balanced outputs 9 (24-bus) and 17 (32-bus) 

stereo outputs 2 selectable solo systems (eg. wedge / in-ear) 

Direct interface to BSS FPC-900 VaricurveTM for slave EQ 

selection Matrix or parametric EQ on outputs Stereo inputs 

available 44, 52 or 60 input channels (24-bus) / 40, 48 or 56 

input channels (32-bus) Compact, light, rugged and road-proven 

Series FIVE frame 

Soundcraft 
H A Harman International Company 

Soundcraft +44 (0) 1707 665000. Soundcraft USA +1 615-360-0471 



Pure Power...Pure Sound! 

YOU 
Face it. 

buying pro 
it will las 
put great 

CAN'T 
The two 
-sound 
. Otherwise, 
sound 

most 
gear 

and bulletproof 

BUY BETTER 
important things 

is how good it sounds 
its just not worth 

reliability 

SOUND 
to consider when 

and how long 
it. At Carvin, we 
first. 

Carvin power amps deliver the finest sound reproduction 
from high speed output stages with slew rates exceeding 
50v/ps ( roughly twice that of our competitors). Crystal clear 
output from models up to 2000 watts deliver rock-sold bass 
and shimmering highs with no distortion. 
Our new C1600 and C2400 mixing consoles will enhance 

your sound dynamics with ultra low noise, high headroom, 
audio taper faders, silky smooth controls, active equalizing 
& 24 bit digital effects. Try a custom system on our 10 day 
trial and find out why Carvin is the value leader for quality 
& price! Call 800-854-2235 for prices & a free catalog. 

C1600 & C2400 MIXING CONSOLES 
▪ HIGH HEADROOM ULTRA LOW-NOISE PREAMPS 

3 BAND ACTIVE EO WITH MID SHIFT - 9 BAND EO 

75 Hz CHANNEL FILTERS. SIGNAL & PEAK LEDS 

24 BIT EFFECTS: CHORUS. REVERB. ECHO & FLANGE 

• XLR BAL OUTPUTS- GROUPED PHANTOM POWER 

CARVIN CONCERT SPEAKERS 
• STUDIO SOUND AT CONCERT LEVELS 

HIGH POWER COMPUTER TUNED ENCLOSURES 

SOLID 7 PLY POPLAR HARD WOOD CABINETS 

DURATUFF Ir. STEEL CORNERS & SPKR GRATES 

U TWIST LOCK SPEAKON`" & 1/4" JACKS 

CA RVIN 

MADE IN 
USA 
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Call 800-854-2235 for immediate delivery from our factory and save! 

"A best buy "" The Carvin 
DCM1500 — with its detailed top 
end, punchy low end... sounds 
great." 
@ Nov 1997 Miller Freeman. Inc. 
Reprinted by permission from Bass Player magazine 

" Carvin gives the end user a 
roadworthy. high-powered ampli-
fier (DCM2000) at a price that is 
almost too good to be true. Little 
wonder, then. that these amps 
have been showing up in quite a 
few local bands' rigs." 

Pro Audio Review. March 1998 
— Roger Williams Systems Engineer 
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HT & DCM SERIES POWER AMPS 
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CARVIN 
The Professional's Choice 
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range; when gain pots deteriorate, the 
entire strip becomes dangerous to use. 
To listen for dead spots and dirt, gently 
and slowly turn each pot. Canny own-
ers will have moved troublesome chan-
nels down to the far end of the console, 
where they are used least—check these 
first. Bent shafts and dirt around the 
nuts holding the pot shafts under the 
knobs are signs of lax maintenance. 
Consoles that see a lot of outdoor work, 
especially at fairgrounds, can be ex-
pected to have more problems—care-
fully check the faders of any desk that 
has been used outdoors. Some owners 
clean faders with inappropriate solvents 
that can cause the resistors to deterio-
rate or leave residue. 
When buying a used console, you 

can reasonably expect to have to carry 
out some maintenance chores that 
would be unnecessary if the console 
were new. For example, you should in-
clude in your budget the cost of replac-
ing some bulbs, pots, switches, knobs 
and caps. It may even make sense to re-
place or upgrade some of the more criti-
cal components, such as the summing 
amps for the mix bus. On the plus side, 
most used consoles are sold because 
they don't meet the needs of the owners 
anymore, not because they are broken. 

MOTIVATED SELLERS 
When deciding on how much to offer 
for a used console, it is worth examin-
ing the seller's motivation. Though the 
practical lifespan of most sound rein-
forcement consoles is just less than a 
decade, they are usually "written off 
the books" (depreciated to a zero-dol-
lar value) long before that. Consoles 
are typically depreciated over five 
years, but many touring companies 
can make a console pay for itself 
much more quickly if tours are fre-
quent and profitable. 

Like sound companies, musical 
groups and production companies will 
sell equipment when the associated 
project reaches the end of its life cycle. 
For example, theatrical productions will 
often liquidate their entire inventory at 
the end of a run. Similarly, it is some-
times cheaper for a band to buy a con-
sole for a tour and sell it at the end than 
it would be to rent the console for the 
same period. 

Cash flow is often a significant factor 
in the decision to turn over old or ex-
cess inventory. Because touring is sea-
sonal, sound reinforcement companies 
will typically pick up new consoles at 

the start of the busy season and then 
sell off when business slackens. As a re-
sult, there is often a proliferation of 
used consoles available in winter, just 
as manufacturers are preparing to ship 
new models to replace them. Prices 
fluctuate seasonally—miss the market 
by a few months and you may have to 
wait through the next business cycle for 
comparable prices. 

The motivated seller of a used con-
sole may be able to offer the potential 
buyer some valuable incentives. For ex-
ample, it is not unreasonable to ask to 
"test drive" the console before buying it; 
any serious seller can easily guard 
against abuse by charging a rental fee 
and applying it toward an eventual pur-
chase. Not to be ignored is the possibil-
ity that the current owner may be 
prepared to carry the financing. 

WHO'S BUYING? 
Another factor to consider when shop-
ping for a used console is the makeup 
of the buyers' market. Used-console 
buyers will include large and small 
sound rental companies, sound con-
tractors, clubs, bands, places of worship 
and independent operators. Each of 
these groups will have slightly different 
requirements. 

In general, sound reinforcement 
companies choose their console inven-
tory to match the needs of the largest 
number of clients. For some companies, 
owning a particular manufacturer's 
model can make the difference be-
tween getting the gig and seeing it go 
to a competitor. However, since con-
sole preferences can vary widely from 
year to year, touring companies don't 
usually attempt to keep all possible 
choices in stock. If a client's rider lists a 
particularly exotic console, it may make 
more sense to rent one rather buying it 
outright and risk having it idle in inven-
tory. (With a healthy market for large-
console rehires, several rental houses 
cater specifically to this demand.) On 
the other hand, if the tour is sufficiently 
profitable, it may be possible to amor-
tize the cost of a "new" console over 
the length of the initial run and then 
warehouse it in the hope that the same 
client will return next season. For these 
and other reasons, a larger company 
may be able to pay top prices for desir-
able models. 

Many touring acts prefer to carry ei-
ther FOH or monitor consoles (or both), 
even if they don't normally carry an en-
tire P.A. system. A used console can 
provide a relatively secure way to mini-
mize the uncertainties and unwelcome 

surprises that come from using different 
local production facilities at every gig 
on a budget tour. A familiar and exclu-
sive console can provide the consisten-
cy that allows artists to walk onstage 
without a soundcheck on occasion, en-
abling bands and managers to tackle a 
challenging itinerary with confidence. 
Depending on a band's financial stabili-
ty and experience, their production 
manager may be willing to bid aggres-
sively for a suitable console. 

PRICING TO BUY 
As in any commodity market, price is 
determined by supply and demand, so 
how much a used console is worth will 
depend on a number of factors. For ex-
ample, some sellers wait until a wors-
ening financial situation forces a sale at 
below market value. Other sellers may 
have no incentive to sell at a discount 
and can hold out for top dollar. As with 
any large purchase, a little homework 
can pay huge dividends. Listings in the 
Orion pro sound "Blue Book" provide 
one benchmark for used-gear prices, 
though Blue Book console prices ap-
pear to be biased in favor of the buyer. 
Owners and managers at larger sound 
companies can quote the value of pop-
ular console models, often off the cuff 
and with better accuracy, since they are 
in the market and may even have 
something they'd consider selling. An-
other point to remember is that relative-
ly few live sound consoles are sold at 
anything near list price when new. 
Manufacturers' rebates, "spiffs," and 
flexible pricing and payment terms can 
bring the real cost of a new console 
close to dealer cost. 

Knowing what you want and active-
ly looking among several sources are 
good hedges against paying too much. 
Since the market is fairly small, it may 
take several months to find the right 
console at the right price. Patience, per-
sistence and the ability to write a check 
when the opportunity presents itself are 
key to successful shopping. 

At last month's AFS convention, there 
were plenty of consoles on the floor. 
And the big sound reinforcement com-
panies no doubt wrote a few checks, as 
they should. They have the big acts. 
They need the absolute state of the art. 
But, for the rest of the world, there are 
alternatives to plunking down a season's 
worth of profits for a single console. For 
certain applications, a 200,000-mile Mer-
cedes may be just the ticket. 

Mark Frink is Mix 's sound reinforce-
ment editor. 
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11[111 Sono Il[mfooc[m[oT PRODUCTS 
TONE PLUG TEST TONE GENERATOR 
The Tone Plug audio test tone genera-
tor from GTC Industries (Naperville, IL) 
offers an 11-function test unit housed 
in a familiar 3-pin XLR connector. A 
button on the connector shell selects 
among five sine wave test tones (100, 
250, 400, 1k and 10k Hz) and five 
special function test signals. The latter 
include subwoofer and crossover test 
tones, a multifrequency pulse for set-
ting delays and reverbs, an amplitude 
sweep for adjusting dynamics proces-
sors and a sweep tone. An LED signals 
mic cable and connector faults. The 
phantom-powered Tone Plug is priced 
at $49.95. A companion device, the 
Noise Plug. is a pink noise generator. 
Circle 314 on Product Info Card 

QUINCO TRAQTAPE 
Quinco Inc. (Boise, ID) offers TrayTape, 
a hand-tearable cloth tape designed to 
keep instrument and control cables neat 
and tidy. Easily positioned and removed, 
TraqTape is edge-coated with a cured 
resin adhesive; because of its center 
adhesive-free band, TraqTape leaves 
none of the gummy adhesive residue on 
cables that can make teardowns messy 
and laborious. Available in 4 and 6-inch 
widths on 20-yard rolls, TraqTape may 
be ordered in matte black or vivid yel-
low (other sizes and colors pending). 
Circle 315 on Product Info Card 

ACE G-5 TOURING SYSTEM 
Audio Composite Engineering (Escon-
dido, CA) debuts the G-5 Touring Sys-
tem, a modular loudspeaker system 
including both full-range and sub-
woofer cabinets. Each full-range mod-
ule includes four 14-inch neodymium 
woofers, two compression driver/ 
waveguide combinations and four 
UHF devices. The subwoofer module 
has four 18-inch woofers. Lightweight 
and durable, the cabinets are con-
structed from carbon fiber, Nomee 
honeycomb and other composite 
materials. The carbon fiber exterior is 

weather- and UV-
resistant, and the 
cabinets include 
integral TrakStalr 
rigging hardware. 
Circle 316 on Product Info Card 

TOA DACSYS II 
V2.3 
TOA Electronics 
(South San Francis-
co, CA) upgrades 
the control software 
for its DACsys II 
digital signal proces-
sor, with the control 
of over 20 signal 
processing functions 
from a PC. The 32-

bit Version 2.3 is Windows 95-compati-
ble and offers expanded EQ facilities, 
adding 96 filter Qs for parametric and 
all-pass filters, 51 for low- and high-
pass filters and eight for notch filters. 
Other new V2.3 features include saving 
multiple signal-flow configurations 
with click-and-drag copying, real-time 
monitoring of input, output and com-
pression levels, and an input-to-output 
routing function. Files created under 
earlier DACsys II software are upward-
ly compatible, and current users can 
upgrade for free. 
Circle 317 on Product Info Cord 

QSC POWERLIGHT 9.0 PFC 
The PowerLight 9.0 ITC from QSC 
(Costa Mesa, CA) was designed to 
provide the highest power density 
available in a pro power amp: 1,800 
W/channel into 8 ohms, 3,200 W/ch 
into 4 ohms and 4,500 W/ch into 2 
ohms. QSC's Power Factor Correction 
(PFC) technology lowers peak AC cur-
rent requirements by as much as 40%, 
reducing strain on the AC power 
supply and eliminating the effects of 
voltage sag. Line and load regulators 
ensure maximum peak power, regard-
less of AC voltage drops, and the amp 
operates at any AC voltage. Additional 
features include soft start and standby 
mode, a data port for performance 
monitoring and variable-speed fans. 
Price: $6,998. 
Circle 318 on Product Info Card 

D.A.S. POWERED 
TWO-WAY SPEAKER 
D.A.S. Audio (Old Lyme, CT) has 
introduced the DS-15A self-powered 
loudspeaker system, a hi-amplified, 
two-way system with 150-watt and 
50-watt amps for the low- and high-
frequency drivers (crossover is 2 kHz). 
Protection circuits ensure against signal 
overload and unstable voltage. The 
HF compression driver has a 2-inch 
diaphragm with a 1-inch exit and the 
DS-15A's maximum SPL is 121 dB. 
Dimensions are 26.8x17.4x14.2-inches. 
Price: $979. 
Circle 319 on Product Info Cord 
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DO ONE THING. DO IT BETTER. 

N/D868 BASS DRUM MIC 

Dave Peters of Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown's band kicks for one reason, to find the groove. Electro-Voice has 

designed the N/D868 Bass Drum Mie to capture the attack of the beater on the head with solid and powerful 

definition. For a microphone that listens first, then speaks just the way you want to be heard, contact your 

nearest Electro-Voiee dealer and check out our complete line of application specific, N/DYW Series mies. 

Eiecu0-voice 60o Cecil Street Buchanan, MI 49107 616/695-6831 800/234-6831 In Canada: 613/382-2141 wwwrelectrovoice.cum 
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TORY RICH HITS 
THE " 011105[4f 

JPHOMO 

JINX HERE 

by Blair Jackson 
One of the surprise hits of 
1996 was an ultra-smooth 
pop/R&B confection called 
Words, the debut by Atlanta-
ba sed singer/songwriter/ 
multi-instrumentalist/produc-
er Tony Rich. With its pleas-
ing acoustic textures, soaring 
melodies, heartfelt lead vo-
cals and bright harmonies, 
Rich's CD was a refreshing 
throwback to an era when 
songs and sincerity, rather 
than grooves and attitude, 
were king. The album was 
nominated for four Gram-
mys (and won the Best 
R&B Album category) and 
spawned the mega-hit "No-
body Knows." Now Rich has 
released his second album 
for L.A. Reid and Kenny 
Edmonds' 

La Face label, 
titled Birdseye, and it is sure 
to establish its creator further 
as a major force in the world 
of soulful balladry. The De-
troit native has cited Prince 
and Stevie Wonder as major 
influences on his songwriting 
and production styles, and he 
shares with those artists that 
rare ability to do almost any-

thing he puts his mind to mu-
sically, whether it's playing all 
the instruments—including 
drums—on a given track, or 
layering eight parts of harmo-
ny vocals himself. He is also 
developing into a formidable 
producer, having helmed 
discs by the likes of Pebbles, 
CeCe Wynans, Aaron Neville 
and Michael Bolton, as well 
as his own records. 

Birdseye was nearly a 
year-and-a-half in the 
making (though Rich 
worked on other projects 
during that time) and 
was cut mainly at Rich's 
home and at Lacoco 
Studios in Atlanta, an 
SSL-Studer facility that 
has served as the cre-
ative nexus for La 
Face productions for 

the past several years. "It's 
really an engineer's dream 
working with Tony," says 
John Frye, who recorded 
both of Rich's albums and 
has been a LaFace mainstay 
for the past eight years. "He's 
got it so much together on 
his own that when he makes 
a record, he's written and se-
quenced it at home and he 
always knows pretty much 

where he wants to go with 
every song so the actual 
recording is relatively easy. 

"He does most of his se-
quencing and drums and 
triggers all of his keyboards 
through the MPC 3000," he 
continues. "His records start 
out pretty sequenced, but 
then take off from there. At a 
later date, he'll often add live 
bass and drums and percus-
sion and various guitars— 
acoustics, electrics. Before 
we'd even get together for 
the first time on a song, he 
usually had about 50 percent 
of the backgrounds done 
and even some of the lead 
vocals. He's quite a good en-
gineer on his own and has a 
studio at home." 

"I love technology, but I 
always maintain a respect for 
acoustic instruments because 
I want my music to sound 
real," comments Rich, who 
tracked some of his album at 
home using Tascam DA-88s. 
"My latest thing is that I'm 
getting into Pro Tools and 
digging that; checking it out 
and seeing where it can go. 
But to me the technology 
has got to serve the music 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 192 
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by Barbara Schultz 
Miles Copeland's Ark21 la-
bel bagged a giant when it 
signed country legend Way-
Ion Jennings: He's an artist 
with a huge voice, tremen-
dous talent and a larger-than-
life history. Some highlights: 
His first record was produced 
by Buddy Holly, and he 
toured as Holly's bass player 
in the last days before the 
plane crash. His first Top 5 
hit, "Only Daddy That'll Walk 
the Line" (1968) was rapidly 
followed by his first Grammy, 
for his version of "MacArthur 
Park." In '75, he was the 

Country Music Association's 
male vocalist of the year. And 
in 1976, the Wanted: The 
Outlaws album, which Jen-
nings recorded with Willie 
Nelson, Tompall Glaser and 
Jessi Colter (Jennings' wife), 
became the first Platinum 
album to come out of Nash-
ville. 

The statement made by 
the Outlaws LP was almost 
inadvertent; the album was 

assembled mainly from 
live recordings and unis-
sued material, and none 
of the participants neces-
sarily considered it their 
most important work. 
But the arrangements 
had a raw, rockin' ap-

peal that broke the country/ 
rock barrier from Nashville 
out. With its electric sound 
and artist-driven production, 
Wanted: The Outlaws man-
aged to subvert the Nashville 
establishment and enlarge 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 185 

HERBIE HEIRCOCH 
h MOOS 
CELEBRATE 
OERSII111111 
by Gary Eskow 
The music of George Gersh-
win has been celebrated 
throughout 1998, the cen-
tennial of his birth. In Octo-
ber, Verve Records released 
Gershwin 's World, Herbie 
Hancock's tribute to Gersh-
win's work and the milieu in 
which he flourished. Mix 
spoke with Gershwin 's World 
producer Robert Sadin—a 
gifted composer, arranger 
and performer himself— 
about how the project was 
conceived and brought to 

Left to Right: Robert Sadin, Herbie Hancock and Kathleen Battle 

life. We later caught up with 
Hancock in Memphis, where 
he was preparing for a show. 

"This year witnessed a 
lot of reissues of Gershwin 
music," says Sadin, "but Her-

bie and I talked about doing 
something different. We de-
cided that including works 
by some of the composers 
who influenced him, as well 
as recording some important 

Gershwin pieces with a re-
markable cast of musicians, 
would help flesh out the pic-
ture, make it more whole." 

Compositions from W.C. 
—CONTINUED av PAGE 193 
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CLASSIC TRACKS 

RilD9 OE Er 
THE PIPS' 111111IGHT 
TRAID TO GEORGIA" 
by Blair Jackson 
The great soul vocal group Gladys 
Knight & The Pips first rose to national 
prominence in the fall of 1967, when 
their version of "I Heard It Through the 
Grapevine" became a Number 2 smash 
for Motown's Soul label, followed quick-
ly by the hit "The End of Our Road." 
This was no overnight sensation, how-
ever: the group had already been to-
gether in one form or another for 15 
years! 

Born in Atlanta in 1944, Gladys 
Knight got her start singing at the Mount 
Mariah Baptist Church in that city and 
even toured the South as part of the 
Monis Brown Choir before she was 5. At 
7, she won a $2,000 prize on the popu-
lar Ted Mack Amateur Hour TV pro-
gram. A year later, at her older brother 
Merald's birthday party, Gladys formed a 
singing group with Merald, her sister 
Brenda and cousins William and Eleanor 
Guest, taking their name from another 

Gladys Knight & The Pips, mid-'70s 

the nickname of another cousin, James 
"Pip" Woods. In the late '50s, The Pips 
toured with soul sensations such as Sam 
Cooke and Jackie Wilson, and they 
recorded sides for Brunswick (without 
much success). Brenda and Eleanor left 
the group in 1959 and were replaced by 
another cousin, Edward Patten, and, for 
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three years. Langston George. In 1961, 
The Pips scored their first hit (for Vee-
Jay) with Johnny Otis'"Every Beat of My 
Heart," but then went through a relative-
ly fallow period until "Grapevine" put 
Gladys Knight & The Pips on the map. 
Throughout the late '60s and early 70s, 
the group regularly landed tunes on the 

Cool Spins 
The Mix Staff Pick Their 
Current Favorites 

Elliott Smith: XO (DreamWorks) 
His fourth solo release and major label 
debut finds moody popster Elliott Smith 
stretching out while working a feel similar to 

his earner endeavors. In the past, acoustic 
guitar predominated. This time, thanks to a 
larger budget the production is much big-
ger, incorporating a broader palette of in-
struments (including strings and horns) in a 
more polished package. There are indul-
gences—some moments, for instance, have 
sounds so reminiscent of The Beatles the:. 
it's distracting. But fortunately, Smith seems 
aware tnat his material is at its best in rela-
tively unadorned settings; generally, he's kept 
things fairly restrained. He chose to record 
again with producer/engineers he's worked 
with in more humble incarnations, and, in 
fact, Smith plays the majority of instruments 
on the new record himself. And the essen-
tial ingredient— his voice— is as luminous, 
supple and evocative as ever. Smith sings 
from a auiet place, and on XO, the beauty of 
his intimately observed songs really creeps 
up on you. 

Procuced, recorded and mixed by Tom 
Rothrock, Rob Schnapf and Elliott Sm,th. 
Additional engineering: Larry Crane. Assis-

tant engineers: Doug Boehm. Alan Sander-
son, Richard Barron. Studios: Sunset Sound 
(LA.), Sound Factory (LA.), Ocean Way 
(LA), Sonora (LA), jackpad (Portland, OR). 
Mastering: Stephen Marcussen/Precision 
Mastering (LA). —Adam Eeyda 

Maxwell: Embrya (Columbia) 
Maxwell's second album, Embryo, may have 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 199 
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pop and R&B charts, including "It 
Should Have Been Me," "The Nitty Grit-
ty," "Friendship Train," "If I Were Your 
Woman," "I Don't Want to Do Wrong," 
"Make Me the Woman That You Go 
Home to" and "Neither One of Us 
("Wants to Be the First to Say Goodbye)." 

Despite the success of "Neither One 
of Us," the group had been dissatisfied 
with Motown's accounting procedures 
and lack of promotion for some time, 
and in early 1973 they bolted the stable 
and moved to Neil Bogart's Buddah 
Records, the one-time bubblegum pop 
powerhouse. It turned out to be a good 
move: The first album they cut for 
Buddah, Imagination, became Gladys 
Knight & The Pips' best seller, and it 
yielded their biggest hit single, "Mid-
night Train to Georgia," which was 
penned by Jimmy Weatherly, who also 
wrote "Neither One of Us." 

Actually, "Midnight Train to Georgia" 
began its life as a song called "Midnight 
Plane to Houston"; indeed, it still ap-
pears under that title for publishing pur-
poses. As Jimmy Weatherly explained to 
Fred Bronson in The Billboard Book of 
Number One Hits, "[The song] was based 
on a conversation I had with somebody 
about taking a midnight plane to Hous-
ton. I wrote it as kind of a country song. 
Then we sent the song to a guy named 
Sammy Limbo in Atlanta, and he wanted 
to cut it on Cissy Houston. He asked if I 
minded if he changed the title to 'Mid-
night Train to Georgia,' and I said, 'No, 
just don't change the rest of the song." 
Shortly after that, Weatherly's publisher 
sent the tune to Gladys Knight. 

The basic tracks for Knight's "Mid-
night Train" and four other tracks on 
Imagination were cut at Venture Sound 
in Somerville, New Jersey, with produc-
er/arranger Tony Camillo at the helm 
and a young engineer named Ed Stasi-
um handling the technical end of the 
sessions. The studio had been built in 
Camillo's basement the previous sum-
mer, so it was still essentially a new fa-
cility when the Knight project came to 
Camillo. 

"The studio was a shell when I ar-
rived and I helped put it together," says 
Stasium, who was a 23-year-old work-
ing for Ampeg/Altec in Linden, NJ., 
when he started hanging out with 
Camillo and his then-partner, engineer 
Tony Bongiovi. "That's how I learned to 
do what I do. My band did some demos 
on a 12-track Scully at Media Sound 
when Bob Margouleff and Malcolm 
Cecil were still there. Tony Bongiovi 
had been on staff at Media Sound when 
[Venture Soundl started being put to-
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gether, and Tony Camillo was doing a 
lot of independent arranging. So I start-
ed going down there and saying, 'What 
can I do?' So I did woodwork and 
helped put in the floor and ran wires 
and did the patchbay." The studio's 
main room was fairly large, measuring 
about 30x40 feet with a 20-foot ceiling. 
The walls were wood, broken up by 
colorful Fiberglas panels, and the ceiling 
was covered in acoustic tile. Additional-
ly, there was a drum booth Stasium de-
scribes as "totally dead." 

Much of the equipment in the con-
trol room was purchased from a 
Philadelphia studio that was going out of 
business including an Ampex MM1000 
16-track and a custom Langevin con-
sole. "The console was actually a 12-in 
and 4-out 4-track console, but Tony 
Bongiovi and one of his buddies modi-
fied it to be a 16-input console; then we 
made a little monitor section that was 
separate from the console. There wasn't 
much to it: a 2-band EQ that had no 
midrange; just top and bottom. But 
those Langevin preamps now go for an 
exorbitant amount of money. It sound-
ed good, and the records we made on it 
sounded good." 

The studio had a decent collection of 
mics, Stasium says, including a number 
of Neumann 87s, Sennheiser 421s, RCA 
77s, Altec "salt-shakers" and various 
other models. During its first year or so, 
the studio had no reverbs at all, but it 
did boast a fine-sounding chamber. 

"I helped build the echo chamber 
in a cinderblock closet," Stasium re-
calls. "I can still smell the Fiberglas 
epoxy. It was August 1972 and it was 
hot, hot, hot. There was no air condi-
tioning in the place, and here we were 
brushing on this epoxy, getting dizzy 
and sick as hell. But that's what we 
used on 'Midnight Train to Georgia' 
and all that early stuff. There was no 
plate there at that time. We had a 
stereo 440 and a 4-track 440 and a 
mono 440 and Tony [B.] taught me the 
trick of sending a delay to the cham-
ber. So if I recall, I'd send the signal 
through a mono machine, and we had 
a shiny little Sears Roebuck speaker or 
something in there, and a couple of a 
microphones, and then I'd bring [the 
signal] back in stereo. Later we got a 
plate that Holland, Dozier, Holland 
had gotten from Motown." 

In the early days of Venture, Stasium 
assisted however he could—aligning 
machines, marking tapes, etc.—and 
worked on his budding engineering 
chops recording local bands at off-hours. 
Then, one-day, he went into Media 

Sound, where "Kool & The Gang were 
in doing a session and Tony [B.] went 
out for a sandwich and said, 'Here 
Eddie, you do the vocals!' and didn't 
come back for two-and-a-half hours! 
Tony did that with a lot of people: 
Bobby Clearmountain, Harvey Goldberg, 
Ron St. Germain— Here, you do this.' 
'Cause Tony was always on the move, 
making some kind of deal somewhere." 
When Bongiovi left Venture shortly after 
this, Stasium stepped into the void. 

Though the studio was 50 miles 
from Manhattan, "Tony [C.] had a good 
enough reputation that people would 
come out and record there," Stasium 
says. "The studio guys would come 
down, and Tony used to cook these 

We did Gladys Knight's 

vocal in one take. 

No comping. No 24 

tracks of putting in 

one syllable at a time. 

This is a vocalist who 

can sing her butt off. 

Ed Stasium 

fabulous Italian dinners and we'd hang 
out. We'd do tracking in like two days 
and then a week later we might have 
the horn section come out one day, 
then the string section come out anoth-
er day. It was pretty relaxed." 

It helped, too, that a number of Mo-
town players had relocated nearby after 
Motown moved West, and they became 
regulars at Venture: most notably drum-
mer Andrew Smith and bassist Bob 
Babbitt, who are the rhythmic anchors 
on "Midnight Train to Georgia." At least 
they are on the finished version. Stasi-
urn says the song was cut three times— 
at first using a different rhythm sec-
tion—before Gladys Knight (who was 
not at the sessions, hut was sent tapes 
for approval) was satisfied with the feel 
of the song. "Gladys wanted to get 
more of an Al Green thing on it, which 
you can hear a little in the jabbing horn 
lines and the sparseness of the instru-
mentation," Stasium says. 

The band on the song ended up 
consisting of Smith, Babbitt, guitarist Jeff 
Miranov, Barry Miles on acoustic piano 
and Tony Camillo on Hammond organ, 

Wurlitzer and percussion. The arrange-
ment was completely written by Camil-
lo: "He wrote every fill, every cymbal 
crash, every note that Babbitt played on 
bass," Stasium says. "The overdubs 
were probably done in one leisurely af-
ternoon, and then a week or so later I 
think we did the strings and horns and 
ate more Italian food. Randy Brecker 
and Alan Rubin played trumpets, 
Michael Brecker was on sax. Lou Del-
gado was on woodwinds, Dave Taylor 
and Meco Monardo on trombones. 
Then there was a small string section 
which we double-tracked." 

Once the instrumental bed was 
completed, the project moved to De-
troit and "a place called Artie Fields'," 
Stasium says. "First Tony went out there 
on his own and then he gave me a call: 
'I don't like the way this engineer 
works, so come on out here and help 
me!' I was so excited. It was my first 
trip. I had never even been on an air-
plane before. 

"I think we did Gladys' vocal in one 
take. It was ridiculous—I had no idea 
what I was doing. I'd been doing it for 
about a year. I knew what an 87 was 
and what an LA2A was. So I got that to-
gether, and all of a sudden Gladys is 
like, Okay, I'm singing it now.' And that 
was the take: BOOM It's basically one 
take and then she went back in and 
punched in one line, and that was it. No 
comping. No 24 tracks of putting in one 
syllable at a time. No Pro Tools. This 
was a vocalist who can sing her butt off. 
Put her in a room and she sings." 

After Knight was gone, "Tony and 
The Pips came up with the background 
arrangement completely. We worked 
on it a long time to get it right, and then 
we double-tracked it. That was quite a 
few hours." 

The track was mixed at Venture 
Sound, and here is where Stasium was 
allowed to get creative. "Tony had put 
all the instruments on from the begin-
ning of the song and the stuff was just 
packed on there—the Hammond organ 
and piano were on from the top, the 
guitar, the horns were in the first verse. 
So we took a lot of things out and 
made it sparser and then brought the 
different instruments in as it went 
along. I think that really made the song 
more powerful." 

Within a couple of months, the 
album and single came out, "and I re-
member hearing it for the first time on 
WABC," Stasium says. "What a great 
feeling! And I totally flipped out when it 
hit Number One." It was Stasium's first 
Number One, and it became his first 
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Gold record, too (though he didn't get 

the actual Gold disc until many years 
later). He stayed with Venture until 
1975, then took a staff position at Le 
Studio Morin Heights in Quebec, and 
followed that with a stint as chief engi-
neer at Bongiovi's new studio, The 
Power Station. Since the late '70s, he's 
been independent, working with the 
likes of Mick Jagger, The Ramones, Liv-
ing Colour, Smithereens, Talking Heads 
and many others. 

"Midnight Train to Georgia" marked 
the beginning of a new Golden Era for 
Gladys Knight & The Pips. They sold 
millions of records in the mid '70s, and 
though that was their commercial peak, 
they've managed to score a number of 
hits through the years, including "Land-
lord" in 1980, "Save the Overtime (For 
Me)" and "You're Number One (In My 
Book)" in 1983 and "Love Overboard" in 
1987. The act's durability is a testament 
to the tenacity of Knight and the Pips, 
and to the strong bonds of family. Forty-

six years and still groovin': Amazing! • 
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—FROM PAGE 181, WAYLON JENNINGS 

country's following at the same time. 
Jennings' successes have been many: 

a couple of Grammys, 13 Gold albums, 
one Platinum and two double-Platinum 
LPs and a greatest hits collection that 

went quadruple-Platinum. But he is def-
initely one of those artists who feels 
pride in having succeeded in spite of 
the music industry. 

Jennings' long love/hate relationship 
with Nashville is one of the larger 
themes of the 1996 autobiography, 
Waylon, which he wrote with gui-
tarist/producer/writer Lenny Kaye. This 
book digs deep into Jennings' family re-
lationships, professional successes and 
mistakes, and his many years of drug 
abuse. "A lot of it your mind wants to 
cut off, you know?" Jennings says, "but 
that book is the truth." 

Today, Jennings still lives in Nash-
ville, and this past summer he released 
his first album for Ark21, Closing in on 
the Fire, which was recorded at Treasure 
Isle Studios with producer Gregg Brown 
(Travis Tritt, Tanya Tucker) and engi-
neer Peter Coleman. The record in-
cludes guest appearances by Sting 

Sheryl Crow, Travis Tritt, Mark Knopflei 
and another country legend, '50s hit-
maker Carl Smith, so you can gather that 
the sounds vary quite a bit. This kind of 
crossover and variety isn't as surprising 
now as it might have been back when 
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Jennings started breaking the rules, but 
his music and his opinions sound as 
hot-blooded now as they did in the 70s. 

How did you end up signing with 
Ark21?What was it about the label that 
appealed to you? 
I have a certain way I like to do things. 
Mainly, I like to be left alone. I think the 
artist is the one who does the record, 
and I think the record company and the 
merchandisers, they sell the records. 
And Miles was in sync with me. I said I 

just want to have a good time. I don't 
worry about any type of thing as far as 
cutting a record that fits the radio now. 
I don't want my records on that kind of 
radio. I never was a big single-seller 

anyway, I was a big album seller. 
There's 5 million people somewhere 
that bought one of my albums, so 
maybe something'll happen. 

How did you get started on this album 
project, and how did you choose the 
material? 
I wrote a lot of it, and we went into a 
studio called Treasure Isle, which has a 
real great atmosphere. That's what I look 
for in a studio; they're all really good, 
and they got the best mics and what 
have you, but what I look at is a eod at-
mosphere when you're sitting around 

waiting for things to get started. When 
we got in there, we had about 20 songs, 
maybe more, and some of them kind of 
eliminated themselves as we went along. 
Tell me about your producer, Gregg 
Brown. 
Gregg comes from the modem-day way 
of doing things. But, like I told him, I 
don't want anything that even resem-
bles that. He had to learn not to be fix-
ing things 20 times. I like to go on past 
it, come on hack to it. But Gregg is real-

DECORUM° UJOYLOil JEM111165‘ VOICE  
Waylon Jennings' new album, Clos-
ing in on the Fire, was recorded in 

the large tracking room at Nash-
ville's Treasure Isle studios. Engineer 
Peter Coleman says Treasure Isle, 
which is equipped with a Trident 
80-C console and Augspurger mon-
itoring, is one of his favorite Nash-
ville facilities. "Throughout my ca-
reer, I've had the habit of latching 
on to certain studios, because I like 
the atmosphere there," he says. 
"Treasure Isle, for me, is very 
homey, and it's got a huge tracking 
room, so it's great for recording 
large drums." 

Apparently, it's also a good 
room for recording large voices. 
Here's what Coleman has to say 
about capturing Waylon Jennings' 
vocal. 

"There's three booths at Treasure 
Isle, ranging from a relatively large 
booth down to the other extreme, 
which is about 6 foot by 8 foot. 
Waylon liked the bigger booth. The 
mic we used on his vocal was a 
[Neumann] U87 tube mic that's 
modified by Craig Cameron, who's 
a mic wizard that lives here. [At 
Treasure Isle], we've got four of 
those microphones. They all sound 
exceptionally good, and they all 
sound extremely different, so usual-

ly we put all four of them up, and 

we'll have the artist we're working 
with sing a little bit into each mic, 
put it on tape, listen back and pick 
the one that we all think sounds the 
best. 

"Al] of Waylon's vocals went 
through my mic pre. I own a very 
old Telefunken V76M that I think is 
just about the best-sounding mic 
pre I've ever heard. The tube mic 
pre's, to me, have a much larger 
frequency response. They just go 
down further in the low end, and 
they just keep going up in the high 
end—way beyond anything we can 
even hear. It's just like a mini Loud-
ness button. It tends to make thing,, 
sound expanded. Also, I always use 
UREI 1176 compressors on vocals— 
the old black-face ones. The older 
the better. 

"I had Waylon stand really close 
to the mic because I always put 
people that close. He's obviously 
been in situations where people 
like him way back, off the mic, but 
I don't do that. There's so much 
low end off his voice, so I guess 
low end becomes a matter of per-
sonal taste. I love it, and I just want-
ed to maximize that. If you listen to 
Waylon's CD, on a lot of those 
tracks, you can almost feel his heart 
thumping through his vocal." 

—Barbara Schultz 
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ly good. He grew up on my music, and 
I guess it's something he always wanted 
to do, so I said, well let's just go in and 
see what happens. That's the way I usu-
ally do it. 
Are you normally involved in technical 
decisions on a session? 
We had a great engineer, Peter Cole-
man (see sidebar, p. 186). He's from 
England—we call him a British hillbil-
ly—and he don't need any help in that 
department. 
What do you like about the way he 
works? 

He knows what he's doing, and he 
knows how to get the best sound out of 

your voice, what the best mic place-
ment is. He had me a lot closer in than 
I was normally used to, but it gave us a 
lot more control in the mixing. And he's 
very aware of everything that goes on. I 
swear, he could hear a cricket if it was 
in the room right in the middle of a big 
band. And he had his work cut out for 
him, too, because we had these two 
drummers from Memphis, and they play 
loud. 
How were you guys set up? 
The drums were out in the open in the 
room, and I was in a booth. Rhythm gui-
tar was in a booth, and acoustical-type 
things were in booths, but the electric 
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and the drums were all out in the open. 
What kind of microphone did he use 
on your voice? 

I don't really know the name. But when 
a mic don't work very good I give it a 
new name, anyway—usually pretty 
dirty: "This blankety blank blank don't 
work!" I've renamed several micro-
phones. 
Did it take getting used to, singing so 
close to the mic? 

Yeah, because you have a tendency to 
want to back up—afraid it's going to 
pop—but I've recorded so long, I know 
little tricks to keep from popping the 
mic. And you have to put your hat on 
backwards if you're wearing a baseball 
cap. That was the main thing I had to 
get used to. 
How long did you spend working on 
this record? 
We probably spent about a week with 
the band, and then we'd do any things 
I needed to re-do in the vocal depart-
ment, and then the rest of it was the 
mixing, which we didn't spend a long 
time on. 
Did you sit in on the mixing? 
As much as I could. I wound up in Ari-
zona, and they would Fed-Ex me the 
tapes every day, because I had to have 
the last say. I'm the one who's got to 
live with it. 

Nashville engineer Randy Kling men-
tioned to one of the other editors here 
that you're one of the few artists he 
ever worked with who participates in 
the whole process—from recording 
through mastering. 
You know, I don't want to make out 
like I know so much. It's just something 
I enjoy. One time I engineered, pro-
duced, did everything on one of my 
records, and then I realized you can't do 
that. You need help. But I did it because 
I wanted to see if I could; I thought I 
should know something about what's 
going on, and I learned grass roots in 
that area. The technology is changing 
every day, though, and now you've got 
like the cockpit of a 747 when you're in 
there with all the computers. 

I read your autobiography recently. 
Did you? What are you doing reading 
nasty books? I had a lot of fun doing 
that, though. Lenny Kaye is one of the 
most wonderful people. 
In the book, your feelings about what it 
was like trying to make it in Nashville 
when you were coming up are pretty 

dear. How do you feel about Nashville 
these days? 
If I was coming here today, and they 
brought me into an office and told me, 
"Okay, you got four years and that's 
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about it, and you're out of here," I don't 
know how I'd deal with that. Or if they 
came in and just put my voice on a track 
and then told me to go home, that what-
ever they did to it I'd have to live with it. 
You feel like that's what happens to 

young artists now? 
I know that's what happens to them. 
They even tell them what kind of hat to 
wear. I tell you, I've always had trouble 
with somebody going to college for 
four years, getting a degree in market-
ing and then telling me they know 
more about my music than I do. 

But they go in and they work their 
jobs and they produce their records 
and they go to the watering hole and 
they brag on each other. That's what it's 
about. I've been around some of these 
sessions, and I can never believe what's 
going on. The artists are scared to 
death, too, because they're only as 
good as their last record with these pro-
ducers, and it has nothing to do with 
talent. It has nothing to do with the 
artistic or creative control of the artists. 
They have no control, and that's sad. 
Some of these guys are great little 
singers, and if they would be left alone 
they could be great writers and great 
artists, but they have to do what the big 
guys say. 
Why do you stay in Nashville? 
I'm not part of this. What I'm doing 
now is I'm cutting records and having 
fun with it. When it ceases to be fun, 
then I'll go where I want to. I have a 
home here and a home in Arizona. I 
don't have to have music or the busi-
ness in my life, because I'm very happy. 
I've had a good run at it. And like I said 
in the book, the road is for young men 
or drug addicts. 
Or both. 
Yeah, it's a little rough. It's a hard road. 
And I like every once in a while to do 
shows, but I just have no pressure on 
me, and I'm not going to get into that 

song and dance. 
Tell me about how you write. Do you 
have a certain place to work? 
Yeah. The people at my house, I drive 
them crazy because it's the prettiest 
room in the house, the living room. 
That's where I keep everything, and it 
looks awful. 
Do you set aside a certain amount of 
time to work, or do you just write when 
it comes to you? 
I just write when it comes to me. I don't 
have any structure. I wrote "Are You 
Sure Hank Done It This Way?" in a car 
on an envelope as I was driving from 
my house—which is about three miles, 
red lights and all—to the studio and 

recorded it right then. A week or two 
later, I looked at the piece of paper that 
I wrote it on, and you couldn't even 
read one word, but I knew what it said 
when I looked at it in the studio. 

Or sometimes I have songs, my little 
jewels, that I've had around for years. 
One song I've always liked and I've had 
around for 20 years is called "It Rains 
Just the Same in Missouri." I've never 
recorded it, but I do know some day 
I'm going to. 
Why haven't you recorded it? 
I'm the only one who likes it. [Laughs] 
Do you record demos as you work, or 
do you just write on paper? 

I put it on paper, and I usually know 
what the music is as I'm going. And 
when I finally get it together, I'll mess 
with it for a while and get all the kinks 
out, and then I'll put it down some-
where. My son has a studio in the back. 
He records rock 'n' roll and industrial 
rock. He's very talented. He plays sev-
eral instruments, and he knows how to 
engineer. He knows all the equipment, 
all the mics and what they'll do. They 
learn a lot more nowadays, and he's 

computer-literate. 
He's got a little vocal booth, too. It's 

just a little demo studio, but he's usual-
ly pretty busy. He does most of the 
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music on his tracks. He works with two 
other guys, and they're definitely into 
the modern things—Nine Inch Nails 
and Metallica. 
What do you think of that stuff? 
I love it. I really do. You know, we did 
Lollapalooza, and he was onstage with 
me and sang a couple of songs. The rea-
son I was on is that Metallica—James 
Hetfield—they wanted me. Best audi-
ence I ever played to. They were happy, 
they were jumping up and down. They 

were having their fun, and if they liked 
what you did, they really let you know it. 
What do you look for in a song to 
cover? 
That I relate—something that says some-
thing or you can feel it. "Closing In on 
the Fire," that's a nasty old song. It's so 
good. I've been wanting to record it for 
a long time. Tony Joe White [who wrote 
the song] is one of my best friends. 
How do you develop your arrange-
ments? 

A lot of them, I just say 'Play.' If you've 
got an idea, we'll know if it's right or 
wrong. I usually have some idea of an 
arrangement, and I used to be more 

controlling about it, but I've learned that 
some of the musicians just always get 
told what to do and no one really lets 
them really stretch out. I let them stretch 
out. 
From the credits it looks like you didn't 
eq.), any guitar on this record 
No, I didn't. 
How come? 
I had a doctor in Atlanta operated on 
my hands and they're still not...He said 
I had carpal tunnel, but all he wanted 

was the money. I didn't have carpal 
tunnel, and it has caused a problem 

with my hands, and I'm trying to work 
my way back into it. 
Do your doctors expect you to recover? 
Well, I don't know. Some say I can, 
some say I can't. 
What do you say? 
I think I'll be able to play a little. They 
wanted me to sue him, but I think I just 
want to find him in an alley and operate 
on his face. 

Tell me about the guest artists on your 
album. How did you end up working 
with some of those people? 

Sting was in town—I think that was 
through Miles—and he played bass. I 
had met Sheryl Crow awhile ago. She's 
just the sweetest thing, and I think she 
is one of the most talented little gals in 
the world. The way she did that double-
voice thing on the bridge [on the song 
"She's Too Good for Mel, that knocked 
me out. And then, of course, there's that 
twerp, Travis Tritt. [Laughs] He's my lit-

tle buddy, and that was planned from 
the minute I picked that song. 
In your book, you say you really like 
his singing. 

He's got a great voice, and he's an artist 
at what he does. I really believe that. 
You know, all of these new singers in 
country music, 80 percent of them are 
imitating Merle Haggard and don't 
know it. And Merle Haggard was imitat-
ing Lefty Frizzell and didn't know it. But 
Travis Tritt is not imitating anybody. He 
sounds like Travis Tiitt. 

Carl Smith sings on the record, too. 
Carl Smith still is one of my heroes. He 
always was. You know, he sings so 

great, I had to go in there and do my 
vocal over because he sounded better 
than me. 

He's so funny, too. See, he retired 
years ago [in 1977] and has a little horse 
farm out there in Franldin. He just gave 
it up, and now all he does is chase his 
wife from room to room. They're the 
greatest couple. They're some of our 
best friends, Jessi's and mine. 

So, one day I said, Carl I got this 
song I want you to sing on. He says, "I 
don't sing no more, now you leave me 
alone." That's the way he is. But I said, 
"No, no, no, now wait a minute. Here's 
the part you're doing." I just ignored 
him. "I'm not gonna sing," he says. 
"Don't be handing me that thing!" But 
comes time to record and he's learned 
the part. Carl is great, and I really en-
joyed working with him. 
Tell me what else you want people to 
know about the new record 
Well, I think every home ought to have 
one...I'm sorry I guess I'm not being se-
rious. It's hard to be serious. The last 
time I was serious was 1956. 

-FROM PAGE 180, TONY RICH 

first and foremost. I've got this music in 
my head, and I'll use whatever I need 
to get it down on tape. 

"I like to experiment with different 
vocal and instrumental parts. Sometimes 
I'll take a song where I've got a main 
vocal line and then I just sing along to it 
and pretend to be these different back-
ground singers and I end up coming up 
with all these parts—it's almost like be-
coming a different character for each 
part. Great background parts can take a 
song to another level, so that's some-
thing I like to concentrate on." 

"I think the most background vocals 
we had on any song was maybe 
eight—not extremely thick," Frye adds. 
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"What was most interesting for me was 
doing the lead vocals because instead 
of going into an iso booth or some-
thing, he would be in the control room 
right next to me at the board with a mi-

crophone. Typically we used a [Neu-
mann] 87 or an [AKG] C-12, and for a 
mic pre, a John Hardy or a Focusrite, 
typically into a Summit TLA-100 com-
pressor to catch some peaks, to Studer 
A-80 multitrack. I also used the Avalon 
compressor and EQ. Vocally, we never 

did the traditional route of doing many 
lead vocals and then comping. We did 
very little comping. He'd get it right the 
first couple of times and when he'd say, 
'That's the one,' he was always right. 
Obviously, he's a great singer." 

Rich did use a few outside musicians 
and singers on the album, but he notes, 
"I use musicians because I want to, not 
because I have to. Like on the song 
'Blue Butterfly' [on Birdseyel, I played all 
the instruments and then at the last 
minute I decided to call in Peter Moore, 
who plays nylon-stringed classical gui-
tar for me, to play the melody line on 
the acoustic guitar. I have some players 
who I really respect a lot and who can 
add another dimension to what I'm 
doing." Besides Moore, Rich's stable of 
players included bassist LaMarquis 
Johnson, a guitarist known simply as E 
and percussionist Cedric Anderson. Frye 
notes that some of the drums were 
tracked at Doppler Studios in Atlanta, 
which he says is "one of the city's great 
live rooms." 

Both of Rich's albums were mixed by 
Jon Gass—a veteran who has worked 
on many of Babyface's projects—on La-
coco's SSL 4000 Series with G-Plus au-
tomation. "He's certainly put his magic 
on all those mixes," comments Frye. 
"He's one of the best engineers I've had 

the pleasure to work with." 
Rich agrees: "Jon is very clear in the 

way he works, and he's easy to com-
municate with. I've learned a lot about 
placement on the mix end working 
with Jon Gass. I was more instrumental 
in the mix this time. I'd do rough mixes 
and send them to Jon and then he'd 
work on those. Because sometimes you 
make a record and you have a vision of 
how it's going to sound and then the 
mix comes out totally different than you 
intended. So it's been important for me 
to learn about mixing so I can get it to 
sound the way I want to." 

Although he toured quite a bit behind 
Words, opening dates for Sting, Mariah 
Carey and Tina Turner, Rich says he has 
no desire to spend his life on the road, 
preferring to make his statements in the 

studio, as both an artist and producer. 
He loves wearing both hats, and so far 
all of his work has shown a Midas touch. 
Rich believes its because he listens to his 
heart instead of following trends. 

"I'm not influenced by today," he 
says. "I don't listen to the radio. So 
when an artist comes to work with me 
they know they're not going to get a 
record that sounds like everything else 
that's out there. I like to think I bring 
freshness to my productions because I 
deal with the basics. My thing is, 'Hey, 
turn down those keyboards! Let's hear 
the vocals better! Let's listen to it low in-
stead of loud," he says with a laugh. "I 
bring a different attitude. I'm not trying 
to hype anybody up to do something 
they don't want to, or something that I 
want them to do. 

"People keep telling me that what I 
do is different, but I'm just doing what I 
do, you know? People in the industry 
want to label myself and Maxwell and 
Erykah Badu and D'Angelo as some 
kind of `alternative R&B,' whatever that 
means. But I don't sound like Maxwell 
and D'Angelo. Erykah Badu might 
sound a little like D'Angelo, but doesn't 
she also remind you a little of Billie Hol-
iday with a hip-hop beat? I don't 
know—I hate labels. One of the things I 
learned from Prince is to just be yourself 
and do what you feel and write what 
you want. I don't look at myself in the 
mirror and say, 'Okay, I'm a black man. 
so I've gotta do R&B.' They say Michael 
Bolton is a pop guy, but I'm sorry, he's 
R&B. There are fine white boys doing 
rap. In the end, music is music and you 
can do what you want." 

-FROM PAGE 181, HERB1E HANCOCK 

Handy, Duke Ellington, James P. John-
son and Maurice Ravel were recorded 
by a stellar cast, including Stevie Won-
der, Wayne Shorter, Joni Mitchell, Chick 
Corea, soprano Kathleen Battle, and the 
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. 

The project involved some detailed 
plotting by Sadin and Hancock, who 
first met at the Kennedy Center for the 
Arts several years ago, after a concert 
for which Sadin had written some 
arrangements. "After we discussed the 
idea in general terms," Sadin says, "I put 
down a treatment, a broader philosoph-
ical plan of what we were trying to do. 
This included possible repertoire and 
suggested forces. Herbie was interested, 
and we decided to pursue the idea." 

In the summer of '97, while Sadin 
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Herbie Hancock (L) and Chick Corea 

was in Holland attending a series of 
Philips Classics meetings, he hooked up 
with Hancock, who was performing at 
the Vienna Jazz Festival. "I took a plane 
down from Amsterdam, met Herbie at 
his hotel at about 5 p.m., and cabbed 

back to my hotel at 6 a.m.," Sadin recalls. 
The Gershwin project was in motion. 

An early decision involved arranging 
the material in a way that would lock 
down critical aspects of the music yet 
leave ample run for the improvisatory 
skills of the players. "An interesting ex-
ample would be the way we handled 
`Gershwin's Lullaby,- Sadin says. "This 
work was originally composed for 
strings alone, but we restructured it to 
allow Herbie to freely embellish and 
solo on top of the Gershwin material. 
He had a score and improvised on top 
of the Orpheus Orchestra. There were 
no significant changes in the form of 
this, the most structured of the works 
we recorded." 

"Someone to Watch Over Me," a duet 
between Hancock and bass player ex-
traordinaire Ron Carter, fell on the other 
end of the spectrum. "Herbie worked 
hard reharmonizing the changes to this 
piece fa bonus track on the Japanese re-
lease only] and adding an intro. He 
wrote out the chart and gave it to Ron, 
who just came in and played it down at 
sight." 

Sadin, a scholar as well as artist—he 
taught at Princeton University for seven 
years—notes that the score to Porgy & 
Bess includes a brief polyrhythmic inter-
lude. Notations on the score indicate that 
Gershwin intended to evoke the sounds 
of African drums at this point. Using this 
concept as a jumping off point, Sadin 
brought in a group of five percussion-
ists—four West Africans and a Brazilian. 

"I wanted to evoke the mood of what 
African-American music must have 
sounded like to Gershwin in the 1920s," 
Sadin says. "Jazz and blues are too famil-
iar—they've been too processed at this 
point. These great percussionists, sitting 
on a groove, evoke that spirit." 

The bulk of recording was done in 
New York, but Sadin and Hancock flew 
to L.A. to track Stevie Wonder, Joni 
Mitchell and Wayne Shorter at Ocean 
Way Studios, which has a Sony 3348 
digital recorder (the recording medium 
of choice for the entire record). Joni 
Mitchell is not generally thought of as a 
chanteuse specializing in the works of 
Tin Pan Alley greats, but Sadin believes 
she magically captured the spirit of "The 
Man I Love" and "Summertime." "Peo-
ple are going to be surprised in a won-
derful way when they hear her work on 
this album—she was really special," 

Sadin says. "The right key for her was 
determined in rehearsal, and the band 
nailed it." 

Stevie Wonder contributed harmoni-
ca parts to "Summertime" and W.C. 
Handy's "St. Louis Blues," and sang on 
the latter, as well. "Herbie and I had 

worked out a harmonica plan for 'St. 
Louis Blues,- Sadin comments. "Then 
Stevie came in and put in his two 
cents—two million dollars' worth would 
be more appropriate—to the session. 
We were all looking for a beat for the 
track, when Stevie started to rap on his 

thighs. Drummer Terri Lyne Carrington 
picked up the pattern, and then the bass 
player joined in. Herbie had devised a 
bass line for the harmonic structure of 
the piece as we'd worked it out, and that 
line worked perfectly with the groove 
Stevie had suggested, so we were off to 
the races. At every turn, Stevie had ideas 
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about the flavors and nuances of the 
piece—where it should turn, how it 
could grow—and they were perfect." 

Hancock was joined by Chick Corea 
on a duet performance of J.P. Johnson's 
"Blueberry Rhyme," and by Kathleen 
Battle and the Orpheus Orchestra and 
Gyro Baptista on a vocalese treatment of 
Gershwin's Prelude *2 for piano. The 
second movement of Ravel's Piano Con-
certo in G (the post-impressionist mas-
ter and Gershwin were mutual fans), as 
well as "Gershwin's Lullaby" were 
recorded by Hancock and the Orpheus 
Chamber Orchestra at Sony's West 54th 
Street soundstage. Sony's Director of 
Audio Operations, David Smith, was crit-

ical to the success of the sessions, ac-
cording to Sadin: "David supervised the 
hanging of a set of wooden acoustical 
clouds, which were dropped from the 
ceiling to provide a more natural reso-
nant environment—we didn't want to 
rely on reverb units. Rob Eaton, Pat 
Metheny's engineer of choice, was be-
hind the board. Rob worked with the 
Sony classical music specialists to get the 
most resonance out the room." 

With the exception of the orchestral 
cuts, most of the New York work was 
recorded at Right Track, with Eaton 
engineering. "We chose Right Track 
for a number of reasons," Sadin says. 
"They have great technical support— 
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we worked there for 15 days and had 
no down time. Plus, they have old 
Neve mic pre's on every channel, 
which was very important to me. It's a 
superb place to work." 

Overdubs on "Honeyman," and "My 
Man's Gone Now," selections from 
Porgy& Bess, were recorded at Masters 
at Work Studios. This last track began 
with Sadin programming some percus-
sion loops in MOTU's Performer using 
an Akai S3000 sampler. Come tracking 
time, Gyro Baptista played along with 
and then replaced most of the loops. 
Dave Darlington, an engineer and co-
owner of the studio, worked with Sadin 
for two days on these tracks. "We spent 
this time blending live and sampled 
percussion parts. Dave is extraordi-
nary. His sense of timing, of when to 
go from the live tracks to the sampled 
ones, and make them lock up natural-
ly, is fantastic." 

All mixing on Gershwin's World was 
done at Sony with Bruce Swedien, who 
has worked extensively with Hancock 
in the past. Swedien supplemented 
Sony's setup with racks of his own gear, 
some of his own cabling, his own half-
inch Studer analog tape deck and his 
Westlake monitors. Sadin notes that the 
judicious use of an EMT 250 plate re-
verb was one of the keys to the success 
of the mix. "No one beats Bruce in his 
concern for sonic details and warmth," 
he says. "We mixed with very little or 
no compression. Everything went to 
analog half-inch except Kathleen Bat-
tle's work and the two orchestral pieces, 
which we mixed to the Sony 9000 mag-
neto optical because of the low noise 
floor." 

All in all, the album stands as an ex-
traordinary blending of Gershwin's 
timeless compositions with a cast of 
contemporary musical giants; bits of 
yesterday and today. "We tried to con-
struct the music in a way where Gersh-
win is the foundation," Hancock says. 
"But this is my record, and it was nec-
essary for me to have my musical per-
sonality represented fully. I had the 
freedom to express Gershwin— the way 
I felt about those pieces at the moment 
I played them—throughout the album. 
Jazz is about constant change, and a 
good performance reflects how you feel 
at the time. 

"Gershwin had a wonderful, modem 
harmonic sense—that's obvious," he 
continues. "He's been a major force in 
both popular music and jazz for so 
many years that his contribution is built 
into the fiber of both. These genres have 
captivated me for most of my life." III 
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—FROM PAGE 182, COOL SPINS 

registered disappointing sales compared to his 
double-Platinum 1996 debut, Maxwell's Urban 

Hang Suite, but in every other respect it 

is a successful follow-up. (Maxwell—MTV 
Unplugged, a convincing demonstration of 

Maxwell's in-performance abilities, is a 35-
minute EP.) Like the first studio album, Embrya 

is a suite of songs featuring Maxwell's multi-
tracked vocals against a constantly shifting back-
drop of sophisticated arrangements. Maxwell 

and his arrangers revive the familiar motifs of 
the soul orchestra—liquid bass, wakka-wakka 

guitar, horn stabs, string pads, burbling synthe-
sizers—and weave a detailed sonic tapestry 

that rewards repeated listenings. Relaxed but 

purposeful, Maxwell glides his gorgeous falset-
to around the sonic landscape, equally at home 

in Norman Whitfield/Barry White territory and 
more modem surroundings reminiscent of 
Bryan Ferry's cool and limpid modes. Like 
Ferry, Maxwell has a tendency to draw short 
phrases and song fragments out into musically 

static themes, and Embryo lacks memorable 

melodies, but the instrumental and vocal 
arrangements are a delight 

Producer Musze (except three tracks pro-
duced with Stuart Mathewman). Mixers: Mike 

Pela with Musze (except three tracks co-mixed 

with Stuart Mathewman and one track mixed 

and engineered by Glenn Marchese with 

Musze). Studios: Musze NYC, Sony Music Stu-
dios (NYC), Cottonbelly Studios (NYC), Hit 
Factory (NYC). — Chris Michie 

Los Super Seven: Los Super Seven (RCA) 
Two years ago, Ry Cooder's Buena Vista Social 
Club CD brought acoustic-based Cuban folk 
music to a huge worldwide audience. Los Super 

Seven is good enough to do the same thing for 
Mexican folk music. The group is an all-star 

band of sorts, consisting of Los Lobos' gui-

tarists/singers David Hidalgo and Cesar Rosas, 
conjunto accordion legend Flaco Jimenez, versa-

tile singer-guitarist Joe Ely, the Texas Tornados' 

Freddy Fender, Tejano singer Ruben Ramos and 

up-and-coming Austin singer Rick Trevino, all 
supported by a handful of other great players 

from the Tex-Mex musical community. Most of 

the songs are traditional folk tunes, with a sprin-

kling from other sources, including one each by 

Rosas and Hidalgo (with Lobos mate Louie 
Perez) and the lone song entirely in English, 

Woody Guthrie's "Plane Wreck at Los Gatos 
(Deportee)," sung by Ely. The playing and 
singing is outstanding throughout the unfailingly 

lyrical and wide-ranging material. 
Producer Steve Berlin (of Los Lobos). En-

gineer Dave McNair. Studios: Cedar Creek 

Recording (Austin, TX), Sunset Sound Factory 

(LA; mix only). Mastering Doug Sax(The Mas-

tering Lab (LA). — Blairlackson 

Dave Alvin: Blackjack David (Hightone) 
In live performances, Dave Alvin tells a story 
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Simon Climie, In producer of Eric 
Clapton with soleman Paul Gurvitz 

Steve Goldstein, ( r) band leader for 
the Howie Mandel talk show. 

Phil Ramon with West L.A. Music 
staffer George Adjieff. 
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Double Duty Diffusers-

ACOUStiCSFirdm 
Amazing Product Cures 

Flabby Bottoms 
Decently, a Pennsylvania physician called to see if we 

could cure his "flabby bottom". We prescribed our Double 

Duty Diffuser. A The long bass waves tend to roll around the 

room cancelling here, reinforcing there. The bottom end tends to sound boomy, 

mushy or flabby. A The solution is a bass trap such as our highly efficient DDD. 

Similar devices have been around for years but only large sound stages and 

recording studios could afford them. Now, 

Acoustics First has a superior product for 

under $200. A And the Double Duty 

Diffuser does more than trap bass. It 

disperses high frequencies, eliminating 

standing waves and flutter echoes. 

Toll Free 

1-888-765-2900 
Acoustics First Corporation 
2247 Tomlyn Street 
Richmond, VA 23230-3334 USA 
Fax: 804-342-1107 
E-mail: acoustics@i2020.net 
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about how he answers when people ask what 
genre category his music goes in. He says, "I 

play folk music." Then, the story goes, when half 

the people have run away screaming, he says, 

"There's two kinds of folk music: quiet folk 
music and loud folk music. I play them both." 

The loud folk music is, of course, the type of 

roots rock he played with The Blasters. His 
more quiet side came out on the luminous and 

critically hailed King of California album. Blackjack 
David showcases both kinds, and the result 

couldn't be more satisfying. With his dark, intri-
cately textured version of the title track, 

wrenching and poetic story songs like "Califor-

nia Snow" and blues rockers like "Laurel Lynn," 
Alvin shows what folk music can be. Produc-
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2832 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45225 
Tel: 513.681.8400 • Fax: 513.681.3777 

E-mail: qca pol.com • web: www.pol.corn/QCA 

er/musician Greg Leisz and Alvin's band, the 

Guilty Men, help play complex arrangements of 

strings, keyboards, drums and the occasional 
clarinet that shine around Alvin's deep, stirring 

voice. 
Producer Greg Leisz Engineer Paul duGre. 

Recording Studicis: Media Vortex, Paul & 
Mike's (both in Burbank). Mixing Studio: Bernie 

Becker's (South Van Nuys). Mastering Engi-
neer Joe Gas-twirt/Oceanview Digital Master-

ing (L.A.). — Barbara Schultz 

Furslide: Adventure (Meanwhile...Nirgin) 

Jennifer Tumer may have received her great-

est exposure as the lead guitarist on Natalie 
Merchant's hit album, Tiger Lily, but this debut 

by her three-piece band Furslide bears little 

resemblance to Merchant's tuneful and occa-

sionally precious pop. Turner's vision, as ex-

pressed through her lyrics and her guitar play-
ing, is much darker and edgier, though her 

vocal style actually does recall Merchant occa-
sionally. Produced by Nellee Hooper, who has 

worked with such groundbreaking artists as 
U2, Massive Attack, Madonna, Bjárk, Garbage 
and Smashing Pumpkins, the album is an eclec-

tic melange that moves with impressive fluidi-

ty from loud, thrashing rock to dreamy, string-
laden songscapes. The plethora of guitar tex-

. A ri • 
r‘see-ente•---

tures—'60s-psychedelic one moment, '90s-
jagged the next—reminds me a bit of Smash-

ing Pumpkins, and Turner works with musical 
dynamics in a way that recalls the Pumpkins' 

Billy Corgan. But Furslide has developed an 
original (if slightly schizophrenic) sound, and 

certainly there's no shortage of good ideas 
here. 

Producer Nellee Hooper. Engineer Pete 
Lewis. Studios: Metropolis (London), Olympic 
(London), Abbey Road (London). Mastering: 

Howie Weinberg/Masterdisk (NYC). 

—BlairJackson 

Smith & Mighty: DJ Kicks (STUD!O K7) 
The Bristol, UK, production duo Rob Smith 

and Ray Mighty have contributed a sprawling 
installment to the DJ Kicks series released by 

label STUDIO K7. Smith & Mighty are said to 

be progenitors of the Bristol "Freestyle" 
sound—a blend of drum and bass, hip hop, 

trip hop and reggae which has made the likes 

of Portishead and Massive Attack famous. Due 
to a falling out with a UK label in the early '90s, 
the group's work was largely unavailable, but 

their reworking of Burt Bacharach and Hal 

David's "Walk On By" garnered attention in 
dance clubs. This 24-track CD showcases the 

duo's deft mixing aesthetic, stretching and play-

ing with all aspects of the Bristol scene: full-on-

stoned, reverberant dub with toasting; crackly 

and skittering jungle; beats and scratches from 
the 'hood (or in this case, from the govern-

ment housing blocks); almost frighteningly 

smooth-n-hip diva-driven grooves. Easy listen-
ing for the next generation. 

Recorded at Rob Smith's home studio 

(Bristol, UK). Mastering Chillout Studios (Berlin, 
Germany) —Anne Eickelberg 

Royal Crown Revue: The Contender 
(Warner Bros.) 

Each of the most popular bands in the retro 

neo-swing movement brings something dif-

ferent to the table. The RCR's greatest 
strength is the generally high quality of their 

original songs and the integrity of their horn 

arrangements, which have been beautifully 
captured here. These guys have chops and at-

titude, and though there is certainly an ele-
ment of whimsy involved in this project, 

they're not playing it for laughs or for camp 
value exactly. I like their choice of covers, too: 

Their swinging version of "Stormy Weather" 
is a nice, different take on an over-covered 
standard; the '50s tune "Morning Light" lets 
the band tackle a latin/calypso feel, and Dizzy 
Gillespie's "Salt Peanuts" shows off the band's 

boppin' side. A fun workout by a fine bunch 
o' mugs. 

Producer Ted Templeman. Recorded and 
mixed by Jeff Hendrickson and Lee Hersch-

berg. Additional engineering: Rod Michaels, 

Jason Mauza. Studios: Royaltone (North Holly-
wood), One on One (North Hollywood). 

Mastering: George Marino/Sterling Sound 
(NYC).—Blair Jackson 
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MEDIA & MAS'IERING NEWS 

The Session 
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Sony Music's ConnecteD web site features multimedia content for a 
number of CDs, including Miles Davis' Kind of Blue. 

SONY GETS MILES CONNECTED 

Integrating the World \\, ide Web 

with the audio CD, Sony Music has 
added Miles Davis to the list of 
artists with multimedia content 
available on its ConnecteD Web 
site (www.sonymusic.com/the-
lab/ConnecteD). Based around the 
free Macromedia Shockwave play-
er and an accompanying CD Con-
trol plug-in, the ConnecteD site 
allows users to listen to a standard 
CD-Audio disc in a CD-ROM drive 
while experiencing synchronized 
playback and linking of multimedia 
content residing on the site's server. 
In addition to Davis' classic Kind of 
Blue album from 1959 (arguably 
one of the most influential jazz al-
bums of all time), the site also fea-
tures material for Whatever and 
Ever Amen by Ben Folds Five, Bliz-
zard of Oz by Ozzy Osboume and 
Inspired by Bach by Yo Yo Ma. 

The Kind of Blue material in-
cludes a synchronized transcription 
of Davis' solo on "So What," pho-
tos of sidemen (John Coltrane, 
Cannonball Adderley, Bill Evans, 
Wynton Kelly, Paul Chambers and 

Jimmy Cobb) that link to their solos 
on the CD, Davis' comments on the 
sidemen and the making of the 
album, and previously unreleased 
photos from the sessions, as well as 
reviews and historical essays. The 
site also features a video clip of 
Miles performing "So What" for a 
1959 CBS television special. 

According to Sony, the Connect-
eD approach allows content to be 
developed retroactively to work 
with any CDs already released on 
the market, and for content to be 
revised at any time without any 
changes to the audio CD itself. That 
makes the ConnecteD approach an 
intriguing alternative to the long-
stalled Enhanced CD concept, 
which requires a pre-release devel-
opment effort, which is not only 
potentially costly but also can delay 
shipment of the CD. The Web-cen-
tric approach will allow anyone 
who has a browser, the download-
able Shockwave plug-in and a 
CD-ROM drive to access the multi-
media material, though they will be 

BY PHILIP DE LANCIE 

running up connect-time charges if 
they are not on an unlimited use 
Internet plan. 

SURROUND HOUSEHOLDS 

TOP 31 MILLION 

Dolby Laboratories announced its 
latest figures for penetration of sur-
round sound playback systems into 
the homes of consumers. "More 
than 31 million consumer products 
with Dolby Surround decoding 
have now been shipped world-
wide," says marketing VP David 
Watts. "In addition, more than 
600,000 receivers and outboard de-
coders with 5.1-channel Dolby Dig-
ital have been shipped in the short 
time that they have been available." 
Based on these figures, Watts esti-
mates a total population of about 
100 million people that can listen 
to programs either in the matrixed 
Dolby Surround format or in Dolby 
Digital (AC3), which has been 
adopted as a standard audio format 
for both DVD and DTV. 

The latest HDCD directory offers more than 
1,000 releases, including material from Paula 
Cole, Garth Brooks, Neil Young and others. 

HDCD ROASTS OVER 

1,000 RELEASES 

Pacific Microsonics announced that 
the number of releases encoded for 
CD using the HDCD process is now 
more than 1,000, including over 
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10% of the weekly Billboard Top 200 

chart. The company says the releases, 
listed in the latest HDCD directory, have 
sold more than 60 million copies in the 
first two years of availability. Prominent 
among new releases in the catalog are 
current albums from Paula Cole, Natalie 
Merchant, B-52's, John Lee Hooker, 
Garth Brooks, Neil Young, Mark 
Knopfler and the Grateful Dead. Pacific 
Microsonics also reports that over 100 
HDCD-equipped CD player products are 
now available. 

111115[111110 ROTES 
Time Capsule Mastering has moved into 
the old Bernie Grundman Mastering site 
in Hollywood, CA, as Grundman shifts 
to a new facility. The four-room Time 
Capsule space is based around fiber-
linked Sonic Solutions workstations, 
with Genelec monitoring and additional 
signal processing by Avalon, Manley 
and Weiss...At CMS Mastering in 
Pasadena, CA, engineer Robert Vosgien 
worked on the Phunk Junkeez, The 
Flys and Dreamhouse, all for Trauma 
Records. Vosgien also mastered the Kot-
tonmouth Kings for Capitol and Mary 
Cutrufello for Mercury...Oceanview Dig-
ital Mastering in Los Angeles was the 
site of mastering sessions for Hootie & 
The Blowfish, Willie Nelson, Dionne 
Warwick, Robbie Robertson and Mick-
ey Hait. . David Glaser of Airshow Mas-
tering (Boulder, CO) mastered albums 
for John Gorka, the Nashville Bluegrass 
Band and Lee Nestor. Glaser also 
worked with Dean Everson of New Age 
label Soundings of the Planet on pro-
jects including Scott Huckaby and Tom 
Barabas. Meanwhile Charlie Pilzer, 
working out of Airshow's original 
Springfield, VA, room, worked on 
Smithsonian/Folkways projects includ-
ing "Southern Banjo Sounds," "Africans 
in America" and Dock Boggs...The 
Latin lineup mastering at Hackensack, 
NJ's Trutone Inc. included Tito Puente, 
Joe King, Tony Vega, Raul Paz, Miles 
Pena and Marcos. In a dance/R&B 
groove, meanwhile, were projects from 
J.T. Taylor and Debra Michaels. Trutone 
also reports that the single "Can't We 
Try" by Rockell is climbing Billboard's 
Hot 100 chart...Toronto's Lacquer Chan-
nel is working on a "best of' compila-
tion for Holly Cole, as well as mastering 
projects for Hagood Hardy, Leonard 
Fisher's Groove Club Kids, Captain 
Tractor and LL Cool J. 
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The songwriter/composer's dreams have just come true. Large power. Less space. All the 
ush sounds of EMU". Twice the polyphony of the competition — 128 voices! And much more. 

So, go for it! 

PLAY LARGE 
with the all iew 

Play large with up to 128 MB of sounds, 
using Proteus 2000's four 32 MB 
ROM slots. With the included 32 MB 

Composer sound- set, you get a colossal 
1024 presets, 512 user- preset locations, 
and the room to grow to a massive 128 
MB of ROM! All the sounds you need 
for your full orchestral score or your 
next hip- hop groove. 

Tame this massive number of presets 
with SoundNavigator; instant access 
to every sound you need. Exploit all 32 
ultra-fast response MIDI channels to 
get tight-tight grooves and near limit-

less sequencing with the Proteus 2000's 
32- bit processor. Instantly save and 
recall your Multimode setups, so all 32 
channels of your preset, volume, and 
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panning data is one click away. Use 
12 real-time controls (three banks, four 
knobs) to tweak your sounds instantly 
without touching the edit buttons. 

And there's much more.. digital output 
and dual 24- bit FX processors. Deadly 
EMU filters. Downlcadable operating 
system and presets so you can conve-
niently take advantage of further EMU 
innovation. Never before has there 

been so much power in a single rack 
space sound module. Proteus 2000 
allows you to take advantage of all the 
latest sounds, techmology, and features 

EMU has to offer, sa) play on and PLAY 
LARGE with the Proteus 2000 sound 
module - the millennium won't wait. 
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128-Voice Polyphony — for creating lush 
sequences and massive layers without dropping 
a note. 

Expandable - up to 128 MB of ROM presets in 
four 32 MB slots and comes off the shelf with the 
32 MB Composer ROM installed - that's an 
incredible 1024 presets on board out of the box. 

Soundblavigator- puts all your pianos in one 
room by giving you immediate access by bank, 
instrument category, or preset name to every 
sound in the box. 

Roll Your Own - Coming soon, create your own 
Sound-Sets using EMU's newest authoring tools 
far unlimited sound capabilities - vocals, drum 
loops, effects, string quartets, and your old 
synths all integrated into your Proteus 2000... 

For more information, visit out website at 
www.emu.c'om 
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COAST 
L.A. GRAPEVINE  
by Maureen Droney 

NRG Recording Ser-
vices in North Holly-
wood has opened a 
third room, the Gothic 
Revival-themed Studio 
C, complete with a 
"raven black" 72-chan-
nel SSL 9000 J Series 
console. With acoustic 
design by George 
Newbum of Studio 440 
and interior styling by 
Grace Gehman (who 
also designed NRG's 
Moroccan-motif Studio 
B), Studio C is set up 
as a mix suite, comple-
menting NRG's exist-
ing rooms, both of 
which feature large 
tracking spaces. 

The prevailing im-
pression upon entering 

the five-year-old NRG 
complex has always 
been one of spacious-
ness—high ceiling 
and open areas wi 
plenty of lounges a d 
lots of secure par 
It's the kind of s ace 
bands feel comf ble 
settling in to: • roups 
like 311, Sug r Ray, 
Hootie & T Blow-
fish, No Do t, Tracy 
Chapman and Ice 
Cube hav all been in 
for long-t rm projects, 
and the rend contin-
ues, wi9i Korn locking 
out Sqadio B for five 
mon4s this year to re-
cord,!their Number 
Onl album Follow the 

er. 
That comfortable 
mosphere originates 
ith owner Jay Baum-
-CONTINUE!) ON PAGE 207 
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Studio owner Jay Baumgardner (L) and manager Kit Rebhun at the SSL 9000 J 

in NRG's new Studio C, the Raven Room. 
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NY METRO REPORT 
by Gary Eskow 
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Walter Sear has been 
around the block, as 
musician (tuba player 
with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra), synthesizer 
pioneer (Simon & Gar-
funkel's Bookends was 
recorded at his studio 
in the '60s, and Sear 
says his Moog perfor-
mances on the album 
were the first in pop 
music) and studio 
owner. At a stage in 
life when many profes-
sionals are off smelling 
the roses, Sear—who 
puts in about 70 hours 
a week at Sear Sound, 
his midtown recording 
studio—has just built a 
new room. Why? 

"I was blackmailed 

The new Studio C at Sear 

Sound, with custom console 

by my landlord!" he 
says. His ten-year lease 
was expiring, and the 
building owner had 
two-floors he was un-
able to rent. So, the 
deal came down to 
Sear taking on both 
floors or giving up 
his space entirely. "I 
wasn't anxious to build 
another room, but I'm 
gladl did. It turned out 
quite nicely," he says. 

Mix stopped in at 
Sear Sound recently to 
see the breathtaking 
new 4,800-square-foot 
live room, which Sear 
calls his graduation ex-
ercise—"I needed to 
find out if I've learned 
anything in the last 50 
years!" The first thing 
one notices upon en-
tering the live space— 
after basking in the 
sunlight wafting in 
through the reinforced 
windows liberally 
sprinkled throughout 
the space—is the lack 
of obvious acoustical 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 208 



COAST 

by Dan Daky 

Nashville has the 
world's densest popula-
tion of studios; the local 
business (historically. 
highly insulated from 
the coasts) has been 
shielded in large part 
from major changt in 
the industry, such as the 
emergence of project 
studios, until very 
recently. But in the 
past five years those 
changes, now fully de-
veloped, have hit harder 
and with more focus in 
Nashville than any-
where else. Always: 
characterized by its 
cliquish nature, the 
Nashville studio cop., 
munity became ..doçvn-
right fractices- as the 

economic pressures of 
the mid-1990s increased 

NAPRS, the Nash-
ville Association of Pro-
fessional Recording 
Services, was founded 
nearly three years ago, 
and mostwould agree 
tharits primary accom-
plishment to date has 
been its very existence. 
The seed for NAPRS 
was born in the local 
industry's equivalent of 
ÇOncord and Lexing-
ton: a historic and hasti-
ly assembled meeting 
of studio owners and 
managers at Gorge-
town Masters in 1995 to 
vent concerns-: about 
the noise impact of a 
proposed heliport in 
the heart of Music Row. 
The organization's f 
administration by 
Castle R ding own-
erJisef Nuyens, was 

----propelled by that same 
sort of populist dy-
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 210 

Nashville's Studio Ill recently completed renovations and installed 56-input Euphonix C52000. The 

studio is also equipped with Otan i 24-track analog and Mitsubishi 32-track digital tape machines. 

With A&M recording artiste(ry White (R) at the SS1.961;-o J in Studio B at Record One ftos 

Angeles) were assistant engineer Greg Collins.4 and producer/engineer Jack Perry, 
during sessions for Whites upcoming album. 

tBSIOPE & 
$111111 NEWS 

SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA 
Laughter Train record-
ed their new one 
for Will Records at 
Billy Cobb Recording 
Moorpark). Producing 
and contributing guitar 
work was Stone Tem-
ple Pilot Dean DeLeo. 
Tracy Chisholm engi-
neered...At Paramount 
Recording in Holly-
wood, Head Set (for-
merly Don Knotts 

Overdrive) tracked and 
mixed their Centipede 
Records debut with 
producer Jim Good-
win. Deborah Cox was 
also in, mixing new 
tracks with producer 
Montell Jordan and en-
gineer Anne Catali-
no...Producer:en-
gineer Ulrich Wild 
tracked Static-X for 
the Warner Bros. de-
but at Grandmaster 
Recorders (Holly 
wtiodt. Michael "Elvis'. 
Baskette assisted...At 
Skip Saylor Recording 
t LA.), Marilyn Manson 
mixed a new Nothing 
—CONTINUED ON P•ICE 212 
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Space at the complex has been max-
imized. A new entrance/reception area 
and lounge have been added, making 
the previously existing lounge a private 
one for Studio A, and all the recording 
spaces are now accessible from both 
control rooms. With an eye to flexibility 
and the future, Vincent has taken what 
was Studio B's large tracking room and 
created a designed-for-5.1 control room, 
one of the first in L.A. built with large 
speakers specifically placed for sur-
round sessions. "You need a lot more 
space to do a 5.1 control room proper-
ly," explains Vincent. "So, basically, 
we've turned the rooms around. We 
took the soundproofed shell and basi-
cally gutted it—what was the tracking 
room is now our control room, and 
we've made a mastering room out of 
the control room." 

The new 5.1 room was acoustically 
designed by Carl Yanchar, using his 
custom Wave:Space 5.1 large monitor 
system. "Carl built rooms for Quad," 
Vincent says. "He knows how to deal 
with the problems inherent in multiple 
speaker placement." 

Front Page has also upgraded to a Eu-
phonix 3000, which features moving 
fader automation, 96 mono or stereo 
input faders, 20 aux sends and dynamics 
on every channel, along with Euphonix's 
trademark Snapshot Recall of level, dy-
namics, EQ, sends and electronic rout-
ing. Like its CS2000 forebear at Front 
Page, the console is fitted with the sur-
round cube and the TT007 machine con-
troller/synchronizer that controls up to 
three serial machines and also talks to 
Lynx synchronizers for parallel machines. 

"I jumped into Euphonix early," Vin-
cent says, "and it was a good decision. 
The consoles sound amazing, and they 
work great." A lot of people concur. 
Rich Nevens of Euphonix informs us 
that there are now over 100 Euphonix 
consoles installed in Los Angeles: L.A. 
"Babyface" Reid owns four, Hans Zim-
mer has four, Glen Ballard has two, 
with other converts including Bruce 
Springsteen, David Lynch, Maurice 
White and George Duke. 

"People have been wary of what 
they see as a learning curve," Nevens 
comments, "but the way most people 
use them is to set up templates for how 
they want the board to operate—that 
way they don't have to start from 
scratch and it becomes very easy. The 
new 3.2 version software allows you to 
start with a default setup, and you can 
get to work almost immediately." 

The Euphonix's demonstrated ca-
pacity for post-production work led 

Vincent to make other accommodations 
to that market, and a Sharp high-resolu-
tion projection video system with a 12-
foot screen is a very cool feature of the 
new Studio B. Convenient for both 
lock-to-picture sessions and for project-
ing Pro Tools screens, it's also a great 
way to watch your favorite television 
show—this is a very nice picture! 

Along with options for flexibility, 
Vincent has been giving a lot of thought 
to recording formats. "I will probably 
end up with one 24-track analog and 
one 24-track hard disk system in each 
room. Since I'm a Euphonix fan, I have 
high hopes for their hard disk system. I 
looked at the RADAR II and it's quite 
impressive, but it won't be 96k/24-bit, 
and for me its worth waiting a few 
months to get another few years out of 
the format—these days, that's no small 
thing for a studio owner. 

Jars of Clay mixed a new song for Essential/ 

Silvertone in Studio B at The Village Recorder 

(West L.A.) with producer Mark Hudson (seated). 

I \ e tried to cover a lot of bases 
here," Vincent says. "I can't predict the 
future; all I can do is make educated de-
cisions. We're set up for 5.1 records, 
and for high-end video and low-end 
film. If film goes the way records have, 
then it's possible that everyone won't be 
using huge soundstages in the future. 
Some people will say, '80 percent of our 
market is home theater; let's mix in a 
room that sounds more like that reality.' 
Well, we've got that room here at Front 
Page. It's also a room that's great for 
stereo or 5.1 record mixing. I just want 
to let people know we're here, and that 
we're an option." 
On the way out of Front Page we 

poked our heads in the door of Bobby 
Bee's Sonic Solutions mastering suite 
("The name is actually Digital Audio 
Dynamics," he says, "hut everybody 
calls it DAD Mastering"), where he was 
finishing up work on the soundtrack for 

the Jackie Chan/Chris Tucker film Rush 
Hour. Bee has found himself with a 
growing business lately, with projects 
ranging from Lalo Shiffren to Nate 
Dogg. "I started out in radio," he says, 
"where I spent 12 years of my life play-
ing hit records for 18 hours a day. I 
think that helped me develop a sense of 
what things should sound like. I was 
mastering my own productions, and 
people heard what I was doing and 
asked me to master their projects—it 
just turned into a business." 

Besides his Sonic system, Bee is a 
proponent of Exact speakers. "Each pair 
is handmade," he explains, "and they 
go down to 32 Hz, completely uncom-
pressed—you get a very exact replica-
tion of what you have on tape. The de-
signer of Exact speakers matches each 
pair of drivers, spending however long 
it takes to do it. So you don't want to 
blow one, because it's not like with an 
NS- 10, where you just pull a driver off 
the shelf and drop it in place." 

For clients who aren't familiar with 
the Exacts, DAD is also set up with Tan-
noys with Manley crossovers and 
Augspurger mains with JBL drivers. "We 
keep busy, and we have fun here," Bee 
says. "I have a sign that says, 'Check 
your sunglasses and egos at the door'— 
we're here to work." 

Fax your L.A. news to 818/346-3061 or 
e-mail insmdkeaoLcom. 

—FROM PAGE 204, NY METRO REPORT 

treatment. "We spend our lives as musi-
cians training and performing in real 
roorns," Sear explains, "but studios force 
us to do our best work in artificial envi-
ronments. I wanted to create an open 
space that would encourage artists to 
relax and do their best work." 

Supplemental lighting is provided by 
chandeliers, and the waffled acoustical 
ceiling, coupled with the ruby red 
drapes that adorn the windows, add to 
the ballroom effect. Two isolation 
booths for guitars and soloists, plus a 
piano room, round out the space. 

Sear has been involved with the evo-
lution of digital standards since the topic 
was first bandied about at AES meet-
ings, and despite his fondness for vin-
tage gear, he's no opponent of new 
technology. In fact, Sear worked inti-
mately with Bob Moog when he was 
developing his synthesizer technology, 
and a vintage Moog sits in a project 
room on the sixth floor, not far from the 
Studer J-37 1-inch, 4-track machine that 
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Surround Sound panning on every input-

a must for TV, film and multichannel music 

rubdown. 

Evolutionary. 
The Yamaha 02R Version 2 adds a powerful new suite of mixing tools to the digital mixer that has radically changed 
the way that professionals work. With its unique capabilities, 02R ushered in a new era in creativity and productivity. 02R Version 2 proves that the revolution 

is stil going strong. In fact, there are far too many new features to menlion here. For the fill martifesto call (800) 937-7171 ext. 656. Viva la revolution! 
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the Beatles cut Sgt. Pepper's on. Sear 
Sound bought a Studer Dyaxis worksta-
tion years ago, and clients continue to 
cut sound digitally on a regular basis. 

Sear is still convinced, however, that 
analog recording remains far superior to 
any current digital format, and his new 
room is built around an Ampex 300 ma-
chine that he has converted from its orig-
inal 2-track, %-inch format to function as a 
2-track, %-inch machine. Several vintage 
Studer C-37s dot the control room, as 
well. They sit alongside Panasonic SV3800 
DAT and Studer D740 CD recorders. 

The console is a story unto itself. In 
the early 1970s, Sear custom-built a 16-
channel vacuum tube console. "Every-
one was building transistor consoles at 
the time, but they sounded terrible!" he 
remembers. "I've always been out of 
sync with whatever trends were current. 
That includes my years building tubas. I 
updated a design that had been classic 
for a long time and built over 2,000 in-
struments, which sounded quite good." 

Twelve channels of his vacuum tube 
console have migrated onto the left side 
of a Sony 3036 frame, which Sear bought 
from a Scientology temple on the West 
Coast. "We took the Sony frame because 
I like the routing, and added GML au-
tomation and A80 custom-wound trans-
formers. I like transformers the way I like 
vacuum tubes—they always sounded 
better until about five years ago, when 
solid-state technology got to the point 
where it sounded acceptable." 

The console, designed and built by 
the staff of Sear Sound, has 24 buses and 
a pair of broadcast buses. The signal 
path was stripped out and replaced with 
custom-built Avalon Class A M3 micro-
phone preamps and Avalon Model E3 
EQs. "My friend Win Murrow at Avalon 
agreed to build all of the mic pre's and 
EQs," Sear says. "The equalization goes 
all the way up to 32 kHz, and believe 
me, there's a lot of information coming 
to our ears well above the 20kHz range 
that most digital technology limits us to." 

The trend in New York City studio 
construction clearly favors all-digital 
rooms, but Sear is putting his faith (and 
a good deal of cash) on the line, based 
on his conviction that quality analog 
rooms are a must. "Everything is built 
around style these days," he says. "All of 
the studios in town are putting in SSL 
9000s and going fully digital wherever 
they can. But the sound isn't there! 
Maybe someday, but not now. 

"I played with the Philadelphia Or-
chestra," Sear continues, "and I know 
what a great string section sounds like. As 
long as digital lecordings cut off at 20 k or 

so, you'll never get me to buy a CD! The 
strings get thinner and thinner as they go 
into the upper registers. Put any CD next 
to a vinyl recording of the same material, 
and you'll hear it for yourself" Sear says 
that the custom console in the new room 
"stays flat to 59 kHz, and it goes all the 
way up to 500 kHz, still capturing infor-
mation." When it's pointed out that no 
mic can capture that data, nor can speak-
ers re-create it, Sear replies, "True, but it's 
there, and it comes through as a color 
that's present in the live sound as well, 
one that's harshly eliminated by the cur-
rent generation of digital recorders." la 

E-mail your New York news to New York 
editor Gary Eskow at scriheny@aol.com. 

-FROM PAGE 205, NASHVILLE SKYIJNE 

namism. But organizing a group of peo-
ple who are, by nature, social and busi-
ness mavericks took its toll; Nuyens re-
signed as the organization's president in 
the fall of 1997, citing, among other rea-
sons, the fact that running such an orga-
nization was becoming a full-time job. 

Membership had dropped an esti-
mated 25% as the realities of running a 
trade organization became apparent. 
NAPRS's current administration reflects 
this stage in its evolution. The group has 
been led by Fred Bogert, owner of Stu-
dio C Productions, since last December, 
and he is the conciliatory successor to 
the firebrands that started it. In a con-
versation, Bogert, who comes from the 
Northeast but who spent 20 years in 
Florida before coming to Nashville, ac-
knowledges that the organization he 
took over was "adrift and out of focus"; 
but, he stresses, "it never had developed 
a sense of negativity or hostility. A lot of 
people had their own conceptions about 
what NAPRS should be, but it never de-
volved into actual camps of Hatfields 
and McCoys. People were simply drift-
ing away back to their studios for per-
sonal survival. Josef did a great job of 
getting NAPRS going. What we need to 
do now is give the organization an in-
frastructure, a focus, deal with the mun-
dane day-to-day aspects of running a 
working organization. Things like getting 
a fax machine." He's not being facetious; 
NAPRS's membership suffered from ad-
ministrative lapses, including basic pro-
cedures such as getting dues notices out. 

"NAPRS is a valuable forum for a lot of 
things," Bogert says, "like co-op insurance 
buying and how to deal with an aging in-
stalled base of PD machines. Mundane 
stuff, hut necessary stuff. At the same time, 

it has to focus on people. I know that 
sounds vague, but it's not. There are other 
organizations in town, like AFS, that focus 
mainly on technical agendas. We can 
work with them and bring a more neigh-
borhood sort of feel to the community." 

NAPRS co-sponsored—with SPARS 
and the MPGA—a 5.1 surround mixing 
seminar in August in Nashville. Bogert 
has also given the organization's three 
vice presidents specific administrative 
mandates, such as developing events to 
increase Nashville's profile, including ac-
companying the Chamber of Commerce 
to trade shows. "We're making NAPRS 
information-oriented," says Bogert. "One 
thing we noticed in the first year of the 
organization was that everyone was 
coming up with great ideas, but few of 
those ideas were getting accomplished. 
That's where the need for infrastructure 
becomes very apparent." 

Bogert's tone stems in part from an 
awareness of the inherently fragile na-
ture of the NAPRS coalition. Studio 
owners are difficult to organize, and 
economic pressures can understandably 
exacerbate the normal levels of com-
petitive paranoia. Nashville is not called 
a rumor mill for nothing. However, 
Bogert adds, it's not necessarily more so 
than anywhere else. "In fact, compared 
to other places, this place is paradise." 

New Rooms: At a time when many 
Nashville studios had been feeling the 
pinch of a slow summer and other eco-
nomic pressures, two facilities expand-
ed. In late August, three of the four new 
studios at Sound Kitchen were up and 
running. Laid out by L.A. designer Chris 
Huston, who did the first two rooms at 
the suburban Franldin facility, two new 

mixing rooms sport SSL G Plus desks, 
and a mid-sized tracking room has a 
vintage ( 1983) 48-input Neve 8108. A 
larger tracking room with six large iso 
booths was scheduled to open last 
month. The facility's two original rooms 
have Neve VR boards; all of the facility's 
Neves are loaded with Flying Faders au-
tomation, and the SSLs have Ultimation. 

The same week, Hank Williams 
completed an across-the-street shuttle, 
moving his Mastennix mastering facility 
from one side of Division Street to the 
other. The new building has two mas-
tering suites, a DVD authoring suite, 
DVD production suite and a mastering 
production and editing suite. Acoustics 
were done by Russ Berger of Dallas. 
Look for more info on both of these fa-
cilities in upcoming issues. 

Send Nashville news to Dan Daley at 
danwriterfeaol.com orfax 615/646-0102. 
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The very name evokes a sense of power 

and control normally associated with high-

performance automobiles. And rightfully so, as KRK's 

latest incarnation of the active studio monitor strikes 

the necessary balance—much like a fine-tuned 

engine—between the power and control you need in 

today's studio environment. 

The V8 is the culmination of KRK's 12-year singular 

focus on sophisticated loud-

speaker engineering, com-

bining extensive working 

experience with a veritable 

"Who's Who" of recording 

engineers. Borrowing ex-

tensively from its reference 

Exposé line, the V8 is the 

first in a new series of 

high-performance, video-

shielded, active close-field 

monitors whose sound 

quality, construction and 

appearance put it at the 

top of its class. Yet the V8, 

for all of its achievements, 

is available at a price 

that any budget-conscious 

professional will applaud. 

All of the benefits of bi-

amplification (non-existent 

intermodulation distortion, tailored 

response for each driver, higher 

equivalent power, individual driver 

protection and increased dynamic 

headroom) are applied to exacting 

Kevlar and silk drivers, precision-

matched active crossovers and shelf-

ported cabinets. Superior features like 

versatile Neutrik® 

combo XLR 

connectors, 

silent turn-

on/off, high-

More than a shielded, 

200-watt, bi-amped 

monitor, the V8 is an 

insightful synthesis of 

farm and function. 

The wavefronts pro-

dused are the exact 

acoustical analogs of 

the incoming signals. 

Pure and simple. 

and low-fre-

quency contour controls 

and thermal protection 

define the V8's attention 

to detail and deliver the 

performance you expect. 

KRK meets the multi-

channel challenge too, 

with Orbital Surround" 

packaged mixing solutions 

that are precision matched 

to within ±0.1 dB! But, 

then again, that's the kind 

of performance you expect 

from the company that 

names its speakers after 

fine-tuned engines. 

THE POWER YOU CRAVE. 
THE CONTROL YOU DEMAND. 
AND THIS V8 NEVER NEEDS 

A TUNE-UP. 

KRK is distributed in the U.S. by Group One, Ltd. • West: (760) 360-8511 • East: ( 516) 249-13!.9 
For international sales, please contact KRK Systems, Inc. 16612 Burke Lane, Huntington Bead, LTA 92647 
(714) 841-1600 • Fax: (714) 375-6496 • http://www.krksys.com • E-mail: krksys@earthlink.net 
C1998. KRK is a registered trademark and Orbital Sound is a trademark of KRK Systems, Inc. 
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York area—since 1971. 

—FROM PAGE 205, SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

Records release with producer Michael 
Beinhom, engineer Sean Beavan and as-

sistant Ian Blanch. Loud Records artist 
Tash was in mixing with producer 
Young Lord. Rick Clifford engineered, 
and Daniel Romero assisted...Frank 
Black returned to Sound City (Van Nuys) 
to track new material with The 
Catholics, engineered by Billy Bowers 
and assisted by Nick Rasklinecz. Old 
Pike recorded for Sony with produc-

er/engineer Jim Scott and assistant Mike 
Terry.. At Sony Music in Santa Monica, 
Ben Folds worked on a new solo proj-
ect with engineer Troy Gonzalez and 
guest vocalist William Shatner (!). The 
Yellowjackets were also in, overdub-
bing and mixing their upcoming GRP 
release with engineer Rich Breen... 
Warner Bros. artists Cafe Tacuba mixed 
a single at CanAm studios in Tarzana 
with engineer Joe Chiccarelli and assis-
tant Travis Smith...Reel Big Fish record-

ed tracks for a new release at Music 
Grinder Studios (Hollywood) with pro-
ducer John Avila, engineer Donnell 
Cameron and second Jay Gordon... 

NORTHEAST 

Ne \\ York City-based Effanel Music has 
been busy with projects for Ry Cooder's 
Buena Vista Social Club (recorded by 
engineer John Harris at Carnegie Hall) 
and a mix with producer Arif Mardin for 
Patti LaBelle's soon-to-be-released live 
collection, engineered by Michael 
O'Reilly and John Bates...Vibrosoul 
mixed their Mercury debut at Bear 
Tracks (Suffern, NY) with producer/en-
gineer Michael Barbiero, assisted by 
Steve Regina.. Dru Hill mixed their up-
coming Island Records release in Stu-
dios A and K2 at Battery Studios (NYC) 
with producer Dutch, engineer Manny 
Marroquin and assistant Charles Mc-
Crorey...Apollyon Sun overdubbed and 
mixed for Mayan Records at East Side 
Sound in New York City with produc-
er/engineer Roli Mosimann and assistant 
Gary Townsley...At Oz Recording in 
Baltimore, Mindset tracked and mixed a 
new F.A.D./Noise release with produc-

er Brad Divens, engineer Drew Mazurek 
and assistants Mike Rippe and Jake 
Mossman 

NORTH CENTRAL 
Incoherent and Ancient of Days finished 
new projects with producer/engineer 
Cal Moore at Immortal Productions 
(Canal Fulton, OH).., 

SOUTHEAST 
DJ Nabs finished mixing his self-pro-
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It's AI 

Recipe 
For 
Greatness: 

Start with the TEC Award-
winning Eventide DSP4000 
Studio Ultra- Harmonizers 

wand effects processor, the unit 
vhich revolutionized effects pro-
:essing with its power and musicality. 
ts flexible algorithm " building block" architecture is 
low further enhanced with free PC software which lets 
'ou create totally new effects right from your PC screen. 
Vait, you're just getting started. 

1dd the hundreds of program presets from the world's 
)nly professional guitar processor, Eventide's GTR4000. 
)on't forget to include the custom "virtual pedalooards", 
he Artist's Preset collection, the ground- breaking 
olouration and Blend Distortion programs and the 
;TR4000's Effects Templates, for unlimited versatility. 
Vow you're cookin'. 

Jext, add all the unique programs for post-production, 
adio and television applications created by sourd 
iesigner Jay Rose for the Eventide DSP4000B. Unique 
,ound environments, fantasy voices. pre-programmed 
.ound effects, and superb quality Timesqueeze stereo 
ime compression and expansion are al part of the pack-
ige. But don't stop yet. 

Uso include Scott Gilfix's new Alchemy 101 collection, 
in amazing, never- before- heard library of 225 program 
)resets and audio tools. Wow! You're up to 1000+ pro-
tram presets in all. But you're still not through. 

'op it all off with a versatile, internal 87 second sam-
der. Sounds captured by the sampler can be combined 
vithin many DSP4500 presets. Several samples can oe 

stacked within the 
unit and independently edited, pitch 
shifted and/or time compressed or expanded. Tap 
tempo looping, advanced stereo looping, and multiple 
looping capabilities are included. 

Now you've got t: Eventide's great new, limited edition 
DSP4500 Ultra-Harmonizer. You just read what makes it 
so great. But what makes it a limited edition? Eventide 
has priced the DSP4500 to be an exceptional value. So 
exceptional that the number of DSP4500 units to be pro-
duced must be imited. (You'd pay thousands of dollars 
more if you bought a DSP4000, all the add-in program 
preset cards and the internal sampler separately.) 

The Eventide DSP4500 Ultra- Harmonizer brand effects 
processor; it's three of the most versatile, most 
musical, most creative, most programmable signal 

processors ever built. It's over 1000 sonically impeccable 
program presets, plus the ability to create your own. It's 
the power of a built-in sampler. It's the greatest value 
ever in a professional processor for recording studios, 
live performance, radio and TV stations and post- produc-
tion facilities. But most of all, it's the box that shatters 
all previous limits to give you that extra edge. Call 
Eventide at 201.641-1200 and we'll tell you where you 
can see, hear and buy the DSP4500. 

Eventide One Alsan Way, Little Ferry . NJ 07643 Tel: 201-641-1200 Fax: 201-641-1640 

the next step Email: audio@eventide.com Web: www.eventide.com 
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America's Largest Volume Dealer is Now a Part of 

America's Largest Musical Instrument Chain 

itncer'sRHYTHM CITY 
• MORE BUYING POWER! 

• MORE GEAR! 

• MORE SAVINGS! 

• All Major Brands • New and Used 

• All Major Credit Cards Accepted 

• Easy Terms- Financing Available 

• Profesional Sales Staff • Speedy Shipping 
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OUR PRICES! 

RECORDING EIt 
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LIGHTING 

(404)320- SALE 
1485 Northeast Expressway 

Atlanta, GA 30329 
www.musicion.com 
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duced Columbia debut at Entertain-
ment International Studios in Smyrna, 
GA. Jan Nerud engineered, assisted 
by Andrew Metcalfe...Recently in at 
Mcmix Production Services (Atlanta): 
Da Famm (produced by Professor 
Ace, engineered by Don McKinzie) 
and Luvv Jones (produced by Phat 
Phactory, engineered by Richard 
Wells). The studio added 28 channels 
of Optifile Drax automation, as well 
as an Eventide Ultra-Harmonizer... 
Wateree Studio engineer Eliott James 
recorded Philo/Rounder artist Ellis 
Paul in performance at Eddie's Attic in 
Atlanta, direct to ADAT-XT20s.. James 
Prosser mixed for Warner Bros. at 
Masterfonics (Nashville) with produc-
er Mark Bright and engineer Csaba 
Petocz. Crystal Bernard overdubbed 
for River North with producer David 
Rhyne and engineer Dennis Ritchie. 
Patrick Murphy assisted on both ses-
sions...Miami's Criteria Recording 
played host to the ever-popular Ce-
line Dion, in recording a new project 
with producers including David Fos-
ter, Humberto Gatica, Bryan Adams 
and Rick Wake. Assisting on the 48-
track digital sessions were Chris 
Brooke and AJ. Bosco...Motown artist 
Queen Latifah tracked new material at 
Doppler Studios in Atlanta with engi-
neers Blake Eiseman and John Frye, 
assisted by Ralph Cacciurri and Jason 
Rome...Ronnie Milsap overdubbed 
for Warner Bros. at Nashville's Emer-
ald Sound with producer Rob Gal-
braith, engineer David Hall and sec-
ond John Saylor...Australian group 
the Mojo Blues Band recorded on the 
newly installed Trident Vector con-
sole at Bradley House Studios (Quin-
by, SC)...At The Rock Quarry in 
Franklin, TN, The Fon recorded for 
Spiral Staircase Productions with pro-
ducer/engineers Dargi and Gabriel Ka-
tona...Producer Michael Omartian 
and engineer Terry Christian remixed 
Amy Grant's "River Lullabye" for the 
Prince of Egypt soundtrack on 
the Sony Oxford at Ocean Way 
Nashville... 

STUDIO NEWS 
St. Louis-based Four Seasons Media Pro-
ductions opened a new complex in 
September. The three-room facility of-
fers full-service music recording and 
post work and was designed by Russ 
Berger...The Hit Factory (New York 
City) recently purchased two White 
4400 'A-octave equalizers to be used 
as a floating pair with its custom 
Augspurger Quartto monitors. 
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¡Live from 
Latin America! 

If you're taking your audio products on 

the road to Latin America, Mix— Edición en 

Español is the only Spanish phrase you need 

to know. 

With approximately 23,000 copies per 

bimonthly issue, Mix— Edición en Español 

is the most widely-distributed profession-

al audio and music publication in the 

Spanish-speaking world! 

Your ads in Mix— Edición en Español 

reach live sound and recording profes-

sionals, aspiring pros and musicians in 

virtually every country in Central and South 

America, plus Spain and Spanish-speaking 

regions of the United States. 
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special discounts in Mix— Edición en Español. 

Call Dan Hernandez for details on your 
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If 
you 
can't 
take 

PI 7 017M 
out of 

your 
mix, 
you 
can't 
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L'À 
out of 
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room. 

For 15 years, 

RPG Diffusor Systems 

has developed innovative 

ACOUStICTOOIS® 

that allow you to 

Listen 
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NOT THE ROOM: 

RPG DIFFUSOR SYSTEMS, INC. 

651-C Commerce Drive 

Upper Marlboro, MD 20774 

301.249.0044 p 

301.249.3912 f 

info@rpgdiffusors.com 

www.rpgdiffusors.com 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

—FROM PAGE 27, MY FAVORITE VINTAGES 

and my favorite feature: It generates 
SMPTE and MTC locked to an external 
video source, which can be a black 
burst generator or, in the case of my 
cheap studio, the output of a VCR 
tuned to the local ABC affiliate. Think 
of it: Everything in my studio is locked 
to "Politically Incorrect." 

Syquest 44MB removable drive. 
Laugh if you NN ill, but this little sucker 
still works with all my samplers, is very 
forgiving of long and gnarly SCSI cables, 

and doesn't complain when I stick in a 
disk without first loading some special 
driver. And it can stay in place between 
my Mac and my samplers without crash-
ing either one of them. Unfortunately, 
the cartridges have a failure rate of 
about 30%, which means in another 
three years all of mine will have died, 
and the thing goes into the closet with 
the MO drive, the pre-ADB trackball and 

the carcass of the Mac IIcx I blew up 
trying to upgrade the processor. 

Mirror 19-inch black-and-white com-
puter monitor. I bought it off the back 
of a truck for about $300 six years ago, 
before I blew up the IIcx. It requires its 
own NuBus slot, and the cards that go 
along with it have long since become 
scarcer than pre-war Telefunken tubes. 
But as long as it works, it makes a great 
second monitor for my Pro Tools sys-
tem: all those faders visible at once! 

Blue Sky Logic MOM You've proba-
bly never even heard of this one. A very 
clever product, a few years ahead of its 

time, that no one could figure out how 
to sell. They sent me one for review 
and then promptly went out of busi-
ness. It's a MIDI fader box: 12 sliders, 
all configurable (if you know a little 
SysEx) as MIDI controller, pitch bend or 
aftertouch; with loopback, bank switch-
ing and a few other hidden goodies. It 
was pretty cheap: no readouts, no mo-
tors, just faders. I used to use it for Pro 
Tools, before they disabled most of the 
MIDI input functions; now it comes in 
very handy when I need a bank of real-
time controllers for handling signal 
processors and complicated synthesizer 
functions. 

Bogen MX-6A mixer. A classic old-
fashioned "PA." mixer, with four inputs 
feeding a pair of 12AX7As, to a mono 
output. No EQ or pads, just four knobs. 
Do I use it for mics? Not a chance—I use 
it for guitar. With its high-gain, high-im-
pedance inputs, when you crank it up 
all the way, it makes a fabulous distor-
tion box, complete with the microphon-

ics and compression that cause digital 
designers weeks of sleepless nights. 

Yamaha EM-130. A signal processor? 
A synth module? A piano? No. Yamaha, 
on the identification plate, calls it an am-
plifier. But it is so much more. I had 
never heard of it when a friend who 
was working for a music store called me 

up frantically and said, "We just bought 
500 of these, and they'll all be gone in 
two days! Get over here!" It's a 6-chan-
nel mixer, with high and low tone con-

trols (I hesitate to call them "EQ"), input 
pads and pan on each channel; a reverb 
send and a built-in spring reverb; line 
ins and outs; and a stereo 40-watt power 
amp with big, impressive meters at the 
outputs, where they do no good what-
soever. Oh, yes—and a beat box. You 
know, the kind that used to show up in 
home organs: It plays patterns like 
waltz, bossa nova, tango, march, ballad 
and swing, using various kinds of fil-
tered white noise, pitched to sound 
vaguely like drums. We're talking mid-
'70s here. The rhythm section was in 
fact very "human" in a way its designers 
no doubt didn't predict: It sped up. 

Originally made to sell for something 
like $1,200, this was a product that was 
obsolete before it even came out. My 
friend's store had bought all of Yama-
ha's stock and was blowing them out at 
$250. I bought three and immediately 
sold two of them for $400 each. Why do 
I love this thing? Not for the nostalgia 
factor, although it served as the P.A. 
mixer, and even on occasion as a 
recording mixer, for a lot of bar bands I 
served time with in the '70s. The sound? 
It's terrible. Honky, noisy, no headroom. 
The features? The tone controls would 
shame a transistor radio, the volume 
controls were scratchy as hell from the 
beginning and have definitely not im-
proved with age, the input pads are in-
termittent, the rhythm section is good 
for testing out the P.A. and very little 
else, and the reverb sounds, well, like a 
spring reverb. But for a quickie playing-
out gig, when I don't want to pull a 
whole bunch of stuff out of my studio, I 
grab this thing and an old dual-15-inch 
bass cabinet I have wired in stereo, and 
I have an instant sound system. And it 
has never once, even if it's been sitting 
in a hot closet for five years and the hot 
sun for three hours, failed me. And that, 
friends, is for me the true meaning of 
vintage. 

Paul Lehrman, editorial director of 
Mix Online (www.mixonline.com), is 
from an early '50s vintage, and he just 
gets better with age. 
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—FROM PAGE 34, THE 105TH AES CONVENTION 

transferring settings to compatible devices. 
TC Electronic (www.tcelectronic. 

corn) announced the M3000 Studio Ef-
fects Processor, a dual-engine true 
stereo, multi-effects processor featuring 
24-bit ADCs and DACs. An intuitive user 
interface allows editing and recall of 
presets, storable in RAM or on PCMCIA 
cards. Price is $2,499. 

Hardware from Waves. The (www. 
waves.com) L2 Ultramaximizer" is a 
two-rackspace limiter/converter with 
support for 96kHz sampling rates. L2 

Waves L2 Ultramaximizer limiter/converter 

performs re-quantization to 24/22/20/ 
18/16-bit outputs, and the Waves ARC 
auto release control feature optimizes 
levels. S/PDIF and AES/EBU digital I/O 
is standard, along with 24-bit A/D and 
DIA converters. 

Sony's (www.sony.com) DRE-S777 
Sampling Reverberator features reverb 
algorithms derived from real spaces, not 
theoretical models. Parameters are ad-
justable via front panel buttons, a jog 
wheel and an LCD. An optional expan-
sion board adds stereo input and sur-
round (4-channel) outputs, plus 
88.2/96kHz sampling frequency options. 

The Vocalist Access from DigiTech 
(www.digitech.com) is a five-part vocal 
harmony processor that creates four har-
monies from a single mic or line level 
input. This couldn't-be-easier-to-use, sin-
gle-rackspace unit includes ten reverb 
programs and 50 preset harmony and 
doubling programs. Price is S479.9. 

anzeitanr,...nnwerm ' 

Manley Massive Passive EC) 

The Massive Passive from Manley 
Laboratories (www.manleylabs.com) is 
a stereo, 4-band all-tube EQ with 11 
fixed frequency boost or cut (±20 dB) 
choices per band, and shelf curves in-
spired by the Pultec EQP1A. Unlike 
modern EQs, the Massive Passive uses 
only real inductors and capacitors on 
rotary switches to select frequencies. 
I/Os are transformer-balanced. Price is 
$4,800. Smooth! 

Summit Audio (wvvw.summitaudio. 

corn) is the latest company to (briefly) 
capture Rupert Neve's sought-after de-
sign skills; the result is the MPE-200 
mic preamp/equalizer, the first 
product in Summit's new Element 
78 product line. Featuring two 
independent audio paths for 
each of its two channels, 
the MPE-200 offers 4-
band EQ and boasts 
a dynamic range ex-
ceeding 133 dB. 

Esoteric Audio (distributed 
by Subsonic, Los Angeles) showed a se-
lection of high-end processors designed 
by Tim deParavicini, including the 660 
limiting amplifier ($4,250) and the 825Q 
stereo 5-band equalizer (5,900). Also on 
display were the 822Q program equal-
izer ($3,290) and the 824M dual-channel 
microphone amplifier ($6,345). 

Pendulum Audio (wvvw.pendulumau-
dio.com) showed its MDP-1 stereo tube 
mic preamp ($2,495) and the OCL-2 2-
channel tube compressor/limiter 
($2,795). Pendulum also attracted the 
notice of mastering engineers with its 
6386 Variable Mu Tube Limiter ($4,500), 
a limited production 2-channel device 
with the "dynamic signature" of the clas-
sic Fairchild tube compressor. 
We couldn't get enough of FREQue 

from DACS (vvww.independentaudio. 
com). This way-cool (looking and 
sounding) rackmount ring modulator of-

fers the ability to frequency-modulate the 
internal oscillators with internal or exter-
nal sources. Slammirt! Price is $1,355. 
New category: Remote mic preamps! 

The Aphex 1788 (www.aphexsys.com) 
8-channel remote-controlled mic pre-
amp has remote (or local) control of 
every parameter, with up to 128 chan-
nels via MIDI or RS-232/422, scene 
memory storage and an ultra-smooth 

new limiter design to prevent overs. 
Cadac's (Bedfordshire, UK) remote mic 
amp/splitter is a modular system config-
urable for up to 576 outputs (six racks 
with 96 mic pre's in each), all 
remotely adjustable. Priced at $5,500, the 
Grace Designs (www.gracedesign. corn) 
801R is a digitally remote-controllable 
version of its 8-channel 801 mic pre, and 
up to 64 channels (eight 801Rs) can be 
controlled via a single remote unit. 

CONSOLES RÉ MORE .. 
Console are traditionally the centerpiece 
of AES attention, but this show had lots 
of updates for existing designs and just a 
few new mixer debuts. Tascam unveiled 
the TM-D4000, a 32-channel (plus two 
stereo returns), 8-bus board with six aux 
sends, 4-band EQ, full dynamics on each 

Tascam TM-D4000 

digital console 

channel with moving fader automation. 
Three I/O card slots accept TDIF, ADAT 
AES/EBU or analog sources and all I/O 
ADCs and DACs are 24-bit. Also featured 
are on-board DSP effects, MIDI machine 
control, 5.1 output capability and Sony 
P2 control. Retail is S4,200, shipping 
early '99. 

Allen & Heath wins the race with the 
first affordable digital live sound consoles. 
Available in powered and unpowered ver-
sions, the Icon models feature six mic/line 
and two stereo (which also double as mic 
inputs) channels with 4-band EQ, two 10-
band graphics, two effects processors, 
gates, compressors and more—all under 
programmable control, with "Song" and 
"Venue" snapshot memories. 

Analog or digital: Can't decide? Har-
rison's digital.engine transforms either 
its MPC or SeriesTwelve boards into hy-
brid consoles where users get a choice 
or digital and/or analog pathways. More 
on this on page 130. 

Analog fans now have more choices. 
Trident founder Malcolm Toft of Mal-
colm Toft Associates (www.toft.co.uk) 
launched the large-format Series 924 24-
input/24-bus inline console and the In-
termix' modular mixer, offering a 
choice of mic/line, 4-band EQ, moni-
tor/tape/return, panning/routing, aux 
send and master modules, letting users 
design (or expand) a console to fit any 
need. And fellow Trident alumnus John 
Oram of Oram Professional Audio 
(www.oram.co.uk) is now shipping his 
Series 48 48-bus console, which features 
motorized 5.1/7.1 joysticks, Oram Hi-
Def EQ, and a 386 processor on every 
channel, allowing full console reset in a 
matter of nanoseconds. F-a-s-t! 

There was more at AES, so watch 
our new products sections for more AES 
hits next month. Meanwhile, RES re-
turns to Munich from May 8-11, 1999. 
and to New York, September 24-27. See-
you there! 
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• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

Lobo Recording 
2103 Deer Park Ave. 
Deer Park, NY 11729 

(516) 242-0266 or (516) 243-2983 
Fax (516) 243-3964 

e-mail: music@loborecording.com 
http://yAvw.loborecording.com 

Located 35 minutes east of NYC, 
Lobo Recording is the place to 
achieve your creative goals. 
Recent acquisitions include an 
SSL 9096J, Neve VR 72, Studer 
D827 and Yamaha C7 Grand 
Piano. Other equipment includes 
Amek Angela Ils, Studer A827s, 
A80s, ADAT XTs 64 tracks and 
an extensive list of microphones 
and outboard gear. Please call 
for more info. 

eylmericanflolly 
Studios 

American Holly 
On the Park 

139 Calhoun Street 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(843) 577-0780; Fax (843) 577-0067 
e-mail: a.hollyeDyncon.com 

http://www.americanholly.com 

Three brand-new studios with 56-ch 
Cadac & 24-ch MCI consoles, 48-tk/ 
96-tk hard disk (Akai) and linear digital 
(ADA1), plus 2-inch 24/16tk, all forrnats. 
Also, outboard by Avalon, TC, Bellari, 
.kneus Meteor, ADM, Neve, ART, dbx: 
monitors by JBL, Altec, UREI, Yamaha 
Crown, Audio Techniques amps); Kory, 
Trinity, Kawai EP 308, Weber grand. 
Downtown, beaches, entertainment, 
hotels, restaurants. Control moms A&I3 
linked to mix studios and mix room 
via fiber optics. Liquid Audio uplink. 

NPR 

SM 

635 Massachusetts Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20001-3753 

(2021 414-2482; Fax (202) 414-3033 
e-mail: rgi@npr.org 

http://www.npr.org/inside/technical 

Located in downtown Washing-
ton, DC, Studio 4A offers a spec-
tacular recording environment 
well-suited to all music genres. 
Studio 4A, at 2,600 sq. feet, is 
one of the largest recording 
facilities on the East Coast. We 
offer digital and analog multi-
track recording, an extensive 
mie collection, digital editing 
suites and CD mastering. NPR 
also offers satellite uplinking, fiber 
and ISDN capabilities worldwide. 

MAC 
Ultimate music corporation 

Ultimate 
music corporation 

40 Lopez Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02141 

(617) 576-2855; Fax (617) 576-8094 
e-mail: info@U-music.com 
imp://www.U-music.com 

A digital music production/post facil-
ity near Boston featuring a Euphonix 
CS3000, with up to 96 tracks of tape 
and disc-based multitrack recorders 
including Sony 3324, Studer 82, RADAR, 
ADAT, DA-88, Pro Tools 24 and Avid 
Audio Vision. All rooms are fitted 
with world-class outboard gear from 
Focusrite, Avalon, Manley, API and an 
extensive collection of new and vin-
tage keyboards. All this set in a relaxed 
and elegant environment. Call for our 
brochure or additional information. 

TM 

ENTERTAINMENT 

GKS Entertainment 
1800 N. Argyle St., Ste. 203 

Hollywood, CA 90028 
(323) 962-2444; Fax (323) 962-3666 

Located in the heart of Hollywood, 
GKS Entertainment premieres their 
new state-of-the-art HDCD SONIC 
MASTERING STUDIO ONE. GKS 
is fast-becoming the hottest new 
place for major & independent 
label mastering. At the helm is ac-
complished Senior Mastering Engi-
neer Louis Hemsey, whose radio 
edits include, MCA artists Blink 
182, Tracy Chapman & B.B. King, 
Sublime, The Murmurs, Semisonic, 
New Radicals and Dada. Mastering 
credits include: Melky Sedek, 
Richard Buckner, Old '97s, DA 
Congregation, Pretty Boy Floyd and 
Little Charlie & The Nightcats. 

QUAD 
gets 

Quad Recording 
Studios 
723 7th Ave. 

New York, NY 10019 

(212) 730-1035; Fax (2121 730-1083 
hnp://www.cprodstudios.com 

Quad Recording is excited to 
announce the opening of its Pent-
house studio, beautifully designed 
as a tracking and mixing room and 
featuring a 96-input SSL G+ with 
Ultimation. Opening up a fifth 
studio is a wonderful way for Quad 
to celebrate its 20th anniversary. 
Studios A and HI each have an SSL 
9000J console, making Quad the 
only facility in New York with two 
of them. Studios B and C each have 
SSL 4000E consoles with G Series 
computers and Total Recall. 
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• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 
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Wildstyle Studios 
27-24 Jackson Ave. 

Long Island City, NY 11101 

(718) 937-7749; Fax (718) 937-7734 

Wildstyle Studios is a full recording 
facility located in Long Island 
City, Queens, NY, across the 
bridge from Midtown Manhattan. 
A George Augspurger-designed 
studio featuring a 48-track, auto-
mated MCI console, 24-track 2" 
machine and (3) ADATs locked 
for 48-tracks with Pm Tools editing 
and a custom Augspurger moni-
toring sysytem. We have a full 
lounge, pool table, video games, 
etc., and live-in loft for month-
to-month lock-outs. Live room 
dimensions: 28'L x 18'W x17'H. 

Gallery 
Recording Studios 

132 West 22nd Street, 6th Floor 

New York, NY 10011 

(212) 366-6640; Fax (212) 727-7187 

e-mail: claysmosh@aol.com 

It's a recording studio and an art 
gallery! A beautifully designed, 
spacious facility with outstanding 
acoustics, based in the heart of 
Manhattan. The best in vintage/mod-
em gear and an inspiring atmosphere 
enhanced by ever-changing exhibits 
of striking modem artwork. Built to 
spoil the most demanding engineer, 
producer or musician. Some names: 
SSL 6064 sv/ Total Recall, Studer 827S, 
Lexicon, Quested, Pro Tools, DA-88s, 
Focusrite, Neve, Summit, Pultec, 
TC, Neumann, Steinway. 

Goin' Mobile 
Remote Recording 

PO Box 326 
Brooldine, MA 02146 

(800) 656-0095; Fax (617) 566-4368 
e-mail: lonnie«Agoin-moblle.com 
hilp://vAvw.goin-mobile.com 

Goin' Mobile's mid-sized mobile 
truck brings you superb 16, 24 & 
32-track digital recording any-
where in the Eastern U.S. 48-input 
Mackie, 32 tracks ADAT OR DA-88, 
60 transformer splits and 13 years 
mobile recordingexperience. Clients 
include: " Live from the House of 
Blues: Bill Bruford's Earthworks, 
Peter Wolf, Queens Community 
Choir and over 100 more satisfied 
customers. Call for FREE brochure 
& demo tape, or visit us online. 

Skyelabs 
Mobile Recording 

520 P.-nngrove Ave. 

Penngrave, CA 94951 

1707) 792-2000; Fax (707) 792-250C 

e-mail: skyelabs@aol.com 

Skyelabs offers the finest in mo-
bile acoustics & equipment for 
live concert recording, remote 
broadcast, audio for picture & in-
house recording. From live-to-2[1c 
to multiple 3348s & ISDN live 
broadcast to ADAT, Skyelabs de-
livers clean, accurate recordings. 
Our credits range from AC/DC 
to the San Francisco Opera, Pearl 
Jana to Herbie Hancock and Van 
Morrison to Chick Corea. For more 
than just saturated tracks, give 
us a call. 

COSA 
M A S lie I N G 

Colossal Mastering 
1644 N. Honore # 101 
Chicago, IL 60622 

(800) 730-2468: Fax (773) 292-1698 
cmostering@aol.com 

www.colossalmastering.com 

Colossal's 4,500-cu.-ft. mastering 
suite provides the focal point for 
Chicago's new dedicated master-
ing facility. Outfitted with names 
like Avalon, Sonic Solutions, Man-
ley, Legacy and Apogee, we are 
proud to introduce ourselves as 
the area's most finely equipped 
mastering studio. Couple that 
with great client service and a 
comfortable and creative studio 
environment (not to mention ex-
perienced ears...), and we hope 
you'll make us your new source 
for top-notch mastering 

SSL / DIGITAL / ANALOG 

AUDIO-VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 

Sheffield Remote 
Recordings 
13816 Sunnybrook Rd. 

Phoenix, MD 21131 

1800) 672-3220 or (410) 328-7260 

e-mail: sheffield@sheffielday.com 

hnp://www.sheffield @ sheffielday.com 

Sheffield is America's largest SSL 
recording truck. This is not just a 
remote truck, it is a complete 
audio facility. Add to this the 
best crew in the remote business. 
Partial credits include The Gram-
my Awards, MTV Music Awards, 
Live from the House of Blues and 
Aerosmith. 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 
Sunday 10-5 

Monday thru Thursday 9-7 
Friday 9-2 • Saturday Closed 

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.cam 

420 Ninth Avenue 
(Between 33rd and 34th Streets) 

New York N.Y. 10001 
On the Web: 

http://www.bhphotovideo.com 
Store & Mail Order Hours: 

Sun. 10-5 • Mon. thru Thurs. 9-7 
• Fri. 9-2 • Sat. Closed 

For Info Call: 

—800-947-5508 
212-444-6698 

or FAX 1-800-9244H7iDr--s99)01:10033 
212-444-5001 

We Ship Worldwide 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER I 

800 221-5743 • 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS 

soo 947-2215 • 212 239-75491 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 
nl 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

DIGITAL MIXERS 

Digital 8 Bus Mixing Console 
Everything you've been waiting for and more!!! The new digital E bus fram Maxkie feature! great sound-quality. full recording and mixdown capabilities, motorized faders and an array of digital features ;eared to take you 
lying into the next century. See for yourself what the entire industy is raving about 

FEATURES-
• 48 channels of automated compression. gating. RI and delay 
• Built in 3-way meter display keeps you on top of your mix. 
• Built-in meter bridge, 
• Ultramix II automation for complete control, hook up an S-VGA monitor 
and you'll feel like you spent a lot more money. 
• All functions can be automated, not just levels and mutes. St• 
ED, reverb, compression, gating and even Aux send 
information. 
• Fast SCENE automation allows you to change parameter 
snapshots on every beat. 
• Reads Standard MIDI tempo maps, displaying clock 
info on toe built-in position counter. 
• Truly the cutting edge of mixing technology. 

Panasonic 
WR-DA7 Digital Mixing Console 

Stop dreaming about your digital future, its here! Th as Tire WR-DA7 digital morel fea-
tures 32-bit internal processing combined with 24-bit ND ami D/A converters as well as moving faJers, 

instant recall, surround sound capabilities, and much more. Best of all, it's trim Panasonic. 

FEATURES-
• 32 Inputs/6 AUX send/returns 
• 24-bit converters 
• Large backlit LCD screen displays ED. bus and aux 
assignments, and dynamic/delay settings. 
• 4-band parametric ED 
• Choice of Gate/Compressor/Limiter or Expander on 
each channel 
• 5.1 channel surround sound in three modes on the 
bus outputs 
• Output MMC 
• Optional MIDI joystick 

WIMPOWIMEIAlireF:àiân 

TAS CAM 
TMD1000 Digital Mixing Console 

you want to see what all the digital mixing buzz is about? UV/ 
TMD100 from Tascam will have you smille' & automatec 

in no time. It features fully automated ED, lev-
els, muting, panning and more in an attractive 
digital board with an analog 'feel'. Your digital 
future never looked, or sounded, so clear. 

FEATURES-
• 4 XLR mic inputs, 8 1/4" balanced IRS inputs. 
• 20-bit ND D/A conversion. 640 oversampling on 
input 128x on output. 
• Store all settings, fully MIDI compatible. 
• Optional IF-TD1000 adds another 8 channels of TDIF and a 
2-channel sample rate converter. 
• Optional FX-11100 Fo board adds another 4 dynamic procès'-' 
and another pair of stereo effects. 

MIC PREAMPS 

Focusrite 
Green 3 ¡iv/ice/oxbow 

The Voicebox MKII provides a signal path of exceptional c!arity and smaothness4or mic recording, combining 
an ultra-high quality mic amp. an all new Focusrite E0 section optimized for voice, and full Focesrite dynam-

ics. `he new MKII now includes a line input for recording and mixdown applications. 

FEATURES-
• Same mic pre section as found on the Green Dual Mic Pre includes +48V phantom power, phase reverse, and a 
75Hz high-pass filter. Mute control and a true-VU response LED bargraph are also provided 
• ED section includes a mid parametric band with frequency and gain control as wallas a gentle bell shape to 
bring out the character of the voice. 
• Dynamics section offers important voice processing furctions of compression and de-essing combined with a 
noise reducing expander 
• Single balarced Class A VCA delivers low distortion ano z MY ratio as low as -ff6dBu 

EFFECTS PROCESSING 

tat eleCtrOnk GaZO 

J FAIN e-i 

Finalizer Plus 

I mproving on the mule-award winning Finalizer platform. Toe Finaftzer Plus delivers an unprecedented level of clarity. 
warmth and punch to-your mix. Inserted between the stereo output of your miser or workstation and you master 

recording media, the F;ralizer Plus dramatically rounds out your material. creating that "radio ready" sound 

FEATURES— • Real-time gain maOmizer 
• Balanced Analog as well as Digital outputs including • Variable slope muffi-band expander 
AES/EBU. S/PDIF. & 713S. • Multi-band compressor • Word Clock Sync 
• 24-bit precision Nd & D/A Converters • MIDI section useful for controlling sequences fades c, 
• 5-band 24-bit stereo ED any of the Finalize's parameters from a remote MIDI 
• Enhance - De-essing. stereo adjust or digital radiance controller. 

lexicon PCM81 
Multi-Effects Processor 

The PCM-81 has everything that made the PCM80 the top cnoice among studio effects processors, and more. 
More effects, more algorithms, longer delay and full AES/EBU I/O. 

FEATURES— 
• 300 Presets include pitch, reverb, ambience, sophisti-
cated modulators. 23 second stereo delays, and 
dynamic spatialization effects for 2-channel or sur-
round sound applications 

• 2 digital processors including Lexicon'i. Lexchip for the 
reverb and a second DSP engine for the orner effects 
• 24-bit internal processing 
• Dynamic patching matrix for maximum effects combo'. 
• PCM card slot 

EQUALIZERS 

Focusrite 
Green 2 "Focus JEQ" 

The Green 2 Focus ED is suitable for a variety of applications combining a Focusrite equalizer section with a 
multi-source input section. Use it as a high-quality front end for recording applications or patcft it into tee 

send/return loop ta upgrade a single channel of console eq, either way it sounds great. 

FEATURES-
• XLR & 1/4" input: are similar to the Dual Mic Pre but have been adapted to cope with a wider railge of levels. 
• VU metering via a 10-LED bargraph 
• ECI section derived from the Red and Blue range processors for superb audio quality. 

COMPRESSORS 

JOE MEEK 
The Joe Meek 

Studio 
Channel offers 
three pieces of 
studio gear in 
one. It features 
an excellent 
transformer cored mic preamp. a great compressor and an enhancer unit ill in a 2U rackmount design. =Ind out 
why more and MOre studio owners can live without one. 

FEATURES-
• 48V phantom pewer, Fully balanced operation 
• Mic/Line input switch 
• Mono photo-optical compressor 
• High pass filter tor large diaphragm mics 
• Extra XLR inpu!' on front makes for easy patching 

VC1 
Studio Channel 

ot meek. 

• Compression In/Out and VU/compression meter 
switches 
• Twin balanced XLR outputs with one DI XLR output 
for stage use 
• Enhancer In/Out switch and enhance indicate 
• Internal power supply 115/230V AC 

clb A Blue Series 160S 
Stereo Compressor 

The dbx 160S 
combines the 

best features of 
all the great dbx 
compressors in a 
well-built unit 
where the crafts-
manship is as stunning as the engineering is innovative. This is truly a-desirable compressor. 

FEATURES-
•t 27dB dynamic range • Program dependent "Auto", or fully variable attack and release 
• Hard knee/OverEasy switchable. 

.>\ v 11114  160S 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: 

800-947-5508 
212-444-6698 

OR FAX , 2.4HouRsl: 

800-947-9003 
212-444-5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com 

RI 

"S^ 

HARD DISK RECORDERS 

Roland 
VS1680 Digital Production Studio 

The new VS-1680 Digital Studio Workstation is a cam-
fete 16 track, 24-bit recording, editing, mixing and 

effects processing system in a compact tabletop work-
statior. With its advanced features, amazing sound qual-
ity and intuitive new user interface, the VS-1680 can sat-
isfy your wanderlust. 

FEATURES— 
• 16 tracks of hard disk recording, 256 virtual tracks. 
• 24-bit MT Pro Recording Mode for massive headroom 
ard dynamic range. 
• Large 320 x 240 dot graphic LCD provides simultane-
ous level meters. playlist, EO curves. EFX settings. 
waveforms and more. 
• 20-bit ND D/A converters 
• 2 optional 24-bit stereo effects processors (VS8F-2) 
provide up to 8 channels of independent effects pro-
cessing. 
• New E2 routing function allows users to create and 

save various recording, mixing, track trouncing, and 
other comprehensive mixer templates Mr instant recall. 
• 10 audio inputs: 2 balanced X1R-typo ineits w/ phan-
tom power, 6 balanced 1/4" inputs, anc 1 stereo digital 
input (optical/coaxial) 
• 12 audio outs: 8x RCA, 2x stereo digital 8 phones. 
• Direct audio Ch recording and data backuc using 
Optional VS-CUR-16 CD recomer. 

AKAI DR16 
The Akai DR16 is a digital hard disk recorder with 

sophisticated non-destructive editing functions for near 
instant pats access. Recording 8 playback is as straight 
forward as tape The DR16HD ships with an internal 2GB 
orive for 24 minutes per track of record time. 

TURN YOUR DR16 INTO A PRODUCTION 
WORKHORSE WITH THESE POWERFUL 

EXPANSION OPTIONS! 
• MT8 Mixer controller • DL16 Remote control unit • 18801S SCSI Interface board 
• 18802T SMPTE interface board • 18803M MIDI interface board • 18804A ADAT interface board 
• 18805R RS422 Interface board • 188068 Bi-phase interface board 

• 18807V VGS monitor interface board • E016 16-channel digital ED board • ALX50 Rempte Cable 

16-Track HD Recorder 

• AWL   

DIGITAL MULTI-TRACK RECORDERS 

TASCAM 
The DA-98 takes all the advantages 

offered by the DTRS format and sig-
nificantly ups the ante for the profes-
sional and post-production professional 
alike. With enhanced ND and DIA con-
vertors, a comprehensive LCD display 
and full compatibility with the DA-88 
and DA-38, the DA-98 delivers the 
absolute best in digital multitrack func-
tionality. 

FEATURES-
• Confidence monitoring for playback and metering 
• Individual input monitor select switch facilitates easier 
checking of Source/Tape levels 
• Switcluble reference levels for integration into a variety 
of recording environments with internal tone generator 
• Digital track copy/electronic patch bay functionality 
• Comprehensive LCD display for easy system navigation 

IL 

DA-98 
Digital Audio Recorder 

• Dedicated function/numeric keys make operation easier 
• Built-in sync with support for MMC ano Sony P2 
• D-sub connector (37-pin) for parallel interface with 
external controller 
• Optional AM-OS rack-mount ear for use with Accunde 
200 system 

DA-88 Astandard digital multitrack for past-production ana winner of the Emmy award for tech-
nical excellence, the DA-88 delivers the best of Tascam's Hi-8 digital format. Its 

Shuttle/Jog wheel and track delay function allow for precise cueing and synchronization 
and the modular design allows for easy servicing and perforrrance enhancements with third-party options. 

DA-38 The DA-38 was designed for musicians Using the same Hi-8 format as the highly aiclaimed 
1 DA-88, the DA-38 is an 8 track modular design that sounds great It features at extremely 

fast transport, compatibility with Hi-8 tapes recorded on other machines. ruggedconstruction, 
ergonomic design and sync compatibility with DA-88s 

ALEsis ADAT XT20 
Digital Audio Recorder 

The New ADAT-XT20 provides a new 
standard in audio quality for afford-

able professional recorders while 
remaining completely compatible with 
over 100,000 ADATs in use worldwide. 
The XT23 uses the latest ultra-high 
fidelity 20-bit oversampling digital con-
verters for sonic excellence, it could 
change the world. 

FEATURES— 
• 10-point autolocate system 
• Dynamic Braking software lets the transport quickly 
wind to locate points while gently treating the tape. 
• Remote control 
• Servo-balanced 56-pin ELCO connector 

• Euilt-in electronic patchbay 
• Copy/paste digital edits between machines or even 
within a single unit. Track Copy feature mares a digital 
cene of any track (or group of tracks) and copies it to 
any other track (or group) on the same recorder 

SOFTWARE 
SONIC 

FOUNDRY' 

Co Architect is The perfect solution for designing profes-sional audio CDs to Red Book spec on Windows NT and 
Windows 95 Sample audio front co-npact disks, record 
from DAT, or digiffze material thrcug h a sound card. It 
comes complete with an retard including dozens of effects 
and tools to process smund files and can optionally operate 
as a Sound Forge plug-in. CD Factory adds a CD burner, 
SCSI card and cable fcr a complete production package. 

FEATURES— 
• Multi file playlisting 
• Master volume facers (-96dB to +29(115) 
• Adjustable envelope levels for any regran 
• Mix or crosstade overlapped regions 
• Convert from meno to sten-o or the fin 

SONIC FOUNDRY 
CD Architect & CD Factory 

1--Jacr-41.0eR4Ler--e-- ".• 

• Multiple levels of undo/redo 
• Up to 99 tracks with 99 subindexes per track 
• Make glass-masters directly from burned CDs. 

STUDIO DAT-RECORDER. 

Panasonic. SV-3800 & SV-4100 
The SV-38139 8 5V-4196 leamre highly accurate , -.I  
I and reliable transport meclanisns will- search , `""" 
speeds of up tc 401IX normal. Both lea 26-pit D/A IIIIII IIIIIIIIIMII : "•. : [ Iiii-p 
converters to satisfy even the highest professional • 
expectations. Ile SV-4100 adds features n_e:h as • [ • •_1 ' •-ii- •• 1----lcbtí 

7  a. — 1.f•..OR c:::i 

instant start, program & eve assignment, --
enhanced sys:em dagnostes, multiple digital 
interfaces and more. Panasonic DArs are found in * Ne - ..• '  

..... 

studios throughott the wend and are wide4 recognized as the most reliable DAT niaohines available on the market !oday 

FEATURES— 
• 64x Oversamplina ND converter fur outstanding 
phase characteristics 
• Search by start ID or program nurrber 
• Single program play, hardy for post. 

• Adjustab'e anaog input attenuation, +4/-10a8u 
• IJR independent nrcord levels 
• Front panel hour meter display 
• 8-pin parallel remote terminal 
• 250x normal weed search 

TASCAM DA-301%0(11 
Agreat sounding DAT. the DA-3Clinfl is a 

standard master:mg deck teed in past-pro-
duction house around the weld. Among many 
other pro features. its DATAiSFIUTTLE wheel 
allows for high-speed cueing, quid( prugram 
entry and last beating. 

FEATURES— 
• Multiple sanen ng raleo 08, 44.1 and 321cHz). 
• Extended (4-heur) play al 32tHz 
• Digital I/O featuring moth AES/E61.1 and S/PDIF 
• XLR balanced and RCA unolancial conrections. 

• Full function wireless remote. 
• Variable speed shuttle wheel. 
• SCMS-free recording with selectable ID. 
• Parallel port for cart rol I/O from external equipment. 

FOSTEX D-15 
The new Fostex D-15 features built en 8Mbit 

of RAM for instant start and on rubbing as 
well as a host id new features aimed at audio 
post production arel recording studio environ-
ments. Optional exparsion boards can be 
added to include SMPTE and RS-422 compati-
bility, allowing the D-15 to grow as you do 

FEATURES-
-Hold the peak reading on time digits; bargraphs with a 
choice of 5 ditlerent settings 
• Set cue levels sed cue times, 
• Supports all frame rates irmuchng:10dt 
• Newly designed. 4-motor transport is faster and more 
efficient ( 120 minute tape shuffles in about 60 sec.) 
• Parallel interfai e • Front panel via pots in addition to 
the level inputs 

D-15TC & D-15TCR 
The D-15TC cornes with the addition of optional 
1 chase and sync capability installed. It also inducers 

timecode reading and eutput. The D-15TCR corms 
with the further addition of an optional RS-422 pon 
installed, adding tiraerede and serial control (Sony 
protocol except van-speed) 

soNir PCM-R500 
ncorporating Sony's legendary high- rehab-I-
I ity 4D D. Mectrasism, the PCM-R500 sets a 
new standard for pro'essional DAT recorders. 
The Jog/Shuttle wheel offers outstanding 
operational ease whit: extensive interface 
options and multiple menu rroaes meet a 
wide range of application needs 

FEATURES— 
• Set-up menu for preerence select en. Use this menu 
for setting ID6, level sync threshold. date & more. 
Also selects error indicator 
• Includes 8- pin parallel 8 wireless -emote controls 

• 

• SBM recording for improved S/N (Sounds like SONO-
• Independent UR recording levels 
• Equipped with auto head cleaning for improved 
sound quality. 

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

800 221-5743 • 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS: 

soo 947-2215 • 212 239-7549 

II Cards 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 
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MIDI HARDWARE 

Mark of the Unicorn 

MIDI 
Time Piece" AV 
8x8 Mac/IPC MIDI Interfac3 

—he MTP AV take: the worla renowned MTP Ii: 
adds synceronizatme that von really need like aides 

rnlock. ADAT syni:, ward cicck sync, and even 
gidesign superclacs! 

EATURES— 
Sene unit works1):1 both Mac 8, PC platform:. 
3xn MIDI merge [realm, 128 M,DI channels. 
Fully programmable from the front panel. 
129 scene. battery backed memory. 
Fat in mode 'oc I-riffle-speed MIDI data transfer. 

Digital 
Time Piece 

Digital Interface 

u11111■1111M 
rim( of 1 as Me digital synchronization huir Ico year 
I ording stuaic. he Digits Timepiece provides sta-
a antralized sync for mort analog, digital rudo, and 
deer equipment. ..ork together ADATs. DA-PfEs. 
roTools. word clock. S/PDIF, mien. SMPTE. ano MMC 
sop-titers and devices flaWesaly. It ships wail 
'Jkievvores' soitware which gives you access to its 
any advanced natures and remote control armoire 
xuipment setting: sich as recora arm. 

OOPCOD E 
Studio 64XTC 
Mac/PC MIDI Interface 

Pc Studio 64X10-lakes theassorted, individaal pieces 
1 .1 your studio-your cornister. MIDI dev,ces digital 
nd analixj muititianks and even pro video decks, and 
ut;. tnerr all in sync. 

fATURES-
4 In / 4 Dut, 1.4 channel MIPI/SMPTE interfere/patch-
bay with powedur multiffacy 8. video sync Matures 
ADAT sync with MIDI machine control 

ffrultaneou: wonlrlock arid Superclock Output. 
Milker/ or 48kilz for aerie:1 sync with ADA"... DA-88 
and Pro-Tools 
Video and Blackbarst ir ( N7SC and PAL). 
Gross-nlatform Mac and Windows comp:Vanity 

SAMPLING 

E- MU e-6400 
Samplling and more! 

The ir-64011 tram Emil features an easy intertce that 
I malas sarrpling easy. Automated features lie loop-

ing. normaliiing and more allow you to elexiolyareate 
:oar own sound palettes ci access any et:re 400 
mane proeidec cn 2 CDs fry unlimitire ,oun:1 cre-
Sion. It is Lperadeable to 128MB of RAIn,(4MB stan-
doff:)ard features 64 norm polyphony. 8 slanted ana-
el outputs. SCSI stereo chase- locked fie, compres-
S1011 iinitai o - 9mpli,o and more A n•-e.,n nuchine 

KEYBOARDS •SL SOUND MODULES 

Roland' 
XP60 & XP80 Music Workstations 

The XP-80 delivers everything 
you've ever wanted in a 

music workstaticn. An 
unprecedented collectan of 
carefully integrated features 
provide instant respome. maxi-
mum realtime control and 
incredible user expandability. 
The XP-80 features a pro-quali-
t: 76-note weighted action keyboard while the NEW XP-60 

XP80 FEATURES— 
. 64-voice poryphonyand 16-part multitimbral capability 
• 16 Mbytes of internal waveform memory: 80Mbytes 
when fully expand& ( 16-bit linear format) 
• 16-track MAC-pro sequencer win. direct from disk 
playback. Sequencer holds approx. 60.000 notes 
• New sequencer functions like "non-stop' loop record-
ing and refined Groove Quantize eemplate 

Ill II Ill II Ill II III II 11 II III 11 1 
Matures the same sound engine in a 61-note keyooara 

• Enhanced realtime performanre capability will 

ti:ceodePaergifrarlteeiefeeeeceller 
on-the-fly triggering of patterrs 
• 40 insert effects in additior to revere and chorus 
• 2 pairs of independent stereo outputs. click output jack 
with volume knob 
• Large backlit LCD display 

SR-JV80 Series Expansion Boards 
Roland's SR-JV8Ii-Series wave expansion boards prityide JV and XP 

instrument owners a great-sounding, cost-effective way to customize 
their instruments. Each board holds approx. 8Mb of Errarely new wave-
forms. ready to be played or programmed as you desfre. 

Boards Include— 
Pop, Orchestral, Plano, Vintage Synths, World, 
Super Sound Set, Keys of the 60's & 70's, Session, 
Bass & Drums, Techno & Hip-Hop Collection. 

KURZWEIL 
K2500 Series Music Workstations 

The K2500 series from Kurzweil utilizes the acclaimed V.A.S.T. technology for top-qitality ffrofemiorial sewed. 
Available in Rack mount, 70-key, and 88 weighted key keyboard configurations. these keyboards oombine 

ROM based samples, on-boarC effects, VAST. synthesis technology ana 
f ull sampling capabilities on same wets. 

FEATURES— 
• True 48- voice poryphony 
• Fluorescent 64 x 240 backlit &s-
play 
• Up to 128MB sample memory 
• Full MIDI contreer capabilitier, 
• 32-track sequenaer 

• Sampling optionavailable 
• Dual SCSI ports 
• DMTi Digital Multitrack Interface 
option for data format and sample rate conver-
sion ( Interfaces with ADATs or DA-88s) 

WW1 
Trinity Series Music Workstations DRS 

Korg's Trinity Feries repre-
sents a breakthrough in 

sound synthesis and an 
incredible user afferface. It's 
touch-screen di' play is like 
nothing else in :he industry. 
allowing you to select and 
program patches with the 
touch of a finger. The 24MB 
of internal ROM are sampled 
using ACCESS which fully dertizes sound produclion lrom source to fille, to effects. Rorg-s DSP oasei Multi 
Oscillator Synthesis System I.MOSS) is capable of reproducing 5 different synthesisenethods I ke Analog synthesis. 
Physical Modeling. and variable Phase Modulation (Me). 

FEATURES— 
• 16 track, 8011) into MIDI sequencer 
• Flexible, assignable controlers 
• DRS ¡Digital Recording System) features a hard dirle 
recorder and various digits interfaces for networing a 
digital recording system cofigured with ADAT. DAT 
recorder and hard disk. 
• 256 program:. 256 combiaations 
• Reads KORG sample DATA library and AKAI sample 
library using optional 8MB-Flash ROM board 

'(Digital IF SCSI. Hard Dab Recorder, and sample Playback/Flash ROM fondions are supplied by optional 
upgrade boards) 

<11.111.1eT..Y. 

<4.eal 

88 Weighted-key/Solo Synth 

76-key/Solo Synth 

61-key/Solo Syn1h 

61-key 

MONITORS 

KRK 
V8 

Powered Studio Monitors 
T hese new powered studio monitors 
I from KRK supply 130 watts of clean 

performance. Their 8" 
woofer 8. 1" silk dome 
tweeter ensure crystal 
highs as well as the 
bass response needed 
for today's studio envi-
ronments. 

FEATURES-
• 49Hz 22kHz 
• Magnetically shielded 
for use near video 
monitors 

Hafler 
TRM-8 

Powered Studio Monitors 
Ut/inner of Pro Audio Review's PAR Eirellence Awed 
VV in 1997. Hailer's 
TRM8s provide sonic clari-
ty previously found only in 
much more expensive 
speakers. They feature 
built-in power, an active 
crossover, and Hailer's 
patented Trans-nova power 
amp circuitry. 

FEATURES-
• 45Hz - 21kHz, :2dB 
• 75W HF. 150W LF 
• Electronically 8. 
Acoustically matched 

HR824 
T hese new close-field 
I monitors from Mackie 
have made a big stir. 
They sound great, they're 
affordable, they're inter-
nally bi-amped. "What's 
the catch?" Let us know if 
you find one. 

FEATURES-
• 150W Bass amp. 100W 
Treble amp 

'Fell space, half space 
and quarter space place-
ment compensation 
• Frequency Response 
39Hz to 22kHz. et 5dB 

TAMIDY 

The latest playback monitor 
from Tannoy, the 

Reveal has an extremely 
detailed, dynamic sound 
with a wide, flat frequen-
cy response. 

FEATURES-
• 1" soft dome high fre-
quency unit 
• Long throw 6.5" bass 
driver 
• Magnetic shielding for 
close use to video mon-
itors 
• Hard-wired, low-loss crossover 
• Wide, flat frequency response 
• Gold plated 5-way binding po. t ,onnectors 

Reveal cke  
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-FRO! I' IGE 20, ONE 

definitely one of Man's (well, Kid's) 
deep, dark secrets. Each time a kid 
popped out of existence, immediate 
suspicion and denial followed. 

TIME HEALS ALL WOUNDS (NOT!) 
Now, decades later, it's the same: 
America acts as if mono doesn't exist, 
but it does! And not only does it still 
exist, but it dominates! Our denial is 
causing more and more problems as 
the years go on. I was reading audio 
newsgroups last night (part of my job), 
and I caught a thread about compati-
bility issues that amazed me. The new 
kids are actively questioning what they 
feel is an obsolete preoccupation with 
mono. 

The truth is that now mono is 
Audio's dirty little secret, and denial 
isn't going to help. 

Sure, we all want to mix the biggest, 
fattest, most impressive stereo field that 
we can, and with 5.1-channel, there is 
even more pressure to create dynamic 
360-degree virtual audio environments. 
But the dark truth is that most people 
are listening to most of our work in 
mono! Most televisions and even most 
radios in use on Earth today are still 
mono. But even that is not the real 
issue. 

Sure, we all know that we have al-
ways had to keep the kick and bass 
mono. In the Golden Days of Vinyl, 
one of the main reasons for this was, of 
course, because those giant low-fre-
quency excursions would pop the nee-
dle right out of the groove if the left 
and right channel information wasn't 
. the same. But now in the Digital Age, 
where we can abuse low frequencies 
any way we want, we must still honor 
this old rule if we want our stuff to have 
any bottom in the real world of under-
sized toy speakers. Mono LF means that 
it will get more driver surface area. Sim-
ple enough. 

But beyond that, many—far too 
many—engineers are denying mono 
exists. While it is not my intention to list 
all the mono TV stations or cable 
providers out there, nor the mono AM 
and FM radio stations, I will remind you 
to consider not only America's mono, 
but the world's. There's a lot of mono 
out there. 

Still, this is not the entire story. All 
of us work hard to build a solid, in-
teresting, satisfying stereo field in our 
work. All of us experiment to some 
extent with stereo image modifiers 

and expanders, enhancers and syn-
thesizers. 

TEN YEARS AFTER 
A decade ago, I used to play heavily 
with that myself. And ten years ago, as 
today, the most worn out button on my 
desk was the one labeled Mono. 

But today you can buy desks that 
don't even have a mono button! Where 
have we gone wrong? Are we so self-
centered and blind that we think FM 
radio stations are actually going to 
transmit properly encoded stereo 
audio? Or that Joe Blow is going to say 
no to that boom box with all that stereo 
enhancement DSP? Or that Mega-Bass 
L/R logic DSP? Or Karaoke—vocal re-
moval DSP? 

The truth is 

that now 

mono is Audio's 

dirty little secret, 

and denial 

isn't going to help. 

No, we are shipping product into a 
very unstable stereo world, one where 
FM stations do illegal image processing 
that happily shreds images without 
solid centers and can easily explode 
mixes that are not truly mono-compati-
ble. Stereo broadcast compressors act 
unpredictably at best to certain types of 
noncompatible energies. 

In light of this, I am amazed that so 
many engineers don't seem to care 
much. You would think that they 
would want consistency and pre-
dictability in their product. We all know 
enough to test our mixes on little 
garbage speakers before we let them 
out into the real and variable world, but 
fewer and fewer engineers test in mono 
these days. Amazing. 

MORI YEARS AFTER 
Each year I get more CDs that totally 
fall apart in mono. At best, they get 
weak and muddy; at worst, entire in-
struments or vocal backups disappear, 
reverb dries up, and in general they 
sound like you are listening through 
one of those horrible new Bose car sys-
tems. Unbearable. And movies! Damn! 
I have stuff here that does just about 
every bad illegal thing you can think of 

when I tell my decoder to process 
down to mono. 
Why is this mode, the most com-

mon listening mode, ignored? I can't 
tell you. The only thing I can think of 
is that because it's such a downer to 
listen to your hot new mix in mono, 
nobody likes to do it, and those who 
do are faced with some serious ques-
tions about what to change to increase 
mono-compatibility. It takes real expe-
rience and skill to engineer a mix that 
has all the image and field that you 
want in stereo but is solidly mono-
compatible. It is downright hard to do. 
Almost every adjustment you make in 
the interest of mono-compatibility flat-
tens out and deadens your stereo 
field.. until you get good at it. 

TEN YEARS BEFORE 
Will mono fade into obscurity? No! Will 
mono-compatible mixing fall by the 
wayside and become yet another lost 
art? Time will tell (and cliches will con-
tinue), but I fear the answer is yes. IN 

SSC likes dual-crossover pipes on 
Harleys because they are stereo, but the 
important LF information is mono, as 
nature intended it to be. 
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MO RECORDING AND EDITING ON LOCATION 

Digital Audio Research's OMR8 rackmount 24-bit magneto-optical recorder was re-
cently used on a high-profile project in Korea, a recording of Paganini's 24 Caprices 
for Violin and Viola by internationally acclaimed violinist Eun Hwan Bai. The event, 
recorded live at the Kumho Galleries in Seoul by David Lee of Seoul Sound, 
marked the first performance in Korea of all 24 caprices and was Eun Hwan Bai's 
final performance in his home country before embarking on a two-year profes-
sorship at Yale University. Lee's recordings from the concert were released on a 
double CD and also formed the basis for special programs of the event, which 
were subsequently broadcast by the three principal Korean radio stations. 

Lee selected the DAR OMR8 MO recorder for the project. "We wanted to 
capture the natural acoustic of the Kumho Galleries using high-quality equip-
ment," he explains. Lee used a stereo pair of B&K 4010 mics and the FM 
Acoustics Model FM210 mic preamp, and recorded direct into the OMR8. Lee 
also edited the recorded material on the OMR8, in preparation for mastering. 
"We were impressed with the OMR8's 24-bit performance," says Lee. "Everyone 
was delighted with the results, and the exercise has gained the OMR8 some 
well-deserved profile in the Korean recording sector." 

-FROM PAGE 60, EDMNG CLASSICAL MUSIC 

meant the music would suffer least." 

MASTERING FORMATS 
Some of the interviewees commit final 
edits to tape, whereas others print di-
rectly to CD-R. Aubort not only edits on 
his portable SADiE, but he records di-
rect to its hard disk. At the same time, 
he records safety copies on two DAT 
machines. (Once, when someone 
tripped over an AC plug, the hard disk 
crashed.) The edited master is backed 
up on Exabyte tape in 20-bit format and 
is delivered to the record company in 
DDP format. "We have totally aban-
doned the 1630 format as being fraught 
with transfer errors," says Aubort, "so 
we deliver DDP tape, and usually a CD-
R with it." According to Aubort, the 
DDP format not only replaces the 1630 
but also allows for a direct glass master 
at double- or triple-speed. "You can 
proof the [Exabyte] tape and play it one 
track at a time. It contains all the infor-
mation for making a Red Book CD." 
Aubort uses SADiE's internal downsam-
pling algorithms. "We find the triangu-
lar the most agreeable," he says. 

Sony masters to various formats and 
typically supplies the pressing plants 
with 1630s or PMCDs. Safety copies are 
typically in the Exabyte format. "I resist-
ed the Exabyte for a long time, but Sonic 
finally convinced me to try it out," recalls 
Wolff. "My initial resistance came from 
the thought that I had the edit made, 
'Why do I have to make the copy edit? 
What I discovered was that if the pro-
ducer comes back and wants to move 
an edit one bar, that's a very easy oper-
ation on the Sonic if you can restore all 

of your original edits. It's much harder to 
do that if you're working from a piece of 
tape that has all the edits made." 

"Ninety-nine percent of what we do 
is direct to 2-track, even large orchestral 
works," says Gregg Squires. "We record 
on DAT, and also go through the Prism 
box and save to 24-bit or 20-bit de-
pending on the job, and also save a 
backup on DA-88." Dithering is gener-
ally accomplished through Prism boxes, 
and Squires usually sends a CD-R to the 
record company or pressing plant. 

Moritz also records direct to 2-track, 
typically to DAT or to DA-88 in 24-bit for-
mat via a Prism converter. The final edit-
ed master is dithered or noise-shaped via 
one of SADiE's several algorithms, or via 
a Prism converter. Moritz is in the habit of 
sending out CD-Rs for mastering, but this 
is because her chosen mastering house 
does not yet have Exabyte capability. 

Telarc has, in the past, recorded to 
1630 U-matic, and the company still has 
a Mitsubishi X-86 20-bit reel-to-reel ma-
chine. "Most sessions are recorded on 
DA-88 and have been for the last couple 
of years," says Brenner, noting that all 
are recorded at 20- or 24-bit resolution 
via Prism converters. Edited masters are 
backed up to Exabyte and DA-88. The 
16-bit CD master is arrived at by step-
ping down through the Apogee UV-22 
and is recorded in the 1630 format. The 
company has also made some records 
on the Nagra D and is also now record-
ing in the Direct Stream Digital format. 
(For further information on Telarc's ex-
periences with Direct Stream Digital, see 
next month's "Recording Notes.") • 

Chris Michie is a Mix technical editor. 
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—FROM PAGE 162, MACKIE HUI 

tons above transport keys include RTZ, 
End, Loop, Pre, Post, In, Out, Audition, 
Loop, Quick Punch and On Line (used 
for taking HUI on- and offline). 

The infinitely rotating jog wheel has 
two modes, Shuttle and Scrub. Scrubbing 
with this control is sublime. It works just 
the way you'd expect and greatly facili-
tates editing and cueing. In Shuttle mode, 
the wheel does not automatically spring 
back to zero (normal play speed) like 
video deck jog wheels; instead, it stays 
were you leave it. Once you've reached 
your cue point, you must physically turn 
it forward or backward to attain your de-
sired play speed. This is cool for finding 
edit points or auditioning material at dif-
ferent speeds. Near the jog wheel, a 
zoom control lets you zoom in/out of 
waveforms vertically and horizontally. 
We were all enthralled by the com-

prehensive plug-in control section be-
cause, again, HUI gave us the real 
knobs and buttons we've longed for. 
This is a far more musical approach to 
signal processing than worrying about 
numerical values on the computer 
screen. The knobs and buttons in this 
section are all soft, changing their func-
tions depending on the plug-in. How-
ever, not all plug-ins are currently 
supported; we experienced a couple of 
crashes trying to recall and control 
some of them. Suffice to say, Mackie 
has high hopes that all plug-ins will 
eventually conform to the Digidesign 
protocol that HUI works with, and most 
popular plug-ins (Lexicon, Focusrite, 
Drawmer, Digidesign, etc.) worked fine. 

Controlling Pro Tools automation 
from HUI was a piece of cake. Two 
areas, Auto Enable and Auto Mode, pro-
vide all the direct access keys you'll 
need. Auto Enable lets you select the 
feature you want to automate (fader, 
pan, plug-in, etc.), and Auto Mode lets 
you select the automation mode (read, 
touch, write, etc.). LED scribble strips 
above each fader reflect the first four 
characters of a channel's name as seen 
in Pro Tools. This is nice, because you 
don't have to look at the computer 
screen to know which bank of faders is 
currently selected. The scribble strips are 
another HUI feature that let's you con-
centrate on the music, not the computer. 

HUI uses MIDI to communicate with 
Pro Tools. Originally, we were skeptical 
and thought there would be a significant 
lag between the time a button on HUI 
was pressed and when Pro Tools react-
ed. Mackie assured us that MIDI was 

more than fast enough, explaining that 
most of the commands sent over MIDI 
only used a fraction of MIDI's bandwidth. 
They added that any lag time would be a 
problem in the DAW, not HUI. We 
watched closely as we used HUI on real-
time transport operations and were sur-
prised at how fast Pro Tools responded. 
We honestly didn't notice any lag. Even 
punching in/out seemed fine—we were 
impressed. If you're using a PC you can 
also hook HUI up via its RS-232/422 seri-
al port. Mackie claims this is even faster 
than MIDI. And, if you're wondering, 
HUI's MIDI protocols are not MMC. In 
fact, HUI does not work as an MMC de-
vice at all; this is too bad because it 
would be nice to have the option of 
using it as a MMC device for non-sup-
ported DAW systems and modular HDRs. 

HUI can control Pro Tools even 
when Pro Tools is running in the back-
ground. This means that a software se-
quencer could run in the foreground 
and Pro Tools, instead of having to bring 
it to the front every time it's needed, can 
be accessed directly via HUI. If a fader 
needs to be adjusted, just grab the ap-
propriate HUI fader and leave your se-
quencer alone (the same goes for 
transport functions). This is an extreme-
ly convenient way of working with Pro 
Tools and any compatible software se-
quencer. Just make sure you have Pro 
Tools enabled to run in the background 
before you try this trick on your own. 

As with any new piece of gear, HI 
takes some time to learn. But because 
it's so well laid-out, folks already famil-
iar with Pro Tools won't have too many 
problems. Once you've mastered HUI's 
controls, you'll find your productions go 
much faster and your work more enjoy-
able. And when you're feeling insecure, 
HUI's keyboard and mouse in/thru 
ports give you the option to keep those 
old interfaces close at hand. 

For all you engineers who work da) 
in and day out on Pro Tools, do your-
self a favor, check out HUI. When dri-
vers for other DAWs come to fruition, 
HUI may also provide a better working 
environment for these products as well. 
And with a retail price of $3,499, HUI is 
a sweet deal. 

Mackie, 16220 Wood-Red Road NE, 
Woodville, WA 98072; 888/471-8218; 
fax 425/487-4337. Web site: www. 
mackie.com. 

Erik Hawkins is the owner of MuziCali 
Muzica, www.muzicali.com. Michael 
Denten is a producer, engineer and 
owner of Infinite Studios in Alameda, 
Calif. 
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—FROM PAGE 50, METALLIC.A 

didn't at all. Instead of him telling us 
what to do, we'd do a few suggestions, 
and things would come out naturally. 
By the third album that we've worked 
on with him, we've got a pretty good 
relationship. 
Ulrich: The first thing Bob Rock ever 
said to me was, "Look, you guys have 
made four records, and I've seen you 
guys play live, and you guys have not 
made a record that comes close to cap-
turing what you guys are about when 
you play live." And that was the begin-
ning of a turning point where we sort 
of sat down and realized that whatever 
we'd done in the past is fine, and we're 
not going to second-guess it, but we 
were going to talk about where we can 
go in the future. Bob had been really 
instrumental in pointing out the options 
that are available to us in the studio and 
trying to slowly make us aware of the 
potential that we could have in terms of 
being open to new ideas. And that 
process is eight years old now, and it's 
a process that continues, and it's a 
process that I welcome, and now I'm 
totally comfortable with Bob in the stu-
dio. There's a total sense of trust and re-
spect and tolerance. Once we got to 
that point, then it was like open season. 
His influence as a producer bas been 
apparent in arrangements. Do you col-
laborate on songwriting? 
Hetfield: Lars and I have always done 
the songwriting together. Usually, Lars 
and I will sit through all our riff tapes 
with blinders on, and take a riff and 
start jamming on it and see what comes 
from it. Lars is very good at construct-
ing a song, seeing what part is needed 
where, or saying the verse/chorus thing 
is off-balance. He's really good at that, 
and I'm more or less good at coming 
up with melody and parts. So it's a pret-
ty good team. 
We sit and jam, and all of a sudden, 

we've got a song. And we bring Kirk 
[Hammett] in, bring Jason [Newsted] 
over, and say, "See what you can do 
here; here's what I kind of had in 
mind..." 
Do the other bandmembers bave a lot 
of songwriting input? 
Hetfield: Not so much input in the writ-
ing. It's more when it comes down to 
their part, playingwise; especially with 
Kirk, we're going more for the more 
left-right speaker thing with guitar, in-
stead of just the full-on wall of sound. 
Before, there would be five tracks of 
just me doing rhythm. Now I'm in the 

left speaker, Kirk's in the right speaker, 
we're trying to play off each other. 
There's a lot more character to it that 
way; instead of adding the thickness of 
five tracks of the same guitar, we've got 
two guitar guitars playing the riff slight-
ly different. It's got its own thickness to 
it. Your ears can really have fun—each 
ear is having its own party! Kirk's got 
more input that way. We used to just 
hover over those guys—"What are you 
doing? Why is your finger over there?" 
Very strict. Now it's: "Here's the song, 
go in a room." It's been a lot more fun 
for all of us. I think it was a big chore 
for everyone, and now everyone's en-
joying the exploration. 
How did you get to this stage, where 
you can relax more? 

It always used to be very 

macho and negative, 

but we all know 

our limits now, 

and we've helped each 

other bust past them. 

James Hetfield 

Ulrich: It's hard. We've been making 
records for 17 years, and you don't 
wake up one morning and change the 
way you do things. It's a long process. 
Hetfield: I think it came a lot through 
confidence in playing. Playing on the 
road on the Black Album, we were out 
for two years. You get to know each 
other pretty well, and how well each 
other can play. And a lot of the time it 
was, "Well I didn't want to try that vocal 
thing because I can't do it." It always 
used to be very macho and negative, 
but we all know our limits now, and 
we've helped each other bust past them. 
So, are you performing differently in 
the studio now? 
Hetfield: Yes. We all play together now; 
it's great. If you're doing a song 20 or 
30 times, you could maybe come up 
with a different lyric, or a cooler ad-lib 
here or there. Bob has got us to all get 
in there and play off each other. 
Ulrich: It has been a slow process. It's 
been years of trying to get to the point 
where we act more like a band in the 
studio, and look at things in a band 
way, and try to capture certain energies 
together in the studio. 

Tell me about bow your music bas de-
veloped in recent years. 
Hetfield: Well, we've evolved, absolute-
ly. We've come to grips that music is 
there to be explored and expressed. And 
we're very selfish, we're very bored, and 
we're honest about it. We get tired of 
doing the same thing over and over. We 
want to move on; that's what life's about. 
Who's to say your band is not doing the 
right thing anymore? Hey, we're us, and 
you're not us. We're smiling about this, 
we're digging what we're doing. 
What do you say to the people who sug-
gest that your changing and develop-
ing is selling out to commercial music? 
Hetfield: I think there are a lot of people 
out there that don't understand what 
"selling out" means. If I was to sit there 
and write "Kill'Em All" all over again for 
that person, that is selling out. That is me 
compromising to someone or some-
thing. And this is the most honest form 
of expression. We don't really worry 
about those people. We've gotten that 
flack all through our career. We did 
"Fade to Black," a song about depression 
and suicide, and it was completely from 
the heart, and people said, "Oh, you 
guys did a ballad—you're crap now." 
I guess there's always going to be some-
body telling you what you're doing 
wrong... 
Hetfield: That's why you have to do 
things for yourself. That's how the best 
material comes out. We're very fortu-
nate that there are people who under-
stand and like what we do. 
In what way do you think you've most 
changed as a band? 
Ulrich: The main difference is that we 
are more open to different things than 
we've ever been. We try to be more 
open to new ideas, more open to each 
other's suggestions, instead of just start-
ing a fist fight. Most of us are in our 
mid-30s now, so there's a high level of 
tolerance, and apart from losing Cliff 
Burton in a bus accident, there hasn't 
been a lineup change in this band in 15 
years. So you figure out what works for 
you and what doesn't work for you, 
and I think one of the biggest changes 
in the band is that we've just become 
very understanding of what it is that 
needs to happen for this band to work. 
I think the key thing would be to be 

able to continue Metallica for like an-
other 120 years, but that's got to be on 
our terms, and it's got to be the way 
that it will work for us. And so we're 
getting better at understanding that 
whole thing. 

Sarah Jones ea technical editor at Mix. 
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1 888 442 8994 
CIRCLE AD NUMBER 256 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

DESIGN • PRINT • APPLY • INSERT 

with NEAT() Media Labeling Products 

KIT INCLUDES 

* The amazing NEATO CD Label 
Applicator 

* Assorted NEATO CD Labels 
Jewel Case Inserts and Other 
Media Labeling Products 

* MediaFACElm 
• Design Software (PC), 
Templates (Mac) 
• Digital Background Art for 
Labels and Inserts 
• Disc and Jewel Case 
Templates for Popular 
Graphics Programs (Mac/PC) 

ZIP"' DISK 
INSERTS AND 
LABELS 

DAT TAPE 
J- CARDS 
AND LABELS 

VISA ' MC AMEX 

Also Available_ 
JAZ' CARTRIDGE INSERTS AND LABELS • VIDEO CASSETTE INSERTS AND LABELS 

JEWEL 
1 CASE 
INSERTS 

AUDIO 
CASSETTE 

J- CARDS AND 
LABELS 

FLOPPY 
DISK LABELS 

NEATO LLC 250 Dodge Ave • East Haven CT 06512 
888-575-3873 • 203-466-5170 • Fax 203-466-5178 • www.neato.com 
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ARE You GETTING YOUR MONEY'S WORTH? 

E
V
E
L
E
E
E
Q
7
 

o 

FULL-SERVICE MASTERING ANO POSI-PRODUCTION 
REVOLUTIONARY GRAPHIC SERVICES 
COMPLETE INTERNET DEVELOPMENT AND mosnee 
DIGITAL BIN CASSETTE REPLICATION 

DIRECT TO METAL VINYL MASTERING (H0180". VINYL) 
CLIENT GRAPHIC PROOPING ON THE INTERNET 
DIGITAL COLOR PREMISS AND SERVICE BUREAU 
COAIPLETI CUSTOM RETAIL-READY PACKAGES 
DISTRIBUTION SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE 

FREE WEB SITE WITH AUDIO FREE 

WWW.GATEMUSIC.COM 

The Gate Music Services Inc 

1-800-655-1625 - 510-558-9045 F 510-558-9504 

$1295. 

$1895. 

$2295. 

PACKAGES INCLUDE: PACKAGING, MASTERING, 
GLASS MASTERING, FULL COLOR INSERT, 3 COLOR 
PRINTING ON CD OR VINYL, BAR CODE, CUSTOM 
GRAPHIC SERVICES, FILM, CONSULTATION AND 
M.01 /AM. NO HIMEN OMES. TM, 'MISCELLA-
NEOUS FEES"M"SURPRISE" EXPENSES! 

Console Specialists 
worldwide live sound console 
rentals and sales 

Yamaha, Midas, Gamble, All, Soundcraft, 
Crest, Allen & Heath, Mackie 

650.742.9166 
So. San Francisco, California 
www.hi-techaudio.ç,om 

.1s 

Hi TECH 
AUDIO 
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DRIVERS: 

> AIRBORNE 

> ATC 

> AUDAX 

> DYNAUDIO 

> ETON 

> LPG 

> MOREL 

> PEERLESS 

> SCAN-SPEAK 

> SEAS 

> VIFA 

> VOLT 

CUSTOM 

COMPUTER AIDED 

CROSSOVER AND 

CABINET DESIGN 

HOW TO BOOKS 

The SM75-150 
3" soft dome 

mid-range by ATC. 
ATC drivers are renowned for their 

reliability and performance. The SM75-150 
combines high sensitivity with extremely low 
distortion and a usable frequency response 

from 300Hz to 4000Hz. 
Contact Solen for more information. 

Call, write, email or fax for 

the Solen '98 Catalog. 

An $8.00 purchase price will be 
charged to non-professionals and 
discounted off the first order 
over $50.00. Businesses and 
professionals may request 
one copy free of charge. 

SOLEN INC. v.A 
4470 Avenue Thibault 
St- Hubert, QC, Canada J3Y 7T9 

Tel 450.656.2759 
Fax 450 443 4949 
Email solen@solen.ca 
Web http://www.solen.ca 
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gib Promote your company in Mix's 
high-profile advertising section: • 

Al> • e • O 410 

• IVi • 
• 

Ads are affordably priced to match your budget and reader 
service response is free of charge! Call Robin Boyce-Trubitt 

at (800) 544-5530 for rates and deadlines. 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 258 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 
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MARKETPLACE 
• 

D_J_ VfNYL POMO CopyPro CD Duplicators 

100 12" VINYL $749.00 
(in WHITE JACKET v.', HOLE) $ 1.20 rod, for additional L.P's 

1000 7" VINYL 45's (WITH WHITT SLEW) $719.00 REORDER - $ 379.00 
500 7" VINYL 45's (WITH WHITE SLEEVE) $599.00 REORDER 5269.00 

1000 12" VINYL (in WHITE JACKET w/ HOLE) $1,699.00 REORDER - 51149.00 

500 12" VINYL (in WHITE JACKET w/ HOLE) 61,199.00 REORDER $649.00 

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: MASTERING / FULL PROCESSING / TESTS / 
2-00tOR LABELS / SHRINK WRAP 112" on(y)/ QUICK TURN AROUND 
IN-HOUSE CD, VINYL & CASSETTE REPLICATING & PACKAGING - ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE! 

OC 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
  1738 Berkeley Street, Sea Iona CA 10* • , II (h 829-3176 • FP L3101 828-876S •,,,o ,a,;. • - 
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MEDIAmWWW weeyolmCES 

.PRE-PRESS SERVI 
*PRINT SERVICES 
*AUDIO CASSETTES ' 
*GRAPHIC DESIGN 
*ASSEMBLY 
*CUSTOM PACKAGING 
*COMPLETE FULFILLM 
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CD DUPLICATORS 
& Speedy Duplicating Suvices 

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS' 
MediaForm V Expert Advice 
Rimage 

V Guaranteed Lowest Price 
Champion 

Fargo V Best Selection Aiywnere 

Super Image 
Hoei Sangyo 

Cedar 

ONLINE CATALOG 
p www.gomrs.com 

MULTIMEDIA RECORDING SYSTEMS 

800-210-0265 

cos 

1000 CDs $ 1099 
PACKAGE INCLUDES' 

Jewel Box, Shrink Wrap 

2 Color CD Imprint 
FREE Mastering 

Fast Turnaround 

1000 CDs bulk 
vain with 2 Color 

I ' Imprint 

Make CD copies in your studio! 

1 1 5"11111 SX Series Rack Nlount 

('D Duplicators 

Up to 28 or more CD copies per hour! 

• Instant CD Copies 

• Disc-at-once copying 

• Track Editing 

• Custom Compilations 

• Up to 7 CD recorders 

Tel: 510-689-1200 Fax: 510-689-1263 
Email: sales@cooypro.com Web: http://www.copypro.com 

1-800-887-9906 
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EARTH DISC 
dç,\ 

ca. 

cd 

cas settes 
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02 

to 

1-800-876-5950 
the aliens have left the building 
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Fleetwood Mt tlt iMedia 
9--o5 

Full CD & Tape Packages 
From 300 up 

500 Chrome Tapes 
I $ 71 g Includes 

Everything! 

011 

Our Services Include: 

C'D Replication 

Cassette Duplication 

raphic Design & hint 

Printing & Packaging 

Custom Mastering 

CD One-Offs 

Specials Every Month 

Call for a quote that fits your budget 

800-353-1830 (781) 599-2400 www.fltwood.com 610/594-1603 tax: 610/594-6199 
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MARKETPLACE 
• — 

VT-2 Dual Channel Vacuum Tube 
Microphone Preamplifier 

Everything you want to know is available at 

www.dwfearn.com 
D.W. FEARN 610-793-2526 

N). Box 57 • Potopson. 19366 
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Your Best Choice 
For Audio Duplication! 

DELUXE CD PACKAGES 
STARTING AT $995.00 
•CD/CDRs 
'Cassettes 
• Mastering 
'Design 
• Printing 

ttttt 

.5F.et 
I. 

FREE WEBSITE! 

FREE BARCODE! 
FREE CLEAR TRAYS) 
FREE 3RD DISC COLOR) 
With Deluxe CD PKG. * 

•Se • 

1 (800) 553-8906 
(206) 285-2642 • FAX (206) 285-2394 
doplication@martinaudio.com 6e7 20td1:' — 
PLANTS IN: SEATTLE • SAN FRANCISCO • MIAMI • MINNEAPOLIS 

Major-Label 

Quality, 

Why Settle 

For Less? 

MARTIN 
AUDIO DUPLICATION 

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION & ESTIMATE 

«Ian e FREE CATALOG 
From customer supplied 0A1'/CDR and print-ready film Subject to + or - 1096 overrun/ 
underrun adjustment. *At retail. 50% deposit required. Ask for full details at purchase. 
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SERIES 980 
- classic 24 bus split console - 

SERIES 900 
- project studio 24 bus split console - 

SERIES 990 
- inline "virtual split" console - 

Ni —r r,i E Ft I CA  
716.589.2100 Web: Toft.co.uk 

NITA mixing consoles are the creation of Malcolm Toff, ci former 
recording engineer, wko founded Trident Audio in 1972. 

CET IT M57 
Don't trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 
Progressive Music 
Wus \\ .progressiVecds.com Avail VISA & 

Master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 
Tampa, FL 33606 
(813) 251-8093 
FAX: (813) 251-6050 
Toll Free: (800) 421•TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
Full color Pkgs. with Inserts, from your 

CDr & Film 
500 CD'S 
500 CASS 
1000 CD'S 
1000 CASS 

...also... 
'NEW! 100 CD, RETAIL READY 
XCKAGE IN 5 DAYS!!! $589.00 
iiist gise us a phiiii'6 inockup!!!)  

$980.00 
$690.00 

$1275.00 

$905.00 
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eOMimi Hear the Magic AI/V' CD Mastering & Replication 
in Orlando. FL ( 800) 344-4361 

(407) 831-0233 

Master with us.. and make an impact! 

Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom hardware and so are, 
128x Oversampling 20-Bit A to D, Unique Digital Processors, Sonic Sol 'ans 
Editing, Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders. 
CD Mastering is an art. Levels, dynamics, fades, equalization, spacing... 
everything is important lo you and to us. 

CD Re , lication... 
1000 CDs at $1.30 w/jewel. shrink. insertion 

CD Booklet Printing and Ora hic Des! n... 
1000 4- Panel Booklets S0.37/ea. Full-Color Outside & Tray. B&W Inside. 

Internet CD mastering website - http://www.digido.com 

vim 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 271 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD Mix 
IttlIKETPLACE 
When You're Ready to Stand Out From the 

Competition, Marketplace Is Ready for You! 

(MOO) 544-5530  
CIRCLE AD NUMBER 272 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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MAKKETPLACE 

• Cassette Duplication 

• CD Replication 

• Digital Mastering; 
Editing, Assembly 

WitiG is a full service audio & video duplicator 
specializing in custom manufacturing and special 
packaging. Besides working with the largest players 
in the entertainment and education industries, our 
operation boasts over 10 years experience working 
with people like you. Our goal is to provide quality 
product & service that is rivaled by no one in the 
business. We also offer full-package deals at the 
lowest possible price. 

• CDR Reference Creation • Pre-Press & Printing 
• Vinyl Record Pressing 

• Video Duplication 

• Graphic Design 

6737 East 30th St. Indianapolis. IN 46219 

  317-549-8484 fax: 317-549-11450 
visit our website: 

orklmedlagroup corn 

• Custom Packaging 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 274 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

You Provide the Talent... 
We'll Supply the Rest. 

Professional Blank Media 
• Featuring SONY 

Digital Audio Tape. 
CD-Rs & Data Media 

lEt9111 & Stock 
, • Cable Assemblies 
• " & 

Duplication & Replication 
• CD Audio & CD-ROM 
• Audio Cassette & CD-R 
• lifiSC/PAliSECAM Video 
• Packaging. Printing & Fulfillment 

CALL Toll Free 
888-776-3712 

or 518-828-2000 
FAX: 518-828-2008 

pro_sales@haveinc.com 
dup_sales@haveinc.com 

309 Power Avenue Hudson, NY 12534 
Since 1977: Doing Business by the "Golden Rule" 

Rely on your Friends at HAVE. 
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LOW PRICES AHEAD! 

CD/CD-ROM Manufacturing (bulk) 

1000 - 3999 
4000 - 7499 
7500 - 9999 
10000 - 14999 
15000 - over 

7-10 Day Turnaround 

$0.68 
$0.60 
$0.57 
$0.53 
$0.51 

RUSH ORDERS AVAILABLE! 

CD REPLICATION • GRAPHICS • PRINTING • PRODUCTION 

Cr stal Sand Multimedia Services 

(877)864-7771v (415)864-7778f www.crystal-sand.com 

• MICROPHONES • STAGE 
• MIC STANDS LIGHTING 
• CABLES • MIXERS 
• HEADPHONES • POWERED AMPS 
• RAW SPEAKERS • SHOCKMOUNT RACK 
• POWERED MIXERS CASES 
• PA SYSTEMS • HORN DRIVERS 
• CABINET & RACK Visit our Web Site: 
ACCESSORIES www.parts-express.com 

peilEL-E 1-800-338-0531 
725 Pleasant Valley Dr. Spungboro. OH 45066.1158 
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX. 513/743-1677 
E-mail: sales Oparts-express.com Source Code MXM 

MWIs FREE CATALOG 
ASK ABOUT 

OUR WHOLESALE 
PRICING PROGRAM! 
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Looking For Affordable 
Cassettes and CDs? 
Why search the world over... 

when you can get them here? 

We offer top quality 

cassette and CD 

packages which can 

be customized to 

fit your individual needs. 

Audio Cassette... , 

CD Audio... 

CD Rom... Mastering... 

Digital Editing... Graphic Layout... 

Film Output... Printing... 

you'll find it all here!!! 

Call Today for your 

FREE catalog... 

SAS Industries, Inc. 

1-800-955-7271 INDUSTRIES 

àévtintri 
New York Sales Office: 1-800-727-7181 

DELIVERY AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Manufacturing Facility Centrally Located In St. Louis, MO 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 278 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

IT'S YOUR BABY 
Serviet4 $150.00 e 

•masierinv 1.17.111! 

$1100.00 !r! 
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MARKETPLACE 
• 

Sezook nits 

u4essi anal( 
o division of It took Mays Music Co. 

,T1-1E DIGITAL ALIIDIC) SPECIALIST! 

CREAM WARE • DIGIDESIGN • SONIC SOLUTIONS * SPECTRAL • ENSONIQ PARIS 
MACKIE DIGITAL • YAMAHA 02R • SONY • TASCAM • IC ELECTRONICS • JOE MEEK 

HHB • AARDVARK • DBX • FOSTEX • APERE/PC SALES • AND MUCH MORE! 

214-631-0984 
spunIcy@cyberramp-riet 
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eiMMIMPM 
AUDIO/VIDEO CASSETTE - CD ROAVA(1910 - FLOPPY DUPLICATION 

fast • affordable • guaranteed quality 

Bulk AUDIOCASSETTE DUPLICATION 
ferric 
500 
1000 
2500 

C15 
5.43 
5.34 
5.24 

C30 060 
$.54 5.62 
$.42 $.51 
$.32 5.39 

090 
5.68 
$.57 
549 

State Of The Art 1000 C-40's $620.00 
Digital BM Includes J cards and Noreleos* 

1000 CD IS m.i”) 

Bulk packaged with 2 color silkscreen* $ 530 
Jewel case,4 panel folder, tray card, overwrap* 1 050 

*from your master and films 

Merilteee 

10
> ,  AUDIO/VIDEO CASSETTE • CD ROM/AUDIO - FLOPPY DUPLICATION 

(800) 789-2173 
mesmacaee, ma AMEX viivivanatimeeliarepro.com 
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-‘irirrrert 
oel 

wwit[i 
Call for our wholesale manufacturing guide 

1-800-582-3472 

S 

E 

A 

et4 

s A SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
7 v ... nstrumeetatioa and ebotomatIon 

Transform Your PC IntoA Powerful 
Spectral Analysis System 

Call To Order 1-800-401-3472 

Fax: 408-378.6847 

info@soundtechnology.corn 

http:/hvww.soundtechnology.com 

SI ItSi 11.)1 Mc) 

The Best In Test offers a totally new chmenslon n Auto Testing 
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used -buy, sell, trade 

teeirepix-iiicall labs 
nclistiressor" 
atom striaz-t 

fielereelec 

spericlum-
velcsclyrt‘e. 
3.-etyt-c)spegc 

-purple audit. 
kicre-lby utic 

please inquire aiLuaut 
product,. not 

Ilt-tArg-e linv-e-rattory 
AKGC121C12a1C24/C30/C61/D25/D30/D36/D45/460, AC 701: 

ADA STD-l;ADR COMPE X; AMS RMS/DMX; 

AMEK Angela/Hend/Motz/Remb; AMPEX 1200/ATR124, API 550; 

AUDIX 35102/24x8 console. EH« 4011/4003, COLES, CALREC po15/1061/1161, 

DBX 160vu; DOLBY SR XP24; EAR 660 (used): FAIRCHILD 660. 

FOCUSRITE ISA110/130/215. HELIOS eq/pre; 

IRT 12x2/8x2 tube mixers; KLARK TECH. DN780, 

LEXICON PCM70, LOFT Flanger, MCI JH24/16-24; 

NEVE CONSOLES 

806843CM1ONR/5104/5316; 

NEVE MODULES 

1053/ 1066/1073/1084/1089/31102/31105/32264/33609/83065/2254/1271/1272/3415, 

NEUMANN 

KM85/U47/(J47fel/U4M149/U64/UM1157/U87/582/54/56/84/85/88/CMV563/RFT 7161/SM69fel. 

PULTEC MEO5. PYE Compressor. RCA DX44/77, ROLAND Dim D; 

Scheopp 221b/CMS1U. SONY C37a; SSL 4048, STUDER A800/820/827/820 'A"; 

TC M5000, TELEFUNKEN V72/76/77/78, TRIDENT 80b/85/980/B range; 

UREI LA3/1176/565 Little Dipper 

xxxrxx-xeintaiRelkira.z..cden 

ialione (313) 965-06.15 Fax (313) ,9,64-3338 
cards accepted 

financine avaflatxte. 
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Complete Full Color Package 500 CDs 
CD package includes: color 2 pg. insert, 2 color CD 

label, all mastering, jewel box, shrink wrapping, graphic 
insertion from client supplied film separations. 

We Do It All - Package d, 500 CDL, 
CD package includes. graphic design, film, color 2 pg 299,,,, 

insert, 2 color CD label, all mastering, jewel box, shrink 
wrapping, graphic Insertion 

Also Available CD-Rom, Cassettes, Mastering, Posters 

234 MIX, N011:1111111? /998 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 

for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 

bave nets, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well. 

as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertisements. 

For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530. 

Acoustic Products 

Elf ETF is a software application that runs on your computa 

using Windows 95/NT, any 16 bit sound card, and an 
omni-directional microphone. 

• ETF Room Acoustic Analysis 
measuring - Early and Late Reflections 

- Room Resonance 
- Frequency Response 
- Distortion 
- Reverberation Time Analysis 

• Device Designer - Design of Helmholtz Resonators and Acoustic Diffusers 
• A primer and tutorial on Room Acoustics 
• Using Time Delay Spectrometry techniques 
• Used by Professional Studios Worldwide 

The ETF System lists fur $ 199.95US Can: 1-800-301-1423 
Visit www.etfacoustic.com e-mail: sales@etfacoustic.com 

*ACOUSTIC FOAM* 
Diffusors • Bass Trans • Broadband Absorbers - Sound Barrier & More 

Ulllrall New 

Colas: lea 
& 

Introducing the Eclipse Stand-Mounted 
Modular Acoustic Environment! 

Famous artists, motion picture companies. studios & networks choose 
Auralex time & time again because we make the world's best sound 
control products regardless of price. We offer free, no- pressure 
advice & can solve any sound problem. Call us today! 

cAuralex 
ac oustIc 

www.auralex.com* auralex@auralex.com 
M71842-2600* Fax 13171842-2760 

(800)95-WEDGE 

ACOUSDCS by db Building a project studio? 

all the others are Just brokers. 

BudefingStudios & Keeping 'ern 
Afivefor29years! 

• Total studio concepts 
designed by creative people. 
• Control rooms, studios 
and turnkey packages. 
• Wiring system design, custom 
cabling Et full installations. 
• ConsultationEtadviceon 
equipment or system choices. 
• Room tuning, noise problems. 
• Existing plans, custom traps. 
• Equipment packages with used 
Et vintage consoles, 24 tracks, 
mica Et processing available. 

1194 walnut St, Sulte 205 
Newton, MA 02461 

617 980-0585 • tax 617 964-1590 
email ob1db@readhlink.net 

Designs from existing plans start 
at $1,000 per room.  

AESIEISPECIALS 
4096G+ ULT: $345k • SSL 9072J ULT: $45 k 
6064EG:$110k•AmekMozart56RN:$75k 
NeveVR72FF:$350k • Trident 80C: $33k 

Neve8078:$225K•VIIV48:$38k •8038:$120K 
Neve812856FF:$85K•AP13224:840k 

SluckeA827: $36k • A820 w/SRiterniloc: $40k 
A800MK111:835k•SonyPOM3348:$85k 
Otan i MTR50 MKII: $16k • M X80: $11k 
EMT 250: $12k • Quantec QRS. $5k 

Telelronix LA2: $3.7k • Neve 1064: $1.9k 
Ur ei 1176LN : 85.5k • 1178: $2.5k • LA3A:$1K 
Lex PCM42MEO:$1.7k• AMS RMX16: $3 8k 
Tele ELAM 251 :$12.5k • Tele U47/VF14:$6.5k 
AKGC24:$8.5k.0451E.C12done:$3_8k 
C41 4EB Silver: $1.e • Dolby XP/SR24:$13k 

New products from Quested•D=TIlilAuck) 
AlanSinart•PrizrnADDA& • eq 

InwardConneclicns-Optifile•Sontec. rident 

ARCHITECTUAL ACOUSTICS FROM 
L.5.-..fiun, Jíic 

• DESIGN AND CONSUL rATION FOR EVERY PRCUECr 

- NO MATTER THE SIZE OR BUDGET 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. REPRESENTATIVES FOR MUNRO ASSOCIATES DESIGN, LONDON 

• Room ANALYSIS AND MONITOR SYSTEM TUNING 
• CUSTOM DYNAUDIO/MUNRO MAIN MONITOR SYSTEMS 

• CUSTOM WIRING SYSTEMS DESIGNED AND INSTALLED 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. RESEt LER FOR PRE-OWNED SSL 
CONSOLES 

V (781) 982-2600 F ( 781) 982-2610 
www.proaudiodesign.com 

AcousticsFirst" 
Teele 888.765-2900 

Full product line :or sound 

control and noise elimination. 

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

SILENT 
58 Norma. St Normarnoon.14401062 

INFO (413) 534-7944 • /1.X (413) 554-2377 

ORDER (800) 583-7174 
into@sileMsource.corn • wswesilentsource.com  

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperWedge 
Melatiex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Senex • Sound Quilt 

Business 
Opportunities 40 f 

SOUND EFFECTS 
WANTED 

Company looking for original 
SEX in the following categories 

extreme weather, animals, sports, 
European, cartoon & 

other . Leave message @ 

(415) 472-3023 

3' x 3' x 8" Wood & Foam 
Absorber/Diffuser Boxes 
• FREE-STANDING • PORTABLE 
• LIGHTWEIGHT • STACKABLI 

SOUND ACOUSTICS 
(630) 832-3064 

www sounclocousfics com 

AIR CONDITIONING TO 
SOUND & TV STUDIOS IS 

OUR SPECIALITY 
We provide design services for many 
well-known clients internationally, whether 
it be for displacement, free cooling, 
V.A.V. V.R.V., split, unitary or centralized. 

Mike Hardy 

Ambthair Services, Ltd. @ 
011-44-1403-250-306 or 

Fax: 011-44-1403-211-269. 
Email: mhardyeepncl.co.uk 

See our Web site on Studio A.C. 
www.pncl.co.uk./%7Emhardy/ 

ffili your Olio Classified 
510 • 653-8171 

usicians liters Composers ngers Sines 
If you want to further your career in music, you need to get 
your demo/reel into the right hands. Fortunately, the most 

comprehensive and current list ( updated daily) of the New 

York area's tap music production and sound design compa-

nies is available to you. Thr- Jingle. List includes over 300 
mailing labels addressed to key contacts, producers, and writ-

ers at these elite companies as well as a matching phone list. 
putting you in direct contact with people who can make the 
difference in your music career! For orders and info: 

The— jingle— List, 
X-800-59.5-ert156 or 

Send S95 + S4.95 S&H To: 245 8th Ave.. Ste. 212/NY.NY 10011. 

Check, money order. Visa/MC. E—mail: JingleList(a aol.com 
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Computer 
Products 

Shimad 
Full line of CD-Duplicators, 
CD-Recorders, CD-Printers 

and CD-R Media 

1-888-474-4623 

I SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 229  

Employment 
Offered 

University of South Carolina 
Chief Audio/Recording Engineer 

for the School of Music. Teach and develop courses in the area 
of audio recording. Supervise and maintain the School's Record-
ing Control Center, Recital Hall Control Room and classroom 
AV systems. Coordinate, train and supervise student help in these 
areas. Establish archives of musical performances. Degree 
in recording engineering required. Salary competitive and negotiable. 
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution. Send resume 
(must include three personal references) to: ATTN: Dr. Manuel 
Alvarez, School of Music, University of South Carolina, Colum-
bia, SC 29208 

your EMPLOYMENT AD and reach the 
qualified music professionals who read ( 

.FAIN: (:310) 6:33 8171 

PENNSTATE 
Altoona 

gle 

FACULTY POSITION 
MUSIC/MUSIC TECHNOLOGY 

Penn State Altoona, which recently achieved senior college status within the Pennsylvania State 
University system, is seeking a tenure track faculty member in Music with an emphasis in Music 

Technology, starting August 1999. Candidates should have a master's degree in Music Technology 

(or its professional equivalence) AND a minimum of 6 years professional experience. Strong 

teaching skills and industry experience preferred. Major responsibilities include assisting in 

development of new interdisciplinary degree program in Integrative Arts with an emphasis in music 
technology, teaching undergraduate music and music technology recording courses, and overseeing 
the development and installation of a music technology studio. Successful candidates will have 

knowledge of studio and on-location recording, recording studio practices including analog, digital, 
and MDM, CD production, and hard disk recording. Experience with MIDI sequencing and 

notation software, Finale and Performer/Digital Performer, Pro Tools, digital audio, acoustics, and 
multimedia production required. Interest and experience in undergraduate teaching, curricular 

development, student advising, and supervision of internships strongly preferred. Penn State 

Altoona offers a competitive salary, depending on background and experience, and an attractive 
benefits package. 

Nestled in the mountains of south-central Pennsylvania, the 115 acre campus is located in suburban 

Altoona, 45 minutes from the University Park campus. Established in 1939, Penn State Altoona 
enjoys strong support from the surrounding county, which has a population of over 130,000. 

Altoona is a two-hour drive from Pittsburgh and three hours from Washington, DC. The approxi-
mately 3500 students at Penn State Altoona can complete their first two years of undergraduate 

study, or enroll in one of eight associate or four baccalaureate degree programs. Additional two- and 
four-year degree programs are being planned. The arts at Penn State Altoona are lead by 7 full-time 
faculty with support from community neighbors including the Altoona Symphony Orchestra, 

Altoona Community Theater, Blair Civic Music Association, Blair County Arts Foundation, Allied 
Motion Dance Company, and Southern Alleghenies Museum. 

Applicants should submit: a formal letter of application establishing their qualifications; a current 
curriculum vitae; a description of teaching philosophy on integrative arts; a statement of research 
interest; placement service credentials, if available; and a minimum of three letters of recommenda-

tion. Other materials may be requested of finalists for the position (e.g. academic transcripts, portfolio, 
etc.). All inquiries and applications should be sent to: Chair, Search Committee for Music, Penn 

State Altoona, Box MIX, 3000 Ivyside Park, Altoona, PA 16601-3760. Review of applications will 
begin the week of November 1, 1998, and continue until a suitable candidate is found. 

Penn State is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce. 

Techincal Engineer Needed 
Large post-production company 
looking for a seasoned engineer 
to join our crew as a senior night 
maintenance engineer. Candidate 
must have 5+ years' experience 
with state-of-the-art analog and 
digital audio/video equipment, 
online facilities, and be especially 
strong in technical problem-solv-
ing. Superior leadership, team,-
building and excellent communi-
cation skills are also key. An Avid 
ACSR certification is a plus. 

Fax resume to Brain Wright 
(310)235-5638 

BECOME A PART OF 
OUR TALENTED TEAM! 
Apogee Electronics, a leading 
manufacturer of high quality digital 
audio conversion systems, is looking for 
an Electronics Engineer. Applicants 
should have a strong background in 
designing digital and analog circuits uti-
lizing CPLD and FPGA programmable 
logic devices and micro-processors using 
C/C++ or assembly language. A work-
ing knowledge of fixed/floating point 
DSP processing and high-level hardware 
design language, either VHDL or Verilog, 
desirable. Must have o BSEE and 3+ 
years experience. 

Send or fax your resume to 
APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

Norman Remoras, 3145 Deeekl losides 
Loop South, Seale Menke, CA. 90405 

lux: (310) 3914262 
jobs@apepeedigiteLem 

Radio Production Coordinator 
Nebraska Public Radio, Lincoln, NE 

Leads in development and 
implementation of technical and 
production policies including control 
systems, post-production and 
remote recordings. Performs routine 
equipment maintenance/repair. 
Helps provide recording and 
production engineering services for 
in-house and field productions. 
Associate's Degree in electronics 
or recording technology, or four 
years full-time experience in 
audio studio recording or elec-
tronics required. Bachelor's in a 
technical discipline desired, and 
will consider a BA in music. 
Open until filled. State of Nebraska 
application form required. Apply 
to: NE State Personnel, POB 
94905, Lincoln, NE 68509. Special 
accommodations under ADA and/or 
to apply call (402) 471-2075. 
AA/EDE. 
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SALES MARKETING 
PROFESSIONALS 

Telex Communications, Inc., (formerly EVI Audio/Electro-
Voice), has exciting opportunities available in our Sales & 
Marketing Pro Audio division at our Buchanan, Michigan 
facility. For many years, we have enjoyed the growth & 
success of our varied product brands such as Electro-
Voice, Altec Lansing, Midas, DDA & Klark-Teknik & invite 
you to explore these opportunities: 

BRAND SALES MANAGER  
This results- oriented professional will develop fiscal year 
sales plans/ goals, determine selling price & product mix, 
recruit/develop territory reps. & maintain a thorough pro-
fessional/technical knowledge base of products. 

BRAND MARKET DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGER 

This high- profile marketing professional will evaluate 
new products & product changes for market acceptance, 
develop/execute marketing plans & objectives including 
trade shows & interface with engineering, customer ser-
vice, sales & customers. 

Successful candidates for these positions will possess at 
least 3 years related experience in the professional audio 
industry, along with excellent communication, interper-
sonal & organizational skills. 

We offer an attractive salary & benefits package along 
with sales incentive bonus eligibility. For immediate & 
confidential consideration, send your resume to: Telex 
Communications, Inc., Human Resources Dept., 600 
Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107. Fax: (616) 695-1242. E-
mail: pkauffman@qtm.net 

EOE m/f/h/v 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
Location Sound Corporation in North Hollywood, CA 
and Las Vegas, NV has openings for pro audio sales 
representatives. Candidates must possess strong 
knowledge of professional audio equipment and 
previous sales experience. Partial reimbursement of 
relocation costs may be provided for successful out-
of-state applicants. We offer a competitive salary based 
upon experience and an attractive benefit package. 

Contact Steve Joachim in North Hollywood 
at 18181 980-9891 ext. 302 

or Payam Sahihi in Las Vegas at 17021 895-8935 
for additional information. 

SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
Location Sound Corporation in North Hollywood, CA 
has openings for full-time, experienced service tech-
nicians for walkie-talkie and wireless microphone, or 
digital and analogue tape recorder repair. Successful 
candidates will possess strong diagnostic skills, at 
least two years of bench experience, and management 
potential. Audio knowledge and recording experience 
are pluses. Partial reimbursement of relocation costs 
may be provided for successful out-of-state applicants. 
We offer a competitive salary based upon experience 
and an attractive benefit package. 

Contact Edwin Somers at (818) 980-9891 ext. 311 
or service@locationsound.com 

Ui1 RliU1FIJ® 
SOUND CORP 

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION SOUND SERVICES' 

Do you like to have fun at i:/ot k? 

If so, apply now for a position at Digiclesign. 

Digidesign is the leading manufacturer of digital audio 
workstations for the professional music, recording, film and 
video markets. Digidesign's software and hardware products 
are used for the recording, editing, mixing and mastering of 
sound. These products integrate with industry-standard 
personal computer and mass storage devices to create 

cost -effective, random access digital audio workstations. 

Ch kola our web page to see our curralt °palings n:  

Administration 

Marketing 

Customer Saivice Engineering 

Operations Sales 

Our total compensation package includes comprehensive 
benefits, 401K, and a profit sharing plan. Please send 

us your resume, indicating position of interest to: 

e-mail: jobs chigidesign.com 
fax: (650) 842-7999 
or mail: Digidesign, 3401-A Hillview Avenue, 

Palo Alto, CA 94304-1348 
Attn: Staffing 

Please indicate somewhere on your resume or 
cover sheet ghat you are responding to a Mix ad. 

Visit our web site at: 
http://www.digidesign.com 

EOE 
A dlr.. ol Avid 

, ‘ DO YOU WANT A GREAT CAREER? 
Seetwater POSITIONS AVAILABLE NOW: 

I SOUND/NC Musical and Recording Equipment Sales, ( 
Desktop Publishing, Sales & Adm.nistrative Assistant, — 

Tech Support & More! Contact Kristine! 
1800)222-4700. (219) 432-8176 • FAX 1219) 432 1758 • email: careers@sweetwater.com 

ASSISTANT ENGINEER NEEDED 
Manhattan location ere 
recording studio is seeking 
a staff asststant engineer who 
has enough experience to 

deal with professional recording 
environment. 

Fax resume to (212) 228-5405. 

Sulerription 
Virgins? 

Call (800) 843-4086 

Employment Wanted 

Jingle Producer w/local & 
national credits. Looking for inter-
esting projects all or part. I create 
custom music and fresh ad copy 
that sells! 
Call Pasquale @ Mister E Music 
anytime. (800)278-5163. Email: 
pasquale@mistererecords.com 

SOUND ENGINEER is seeking 
a responsible position in audio/ 
video production which offers 
growth and the possibility of 
taking on new challenges. Knowl-
edge of: 1='..o Tools, Logic and 
Cubase. Ability to relocate. 

Robert (604) 583-1919 
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Equipment Financing 

MI Equipment Leasing 
DIRECT LENDERS 

SPECIALIZING IN AUDIO - VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

No Down Payment 

Application Only For Up To $50,000 

New at Used Equipment 

CALL: (800) 626 - LFCI 
VISIT OUR W EB SITE: http://www.lfci.net 
APPLICATIONS, Q UALIFICATIONS, THE LEASE PROCESS 

ALSO APPLY FOR OUR $10,000 CREDIT CARD / LEASE  

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
• FAST, EASY APPROVALS 
• We Specialize in 
Audio-Visual Equipment 
• No Financials Necessary 
• True Lease or Finance 
Lease Option 
• New or Used Equipment 

LOANS BY PHONE 

Call Jeff \Vott, 

(800)699-FLEX 
2.1hr. Fax ( 72)57X-044 

Funding Provided 

»1 FLEX LEASE, Inc.  am COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING W I N 

Equipment for Sale 

Soundli 
thinkim 
Digital Audio: 

It's What We Do! 
digidmmigri 

...and more 

www.soundthinking.com 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

hnp://www.mercenary.com 

Top Quality 

RENTAL 8t DEMO 
GEAR FOR SALE 

Hi-Tech Audio 
(650) 742-9166 

www.hi-techaudio.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 230 

You're Not Going To Pay 7 
A Lot For Used Equipment! 

Call us! We list over 400 consoles, 
100s of speakers, amps, P.A.s. 

We can help sell your 
used equipment, too! 

•DDA AMR24 32x24x24 EC! $17k 
• Yamaha PM 4000, PM 4000M Call 
• Harrison 4032A 40x32x40 $10k 
• Sonic Solutions Editing system Dan 

Call now for details & FREE catalog 
The Grumpy folks at H.T.I.C.S. 

(610) 865-9151 
Fax: (610) 758-9999 

Email: HTICS@aol.coM 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES 
$10.99 ... 24" 

3-Yr Warranty! also 12/18/36 

REAN 96 pt TT BAYS 
$229-$269 / Better Than SW 

HHB CDR800: best $ 
HHB ADAY45: $6.99 
GREEN DO'!' (615) 366-5964 

keektic 
ELECTRONICS 

1:(3e, OF VITefee. 

NEW,LISED Et VINTAGE 

CONSOLES • RECORDERS 
M ICROPHONES • OUTBOARD 

•Complete Studio Installs 

•Great Package Pricing 

'We Purchase Your NEVE or SSL Console 
Anywhere Worldwide 

•Specializing in Neumann Microphone Capsules 

'We Buy and Trade Equipment. Fax Us Your List 

'Full Service & Repair Department 

AKG • API • COLES • NEUMANN • NEVE • SONY 

SSL • STUDER • TELEFUNKEN • TRIDENT 

IR=4 •'81188 3% CASH 
0,SCOUNT 

PHONE 818.992.0999 • FAX 818.340.4331 
WWW.CLASSICELECTRONICS.COM 

IS IT McGWIRE? 
IS IT SOSA? 

NO—IT'S FUNKY JUNK... 

Smashing Babe Ruth's record for supplying quality, 
reconditioned professional audio equipment. 

Current stocks include: MULTITRACK—STUDER A827, A800 3,2, A80-4, 
A820, A820 SR; OTARI MTR90-2, MTR 100A, MX80, MCI JH24, AMPEX 
MM1200, MM1100 16 tr., FOSTEX G245 and more. CONSOLES— 
SSL 4064, 4056, 4048, 4032; NEVE VR60, V3 48FF, VI 48 V51-56, Necam 96, 
80 series, 5316 recording 30/16/BCM10; MELBOURNE; AMEK Mozart RN, 
Mozart, Hendrix, Einstein, Angela, Classic GML. PLUS MCI, TRIDENT B 
range 28, 24, B range 18-8/80 series/85 (Ventura); MTA 980 FF, Raindirk 
Symphony, Concorde and many more. MICS—Neumann tube, AKG Tube, 
Scheops tube, Calrec Soundfield, Neumann U87, TLM50, KM84, U47FET 
and lots more. OUTBOARD AND MONITORS—AMS RMX16, DMX 1580S, 
Focusrite ISA 215, 115, RED 3, RED 6; Quested and ATC main monitors. 

FIVE PAGE LIST AND BAZAAR MAGAZINE FREE ON REQUEST. 
Tea and coffee for visitors (Central London). 

"If the tea don't slay ya, the prices will" 
(And if the prices don't slay ya, Kenneth Starr will) 

funky junk, Ltd. 505-507 Liverpool Rd., London N7 8NS 
Telephone: 011 (44) 171-609-5479 

Fax: 011 (44) 171-609-54.83 
http://www.funky-junk.co.uk 

sales@funky-junk.co.uk 

Directors: Mark Thompson, Helen Rider, Stephen Lane, Clive Richards 
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Looking for Pro audio Equipment ? 
(Like to buy it at your own price?) 

Then you'll love 
The Online Auction For Buying Hard-to-find Gear! 
efrese 24 44€444 eceeite# defe#...we'CI ¿ewe de telhe eut jet eau/ 

www.di • ibid.com 

"A HALFWAY HOUSE FOR THE SERIOUSLY AUDIO ADDICTED" 

Aardvark • AKG • AmeklLangley • API • Apogee • ATI • Avalon Designs • B&K • Beyer/spl • BLUE 

Dirk Brauner • Bryston • Cedar Audio • Crane Song • DB Tech. • Digidesign • DK Audio • Dolby Pro 
D&R • Drawmer • Dynaudio • Earthworks • Empirical Labs • Equi=tech • Eventide • Focusrite 

Genelec • GML • Grace Designs • Great River • HHB/Genex • Lexicon • Mackie • Manley/Langevin 

Microtech Gefell • Mytek • Neumann • Nil • Otari • Prism Sound • Purple Audio • Panasonic Pro 

Rorke Data • RPG • Sennheiser • Sony Pro • Soundelux • Soundfield • Summit Audio • Taytrix 
TC Electronics • Timeline • Tube Tech • Tube Trap • Waves • Yamaha Digital • Z Systems 

and many more 

Quality Audio Tracking, Mixing and Mastering Tools 
Sales • Service • Installation • Consultation • Leasing 

sirt.1 
=mica 

9982 Monroe Monroe 4407 Dallas, TX 75220 
Phone: 214 3511 0050 wvnv.studiotechsupply.com Fax: 214 358 0947 

Klay Anderson Audio Inc. 
PRO AUDIO SALES AND SERVICES 
"Good Sound is the Absence of Bad Sound" 

I.800.FOR.KLAY 
7054 SO, 2300 EAST • SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84121 

VOICE 801.94.AUDIO • FAX 801.9413136 
HOMEPAGE http://www.klay.com 

35mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer Recorders 
w/Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, 
MR-436 for sale. Call Michael 
Temmer, (212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082. 

AMEK BIG CONSOLE 
mint! 

PRO-TOOLS Ill 
complete! 

MEYER HD-2 MONITORS 

(505) 294-6422 
EQIist@AOL.com 

HARRISON 4032 C, 
40/32/40, TT BAY, 
MANY FEATURES, 

EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
(818) 887-6600. 

FREE CATALOG 
• MICROPHONES • STAGE 
• HEADPHONES LIGHTING 
• MIXERS & AMPS • SHOCKMOUNT 
• CABINET & RACK RACK CASES 
ACCESSORIES • HORN DRIVERS 

PARTS EXPRESS - CALLTOLL FREE 

1-800-338-0531 

[ SEE OUR AD IN MAR  PLACE pg. 23[. 

ITS BACK!! 
AM5116C Preamplifier 

Inward 

I Connections 

a -we (818) 883-9012 

VINTAGE NEVE-1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 

. . . 0  .1›. c..., 
. 0 
• • 

$989 Single w/p.s. $1659 Two channel w/p.s. 

VEVTAGE NEVE-3405 PREAMPS widi DJ. (PRE FROM NEVE. 1081 EQ) 
$749 Single w/p.s. $1249 Two channel w/p.s. 

VIN7-AGE APf - PREAMPS with D.I. (MADE FROM API 312 CARDS) 
$1349 Two channel w/p.s. $499 Plug-in module 

POWERED RACKS FOR VINTAGE API" PREAMPS AND EQ'S 
$499 6-Module portable $539 6-Module rack mt $799 11-Module rack mt 

g4e44 Aize4al 
ENTERPRISES 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

818 784•2046 FAX 818 784•0750 
wwkv.brentaver10.com 

Every major brand of everything. 
Millions of dollars of musical gear 
in stock. ALTO MUSIC. Guitars, 
recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 
drums, pro sound, new & used. 
One of the largest selections in 

the country We ship everywhere! 

(914) 692-6922.680 Rt. 211 
East Middletown, NY 10940 
Ask for Uncle Freddy—He loves ya, 

How BIG Is Yours? 
HARO DRIVES Digital Audio 

Specialists, 
CO RECORDERS 

MEMORY CHIPS 

SOUND CARDS 
MO 015C 
(954) 749-0555 MIDI SOFTWARE 

http://www.bigdisc.corrt 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 

Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-1718 
Visa/MasterCard 

http://www.micshop.com 

Soundcraft 3200, large-format 
split desk, 56 in w/gates, 4-band 
EQ, 32 grp, 80 in at mix, 12 aux, 
4 mute grps, edac ins/out, 10.5' 
long, light use. Brochure avail, via 
fax. Soundcraft retail $136,995 (see 
Mx 7/96 pg. 79). $24,995/offer. 
(216) 265-8254. 

Equipment Appraisal 

Facility Liquidation 

Hamilton Brosious 

Associates 

(800) 423-5499 

VT-2 Vacuum Tube Mic Preamp 

www.dwfearn.com 

D.W. FEARN $ 

I SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 232 

ANALOG 
AMPEX & SCULLY PARTS 

SEQUOIA 
ELECTRONICS 
Tel (408) 363-1646 
FAX (408) 363-0957 

4"RO AUDIO SALES 
1'" CONSULTATION 

INSTALLATION 

ATLANTA 
alme.441.873:6,1fil 
dit141141.13731"8318 

magleilierasoutttnet 
wwwrmagidaudio.com 

SOUNDCRAFT TS24, 32-ch., 24 
bus line inline mixing desk with 
onboard TT patchbay & 8 stereo 
returns. Best offer. (212) 645-1166. 
Ask for Tony or Stef. 

NeumannfTelefunken 
The German Source: 

Akzent Audio 
actual listing on 

www.thatworks.com/akzent/ 
akzentaudio@t-online.de 

SPECIALIZED FURNISHINGS 

YAMAHA 0211, 03D 

it STOCK PA0V TO SH 

Call wan« catalog 800-427-5698 
CJTSIDE US 53 34€ 029 PAX 5'3 348 2'69 
ES: 5683 Pre,: 33, S. :sage B.3ac, MC 55065 
wene, argosyconsole corn I10@argOsICOnSe COM MIMI! 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

GREAT NEW LOW PRICE! 

Vac Rac Systems  

; v? 
8* •• .   

Inward Connections (818) 883-9012 

Germany-Based Dealer 
Specializing in Beyer, Neumann, 
Sennheiser, Microtech-Gefell, 
BMP, Dr. Schoeps, AKG, etc. 
www.musicians-gear.com 

Phone 49-711-636-1847 
Fax 49-711-636-2755 E-mail 

100102.2560@compuserve.com 

MARQUETTE 
AUDI 0 LA55 
* RECORDING EQUIPMENT * 
Mics. Preamps. Comp/Lines. Consoles + more 

Custom Racking of Vintage Gear 

V72, V76, Neve, Caine, Langesin, 

Phone (510) 581-3817 Fax ( 510) 581-3917 

is is w.ma ry nett ea ud iol a hs.com 

NE VE' 1272 
MIC PREAMPS 
2 CH- RACKMOUNT 
EST PRICES! 

1113-643-8114 

Professional 
IN Audio 

Design 
Inc. • Sales • Service • Design • Installation 

(800) 264-6614 
We've got tons of super clean 
used, as well as new products 
from Tascam, Alesis, Kurzweil, 
Roland, Mackie, Genelec, 
Lexicon, Fostex, Yamaha, 
Korg and hundreds more. 
Discount Pricing and World-
wide Delivery! 69 years in 
business. Trade-ins welcome. 
Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. 
location. Call, fax or email us 
today. carusomusi@aolcom 
OR sales@caruso.net. Visit 
us at www.caruso.net. Start 
saving money today! Call 
Caruso Music, 94 State St., 
New London, CT 06320 USA. 
Outside of U.S.: (860)442-9600. 
(860) 442-0468 FAX. 

Masterpiece A/V. Inc. 
Call Aaron & Jamey 

For a Wide Selection of New Professional 
Audio/Video Gear Media & Accessories 

Toll-Free (888) 776-2835 
fax (860) 354-9057 

Isitesisesr.maslerpieceay.com 

OKTAVA 
BEST RUSSIAN MICS 

•MK-012 condenser $200 
•VM-100 tube, condenser $650 

VINTAGE 
BEST GERMAN & AUSTRIAN MICS 

from RUSSIA 
TEL/FAX: 011-7-095-299-1161 

SSL 
API 
GML 
AKG 
RODE 
Otani 
Avalon 
Neotek 
Manley 
Lexicon 
Daking 
Focusrite 
Brüel & Kjder 
Tube Tech 
Soundscape 
Soundcraft 
T.C.Electronics 
Dynaudio Acoustics 

(781)982-2600 fax(781) 982-2610 
357 Liberty St. Rockland, MA 02370 

New, Used and Vintage Equipment 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALS 
SSL 4096+/Ult • SSL 4056E/G • SSL 6048E/G• SSL 
6060E/G • Neve VR6OFF • Neve VR48FF• Neve V- III 6OFF• 
Neve V-I 48FF • Neve 8088-481/0 FF• Sony MXP3036 • 
Amek Einstien 80 Input • Trident 80C 32x24 Auto* 
Trident 80B 32x24 • Trident 24 36x24 • API 32x24 • 
API 3124 micpre's • API 550B • API 512B • Neve 
modules and racks • Neumann U47, U67, M49, 
Km54, Km56, U87, Km84• Studer A800MKIII• 
Studer A827 • Studer A80MKIV • Urei 1176, 
1178, LA3A, LA4's • Telefunken V72, V76 sys-
tems • Tube-Tech LCA-2B, Manley Van-Mu • 
Pultec EQP 1 A3, EQP I A • Dynaudio Acoustics 
M4's, BM I 5, BM6A • AKG C12, C24, C414 • 
Lexicon 4801, PCM42, PCM70, 224XL • T.C. 
Electronic M2000, Finalizer • Many other 
items in-stock and available. 
Call for complete list. 

... Call for 

complete list of 
new products 

+1/4 •:;›, 

-!r.„ 
e 

www.ProAudioDesi 

SSL 
authorized 
preowned 
console 
soles 

service 

MILAM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

.',INC  

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES @ D.A.T.• MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MILAM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 

Orders (800) 334-8187 
Info (309) 346-3161 
Fax (309) 346-6431 

www.dpc.neti-milamaud 
e-mail:milamaud@dpc.net 

su!Aels Ápued 
slonpoid lovy 

peunno-exi u! 6uplePedS 
mimes pue sales jo siee z 

6690-Z17Z (919) :xed 
9690-3I7Z (9 1.9) 

eeq/woo•xlsenlymmm 
:qeAAeifl uo Is!! Jee6 seei 

3ONVHOX3 
OICIfIV SNIA319 

("Dui 31/.9) 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
SELLS AM) BITS IMP RQUIPSIUT SINGE 1982 

OTSOFRAREOLDA NEWSHSTRANGEANDSOSE VERY FUNKTFIECES 

LEO YOURUICER-USEDEOUFIIENT FREE ON OUR DATABASE 

TilE LifICEST USED EQIUENT IISTNGS N THE WORLD 
Phone (310) 459-2743 (303) 449-8322 

Fax (303) 449-8558 

Email- hadlerd@netOnecom 

Now internet Listings 
http://www.visionwork.comioceanaudio 

1
 Coles 4038 
RCA 44s & 77s 

(T...t.!00) 798-9127 

Call Wes Dooley 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

VINTAGE GEAR PARTS 
Tubes, Wire & Cable, 
semiconductors, ICs, 

pots, switches, relays, caps. 
All your Pro Audio parts needs. 
Retrospec/RETRO-PARTS DIVISION 

ph: (914) 688-7329 

r D s D U n d 
new. dud & vintage recording equipment 

BUY • SELL • TRADE 

Vintage, Tube, Classic, 
Consoles, Tape Machines, 

Mics and Outboard! 

Neve, API, Fairchild, Puttee, 

Urei, Neumann, Studer, 

Manley, Guested IS more... 

Customer Satisfaction C Quality ellaraitteedl 

Phone (978) 744-2001 
Fax (978) 744-7224 
MC VISA AMEX 

www.odysseyprosound.corn 

The Professional Choice 
Authorized sales of pro audio equipment for 

Recording • ENG • Film Sound 
Studios • Broadcast • Post 

Experienced tech support and great prices. 
Call for our free newsletter. 

turner audio 
(203) 270. 2933 
www.turneraucho.com 
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THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
• • • FREE CATALOGUE 

(800) 346-4638 
(516) 563-8326, NY 

(516)563-1390, Fax 
Custom or stock sizes. 

Our prices can't be beat! 

Discount Distributors 

FOR SALE 
OTARI CONCEPT ONE 

32-frame, 64 chs in mix, SMPTE 
automation, extra patchbays, 
speaker mounts, PERFECT 

condition, MUST sell! 
Gary (810) 264-7500 

We've got your n'hummer. TN 

Kills the hum in audio lines. 
No transformers, noise gates 
or comb filters. It works, 
guaranteed! $249.95 + s/h 
for a 2-channel unit. 
www.stro-lion-tecemologies.com 

800.567.0881 

(n-o 

EMT 140 Stereo Plate Reverb 
w/motor and remote control (pro 
producer's dream), $1,450; Ibanez 
SDR 1030+ reverb (mint) w/ceiginal box 
and manual, neo vintage collector's 
item, only 10,000 units made, 
$1,250. Call Terry (941) 746-4432, 
leave message. 

SINGERS REMOVE • VOCALS 
Unlimited Backgrounds"' 
F-ion, StAnclarcl Tapes. Records. & CDs 

v. h the Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. 
Call tor Free Demo Tape. 
Internet http Itsound.corpillee 
LT Sound. Dept PIS. 

7988 LT Parkway 

L 
'Ionia. GA 30058 

24 Hour Demo/Info 44/fratt,' 
Line (770)482.2485 • Ext 8 
Best Vocal Eliminator', Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

(8) NEVE 1079; NEVE 33609 
ster comprsr new w/box; SONY 
MXP 3036 console w/auto; 
SONY APR-24 trk w/new heads; 
SONY MXP spare modules; 
(12) FOCUSRITE remote mic 
pre's. 

Call Mike at (516) 489-6177. 

Looking for Music & 
Recording Equipment? 

CALL SWEETWATER — YOUR 
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY AUTHORITY! 
Want the Best Selection? 

Massive stock of recording, MIDI, 

Sound Reinforcement Guitars, 
Basses, Amps and Accessories. 

Want the Greatest Convenience? 
Shop by phone—no running around! 

We deliver to your door! Top-notch 
assistance—no high pressure! 

Want the Best Value — Guaranteed? 
The right gear at a fair price! 

Outstanding tech support & service. 
Genuine respect. A great experience! 

Music Technology Direct — 
and the Best Value, Guaranteed! 

Setwater (800)222-4700 
(219) 432-8176 

SOUND/NC 
Fax: (219) 432-1758 

www.sweetwatercom • sales@sweetwarer corn 

VINTAGE 
kl Li. NEUMANN, 

eo NEVE, API 
6 & STUDER 

Call for list. 
512.338.6777 

ws4 41:: 

www.kdi.com/—stardog 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Otan i Cl 4032, Yamaha 02R, 
API 1200 rack system, Dynaudio 
Monitors, Alesis ADAT, Tascam 
DA-88, Sony PCM800, Otani 
Radar 24tk, Pro Tools III, All 
Digidesign Plug-Ins, Mackie 8-Bus, 
Apogee AD1000, Lexicon 
PCM80/90, TC Elec. M5000. 
CD Recorders, API, GML, ADL, 
Summit, Focusrite, Demeter, 
Lucas, TL Audio, Neumann, 
AKG, Microtech, RODE, B&K 
Genelec, Dynaudio. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation, Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 
http://www.ear.net 

NEW, USED & VINTAGE 
CONSOLES, RECORDERS, MICS 

NEVE • NEUMANN • TELEFUNKEN 

LEXICON • SSL • STLJDER • ADL 

WE BUY GEAR 
TOTAL STUDIO OUTFITI1 NG 

818.8848400 

Ele GEAR ON EARTH" 

AUDIO musee. 

CIMAIIFMUC 
STUDIO FURNITURE 

Custom Design 

and 

Modifications Available 

800.332.3393 
FAX 415.332.2607 
Outodo U.S. 415.332.3392 
VAVN.OMNIRAX.COM p0I, 1712 Somino CA 940611 

Availdale for 
All Mackin 
&Bus own. & 
Eurodosk 

0,4 

The RACKIT-System 
Modular, stackahle oak units 
hold all recording formats 

and equipment 

Free mail-order brochure 
(please mennon 511x) 

Per Madsen Design 
(415) 822-4883* P.O. Box 882464 

San Francisco, CA 94188 

FOR SALE: Sony 3348 48-trk 
digital, vgc, 2,600 hours w/ 

remote, meter bridge, autolocator, 
softcovers, roadcases, etc. $75k; 

Pair SONY PCM 800 w/sync 
cards, 62 & 45 hrs, $4,200 
w/large remote, $3k w/out. 

See my Web site for addl equipt: 
http://home.earthlink.net/-yrplace/ 
Mark Linett (818) 244-1909. 
e-mail: yrplace@earthlink.net 

EXCLUSIVE FACTORY AUTHORIZED RESELLER 

www.UsedSSLcom 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DESIGN, INC. 
(781) 982-2600 

PATCHBAYS 
VINTAGE GEAR 

we buy-sell-trade, see our list at 
www.audiovillage.org 

(760) 320-0728 

AMS/Neve Audio Systems 
Logic 1 w/ audiophile spectra 24 
Logic 2 w/ audiophile spectra 24 
Logic 3 w/ audiophile spectra 24 

Contact: Andy Lewis 
Cutters, Inc. 

(312) 644-2500 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234 

Digital Recording 
Factory Direct Discount Dealer 

Alesis * Yamaha * Sony * 
Tascam * Roland * Akai * 
* Event Electronics * Digital 

Audio * Fostex * Korg * 
Pro Audio Plus 
(800) 336-0199 

Division of Rots Music Center 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724.1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE SOUND 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 

STAIOdARd & CUSTOM MOWS _Al_e rCrn  

SEE OUR AD 181 MARKETPLACE 

[SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 229  

Uvista Enterprise Music 
Digital Musician's 
Gear For Sale 

VOICE AUTOMATED SHOPPING 
MCNisa/AmexiCk/M0 

sejonesgrerols.com • Fax (610) 631-2227 
Ph: (610) 631-2224 

UPGRADE YOUR VOCALS 
with Variable Acoustic Compression 

You choose 1 or 2 screens 8 distance between screens 
User, List: Westlake Audio, Sony MUNiC, MCA Music, 
Masterfonics, Paisley Park, CBS. ABC, Fos Broadcast... 

• 6 or 3.5 inch diameter screens UV 
• with gooseneck & mic clamp 154. rilûteL E:Ss.r, 
• washable, replaceable screens IA., • VC SCREENS 811 
• money back guarantee shipping PO Box 1014. New Peitz, NY 12561 

call, faz or write tor FREE brochure (800) 252-1503 ce (914)255-3367 

bell and socket 
positioning wl 

rtelc thrsed 

\ 3 
position 
screen 
holder 

United States Audio 
Trident A Range, 28/24/48*Trident 
80B 32 & 40 in/Auto*Harrison 
Raven 32/24*Sony JH-24/APR 
24s*Sony 3324S`Mics*Outboard 
& More! STUDIO LIQUIDATION • 

WE BUY GEAR! 
Ph: (818) 887-6600 Ps: (818) 887-4700 

Hard Disk saies803.801.0153 
Recording F M-.ge:ÓCr9 

snot 

ALAN SMART COMPRESSORS 

C-1, C-2, & Multi-channel versions 
Now available in the U.S. exclusively from: 
Sunset Sound, Hollywood (213) 469-1186 

• Sales (888) 463-7012 • 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 
FAX (415) 546-9411 

da.audio@internetMCI.com 

SOUNDCRAFT 6000, 

36/24/24, TT BAY'S, 

BAR GRAPHS, 

HOME USE, AS NEW! 

(818) 887-6600. 

HARBOR SOUND 

HUGE SELECTION OF 
USED, VINTAGE & 

NEW GEAR 
Consoles, Mics, Recorders. 

Buy & Sell vintage NEVE & API 
modules, Pultecs, Tube mics. 
New Equipment in stock. 
Credit cards accepted. 

Ph: (781) 231-0095 
Fax: (781) 231-0295 

www.harborsound.com 

The AMPEX 
Source 

• AIR100 sales & restoration services 
• 1/2" two-track mastering conversion 

featuring Flux Magnetics heads 
• HDV-2 modular tube electronics and 

transformerless I/O for ATR100 
• Transports upgraded for better-than-

new performance and reliability 
• MM1200 service and upgrades 
Call Michael Spitz at 650-574-1165 

Fax 650-574-2064 

AT 
SERVICE 
COMPANY 
AMIMX SPECIALISTS 

Trident 
Owners! 
Join the hundreds of studios 
worldwide! Transform your 
great sounding Trident into a 
state-of-the-art console by 
installing Uptown's moving 
fader automation! Call for a free 
brochure or free demo disk! 

800-343-3237 
Uptown Automation Systems. Inc. 
9017-C Mendenhall Ct. 
Columbia. MD 21045 
410-381-7970 (phone) 
410-381-5025 (fax) 

PeTronrcs Manutactured & Distnbuted Products 

a 13I-TRONICS 
Voice: 800-666-0996 
Fax: 800.569-4244 

Film& infouto-tromos.coon 
www.beeoniaacorn 

APOGEE QUALITY... 
ASTONISHING VALUE! 

THERE'S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME 
TO INVEST IN APOGEE DIGITAL QUALITY! 

limited supply of ex-demo stereo 20- bit 
converters available of rock-bottom prices! 
• AD-1000 A/D $ 2495 
• DA-1000E-20 D/A  $ 1995 
• 15-1000E PSU ( runs 2 units) . .$ 295 
• TT1200 (powers D/A only) ....$ 90 
Contact us for full details. 
. III" 

ems. Om- cz:D. ooIS r 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS 
fah + I 310/915-1000 fax: + I 310/391-6262 

info n apogeedigilalaorn 
hffin//www.opogeedigitolawn, 

1996 API CONSOLE 

FOR SALE 

Custom Built. 64-channel 
with ultimation & moving 

faders. (305) 769-9700 

LOOKING FOR 
BETTER SOUND? 

Component-level upgrades for mixing 
consoles, tape machines, mics & 
all outboard gear. Also, high-speed 
high-quality mic preamps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818) 886-4012 
httn.qhnme parthlink.neti-jwilliams3/ 

Equipment 
Rentals  

Pro Tools/24 Rentals 
888 24, Mac 9600 300 128rann 

Sony Monitor. Autotune, Focusrite. Digo 

Plug Ins, Cheetah 10Io 9goq drives J3 more. 

Editors avail. Short & Long Term Rates. 

YOUR PLACE OR OURS 
May, Otarg, Automatœd, DA-68, 2'. 241,6, 
Yamaha Orton, Ilenhy Orantl, John •torytt 
Dœel8nall NOS. Ve•VW.11•111•1111...00•11.•.«..1% 

Media Recordi 
Merrick, NY 516-783-5201 

MIX Classified Dept. 
e-mail address 

mixclass@intertec.com 

Equipment 
Wanted 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
len?' n600 

USED ADATS WANTED 
Easy exchange toward a newer 
or different format. Everything 
available. Save THOUSANDS 
when you deal with our 70-year-old 
company. UPGRADE TODAY. 
Call, fax or email for details. 
Worldwide delivery. CARUSO 
MUSIC, New London CT: 
sales@caruso.net 

(800) 264-6614 TOLL FREE 
(860)442-9600 

(860) 442-0463 (FA)) 
http://www.caruso.net 

Instruction 

The Midwest's Premiere 
Recording School. 

teiteetelgt tu SIC TECH 

Associate tre,ûree in Music Production 

1- 800,:p4-9eltitach.com 

riEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg1 

Comprehensive Audio 

Engineering Program 
AUDIO RECORDING 

TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
Music Prod. & Digital Recording. 

Extensive hands-on instruction. 
Call (888) 543-ARTI 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
›it wit * TRAIN AT FIOAIE Easy Horne.Study practi al raining in 

MultiTrack Recording. Join our tumult/al 
working gradua es or nu Id your own 'Aiello. 

Career guidance ... Diploma ... Licensed. 

FREE INFO_EIMATION• 
tudio Institute of America 

814 4616 Ave, Suite AL. San Francisco, CA 94121 

.s.• Or visit us at www audioinstitute.com 

underBir 
RECORDING 

SCHOOL 

XTENSIVE RAINING 
IN THE RECORDING 

ARTS 

APPRENTICE- STYLE 
PROGRAMS 

LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE. 

1-800-914-8004 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 904-7700. 

Recording Engineer 
Broadcasting 
Multimedia/Digital/Video/Film 
Radio/TV/Sports/News/D1/Talk Show 

No experience required! 

On-the-job-training 
in local major Recording Studios& Radio/TV Stations 
Part-time, nights, weekends Call recorded info line for FREE video 

1-800/295-4433 http://www.sna.com/musicbiz  

tot 
Maintenance Services & Repairs  

Pro Digital Inc. DAT ADAT DA-88 
CIAT Recorder Service Specialist* 

I
M
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
 

* Fast, expert repairs 
on all OAT and MIDIVI 
brands and models 

* The FIRST, the 
BEST.. over 7000 
digital recorders 
serviced! 

*Warranty service on 
most brands! 

FedEx return shipping 
at UPS prices! 

*Compare our rates 
& turnaround time! 

()61
0 

00 35324-(610) 359-0937 PAR 
prodigiincitaoLcom 
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D AIS F‘Y•E• 
FAS1-1 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 
• All makes and models 

• Experienced. factory-trained techs 
*Fast turnaround 

• Repairs, overhauls, pans 
"The DA T doctor à in!" 

NXT 
GENERATION-. 

973-579-4849 FAX 973-579-7571 

Midwest Digital Services Inc. 
DAT and DA-88 Repair 
(Chicagoland Area) 

Professional DAT Service since1985. 
Authorized by 

Panasonic, Sony & Tascam 
(888) 809-3309 

Ph: (708) 448-7539 
Fax: (708) 448-7678 

VINTAGE GEAR REPAIR 
Tubes, Transistors, (yes even Cs), 

Mic pre' s, limiters, amps, 
consoles, tape machines. We 

repair & restore it all! 
Field service too! 

retrospec/TROUBLE REPORT 
Ph: (914) 688-7329 

ANALOG HEADS 

I ül 
• Head  Relopping 
• Replacement Heads 
• Precision Alignments 
• 1/2" 2-Track Conversions 
• Custom Heads and Assemblies 

Unsurpassed service for 
over 19 rears! 

MAeETIC SCIENCES 

973-579-5773 fax 973-579-6021 
e-mail jrfejrfmagnetics.com 

www: jrfmagnetics.com 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

iteemam. 
Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 

Check Old 
N IX Online 

http://www.mixonline.com 

Music Products/ 
Software 

, 
I 

'Imeatizzmuel 

- 

lu  r-

_ um   Mac the the scopeTM PTA, oscillosoop_ 
./ector scope, spectrum analyzer 
sonogram and signal generator 
software • uses Macintosh built-rr-
sound input and output • (732) 933 
9388 • for demo, information: visr 
www.channld.com/software.html 

_ _ 

AKA1 MPC60 USERS 
UPGRADE TO 

MPC3000 SOFIWAPE1 
LONG SAMPLING TO 26 SEC • 
STEREO SAMPLING • MIDI FILES • 
VOICE RESTART • LOAD MPC3000 
SOUNDS • SOUND COMPRESSION 
DOUBLES MEMORY CAPACITY • 
HIHAT SLIDER DOUBLES AS TUNING • 
4 PAD BANKS • 8 DRUM SETS • 4 FREE 
SOUND DISKS AND MORE • $195 OR 
$445 WITH SCSI HARD DISK PORT 

PH 415 474-0903 www RL If 

FAX 415 474-1118 Satc, ,, -3n.com 

Recording Services  

small ad.. big savings 
cd...cassettes...graphics 

(800)801-SONG 

Hear the Magic 
Master with us... and make an impact! 

CO MASTERING... 

CO MANUFACTURING.. 
CO BOOKLET PRINTING... 
...SEE US in MARKETPLACE 

Orlando, FL ( 800) 344-4361 L916/TAL 
http.//www.digido.com OMAN ' 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg.232 

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS 
Affordable single copy CDs 

starting at $15. 
$5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL (800) 850-5423 
FAX (800) 203-1725 

Contact us on the Internet at info©46p.corn 
Visit our Web page at http://vwvw.46p.com 

Better CD/Tape Duplication! 
Premium CDs: As low os $.54 ea. 
Warner Media-Digalog Cassettes 

(Sound more hke CDS) 

Creative Sound 

(800) 323-PACK 
www.csoundcorp.com 

888.999.1760 
Short Run Duplication • Printing • Design 

CD's • Cassettes • DVD • Vinyl 

Conversion Media 
vvww.converslonmedlat.conn 

CDs:10 copies $ 75 \25 copies $ 150 / 50 copies $225 
100 copies $325 
Price includes 
jewel box and wrap 

Full packages available 
w/print on disc, cover 
and tray art 

Allen Lowe 207-741 -2814) 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

Our CD & Cuss's are 

BURR it CHIAPIM 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE po. 232  

COMPACT DISC 
ALL SERVICES AVAILABLE 

• Highest Quality • Low Prices 
• Superior Service • Est. 1986 

• Member Better Business Bureau 

.J -  

CD A IO.CDROM 
AUDIO & VID CASSETTE 

PRINTING / ACKAGING 
MASTERING • GRAP IC DESIGN 

"l jjJJI `JJ 
MASTERCARD • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS 

RECORDING 
DUPUCATING 
SUPPUES 

TDK BASF SONY 
ARCM ' QUANTEGY MAXELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to-Reel Tapes 
C'O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bay Rd, Redwood City, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1.800-272-2591 
FAX (650) 369-7446 

Visit our web site: http://www.arcal.com 

FAX your Mix Classified 
(510) 653-8171 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 

MUSICIANS 
Put Your Music on CD 
25 CDs (Full Color Pkg) 

$8 each 
No Charge for Mastering 

and Color Setup 
(800) 446-4548 

When consistency counts... 

Choose - L BASF 

Great tape at great prices! 

9 2732 Bay Road 
Redwood City, CA 94063 
1-800-272-2591 

Alegi.® http://www.arcalcom 

e  

Punch, Warmth, Air... 
When you want the big sound 
of hand-built, custom-designed 
mastering gear for your album. 

DRTMastering Analog Specialist 

800-884-2578 wane.drtmaatering.com 

FRAnDom AccEss 

10 CD's• $65 
20 CD's• $ 120 
50 CD's• 5250 
buy 50, get 5 CD's FREE 

24-Bit MASTERING 
• SPECIAL • 

MASTER 10 SONGS 

GET 10 FREE CD's 

U800.684.8071 

KYRIC CORPORATION 
100 CDs-$375 500 CDs-$625 

250 CDs-$549 1,000 CDs-$685 

'add $0.25/unit for jewel box 

and shrinkwrap 

(800) 221-0503 www.lvric.com 
Cassettes, Blank CD-Rs and more! 

41/40› 
h. 

• CO Sellie'..; 
• QUICK 

• BEST QUALITY 
• DIGITAL CASSETTES 

• PERSONALIZED SERVICE 
TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 

• LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST! 

del (813) 446-8273 "I" 
Total Tape Services 

9 Cleveland St I Clearwater FL 34615 

500 CDs w/ zeo COLOR 
BOOKLET OR 1 000 0028 
WI JEWEL CASE, 
INSERT YOUR q q q 
BOOKLET AND 
SHRINKWRAP 

800-401-8273 
BALLISTIC COMMUNICATION 

Good Vibrations - RJR Digital 
MASTERING - 

=IT 1-800-828-6537 
OUR CD PRICES INCLUDE A8501111f 1.1 f % ER) Fr I \ 

1000 CDs - $2175 (or less!) retail ready. 
rt." prom.> CD• in quanlitin oi I la Inn 

all for detail.. Irer .poildl quo,. 

hltpu//wnw.diabloweb.eonir/goodnibr.rtsrssr-

(jaÇy,fc & Morlseert 
.,ca FACET 3,, e«... 
digital media 

MINIDISCS 
best prices in the world!! 

www.minidisco.com 
sales: 510-848-6703 

CD gi CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 
Serving the country with over 25 years of experience. 

The Southwest's premiere full-service manufacturing facility! 

PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN • BLANK CASSETTES 
DIGITAL MASTERING & EDITING • ONE-OFF CD-RS 

RETAIL READY PACKAGES! CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

ÇRY8SeDL- CLEAR SOUND 
inc/visa accepted www.crystalclearsound.com 

THE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... HE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 
HIGH BIAS NAK-DIANK AUDIO TAPES 

UNBOXED-UNLABEIED 

LENGTFI 
$1tTDK 
pe>sA 
COMO 

maxell 
Xt 11 

el BASF 
dame 

Fttl5 

II BASF 
0031/8 
AMI 

C-IS 241 251 25 4 284 

C-1S 26 t 274 30* 314 

C-20 28« 30 t 31t 354 

C-30 33« 36 t 35* 



1000 

1.888.891.9091 
HIEDIA 

rsaszite («Q.'s 

SEE OU 'l AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 231 

100 CD's 
$349 

1000 CD's 
$699 

FREE COLOR 
CATALOG 

Fleetwood IN1 ultiNledia 

1000 CDs from $ 799 

500 Chrome Tapes t 715 
Includes Everything W  

Fast Turnaround 

800-353-1830 (781) 599-2400 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 231 

• COMPACT DISCS 
• VIDEOS 
• CASSETTES 

from 

• Complete Graphic Design 
• Printing/Packaging 
• Blank Tapes Si Accessories 
• 100% Guaranteed 
1)1 Years Serving Dn. Ilorld 

EASTCO PRO 
• 1 -8 - die:geâ r a 

CD REPLICATION 
• Cassette Duplication 
• Mastering & Digital Editing 
• Graphic Design & Printing 
• CDR Blanks 

ESP' 
We Anticipate Your Every Need 

1-800-527-9225 
(716) 691-7631 • Fax (716) 691-7732 

muffle) • sr•  
Studio Sales 8. ServiceS 

CD & Cassette Packages 
1000 color CDs from $1.899 

CDRs • DAIS • ADATs Rtq.,R 
Custom Graphics 

Blank cassettes (BASF, TDK, Aelaxell) 

Behringer Equipment 

Warehouse prices 

Call 
800-CUD-TAPE • 800-483-8273 

http://www.Warehouse-Studio.com 
Visa - MasterCard Discover 

2071-20mx EmersonSt.,JacirsonvIlle,FL 32207 
904-399-0424 fax? 904-398-9683 

• 
MANN 

ENDLESS 100P 

REUABLE 
"ON HOLD" 
TAPEr/PLAYERS 

'MADE IN USA 
CALL OR FAX FOR 
SAMPIF I API 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST., SF , CA 94118 

TEL: (415)221-2000 FAX (800)683-7569 

• CD/TAPE/DVD DUPLICATION AND PACKAGING 
• GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINT PRODUCTION 
• AUDIO/MEDIA SUPPLIES nfaudio.com 

LOWEST PRICE 
PERIOD!!! 
1- 888- 256- DISC 

You Make The Music, 
We Make It Happen! 

CDs Fast/ 
500-$750 

800-DIGIDOC 
wrou 11111.epre.con 

¡SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233 

(617) 

- - "call today. 

577-0089-
MASTERING 

DIGITAL EDITING 

1630 transfers 

cd replication 

individual cds 

multi- media 

digital noise 

reduction and 

restoration r
m
o
n
 
+
q
u
a
 e
 •L
a
r
b
r
 I
 

f you find a lower price for 

duplication or blanks, 

buy em 
AuDIONIDEO CASSETTE- CD 

MeMerffl 
(800) 7119-2173 

[—SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234 

bran WEB 
SITE 

ON IUNIA! 
WHEN YOU VIANUFACTURE 

CDs, CASSETTES, OR 12" VINYL 

Call Disc Makers today 
for a complete brochure: 

el -800-463-9353  
www.discmakers.com/iuma 
FAX 609-661-3450 

Th Inse AlelSele 

ARE YOU GETTING YOUR MONEY'S WORTH? 

641. 

11. Got. MUIK Wye« Inc, 

SEE OUR AO IN MARKETPLACE 

860-655-1625 

CD - CASSETTE - VINYL - OVO 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 230 

Call for our who;esale manufacturing guide 

1-800-582-3472 
www.spInnerworldwude.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234  
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CD Packages! www. bmmi. corn ( Records Tapes CD Services ) 

Bulk CD's 
as low as 

60¢ 

CD-Audio & CD-ROM 
• Audio & Video Cassette Duplication 
• Mastering • 1630 • PMCD • CDR 
• Graphic Design tk Printing 
• Retail-Ready Packages • Fast Turn 

CD SONIC 
Tel: (617) 424-0670 Fax: (617) 424-0657 

Toll Free 1-888-CD SONIC (237-6642) 

FREE CATALOG 

CD- RS, HI-8, 

MINI DISKS, S-VU 

MASTERING TAPE 

A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 

NORELCO, SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES 8. SLEEVES 

SINGLE 8. DOUBLE CD BOX • 

OCC, MOD, DDS2 
AND IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 

• CUSTOM PRINTED LABELS & 1-CARDS • 

IN NYC 718-435-7322•800-221 _6578.24 HOUR FAX 718-853-2589 

FREE LABELS WITH EVERY CASSETTE ORDER .anioauo.com 
ROUND EDGE OR STANDARD NORELCO BOXES SO 12 EACH 

114/1111141R 'MU alli5O1(1,11, Kt 11119 isre 
rib ••••" leer m•-• 

• AUDIO PRODUCTS  

LEN0171 

TYPE 

Orefg:AI 

r1.85 

7: 

888 
CHRON8 

SUPER 

C-10 C-20 c•30 c-ao c-so C-60 C-70 C•80 C•90 

27.32 .37.41 . 48.51.57 . 6. -.8 TEttx, 
23.30.33 . 3944 49.33.58 63 .iyrDIK 

17.32 30.44 47 32.67 70 76 ei BASF 

.30 .38.47.56.65.69.80.87 . 89 AmpEx 

max& 

andolaudio@aol.comi 

You CAN always get what you want. 
CDs when you need them at the price you were promised 

CD-Rom Replication CD/Cassette Duplication One- offs 

CD/CD-Rom Hybrids • DVD • Digital Mastering 

Professional Design • Pre-Press Printing Exact Pricing 

11PROPH ET 
Manuloctunnq 

call for a free catalog 

I -888•DISC•MFG 
www.prophetmedia.corn 

artist development associates 

CD Singles Special 
• 500 CD'S. 2 Colors on CO 

• 500 Window Envelopes 
• layoul. Design a Films included 

• Glass Maslering included 

no Inns no gimmicks lull bwoo us our COR' 

$559 

Digital Dime Bag 
• 1000 CD's, Jewel Boxes a Over-wrap 
• 2 Color on CD Unnting 
• 1000 4/1 4 PP folders a 4/0 tray cards 
• Film output 
• Glass Mastenng included 

fall color retail ready. time turns 

$1,499 

UNBEATABLE DUPLICATION PRICES 
(888) rubber-8 

/1111111111111ét IB  MOO NOTICE 

If you're ready to 

stand out 
from the competition, 

Mix Marketplace 
is ready for you. 

For rates and ad placement 

call (800) 544-5530. 

Mix Marketplace page 229. , 

_J 

Includes: Glass Master, 3 Colors On Disc print. 
Jewel Case, Assembly 8 Overwrap! 

300 - 599.00 
500 - 749.00 

1000 - 1090.00 

*300 579  701 0  
BA.SE Multimedia Inc. 

MEZZOMAN 
PRODUCTIONS 

Ge eialite, eke e heiraW 

We'll Print your full Color Booklets &Trayuards and 
Assemble Into .Mwel Boxes w Shrinkwrap. 

/ANNOUNCING OUR NEVÍ\ 

Fr mcs ,F ITh PAO  

CALI FOR RETAILS! 
1-888-231-9921 
rue/roman productions Inc 100 grove street worcester nia 01605 

çrvatitfi? 
& Web Services 

Phone (615-356-49061 www.Creativedisc.corn 
Fax (615-353-1948) EMail Cds home com 

IZO RIFLICATIM GlSeTTE CULIC4 

FRINTIle 0:1CP ?LAI860 56. 
69Ager DE.516N 

cricE5 bee 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000 
We II beat any pnce' 6.95 SHIPPING • FREE CAT. 
SONY MAXELL TDK FUJI 

c.e.iac, se XL 11.96 T 39 CDR•N 911 09 •• 
:II".124PRO 899 0.11S-96 199 CDRXG-74 599 - - 
,1 25Y 1 69 51,125 699 SA-91 1.9 191, 0 
.-755" 3.9 101•124Ro 699 SU-1X 2w :VM,r, 149 

TAPE WORLD nospRecsr, 99l€CC3.F9 22 27/ nan 
OVF65'..6DIFFEW SAVE DA' >FP% IISF6-5 

mvé99.recordinglair.com 

M 1 if RECORDING LAIR 

ASTERING 
Ilier-Acce 1)e,eign 

Free Mastering Information 

888 881 -LAIR 

"I have found advertising in 

Mix Marketplace and Mix Classifieds 
to be the best way to reach 
the most people. It makes 

our phones ring everytime!" 
-Spencer Jackson 

Vice-President, Hi-Tech Audio 

Studios  

Audio/Video remote recording 
studio, dual 24-track capable audio 
recording, 16 video lines in, good 
selection of rack-mounted signal 
processing, turnkey operation. 
For more information contact: 
Bus, PO Box 409, Stow MA 01755. 
(978) 562-2111. 

Rec. Studio w/custom home. 
2 acre mini estate w/sep. 3,000' 
audio studio in Ocean County, NJ. 
Lg. ranch home w/pool, gm-
house, garden, priv yard w/creek. 
3 blks from river & bay. 1 hour to 
Mnhtn or Philly. $400k-Must see! 
(732) 269-8660. 

Fully equipped recording 
facility w/client base & great 
lease. Silicon Valley/San Fran 
area. Owner relocating. Serious 
inquiries only. Pkg deal $225k. 

(510) 656-8729. 
bigfoot@hypersurf.com 

GORGEOUS HOME w/BUILT-IN 
HOME STUDIO FOR SALE! 

Northeast Pennsylvania. Bi-level, 
2,400 sq. ft., 3 bdrms., 1 full & 2 
half baths, living rm., din. rm., 
Indryrm., kitchen/dinette, rec. rm, 
w/bar, upper & lower outside 
decks, big 2-car gr., 36x18 HEAT-
ED in-grnd. pool, indoor 5-seat 
spa, all on 1/2 acre w/great view 
and landscaping in a very quiet 
upper-mid class develpmt. Studio 
is 22x1 7, incl. a 70-sq.-ft. control 
rm. (no equip. included). Perfect 
for a personal/small project studio! 
Photos avail. Must sell! Only 
$134,900 (neg.)! 

(717) 678-5844. 

0111I CLASSIFIEDS 
0 ME 

Phone: (800) 544-5530 
Fax: (510) 653-8171 

E-mail: 
mixclass@intertec.com 
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SOHO PENTHOUSE LOFT! 
Skylights, huge windows North, 
South & East, dazzling light & 
views, 2,300-sq.-ft. loft with 
state-of-the-art recording studio, 
fab potential, Prime SOHO 
location. Asking $1.3M. 

Robert Manzari 
(212) 780-2459. 

Great career opportunity. 

Busy San Francisco 

Recording Studio for sale. 

Solid Client Base 

Fully Equipped, Asking $90k 

(415) 584-3874. 

Video 
Equipment, 
Services 
&Supplies  

VIDEO w/TC FOR LOCKUP. 
Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam 
1" VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. 
JVC & SONY Remote Controls 
SONY VP- 5000, 5600, 5800, 
5850, BVU-800, 950, VO-9800, 
9850. Four- Month Warranty. 
(212) 580-9551 or ( 212) 206-
1475. Fax: (212) 929-9082. 
Michael Temmer. 

Miscellaneous 

10 CD-Rs for $59.95 
(real Replication Prices Tool 

Package Includes: 
Direct to Disc Imprinting 

Duplication 
Media 

Jewel Box 

Call: 888.387.4202 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233 

MASTERING • MANUFACTURING • PRINTING 

Diei- Re'M 
CD-AUDIO • CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 

COMPLETE PACKAGES • CD-ROM STRIKE-OFFS • GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 
CD-ROM PRODUCTION & ARCHIVING • 1TO 500 DISCS DUPLICATED OVERNIGHT 

(800) 815-3444 
(212) 730-2111 

www.cligirom.com 
=14 

130 Was t 4.1"nr1 Straat ^law York, IVY 10036 

rile' g, 1 r r-iri-
g..• g 7, g 114. g-LieLtz 
149 MADISON AVENUE NY, NY 10016 

212-252-9300 
www.digitalforcescom 

Expanded State- of- the- Art 
Mastering Facility 

Classified Ad Deadlines 
Dec 15, '98 deadline for FEBRUARY '99 issue 

Jan 15, '99 deadline for MARCH '99 issue 

Call Robin Boyce-Trubitt (800) 544-5530 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: 

Enhancements: 

Display rate: 

Closing: 

$105 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $105 minimum charge for each ad placed. 

$10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, $25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on a 
per-insertion basis. 

$135 per inch ( 1" minimum/half-page maximum). Display Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column 
widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April issue closhg is February 15). Ads received after closing will be 
held for the next month unless other wise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and 
cancellations must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold should be 
underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to 
poor copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to space. The publishers are not liable for the 
contents of advertisements. 

The small print: 

Send coupon 
payment to: 

No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equipment sales. Publisher reserves the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 
deemed inappropriate. 

Mix Magazine Classifieds: Attn: Robin Boyce-Trubitt, 6400 Hollis St„ #12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 or 
(510) 653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. E-mail: mixclass@intertec.com. Payment must be included with copy: check, Visa, 
MasterCard or American Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 

CATEGORIES AVAILABLE ( check one) 

J Internet Services 

J Maintenance Services 

J Music Products/Software 

J Recording Services 
& Repairs 

J Records, Tapes & 
CD Services & Supplies 

J Studios 

J Video Equipment 

a Miscellaneous 

Acoustic Products 

Business Opportunities 

Computer Products 

Employment Offered 

Employment Wanted 

Equipment Financing 

Equipment for Sale 

Equipment Rentals 

Equipment Wanted 

Instruction 

Attach Your Classified Ad Copy on a Separate Sheet, Typed 
Double-Spaced or Printed Clearly in Capital and Lower-Case Letters. 

Company Name 

Name 

Address ino PO Boxes 

City 

State Zip 

Phone ( ) 

Signature 

Display ($135 per inch) $ 

Text ($105 per inch. $ 
one-inch minimum) 

  Bold @$10 additional $   

Border @ $10 

Reverse @ $25 

  Screen @ $15 

  Blind PO box @ $25 $   

TOTAL PAYMENT INCLUDED 

J Visa J MC a AMEX 

J Check/Money Order #   

Card 0   

Exp.   
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POWER TOOLS 
MaimmorriAmmm4 

SONIC SOLUTIONS SONIC SYSTEM 
TIPS, TRICKS AND TECHNIQUES FOR VARIOUS APPLICATIONS 

0
 ne of the strengths of the 
Sonic System is its diversity; 
however, this same advan-

tage can sometimes be frustrating 
to new users. With systems used in 
audio post, mastering, restoration, 
music production, etc., it's hard to 
determine what tips appeal to a 
general audience. So here are some 
general suggestions. 

FAST PULL-UPS ON ONE TRACK 
When sequencing songs and edit-
ing dialog, you often want to pull 
up from the last edit by placing the 
edit point at the end of the last seg-
ment and marking the pull-up 
point. Here's where the "Find and 

ting "Set In-Point." Try it if you use 
existing edit points as markers. 

SEE THE SONO 
Working with multitrack material, it 
is often beneficial to view one track 
as text. The fastest way to zoom to 
a song is to have the text mode 
sorted by name: Simply click on 
"Name" at the top of the column. 
Select the desired tune by clicking 
on it and "Zoom to Segment." The 
other tracks in the sync group will 
also zoom to that segment. 

This technique is also useful for 
dialog editors who want to quickly 
split out scenes by angle after auto-
conforming. The title of the third 

column in text view is ac-
tually a toggle. You can 
view the information in 
the default Seg mode, 
which shows you the 
name of the segment and 
the in and out times that 
correspond with the seg-
ment itself. Click it once 
and the title turns to 
-Edit." These times are 
the actual times of the 
edit points themselves, 
which will differ from the 
segment times by fade 
times and overlap per-
centages. Click Edit and it 

becomes "SRC." This changes the 
time displayed to the times from 
the original source tape, and the 
name column to the source name. 
In this mode, if you click on "Sort 
by Name," the scene names will be 
grouped together. Simply select all 
of, say, "SC 146-3a" and double-
click the track assignment of one of 
them. Change the track to where 
you want that angle to reside and 
they all go there. 
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The Mixing Desk window 

Set Points" feature comes in handy: 
Place the gates to the right of the 
edit mark where you want the in-
point to go, and hit Find and Set 
Points. If the gates to the right of 
the edit were in blank space, the 
Sonic System puts the in-point on 
the first edit it finds to the left of the 
left gate and the out-point on the 
first edit it finds to the right. Hit 
"Delete and Ripple" and it pulls the 
next segment into view—much 
faster than zooming out to find it. 
Now, leaving the in-point where it 
is, you can reset the out-point to 
the appropriate pull-up spot and 
hit Delete and Ripple again. The 
Find and Set Points function is 
much faster than moving the gate 
to a specific position and then hit-

QUICK KEYS, QUICK KEYS, 

QUICK KEYS 

No matter how well you know the 
Sonic System, if you do not mas-
ter Quick Keys, you will forever 

BY TRACY MARTINSON 

trudge along at a mediocre speed. 
If you find yourself repeating the 
same set of steps over and over 
again, you need to take the time 
to make a Quick Key. I have dif-
ferent Quick Keys sets for Sound 
for Picture, Music Editing and 
NoNoise. Doing NoNoise work, I 
used to spend a lot of time switch-
ing between the Real-Time De-
Noise window and the edit list to 
restart the play. I set the start time 
in the Transport window by start-
ing and stopping quickly to set the 
now time in the Transport win-
dow to be around my desired cue 
point. Then highlight the cue entry 
and hit the space bar to enter that 
timecocie number in the cue regis-
ter. The Quick Key is a sequence 
that stops the play of the edit list 
hits, hits the cue button on the 
transport panel that loads the cue 
point back into the now time, then 
hits Play on the transport panel. I 
simply can't stress enough the 
benefits of learning how to use 
Quick Keys effectively with the 
Sonic System. Even if you don't 
make your own, at the very least 
rearrange the stock keys so the 
ones you use the most be the one-
stroke keys. 

Note: At AES 98 in San Francis-
co, Sonic announced a new edit list 
interface, part of the 6.0 version 
slated for December release. At 
press time, text mode was said not 
to change but point editing will he 
different, with a click-and-drag in-
terface to select an edit region ( as 
opposed to the current two-gate set 
edit points scenario). 

Tracy Martinson is a co-owner of 
Master Vision, the first DVD au-
thoring facility in Nashville. One 
of her first projects is a benefit for 
the Missing Children Foundation. 
She has done extensive sound for 
picture and DVD audio work. Her 
recent DVD projects include audio 
prep for the films Seven Years in 
Tibet, My Best Friend's Wedding, 
Das Boot and Jerry Maguire. 
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"H 
U1 cut my Pro Tools'' 

mixing time in half." 
"I can't stress how much 

faster and more effective it 
is to do a vocal ride using 

HUI". It's like sitting down at a 
Neve" with Flying Faders"." 

"Try mixing for 11/2 hours... one 
on-screen fader at a time. 

Switching to HUI makes all the 

difference." 
"HUI brings Pro Tools off the 
monitor and onto a real console 
for proper mixing — a necessity 

for any real engineer." 

• ASK sotisfied users like 
these, and they'll tell you 

that our Human User 

Interface (HUI) 

con instantly 

boost your Pro 

Tools produc-

tivity 100 to 400 

percent! HUI.' is o true 

bi-directional controller — when you 

change 

levels vio 

soft-

ware, 

the mo-

torized 

faders 

mirror your moves; adjust HUI's 

touch- sensitive faders and Pro Tools 

records the changes. Instead of la-

boriously " mousing" on- screen 

faders one- by- one, you con now mix 

eight channels at a time hands-on. 

• THAT'S just part of what makes 
HUI indispensable for serious 

CONSIDER THE ALTERNATIVES TO 
HUI- 86 PRO TOOLS®. 

11 

Pro Tools power users. You get real 

knobs for tweaking panning, aux 

sends and Plug- In parameters. Real 

buttons for thimgs like solo, mute and 

record- ready. LCD " scribble strips" 

that tell you what's on each channel. 

Did we mention cursor and transport 

controls, timecode display and keypad 

for doto input end memory location 

recall? 

Ma /Mr nave Ile 

PPO 
TOOLS 

• HUI also includes on ex-
tremely complete ANALOG 

monitoring section with master 

control room en control, head-

phones/speaker assign matrix, 

input source selector, Discrete/Mono 

switch for surround sound work... 

even o built-in tolkback mi-

crophone. Plus. HUI has two 

of our famous studio- grade, 

discrete mic preomps. 

• IF you rely on Digidesign"s 
Pro Tools 4.1, you should be 

mixing on o HUI. Fo: more in-

formation and o hands-on 

demo, call us toll-free at 

800-898-3211, or vist us at 
www.mackie.com. qnd then 
get your hands on the 

affordable controller that 

lets you get your hands 

on Pro Tools. MADE BY THE 
PAACKOMS IN 
WOGOINVILLE, USA 
8001890-311 
wow.mukic.com 
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"When A $2,000 System Sounds As Good 
As A $50,000 System, I'd Say They Got It Right." 

William Wittman, Engineer/Producer 

eut 

.•.•• ..... 

The First Integrated Professional 5.1 Monitoring System With THX® Approval 
The All-New JBL LSR Monitors are, quite literally, just that. 1lighlighted by a long list of performance-tailored components 
and customer-inspired features, they're like no other systems on the market today. The entire line, including the LSR32 3-way, 

28P 2-way and 12P Subwoofer, is a technical triumph; muffing in new standards and performance levels for a rapidly 
emerging multi-channel recording industry. 

Performance-Tailored Components 
-Revolutionary transducer designs, optimized network topologies and innovative materials are some of the reasons why the 

LSR line is being hailed as 'the world's most advanced tnonitor'. JBL's all-new Deerential Drive® woofer permanently dispels the notion that 
better linearity, higher power handling and greater dynamic accuracy are somehow an unobtainable, evil triangle. Dynamic braking produces 
truly accurate bass at higher SPII with maximum reliability. Composite máterials, including Carbon Fiber in the woofer as well as Titanium 

and Keviar® in the high and mid frequency components, insures performance that is always optimally maintained. 

Not Just A Better Spec... A Better Monitoring  System 
While all companies boast about their specifications, JI31, went one step • further. To guarantee that every component of the 
',SR family worked together for optimal performance, LSR development employed J131,'s unique 'system-engineered' design 
philosophy. Simply put: the entire line was researched and refined as one, with an overall performance goal in sight. VVhat this 

means to you is a monitor and subwoofer that work together as a system; delivering stunningly uniform and accurate performance 
in both stereo and multi-channel applications. 

LSR 32 
12" 3-way mid-field 

monitor with rotatable 
Mid/I ugh Elements. 

LSR 28P LSR 12P 
8" 2-way close field 12" Active Suhwoofer 

monitor with with Bass Management 
hi-amplification and System. 

active filtering. • 

Carbon Fiber 
Composite Cone 

Dual Top Plate 

Dynamic Brake Coil 

Neodymium Magnet 

Aluminum Diecast 
Heatsink 

Dual Drive Coils 

Diecast Frame 

H A Harman International Company 

Tb find out more about the revolutionary LSR Monitors, visit JBI, Professional at www.jblpro.com 
CIRCLE MOO ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 


